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INTRODUCTION

The sixth and last of the Apollo program manned lunar landings occurred on December I I, 1972
when the lunar module Challenger landed in the Taurus-Littrow region of the Moon. The Apollo 17
crew spent 22.1 hours in surface exploration and traversed approximately 35 km with the lunar roving
vehicle.

This document is an edited record of the conversations between astronauts Eugene A. Cernan and
Harrison H. Schmitt on the lunar surface and EVA capcom Robert A. Parker at Mission Control in
Houston during the descent, landing, and 75 hours of lunar stay time. It also contains landing site
observations from the orbiting command module America by command module pi lot Ronald E. Evans whi Ie
the LM was on the Moon, by al I three astronauts prior to command module-lunar module separation, and
after docking and reentry of the surface explorers back into the command module. Conversations of
interest are also included from the transearth phase of the mission. It: is a condensation hopefully
of all the verbal data having geologic significance. All discussions and observations documenting
the lunar landscape, its geologic characteristics, the rocks and soi Is collected, and the
photographic record are retained along with the supplementary remarks essential to the continuity of
events during the mission. We have deleted the words of mechanical housekeeping and engineering
data whi Ie attempting not to lose the personal and phi losophical aspects of the exploration.

The sources of this voice transcript are the complete audio and video tapes recorded during the
EVAs and the Technical Air-to-Ground Voice Transcription prepared by NASA. The voice record is
I isted chronologically with each Individual comment preceded by the day, hour, minute and~

occasionally, second when the statement was made. These times are Apollo Elapsed Time (AETl which
is the true mission-elapsed time after I iftoff· from Cape Kennedy at 12:33 a.m. E.S.T. on December
7, 1972.

Figure I shows the landing site area that was described, sampled, and photographed by the
Apollo 17 crewmen.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The assistance of Apollo 17 EVA capcom Robert A. Parker who reviewed his portion of the
transcript is gratefully acknowledged. R. L. Sutton, U. S. Geological Survey gave valuable
assistance with the sample and photo indexing. The cover illustration and figure I were prepared by
R. E. Sabala, U. S. Geological Survey. This report was dupl icated by J. L. Remy, U. S. Geological
Survey. Thanks are due to Cyndee Condit for her able communication with the WYLBUR text-editing
program on the National Institutes of Health Computer' System which made possible the efficient
editing and reproduction of the transcript. This project was supported by NASA Order No. WI3,672.
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AP{) LLO 17 CREW

cc

CDR

CW

iMP

:Mce

AET

AlSEP

13&19

BSL"SS

'CM, CSM

COMP

CaNT

Cape

Core

~RE {Cosmic R~y~

CSVC

BAG

DOC

DSEA

EP 4

GLOSSARY OF TERMS, ABBREV1AHONS,AGR{)NYMS~ AND SYMBOLS

-CapSLJ i e ConmunI cater (-Robert A~ Parker during EVAs.. other astronauts duri ngother
°tlmep.er-iods)

~mmander(Eugene-A. Cel"l"lan~

Command Module Pi lot-,{Ronaid E;,Evans')

Lunar Module Pilot -{Harrison t1.Scnmitt)

MlssloR GontrolCenter tun IdentlHedvolce) ,

Apocllo Elapsed Tlme-- after fauncn from earth (days-brs-mins-secs)

Apotlo Lunar Surface Experiments Package

£:1ack and Wh I te

B.uddy Secondary Life Support System

Command Module.. COIlIIlaod ServkeModule.#"i\merka"

:Comprehensive SalTlPl:e - sample re:fereneeln transcript keywording

Conthrgency SalTlPle - bag ·of 5011 and rockscoHectedearlyin the EVA - sample
reference:i ntr-ansc-rlpt i<.eywordi ng

Cape Kennedy

-Dri ve tube cor i ng .(lev i ce for col l ecti ng so I I sarnp'les

-CosmJ c Ray Experiment

Core Sample Vacuum 'ContaIner - for storage-of chemlcally ultrac1ean drive tube sample

Data Acqut.sl t lon -camer.a,16 mm

Documented Sample -soli andlorrocks thcat are documented by photography before end
aft:er safilpUng

Data Storage Equ l oment Assembly

Exp f os Ive Package number 4 of SelsmJc Profiling Experiment
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GLOSSARY CONT' D.

E~traveh,icular Act l v l tv r- as t roneut activities on the lunar surface

Equipment Transfer Bag for transport of items between LM hatch and lunar surface

"Landing and A~1Iysis'training display at Cape Kennedy

..:...

. ~ p,

i ~;_

.::, :",,: .

:;-,j'

, .,.~ -~

'-:' " .. .;

. ...J':':'

..-' -
Interim Stowage Assembly

Inches Per Second

Lunar Seismic Profi I Lng Experiment

Lunar Roving Vehicle - "Rover"

Lunar Equipment Conveyor

Loose Rock"

Lunar Sur face Grav,imeter'

Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites experiment

Footbal I-Sized Rock

Liquid Cooled Garment

- .':.~

Lunar Module,' "Challenger"

tunar Mass' spect~ometeT'~-"

Ground Control led Television Assembly

loss 'otsignal

Heat Flow Experiment

. ,J.--.

",'.J'

ETB

EVA

FSR

GCTA

HFE

IPS

ISA

Land A

LCG

LEAM

LEC

LM

LMS

LOS

LRV

LSG

LSPE

LSRK

Mag/Mags Magaz i ne/Magaz i nes - pho toqnaph i c, ·1 "..... .. . ".'

MESA , ,
;~- ;:" 'dj.·,

Mod,lJlarizedEquJpmentStow~"geAssemo tv> a~,!'itorage area on the LM that contains
science equipment "

. <:
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GLOSSARY CONrJD~

r-oCR

Neutron Flux

.pAN

PlSS

PHO

HHSSC

RTG

S-iVB

SCB

SEP

SESC

SRC

Strut

Plus-Z Strut

-Mi nus-Z Strut

PI us-Y Strut

Mi nus-Y Str.ut

SWP

T 38

.:rCA

TGE

VIP (site)

Mission Operations Conterol Room

Lunar -Neut-ron Probe Exper-iment

Panorama of 70-mmphotograp'hs

Primary Life :SuP'POrt SY5t~ for space 5U1t

Photo, photograph

Right Han~ Side ~towageConsoJ~

Radio.l sotope Thermae Iect~ic Generator

Saturn 48 Rocket

Samp-) e Col Iecti on Bag

Surface EIectri cat Properti es experl-ment

SpeciarEnvir"OnmentaJ Sample-funtalner

Sample Return Container, "Rock Box"

One of four legs on the LM

Forward leg on which the ladder is meunted

Rear leg of L"M

RIght leg of lM·

left ieg of the ~~

SWP crater just west of Station 8

Jettra in ing plane

Ti me Centered Above

Traverse Gravi meter ExperlmeAt

"Very Important Place" -final parKing site of tRY



GLOSSARY CONT'D.

*** Garbled or cl ipped transmission_

Deletions between statements of statements that are not geolo1ical Iy relevant

Pause by speaker : .

(words)

(words?)

Interruption by,anoth~r speaker, or abrupt termi.na~ion of a recording

Exolanation of words probably said that were.garbled ~urinq transmission, or additional
explanation by editor

. -",

Explanation of words possibly said that were garbled during transmission, or additional
explanation by edItor,::_
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EXPLAi4AT lONOF KEYWORD1 NG

The purpose of the keywords enc l os ed in parentheses to the right of the transcript is to inform
the reader of either the phase of the mission <DESCENT, ORBITAL, etc.J during which the statements
were made, or the particular location or station -{LM, ALSEP, I, LRV I, etc.} where the speaker was,
or between which locations. fLM-ALSfP, SEP-I, etc.> the speaker was traversino. There are at so
separate sample (SAMP xxxxx) and photo (PHO xxx xxxxx) keys to denote the particular samples and
photos either being described or taken at that particular moment. Normally, where both sample and
photo keys occur in the same line, the photo numbers are cross-indexed to the sample numbers in that
I i ne , The occasional exceotions can be inferred from the context of the transcript --AET 04 23 39+

where the sample numbers 71130,35-36 are not necessarily referenced to the closeup stereo photo
numbers keyed in the same line. Where remarks in the beq inn i ng of a statement were not either
spec if i cal Iy nor genera II y about the sampl i ng or photography mentioned later in the same statement,
the keywording was placed in the particular line containing the first mention of the referenced
activity as with SAMP 71040-49, 75 in the statement made at 04 23 34+. Temporary stops for sampl ing
(LRV I, LRV 2, etc.> and emplacing exo los l ve charge 4 (EP 4> during the EVA 2 traverse are also
keyworded.

Because the taking of specific pnotos was not always mentioned, we have keyed al I photos known
to show a sample or its location in the first line that contains samp1e keywording at the time the
samp Ie was co I lected,

Photo keys p I aced in the "- - _If lines (where non-re I evant statements are del eted) show the
interval when those particular photos were taken even though not mentioned.

Conventi ons used in keyword sampI e and photo numbed ng:

SAMP 70018

SAMP CDRE 70001-10

SAMP 71050,55

SAMP 71040-49,75

SAMP?

PHO 136 20720

PHO 147 22492-520

PHO?

Sample number 70018

- Sample core 70001 through 70010 ~nclusive

Sample numbers 71050 and 71055

- Sample numbers 7r040 through 71049 and sample number
71075

Samp1e for which the number is unknown

- Magazine 136, frame 20210

- Magazine 147, frames 22492 throuqh 2252D l nc lus Jve

Photo or photos taken thar have I'lotbeen ident~fied
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The photographic base for this map is
Apollo 17 panoramic camera frame
AS17-2309, The station locations and

traverse routes are from compilations

by the Apollo Field Geology Investi
gations T'ea'rn under Contract No,
T-5874A:' '

LM ceordinates i- 20,17° N Latitude
30,77° E Longitude

Figure I. Apollo 17 landIng sIte showIng LM location and area traversed by astronauts during EVAs.
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GEOLOGIC CONDENSATION OF THE APOLLO 17 VOICE TRANSCRIPT

* * * * DESCENT * * * *

0414 18 17 CDR Okay, I got the South Massi f.

04 J4 18 35 CDR Okay, Gordo, I've got Nansen; I've got Lara; and
i've got the scarp. Oh, man, we lre level with the
top of the massifs, now.

(DESCENT)

(DESCENT)

04 14 19 21 CDR And there it is, Houston. There's Camelot! Right (DESCENT)
on target.

04 14 19+ LMP see it. (DESCENT)

04 14 19+ CDR We got them all. (DESCENT)

04 14 19 54 CDR Okay, I've got Barjea; l lve got Poppy! I've got the (DESCENT)
triangle.

04 14 19+ LMP Contact.

9
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* * * * lMWJNDOW * * * *

04 14 22 I I CDR Okay, Houston. The Challenger has landed! (lM WINDOW)

04 14 22+

04 14 23+

04 14 23+

CDR Jack, are we going to have some nice boulders in
this area.

CDR Oh, man. look at that rock out there.

lMP Absolutely incredible. Absolutely incredible.

(lM WINDOW)

(lM WINDOW)

(lM WINDOW)

04 14 23+

~ 1423+

04 14 23+

04 14 23+

04 14 24+

04 14 24+

04 14 24+

CDR thInk I can see the rim of Camelot. (lM WINDOW)

lMP Hey, you can see the boulder tracks. (lM WINDOW)

lMP There are boulders al lover those massifs. (lM WINDOW)

CDR I shot for a spot around 2 o'clock from Poppy. (lM WINDOW)
There's a number of boulders out at 12 o'clock from
Poppy, and I really think I'm probably not more than
about 100 meters out in front of it - and sl ightly
to the north. Actually, I may be a I ittte bit
closer to Trident than I expected Poppy to be. I
think I've got Trident right out the left window.
And our first cut at the mobility around here in the
Rover. It ought to be super.

lMP I tel I you, the massifs and Bear mountain are two (lM WINDOW)
different products.

CDR Do look it, don't they? (lM WINDOW)

lMP Of course, they're different slopes, too. (lM WINDOW)

10



04 14 24+

04 14 25+

CDR I think that may be Rudolph, right there, Jack, out (LM WINDOW)
your window. I was looking more at those boulders
and trying to stay in the spots between them -

CDR There was practically no dust, just a I ittle bit of (LM WINDOW)
a film; al I the way to the ground.

04 14 26+ CDR You can't see into Camelot, Jack; that rim - is
Camelot out in front of us.

(LM WINDOW)

04 14 26+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

04 14 29+

LMP Yes. (LM WINDOW)

CDR Okay. I can see the scarp. I can see Hanover. (LM WINDOW)
Good thing we didn't plan to go to Hanover. It's
steep.

LMP Look at the boulder - halfway up the hil I. (LM WINDOW}

CDR The boulder tracks - they're beautiful. (LM WINnow)

LMP It's sitting right there in the end of the tracks. (LM WINDOW)
ThAre are tracks al lover that hi Iiside. There's a
boulder came right down to the surface there. See
it?

CDR Yec;. (LM WINDOW)

LMP That one ri~ht through that J ittle crater - -(LM WINDOW)
sitting right there for us to sample. Look at it.

CDR Yes, sir. 1'1 I bet Bear mountain and the Sculptured (LM WINDOW)
Hills are the same.

LMP Yes. Well, the slope's different. We'll have to (LM WINDOW)
look at it from outside. You may be ri~ht. Now I
see why they cal I them sculptured. My Qosh, they're
so hummocky that there's shadow al lover them.

11



04 14 29+

04 14 29+

CDR Yes.

lMP There are some holes and rocks around here. Who
told me this was a flat landing site?

(lM WINDOW)

(lM WINDOW)

04 14 29+ CDR It is flat. For crying out loud. What do you want, (lM WINDOW)
an airtight guarantee?

04 14 30 14 lMP let's see, we got about 2 degrees left and about
5- negrees pitchup.

04 14 30+ CDR We're about what - about 100 meters from Trinent?

(lM WINDOW)

(lM WINDOW)

04 14 30+ lMP Yes, less than that, I think Trident's right here.
Our shadow's about 100 feet, Gena, I think.

(lM WI NDOW)

04 14 30+

04 14 30+

04 14 30+

CDR Yes, we're *** less than 100 meters then. (lM WINDOW)

lMP Yes, there are some holes I'm glad I didn't land in (lM WINDOW)
around here, 1'1 I tel I you.

CDR Now, if you look at the massif, Jack *** you see, (lM WINDOW)
they are almost like a series of linear boulder
tracks. but they come crossways down the slope. So
it looks I Ike there may very definitely be some
jointed - there's outcrop on top the mas~if, too.

04 14 30+

04 14 30+

lMP Oh, it sure looks like it, gray outcrop. And
there's a bluish-aray compared to the brown or
tan-9ray of the massif side.

CDR And a lot of that outcrop down on the bottom is
bou Ider.

(lM WINDOW)

(lM WINDOW)

04 14 30+

04 14 30+

CDR Yes. Do you know what that reminds me of, way up on (lM WINDOW)
top - that outcrop? It reminds me of Sunset where
you could just get a little piece of outcrop around
the corner.

lMP That's r lqht , (lM WINDOW)

04 14 43+ CDR The l and A and the landing site, from a rei ief
point of view, I think, are identical. I actually
didn't look around nearly as much as I thought I

12
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would, or as I wanted to, because I had fixation on
a reasonable spot to land. They're not al I
reasonab lei n that there 1 s some very sub tie
hummocky-like craters right in and around where we
are. And there's not a lot of boulders laying on
the surface, but there's a lot of what appear to be
boulders that are covered up by some of the dark
mantle. Numerous enough that you would not I ike to
take a chance at putting a pad down on one of them
or in one of those hummocky subtle craters.

04 14 43+ CDR I guess the thing that probably surprised me most (lM WINDOW)
about the site, as far as landing is concerned, is
the fact that there were these - I hesitate to say
they're outcrops but certainly +hey're burie rl

mascive pieces of rock - whether they're boulders or
not, we'l I have to find out - out here in the plains
area, partially covered and filleted by the dark
mantle. And I expected to find a number of craters,
but I guess I rea II y didn' t expect to find the rock
ty~es around. An rl we're talking about anywhere from
I to 2 meters down to - oh, 2 or 3 feet, which when
they're sticking out and on the sides of some of
these subtle craters look pretty menacing.

04 14 45 49 CDR The visibi I ity prior to pitchover was such that I (lM WINDOW)
could see Nansen. I could see the scarp. I could
see lara. I could not see Camelot unti I after
pitchover. Even at 6000 feet, the smal I triangle
with Frosty and Rudolph and Punk WAre visible to me.
I had Poppy from orbit, so it was easy to see.
Barjea was a very sharp round crater just as
depicted on the Land A. The thing I really didn't
get a good look aT, because I didn't pay too much
attention to It, was from Trident on to the south.

04 15 50 17 CDR My best guess is 150 meters from Poppy at I to 2 (lM WINDOW)
o'clock.

04 15 50+ CDR Mostly west, but slightly north.

13
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04 15 50+

04 16 0/+

04 16 01+

04 16 01+

04 16 01+

CDR We're just about abeam of Trident I. I can see it (lM WINDOW)
out there, but I can't really define Trident I from
Trident 2. And the thing that is a little different
is that I appear to be closer to it than I normally
would have expected to be.

CDR I thought Rudolph was right out there at 3 o'clock. (lM WINDOW)
Jack's looking at it and he said, yes, that is
Rudolph right at 3 o'clock out his right-hand
window.

CDR The shadow of the lM, the rendezvous radar antenna, (lM WINDOW)
is pointing about one-third of the way down from the
peak of Family. I must be right here abeam of
Trident I. I guess it's close to 100 meters - 80
meters anyway - to where the rim of Trident I fal Is
off. And I am abeam of the center of Trident I, and
that's the only possible thing it could be. And
that would put Poppy just about where I expected it
to be.

CC You're referring to Trident I as the easternmost (lM WINDOW)
part of Trident, is that right?

CDR No, it's always been the westernmost part of (lM WINDOW)
Trident. The landing site was on a line between
Trident I and Rudolph and judging from what jack's
got on his ri~ht-hand window and what I got on my
left-hand window we're right there, except possibly
a skosh further south on that line.

04 16 01+ lMP We can't see into Camelot; we can just see the rim (lM WI NOOW)
of it. It's at least 200 meters - 2 to 300 meters
up there, I expect.

04 16 01+ CC What o'clock position is the nearest part of the rim (lM WI NOOW)
of Camelot? Or maybe if it's better defined - -

14



04 16 01+ LMP Twelve o'clock. !LM WINDOW)

04 16 01+

04 16 01+

0416 01+

CC - - define the south rim. Can you see the south rim (tM WINDOW)
of it?

CDR Yes, Gordy, but it blends 1n so weI I; all we're (lM WiNDOW)
seeing is an undulating h1gtt as the r lm, And to toe
best of my knowledge, we've got the east rim ri~ht

at 12 o'clock.

-LMP Hey, Gordy, right -at 12 o'dock also isa "boulder (lM WINDOW)
that's at least 3 meters and maybe 510 and I wouldn't
be a bit surpr'I sea if you -can find it. Jt's on a
line between us and the intersection of the South
Massif and the Fami Iy mountaJn hor-Izon, Just
sHqhtly left of that line or south of -that tlne,
And that ~oulder _ought to show up on your bes+
photography.

04 16 01+ LMP That -boulder's at least 200 meters aw~y. (LM WINDOW'

04 16DI+

0416 DI+

04160H

04J6 '16+

CDR The west rim of Trident, which, by the'llay~ is full (1M WINDOW)
of outcropping-looking boulders, is at 10 o'-elock.

CDR 1 -can look back aroun d tbe corner now and J can see ( I M WI NnOW.)
wnere Tri'CIent I rose up t.o lts r-im on the -east s l de,
and J -wouI d say "Ie' reabeam of a poi.nt .one-ttl i rd the
way from -east to -west up the center of Trl dent.; that
is ,we've covered one-1'hi rd of Tri dent I and -we~ r.e
abeam of a point -of a I ina that goes thr-ough the
one-+hiro poinT from east to west.of Trident I.

-COR I thlnk it's very closet-oourpfanned landLngsite. -<lMWINOOW)

U1P I took the b i nocs and looked at some large -bou1ders {lM WTNOOW)
at our 12 o'{;fock pos ltJon., They'f'e probably on the
order -o:f a hat f meter to 2 :meters~ biJried but
witoout strong filleting. And most of them that :2

15



04 16 16+

could see had the same mottled I ight-gray and
medium-gray texture, and it looked I ike there's a
lineation in it. And whatever the mottl ing is, it's
on a grain-size, or fragment-size, of a few
centimeters, and it looks as if it's very uniform in
that mottl ing; that is, there's one fragment size.

LMP There are a few near one crater out at 12 o'clock- (LM WINDOW)
dark-gray rock that may be glass-coated. One of
them looks I ike it's right at the rim and might have
been part of a projecti Ie that made the crater.

LMP04 16 17 47

04 16 17+

The large boulder that I mentioned that's several
meters in diameter - I'm not even sure it's a
boulder - it does have a wei I-developed fi I let.
It's highly fractured. It looks I Ike the fractures
generally are north-south. At least we can't see
end on into the fractures. And It's too far away to
be sure, but it looks like it's mottled also,
although there did appear in the monocular to be a
more heterogeneous mottling. It might be a breccia.

LMP That boulder ought to be very close to th~ ALSEP
site.

(LM WINDOW)

(LM WI NDOWr

04 16 17+ CDR In reference to these boulders, everywhere I can see
out of my left window and out ahead of me ih
referring to that boulder Jack's talking about which
is just a little bit on my side at 12 o'clock it
appears that the dark mant Ie has f i I Ieted ahd , for
the most part, covered part of, or is up on top of.
some of the crevices and the crannies in the
boulders themselves, even the very small ones. I 'ef
say from a population point of view, boulders of the
size Jack's talking about that are visible through
the surface anywhere from I to 2 to 3 meters - a
very smal I percentage. but when you look at them at
our level, it looks like they are quite populous.
I'd say there are maybe about 25 of them in view .
between myseIf and where the hori zon fa lis o f f down·
away from us towards the South Massif. The area
back towards Station I, at least the other side of
Trident, looks like it's r.~re heavi Iy strewn with
some of these fi I leted and partially mantled large
fragments. .

16
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04 16 17+ LMP To say that there is a boulder, as such, actually (LM WINDOW)
sitting on the surface, I really can't find one,
unless they're around something very smal I and
possibly younger craters. But I think for the most
part everythinq is somewhat mantled.

04 16 20 48 LMP Gordy, I think maybe the predictions of a fairly (lM WI~DOW)

thin regolith were good. I have a crater at about
130 feet. It looks like it's not more than a meter
deep. It's very fresh, has a bright halo around it,
and it's very rocky in its interior and has some
rocks that are at least 10 or 20 centimeters in
diameter on the rim. It looks I ike it's penetrated
into some much rockier substrate than what we're
seeing on the surface. The surface itself looks
like probab Iy 15 percent fragments greater than ha If
a centimeter.

04 16 20+ lMP I don't see any general size, Gordy. I do have a (lM WINDOW)
crater out here that's - maybe a meter in diameter -
fairly fresh, although not bright halo - that has
not penetrated to blocky material. And it looks
like the saturation crater size is very smal I in the
area we can see; that is, there don't seem to be any
old or very subdued craters. It's obviously
saturated with craters a few centimeters in
diameter, but when you get bigger than that, there
seems to be more of a clear distribution rather than
a saturation.

04 16 23 02 CDR let me give you a quick far horizon. At 12 o'clock, (LM WINDOW)
I've got Fami Iy mountain. It and South Massif are a
repl ica from their plane form from where I am,
except that Family mountain is much more symmetrical
and rounds off to a very more definite peak. The
South Massif, in turn, has got a high plateau, a
high flat peak on top. My far horizon then, from
about 12 to II :30 is dominated by Family mountain.
I hate to use the word anorthosite without getting
out of the spacecraft , but it sure is wh ite. It
sure is white, but it's varied shades of white -
with sort of a tendency on its southern or
southeastern slope to be marble caked with a darker
material much the same color as the mantle that
we've landed on. The Family mountain disappears
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just about at the level of the rim of Camelot on my
far horizon and just in front of it - that's at
about I I o'clock - just there is where the South
Massif starts up very abruptly - I'd say certainly
30 degrees, - very abruptly to a very impreSSive
altitude. It plateaus off from about 10:30 to about
9:30, and then it starts sloping back down towards
the east at about the same angle. Very symmetrical.
There are several places where you can see what
appear to be outcrops. I say several - about a
dozen anyway, where you can see relatively large
areas of outcrop on the South Massif. That outcrop
is a darker-gray color than the white-gray of the
massif itself. The one most dominant outcrop Is
right at the change in slope to the west, where it
goes upslope and then plateaus off, and there Is a
definite outcrop. And you can see several boulders
on al I levels of the massif that have come
apparently from outcrops and I feel certain we wi I I
be able to get to some of those that have come al I
the way down. South Massif, too, appears to be in
areas marbly caked dirty, such as if It was
sprinkled with a dirty or a darker covering, and
that covering is more evident as it slopes back here
towards the east. At the far horizon now, I can see
South Massif al I the way to 9 o'clock, but then
behind it, there's just a little breadloaf-type dome
of a much darker, much more hummocky mound back
there, relatively big. It's probably, from where I
stand, at least 10 percent the size of the South
Massif. Gray in texture. There appears to be some
I ineations dipping down into the west at about 20
degrees, but that may be a sun-angle problem. But
they're definitely there. And then, contrasting
that is Bear mountain which is also much
darker-gray, much different than the massif from
where I stand, much more hummocky surface. It
appears to be to me what I would expect Sculptured
Hi I Is to be like. One other thing about the South
Massif is that at about 9:30 to 10:30, there is a
I ittle knob of the South Massif that sort of flows
towards the east or sl ightly towards the northeast.
That's the one that tends to be a little bit more
heavily covered with the - darker dusty material - -
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04 16 28+

04 16 28+

CDR I can see a couple of places where craters have (lM WINDOW)
penetrated very smal I craters and penetrated the
massif - craters maybe a meter or two in size, some
5 meters, and there's a lot of rocK debris around
them, which tends to bel ieve that there is very
I ittle, if any, soft covering on that massif.

lMP Just a couple more words about the North Massif. It (lM WINDOW)
looks I ike a good distribution of boulder tracks.
Many of the boulders are accessible. The tracks can
be traced up, at least to midslope. That's at my 3
o'clock position. And occasionally, at that
midslope position, particularly northwest of Henson,
you can see abundent boulders suggestive of outcrop.
That's something that we had missed seeing on the
pre-mission photos. And it isn't as abundant as on
the South Massif, but there are apparent ledge
formers about midslope.

04 16 31 03 lMP There's also a few very bright sparklies from the
surface - not abundant, but a few.

04 18 09+ CDR From the looks of that soil out there, that dril I
may have a job ahead of it.

(lM WINDOW)

(lM WINDOW)

04 18 09+ lMP Yes, I don't think the regal ith is very thick, and I (lM WINDOW)
think you've got rocks below it.
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* * * * EVA I * * * *

04 18 21 32 LMP Okay. 1'1 I start my watch. ( LM)

04 18 23 58 CDR It's open now. (LM)

04 18 31 09 CDR I'm on the footpad. We landed in a very shal low (LM)
depression. That's why we've got a sl ight pitch-up
angle. Very shal low, dinner-plate-I ike dish crater
just about the width of the struts.

04 18 32+ CDR Do we have boulder tracks coming down? 1 think I
may be just in front of Punk.

( lM)

04 18 32 53 CDR On the North Massif, we've got very obvious boulder (lM)
tracks. A couple of large boulders come within 20
or 30 feet of where we can get to them, but there's
a couple I know we can get to. The sun angle is
such that, what I saw on the South Massif earlier I
can't see very weI I. But, I know there were bou Ider
tracks over there. Boy, it's hard to look to the
east. Bear mountain and the Sculptured Hi lis have a
very simi lar texture on the surface. The Sculptured
Hi lis is I ike the wrinkled skin of an old, old,
100-year-old man. Very very hummocky, but smoothly
pockmarked. I do not see any boulders up by the
Sculptured Hi I Is from here. But it's awful hard to
look to the east and to the southeast.

04 18 34 09 CDR We didn't have an awful lot of dust on landing; but (LM)
I can dig my foot in 8 or 10 inches, and I know
we're at least that thick. There's a smal I little
I-meter crater right in front of us with a whole
mess of glass right in the middle. That's right in
front of the MESA, as a matter of fact. Right where
I want to park the Rover.
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04 18 34+ CDR I'm going to take a quick look back. I think this
is Poppy.

(lM)

04 18 35 01 lMP Oh, I'm on the porch. Who said this place was (lM)
smooth?

04 18 35+

04 18 35+

CDR There's a lot of local depressions here I didn't
figure existed.

CDR I'm east of the lM now. The lM straddles this
crater I talked about~ and that's where we get the
pitch angle; the back strut is probably right down
in the eastern one-third of that crater. Just a
little - very subtle crater.

( lM)

( lM)

04 18 35+ CDR Boy, I look at some of these rocks that are fi lIeted (lM)
here, and there sure are a lot of sparklies in them.

04 18 35+ lMP You landed in a crater! ( lM)

04 18 36 39 COR All these I ittle craters have got glass in the (lM)
bottom of them. Here's another one.

04 18 36+ CDR There's very clear sweeping of the surface by the
descent plume out about 15 meters.

( lM)

04 183728 CDR I tell you where I think I landed - about 100 meters (lM)
from Poppy at 10 o'clock.

04 18 37+

04 18 37+

lMP That's an awful big hole.

CDR Wei I, I know. I got to look around a I ittle more.
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04 18 37+

04 18 37+

04 18 37+

LMP You sure it's not Trident? (LM)

CDR It might be part of Trident. (LM)

LMP The surface is moderately cohesive. which holds a (LM)
pretty good bootprint - very fine grain. Gene's ***
looks very much I ike previous soils.

04 18 40 20 CDR Man. there's sparkl ies in the soi I. You can Just (LM)
look at It. See them al lover? Very fine-grained.
It's sparkly.

04 18 40+

04 18 40+

CDR See the soil sparkle?

LMP Yes. I think that's a little glass.

( LM)

( LM)

04 18 40+ COR I' I I show you that crater that's got noth i ng b.ut ( LM)
glass In the bottom.

04 18 40+ LMP That's a vesicular rock of some kind there. It (LM)
almost looks I ike Mono craters - pumice. but don't
quote me.

04 18 41 01 CDR Even the very smal I - the 1- and 2-inch - 3-inch (LM)
fragments that are laying around here have been
dusted and fi 1leted - - with the dark mantle.

04 18 41+ CDR And that sweeping by the descent stage goes al I the (LM)
way out there to where we were. which was about 50
meters. I guess. These rocks almost have a very
I ight pinkish hue to them. and they're not obviously
breccia. Now. that's I ike a breccia there. But
this stuff is something else again.

04 18 41+ CDR 1 don't think there is any place you could land (LM)
around here where you wouldn't have one foot in the
crater.
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04 18 41+

04 18 42+

lMP looks like a vesicular, very light-colored porphyry elM)
of some kind; it's about 10 or 15 percent vesicles.
I'm right in front of the lM. Quite a few of the
rocks look of that type. Sort of a pinkish hue to
them. The texture is coarse, but I'm not sure how
crystal I ine they are, yet.

CDR There's crate rs a I lover here. ( lM)

04 18 46+

04 18 46+

04 18 46+

CDR This place is not locally level.

lMP You're right.

CDR There's not many places you could put the LM down
and have it be zero, zero, zero.

( LM)

( lM)

( LM)

04 18 48+ LMP Got a different breed of rock up here. The stuff's (LM)
sticking through this thin regol ith - or regolith
period. I don't know whether it's thin or thick
yet.

04 18 50 32 LMP I think it's safe to say this surface was not formed eLM)
yesterday. There is a regolith; it looks classic.
Area distribution of particles up to 3 or 4
centimeters, anyway. Then you start to get maybe a
selective distribution of large fragments.

04 18 5/+ LMP Here's a couple of different looking rocks. One's (LM)
very White; one's quite dark. But we do have a
general rock type, I think, in the area - of the big
bou Iders ,
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04 18 52+ LMP A glass-bottom crater with al ittle bench. Looks
like one of the Flagstaff explosion craters except
for the glass in it. Right out at 12 o'clock.
That's the one I was talking about, about having a
bright halo.

( LM)

04 18 55+ CDR There's a piece of glass I picked up. I'm going to (LM)(SAMP 70018)
set it right on the floor of the Rover.

04 18 59+ CDR I put a little piece of glass I picked up right by (LM)(SAMP 70018)
the Rover. here.

04 18 59+ CDR Just a little piece. I'm going to leave it right (LMl<SAMP 70018)
behind your footstool. It just sparkled at me I had
to pick it up.

04 19 03+ LMP The old 4 o'clock pan. (LM)(PHO 147 22492-520)

04 19 10 09 LMP The basic material around the LM is just what I said (LM)
- a fine-grained. medium-gray, regolith-appearing
material that is the standard area's population.
The craters. though, bigger than about a meter in
diameter. seem to - get to - rock fragments - which
I haven't yet learned how to pick up.

04 19 10+ CDR I'm parked right next to Barjea. And we are from
Barjea. 12 o'clock. I guess about 150 meters due
west of Barjea. And that's why we looked so close
to Trident. I'm coming right up on Poppy. No
question about where I am now. I've got Trident.
We are abeam of Trident I. just where 1 said we
were. I'm right at Poppy. We're about 100 meters
just about due west of Poppy. which is almost in
line with Barjea. of course, but basically on that
I ine, I think. between Rudolph and Trident I. And
as 1 look at it in the cross section. about 100
meters north of Trident I. That's the landing
point.
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04 19 10+

04 19 10+

04 19 10+

04 19 10+

CDR Sure get dirty fast. That is Trident right here (lM)
that we wa1ked over to.

lMP I just got my first initiation to getting very (lM)
dirty.

CDR I'm very firm of that now. I'm almost positive. (lM)
Unless I'm awfully mistaken about Trident. I don't
see how I could be from here.

lMP At the sacrifice of my cleanl iness. Houston. the (lM)
basic bright-colored rock type in the area looks
very much I ike the cristobal ite gabbros of the -
didn't see cristobal ite. but it looks I ike the
gabbros in the mare basalt suite. The coarse
-grained clinopyroxene plagioclase rocks.

04 19 13 50 CDR Am I gonna screw up that I ittle crater with glass in (lM)
it if I park there?

04 19 14

04 19 14

lMP I haven't quite learned how to pick up rocks with my (lM)
hands yet, Bob. or I would of had you a sample.
That's why I fel I down. It's an old blue-traverse
gravimeter.

CDR Okay. On the plains of Taurus-littrow. What a (lM)
val ley. I'd like to cut down through here. with a T
38 sometime.

04 19 14 lMP Wei I I haven't learned to pick up rocks. which is a (lM)
very embarrassing thing for a geologist.

04 19 19 34 lMP Houston, I've seen an awful 101 of rocks, as I (lM)
worked here. They look just 1ike those pyroxene
gabbros that I mentioned. The pyroxene's
irridescent in the bright sun. The grain size -
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04 19 24+

04 19 24+

maybe the mean is 2 mi I I imeters with max maybe up at
3 or 4. And it looks 1ike predominantly a pyroxene
plagioclase rock - cl inopyroxene, but I haven't
looked at it real closely.

LMP You did a great job of parking, so I was standing in (LM)
a ho Ie.

CDR Don't want to mess up al I those good looking craters (LM)
around here.

04 19 26+

04 19 26+

CDR Okay, here we go. Coming up. I've got the TV
camera in my hand, Bob. Oh, man. Hey, Jack, just
stop. You owe yourself 30 seconds to look up over
the South Massif and look at the Earth.

LMP You've seen one earth, you've seen them all.

( LM)

( LM)

04 19 28 56 LMP SCB 3 is on the handhold. ( LM)

04 19 36+

04 19 36+

CDR SRC is closed. And the organic sample has been
sea led.

CDR I'm taking SCB I to the tool gate.

(LM)(SAMP ORGANIC)

( LM)

04 19 39+

04 19 40+

CDR Okay, Jack. How about the flag right over here in (LM)
this little mound?

CDR Yes. Hey, you're in the edge of the crater though. (LM)
That's no test.
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04 19 40+

04 19 40+

04 19 40+

04 19 40+

CDR Okay, let me give it a few whacks. Baloney.

CDR I don't know how far we could dri II, but we hit
something solid with that one.

LMP No, it was sti I 1 going.

CDR Yes, but did you ever see a vibrator like that?

( lM)

( LM)

( LM)

( LM)

04 19 40+ lMP Take a couple this way, and we'l I take a couple that (LM)(PHO 134 20377-87)
way. How's that?

04 19 40+

04 19 40+

04 19 40+

LMP Okay, you're - it's partially covering the Rover,
but I think it's a pretty good shot. How's that?
Let me get the focus right.

LMP AI I right I got you reaching for the flag.

LMP That's very good, Gene. Let me get it in stereo.

(LM)(PHO 134 20377-87)

(LM)(PHO 134 20377-87)

(LM)(PHO 134 20377-87)

04 19 43+

04 19 47+

LMP I don't - I don't think it's going - you're a little (LM)(PHO 134 20377-87)
close, maybe. Get them both in focus.

LMP 1'1 I take the old CDR's camera. Not a bad camera to elM)
take.
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04 19 50+ lMP Hey, Bob - - just behind the lM in that fairly fresh (lM) (SAMP lSRK2 NOT RETURNED)
crater, 1 picked up an example of the kind of gabbro
I was talking about. And 1'1 I stick it in the big
bag, except the big bag has disappeared.

04 19 50 51 CDR 670, 003, 101. That's 670, 003, 101. ( lM)

04 19 50+

04 19 50+

04 19 50+

CDR Jack, I put that there to hold the SRC down.

lMP That's alright, I just put our sample in it. It's
in the bottom of the bag. It's about 8 by 5
centimeters by 3 centimeters. SI ightly tabular.

CC We copy that. It's in the big bag.

(lM){SAMP lSRK2 NOT RETURNED)

(lM){SAMP lSRK2 NOT RETURNED)

(lM){SAMP lSRK2 NOT RETURNED)

04 19 54+ CDR The shade is deployed facing deep space. ( lM)

04 19 54+ CC Understand, the Cosmic Ray. ( lM)

04 19 54+ CDR The antenna is deployed. It's not on the post yet, (uo
but it's deployed.

04 19 54+ CDR I think - just about got - the suns ide deployed, ( lM)
just as perpendicular to the Sun as I th i nk anybody
could do.

04200601 CDR It's 670,017,201; 670, 017, 201. And it was about elM)
75 percent in the shade of the Rover.

04 20 06+

04 20 06+

04 20 09+

04 20 09+

CC And now we're ready for bias. elM)

CDR A bias coming at you on the ground. elM)

lMP I'm moving down-sun, and where we've walked, we stir (lM)
up darker material - just slightly, but it's darker.
The same old thing, that most mature - that most
regol iths have.

CC Have you got a bias reading there, Gene? (lM)
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04 20 II 54 CDR Yes, 337, 454, 001 - that's 337, 454, 001. ( lM)

04 20 11+

04 20 11+

LMP Bob, textura II y, some of these rocks that I be I ieve ( lM)
are gabbros - have a texture not unlike a welded
tuff. But I know they're not. But they've got some
mottled characteristic to them that I haven't yet
figured out.

CC 1 say there, Jack that looks like a big rock there (lM)
beyond you.

04 20 11+ LMP That's the one we were talking about. Earlier. ( LM)

04 20 11+ LMP Okay, Bob. r think I'm going to move a I ittle bit (LM)
to the northwest of my present position in order to
get a I ittle farther away from that big rock.

04 20 11+ LMP And to get out of the shal low depression - that's
here.

( LM)

04 20 11+ CC Roger. It's not so shal low. You disappeared out of (lM)
sight from the last ***

04 20 16 10 lMP Wei I it's shar low relative to other depressions I've (LM-ALSEP)
been in.

04 20 16+ lMP I've not seen any sign of layering in any of the
craters. In their walls.

( lM-AlSEP)

04 20 16+ lMP The rocks st! I I seem to be - the pinkish-gray gabbro (LM-ALSEP)
out here.

04 20 19+ LMP Central Station can be near a crater.
your dril I holes a I ittle too close to
though. Bob, ask Mark if he's worried
as much as craters.

Going to put
that rock,
about rocks
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04 20 19+ LMP I've got a rock about 2 meters in diameter, ( LM-ALSEP)
partially buried - that one of the probes may be
near.

04 20 19+ CC Stand by and define near. ( LM-ALSEP)

04 20 19+ LMP Well it could be 10 feet. ( LM-ALSEP)

04 20 19+ lMP I can move a 1ittle more south. ( LM-AlSEP)

04 20 19+ CC If you're about 3 meters from the rock, that's no ( lM-ALSEP)
prob lem.

04 20 19+ LMP Okay, this is it. ( lM-ALSEP)

04 20 19+

04 20 19+

04 20 19+

04 20 19+

04 20 19+

04 20 19+

04 20 24+

04 20 29+

04 20 29+

lMP It looks like the probes are going to be in a
shal low depression. 1'1 I try to improve that a
little. It's not a real crater - it's just a
shal low depression.

CC Okay, shal low depression's al I right, Jack, don't
worry about it.

lMP It's not more than a meter deep.

CC Stay there.

lMP AI I righty. It looks pretty good to me.

lMP The meter and half-meter scale relief is a little
more than we can stand here for a good site. But
think this wi I I be al I right.

CDR Okay, Jack, I'm on the way.

CC Okay, we'd like you to park facing the Sun.

CC About 60 feet north of the Central Station.
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04 20 30 04 LMP Okay, ALSEP is connected, RTG is connected. (ALSEP)

04 20 30+ LMP Okay, about 60 feet northeast. How does it look
behind you? (LRV parked at ALSEP).

(ALSEP)

04 20 46 17 CDR 670, 002, 601 - 670, 002, 601. (ALSEP)

04 20 52+ CC - and Geno, you're leaning pretty heavy forward on
that dri II.

(ALSEP)

04 20 52+ CDR She's going in like she's in some pretty dead stuff, {ALSEP)
and then I hit some rock here.

04 20 52+ CDR It sounds to me I ike she's chippering away through
rock. May be just a I ittle longer dril ling hole
than it was at the Cape.

(ALSEP)

04 20 55 14 CDR Bob, she's going in - but not without a I ittle bit (ALSEP)
of res istance.

04 20 55+

05 20 55+

CDR Every once in a whi Ie, she breaks through a soft
spot.

LMP Bob, 1'1 I tel I you, this Central Station's a bear to
get level. WeI I, I just got dust on it now. It's
just too soft.

(ALSEP)

04 20 55+

04 20 59+

CDR That sure was dri I I ing in hard stuff because it took (ALSEP)
a lot to get it off.

LMP Yes, think I lost all the time I might have made (ALSEP)
up.
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04 20 59+

04 21 02+

04 21 02+

CDR It's obvious that I'm going through some pretty
tough stuff. Consol idated material, I ike rock
fragments, and then it breaks through; and then it
jumps for about 3 or 4 inches and then I hit some
more fragments.

CDR Man, is that thing biting.

CDR I'm in something tough down there now. Whew!

(ALSEP)

(ALSEP)

(ALSEP)

04 21 05 10+ CDR I'm into the white mark; it depends on what you want (ALSEP)
to cal I the surface. I can - give or take 6 or 8
inches.

04 21 05+ LMP Gene, is the dust coming up changing color on you at (ALSEP)
a II?

04 21 05+ CDR No, Jack. It Isn't changing color. I can't even (ALSEP)
tell where it's coming up.

04 21 05+ CDR I don't think it is coming up. I think I'm just (ALSEP)
pushing it aside.

04 21 11+

04 21 11+

CDR Now this one down to Fl. Would you bel ieve FI?

CDR Bob, in this soil, best number I can give you is
about an inch below the white spots - or Bravo I.

(ALSEP)

(ALSEP)

04 21 11+ CDR Hey, can you see this big mound that I just walked - (ALSEP)
it's just to the north - not the mound - the
depression that's just to the north of me?

04 21 05+ CDR It's probably behind the Rover. Wei I, how's that
look for the core?

(ALSEP)

04 21 15 26 CC Does it look I ike it's 80 feet or so?
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04 21 15+

04 21 15+

04 21 15+

04 21 15+

CDR Yes. (AlSEP)

CC Then that sounds good. (AlSEP)

CDR If you're looking at me, what I'm talking about is (AlSEP)
this depression In here for the core - oh, maybe 15,
20 meters out In here. Jack, what did you have in
mind for the Neutron Flux?

LMP Either the one you're down in there, or next one (ALSEP)
over behind that rock in front of you over there.

04 21 15+ LMP Either way I think is fine, Gene. But I would (ALSEP)
suggest behind a rock.

04 21 15+ CDR - - for a neutron flux, huh? (ALSEP)

04 21 15+ LMP Yes, 51 r; and the core. (ALSEP)

04 21 15+ CDR thought they wanted a core in that depress Ion. (AlSEP)

04 21 15+ CDR 1'1 I go behind that rock; that looks good from here. (AlSEP)

04 21 15+

04 21 15+

CDR The long bore's in.

CC looked like that one went in fairly wei I.

(AlSEP)

(AlSEP)

04 21 15+ CDR Wei 1 probably about like the other one did. Not too (ALSEP)
bad.

04 21 20+

04 21 20+

LMP Bob, I've got a rock about 10 feet southeast of my
LEAM location. I can move a little more north and
get 15 feet from that.

CC How big is the rock there, Jack?
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04 21 20+

04 21 20+

04 21 20+

LMP It's a meter wide and stands about a third of a (ALSEP)
meter high.

CDR How's that for soi I mechanics? 1 pul led the first (ALSEP)
bore right on out trying to get this thing on right.

CDR Right now I'm interested in getting this second bore (ALSEP)
on. Now, let's see if 1 can get it back in. Wei I,
not quite as far, but high enough for me to reach
the - it stil I feels, Bob, like there's a lot of
fragmental material down there.

04 21 28+ CDR Bob, 1 occasionally hit stuff and it spits this (ALSEP)
whole dri I I back at me. Knocks it back about a half
an inch or so, and then it wi I I bite through it.

04 21 28+ CDR My genera I impression is that there is an awful lot (ALSEP)
of fragments I'm busting up down there.

04 21 28+ CDR That last 6 inches, I rea Ily came into something (ALSEP)
hard; but it's down all the way.

04 21 35+

04 21 35+

04 21 35+

04 21 35+

04 21 36+

CDR Let me give you another one here. I'm in to the
bottom of the white marks, and that's about Bravo
again.

CDR Now the bore stem is in to the top of the white
marks; I'm still putting the probe down.

CDR And the top of the White marks is about Bravo I.

CDR Here goes the probe.

CDR Papa I.
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04 21 38+

04 21 38+

04 21 38+

04 21 38+

CDR Okay. 1'm going to go behind a rock over there - - (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09) (PHO 136 20720)
in that depression. Bob you do want the core in a
depression, right?

CC That's affirmative, Geno. (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

CDR This is right in line with the shal low depression; (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
and It's right in line with RTG, with a rock in the
middle.

COR That's where you're going to get it. Let me see (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)
what I need. Dri I I rack, core bag, dri I I at I IPS.
Okay. Let's go do it right.

04 21 42 29 CDR I'm going to put it right in this depression. (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 21 42+

04 21 42+

LMP There, get the middle of that.

CDR It's a shallow one. If I go over there, I'm not
shielded, Jack.

(ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 21 42+ LMP No, that's good. Get in the middle. Get it in that (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)
place.

04 21 42+ CDR It's only about a 4-meter depression. (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 21 42+ LMP Oh, wait a minute - oh, you're on the other side of (ALSEP)
the rock. Okay.

04 21 42+ CDR Yes, yes. Yes, I want to get back here. (ALSEP)

04 21 42+ LMP That's good. (ALSEP)

04 21 42+ LMP All of these big boulders around here that I've (ALSEP)
looked at, are the same rock type.

04 21 42+ CDR All these! itt!o craters are filled with glass.
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04 21 42+

04 21 42+

04 21 46+

LMP I've seen glass covers. (ALSEP)

LMP As I was saying, Bob, al I these big blocks that 1've (ALSEP)
looked at look like the gabbroic rock that I was
talking about - possibly upwards of 50 percent
plagioclase rather than 30 I ike the mare - but an
intermediate gabbro of some kind. And one big block
there had very sharply defined - paral lei parting
planes. I think there is a fol iation of minerals
that parallel that parting, but 1'1 I have to check
it out.

LMP Those parting planes go through the whole boulder on (ALSEP)
the order of at least 3 meters long in outcrop.

04 21 50+ CDR The first core was awful loose. I think I could
have pul led it back out with my hands.

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 21 56+ CDR Darn it. You know, Bob, one of the
working in a sma I I crater; and it's
difficult to work on these slopes.
I'm ready to put the dri II in.

prob Iemsi s I'm
just a little
Okay. It's on.

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 22 03 14 CDR Hey, Bob, would you settle for about 8 inches out of (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)
the ground? It's about as low as I can get.

04 22 03+

04 22 03+

04 22 03+

04 22 03+

CC Okay - - (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

CDR I'm within an inch of the white stripes. (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

CDR An inch of the white stripes, Bob. (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

CDR I was able to pull the core out with the drill, (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)
about 3 inches. And it's al I jacking material from
there out.
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04 22 03+ CC Why don't we just take two stereo pans for the ALSEP
photoS. First stereo pan wil I be in the vicinity of
the original stereo pan; and the second one, they
suggested, will be to the northwest of that original
one.

(ALSEP)
(PHO 147 22565-88)
(PHO 147 22589-606; 136 20683-710)

04 22 03+

04 22 03+

04 22 03+

LMP Northwest. Okay.

CC Yes, and I suggest that you go far enough so that
you can see the LEAM past the Central Station.

CDR I just put a plug in the top of that core; and it
disappeared from sight down the center of the core.
III I put a cap on it, too; but I want to plug it
first. I want to get the rammer to plug it down.

(ALSEP)

(ALSEP)(PHO 147 22589-606; 136 20683-710)
(PHO 147 22589-606: 136 20683-710)

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 22 07 43 LMP Where do you want the focus on the pan to be?

04 22 07+ LMP About 15 feet?

(ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88)

(ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88)

04 22 07+ CDR That's strange, that plug was too small for the (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
core.

04 22 07+ CC You got a focus that's just a little short of 74 (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88)
feet?

04 22 07+ LMP I've a Iready taken it at 15. (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88)

04 22 07+

04 22 07+

04 22 07+

LMP It's not a calibrated detent, but I don't think you (AlSEP)(PHO 14722565-88)
need it here.

LMP How far northwest? (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22589-606)

LMP About the same position as the heat flow down-sun - (ALSEP)
or up-sun?

04 22 07+ CC Yes. That sounds pretty good to me, Jack.
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04 22 07+

04 22 07+

04 22 11+

04 22 11+

042211+

CDR I ran that plug - two-thirds of the way down the
rammer, and it hit sol id paydirt.

CDR And 1'1 I put a cap on it for you, too.

CDR That's cap Alpha that's on the core.

CC Jack, you're taking your second pan, right?

LMP Yes, but the camera just stopped.

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP)(PHO 147 22589-606)

(ALSEP)(PHO 147 22589-606)

04 22 11+ LMP Would you bel ieve I'm out of fi lm, Bob? (ALS EP )( PHO 147 22589-606)

04 22 11+ CC You want to give me a frame count, Jack? (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22589-606)

04 22 11+ LMP Mag AI pha is empty. (ALSEP) (PHO 147 22589-606)

04 22 11+ LMP It's 158. (ALSEP) (PHO 147 22589-606)

04 22 11+ CC Jack, we're recommending magazine Hotel, and we also (ALSEP) (PHO 136 20683-710)
suggest you take the second pan, when you retake it,
at 74 feet.

04 22 11+ CDR Man, it didn't feel like this stuff was that hard. (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 22 11+

04 22 11+

CDR See if I can get it out. I may be jacking the (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)
treadle down into the surface.

CC Jack, if you haven't put magazine Hotel on, we want (ALSEP)
to recall that and make it magazine Golf - Gai I.

04 22 11+

04 22 11+

04 22 11+

LMP Wei I, Bob, I've already got it on. Is that okay?

CC Leave Hotel on.

LMP Let me finish the pan and come and help you.
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04 22 15+ CDR Come on baby. I'm going to get this thing out, now (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
that 1 got it.

04 22 15+

04 22 15+

04 22 15+

04 22 15+

CDR hope - this core is appreciated.

CDR Man, 1 don't know what it's in.

LMP I was afraid that would happen - with al I those
rocks.

CDR Yes, but it didn't go in that hard.

(ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 22 18 19 LMP I got your pans and a couple pictures of the heat
f low probe.

(ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88; 136 20683-713)

04 22 21+ CDR You don't suppose this is why we didn't have much
dust from the LM, do you?

(ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 22 21+

04 22 21+

LMP

CDR

think it is.

saw al I the way to the ground during landing.

(ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

(ALSEP)

04 22 24+ LMP Bag 10 Echo is a sample of a very large boulder
that's just beyond geophone 3. Just west - just
south.

(ALSEP) (SAMP 10130-57)(PHO 147 22535-36)

04 22 24+ LMP South of geophone 3 - southwest.
photos to document the boulder.
documented the sample, though.

And I got a few
I'm not sure I

(ALSEP)(SAMP 70130-57)(PHO 147 22535-36)

04 22 24+ LMP It's the same kind of rock I SaW near the LM - and (ALSEP) (SAMP 70130-57)
the gabbro - I'm beginning to lean towards 50
percent plagioclase, though.
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04 22 27+

04 22 27+

04 22 27+

04 22 27+

04 22 27+

04 22 31+

04 22 31+

04 22 31+

CDR I've got a del icate core in one hand. and I'm trying (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
to get some core caps in the other. You'd be glad
to know it's fUll. Bob. And whi Ie I'm the only one
to see the bottom end right now. I'm going to tel I
you. it looks like what I'm walking on. but it's
obviously not powdery. It's obviously very
cohesive. The bottom of the core is not smooth.
it's very jaggedy. and fragmental-like.

CC And Jack. in your travels there. whi Ie you're doing (ALSEP)
some sampling. if you happen to wander by in the
approximate vicinity of the deep core. you might get
us a Rover sample of the sol I there.

LMP Okay. (ALSEP)

CDR The core Is fil led to within an eighth or certainly (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
less than a quarter of an inch from the bit.

CDR It's got Bravo on and the plug has been discarded. (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

LMP I see no clear alignment of plagioclase or pyroxene (ALSEP) (SAMP 70130-57)
in this rock. That's the one with the parting in
it. It looks as if - integrating what I've seen
here and over at the big rock - the geophone rock -
that the layering or the fol iation or the parting.
whichever it is. is the result of variations in
vesicle concentrations. The sample 10 Echo is a
sample of the more coarsely vesicular rock. I could
not get one of the finer - more finely or
nonveslcular fragments. But I got pictures of it. (PHO 147 22535-36)

CC Can you see any evidence of soil on top of some of (ALSEP)(SAMP 70130-57)
these medium-sized boulders?

LMP There's soi I. A little bit of dust in some of the (ALSEP)(SAMP 70130-57)
holes. But there's not enough to sample at this
point. I may find some later.
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04 22 31+ lMP Vesicle wal Is do not seem to be as shiny. Most of
them seem to have dust in them.

(ALSEP) (SAMP 70130-57)

04 22 31+

04 22 31+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

LMP The vesicles are not cleanly spherical - they're (ALSEP){SAMP 70130-57)
spherical but they have fairly rough outl ines. They
look as if there's been some recrystallizatJon.

LMP J picked the wrong rock to sample with a scoop~ 1'1 I (ALSEP){SAMP 70130-57)
tell you that.

LMP Bag 174 - 474,474, soil from next to this big rock, (ALSEP){SAMP 70160){PHO 136 20718-19)
it's the fi I let. I can't get a chunk of the rock.

CC - - and, Jack, whi Ie you're coming back here to the (ALSEP) (SAMP 70 180-85) (PHO 136 20720-22)
Rover, why don't you get one more Rover sample in
the vicinity of the deep drll I, while you and Gene
get ready to take on the core stems. And because of
being a little bit behind here, what we're doing is,
we're getting prepared to drop Station I In favor of
doing Steno.

LMP Okay, you want me to get a - you want to break that (ALSEP) (SAMP 70180-85)
and I'll go get this sample, Gene.

LMP Gene has pretty wei I chewed up the ground. I helped (ALSEP) {SAMP 70180-85)
him. Do you want me to get a I ittle ways away from
it?

04 22 35+ CC Anything there in the dirt, Jack. It doesn't have
to be a skim sample of any sort.

(ALSEP) (SAMP 70180-85)

04 22 35+ CDR Okay, first piece of three sections - Bob, its full. (ALSEP){SAMP CORE 70001-09)
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04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

LMP There's a mixture of soil and arock in 475. (ALSEP) (SAMP 70180-85)

LMP The soi 1 came from about 0 to 5 centimeters. (ALSEP)(SAMP 70180-85)

LMP And it's about 3 meters from the hole. (ALSEP) (SAMP 70180-85)

CDR Cap Chari ie is opposite Alpha, that was the first (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
th ree sect ion•

LMP It's about 3 meters from the hole. I got stereo (ALSEP) (SAMP 70180-85)(PHO 136 20720-22)
before at I I feet and one after at I I feet.

CC When you took those two pans off the ALSEP, was one (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88; 136 20683-713)
at 15 feet and one at 20 feet?

04 22 35+ LMP One was at focus for 15 and 74. (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22565-88; 136 20683-713)

04 22 35+

04 22 35+

04 22 43+

LMP There's a partial pan on mag A, which was taken at (ALSEP)(PHO 147 22589-606)
15.

CDR I can't see what it is - 1 guess Delta and Echo is (ALSEP) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
the two section core. Delta being adjacent to the
f rrst section of 3.

CDR The last one is Foxtrot, and it's on tight. (ALSEP)(SAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 22 43+ CDR It's 670, 002, 601. That's 670, 002, 601. (ALSEP)

04 22 46 44 LMP Right now, 10 Echo is in my suit pocket, I hope.

04 22 51+ CDR Did you get the heat flow pictures, by the way?

04 22 51+ LMP got most of them. 'Not al I of them.
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04 22 57 24 CDR I'm on mag Bravo and frame count 19. (ALSEP)

04 22 59+ CDR Station 6 is pretty obvious up on the hi I I. It's (ALSEP)
fairly high up. I don't know if we'll get to drive
up there or not.

04 22 59+ CC I think you can see the boulder and that's how you (ALSEP)
can tel I, right?

04 22 59+ CDR Yes. And the crater. (ALSEP)

04 23 02+ LMP I'm at the SEP site, and I found a place I think we (SEP)
can layout a pretty good grid.

04 23 03 39 CDR Okay, Jack, here I come. Just about all you can see (ALSEP-LM)
in that direction is the LM. Boy, that's tough
driving into the Sun!

04 23 03+

04 23 03+

LMP Go right to the LM, and then a I ittle bit to your
left, to the left of the LM.

CDR Yes, I've got to go to the LM and give them a
read i ng here.

(ALSEP-LM)

(ALSEP-LM)

04 23 03+ LMP Everything I've seen so far indicates that the (SEP)
so-cal led subfloor boulders, if we have gotten that
deep, are this gabbro. I'm out here at the SEP
site, and the large blocks are stil I the plagioclase
pyroxene - -

04 23 05 45 CDR Bearing 292, 0.2, and 0.2. I'm standing right (LM)
in front of the MESA.

04 23 06 00 CDR Okay. I'm coming Jack.
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04 23 06+

04 23 06+

LMP The zap pits are nice white halos, although, for the (SEP)
most part, the rock's too coarse to show them very
wei I, some of the larger ones have white halos. We
may not be down to the sUbfloor, but - it's hard to
say.

LMP I did see a dense gray rock that's different than (SEP)
the others on my traverse out here. We'l I try to
find some of that, too.

04 2307 12 CDR I'm reading 278, 003, and 003 at the SEP site. (SEP)

04 23 08+

04 23 08+

04 23 08+

CC Let me fil I you in on the plan, guys. We're going (SEP)
to go to the west side of Steno, which Is where you
wou Id have dr iven by anyway, and the stop will be at
the 340/1.2, which is where you've got the little
Delta for EP 6, in your checklist. And we wi I I plan
on spending about 30 minutes there sampling
primari Iy boulders.

LMP You got a good feeling on how to head out of here? (SEP)

CDR Yes. I want to get around on the back side of (SEP)
Trident, and make sure that that's what I'm looking
at, is Trident over there.

04 23 08+ CDR Let's see if we can't get around Trident east over
here.

(SEP)

04 23 II 02 CDR We're on the move, Bob. (SEP-I)

04 23 11+

04 23 11+

LMP Okay, this is Trident, isn't it?

CDR Yes. It's got to be.
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04 23 11+ CDR This has got to be Trident east, right here, Jack. (SEP-I)
See that? That's 90t to be Trident east. That's
the big one.

04 23 11+ LMP On the right or the left? (SEP-I)

04 23 11+ CDR On the right. (SEP-l)

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

04 23 13+

LMP What are you headed now, south pretty much?

CDR Yes.

LMP That must be Emory over there. See with all the
blocks in the wal I?

CDR Where you looking? Which way?

LMP Southeast. Way over there.

CDR Yes.

LMP This is very easi Iy Steno right over here. We're
between the two big ones.

CDR That would be Powel I.

LMP That would be Powel I on the right.

(SEP-I)

(SEP-I )

(SEP-! )

(SEP-I)

(SEP-I)

(SEP- I)

(SEP-I)

(SEP-I)

(SEP-I)

04 23 13+ CDR 330, 0.3. (SEP-I)

04 23 13+ CC Okay, it sounds I ike you're probably just driving by (SEP-I)
the east Trident or Trident 3.

04 23 14 45 LMP You think all that right there is Trident? (SEP-I)

04 23 14+ CDR My gosh, if it is, that's incredib le , That's hard (SEP-I)
to bel i eve ,

04 23 14+ CC Jack, could you give me a frame count some time?
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04 23 14+ LMP Looks 1ike 45. (SEP- I)

04 23 14+ CDR Hey, don't you suppose that's Trident? (SEP-I)

04 23 14+ LMP We II, it sure looks like it, doesn't it? (SEP-I)

04 23 14+ CDR Yes. We were quite a ways from Trident. (SEP-I)

04 23 14+ LMP I bet you it is. (SEP-1)

04 23 14+ CDR If that's true, we're at 342 .4. That's about (SEP-I)
right; boy, what I was looking at Trident isn't
anywhere near that big.

04 23 14+ LMP Okay, if that's true, then we want to go 181. (SEP- I )

04 23 14+ CDR We're al I right now. That's got to be Trident. (SEP-I)

04 23 16 12 LMP Wei I, it's a triplet al I right, with some septa (SEP-I)
between. Wei I, wish I could take pictures.

04 23 16+ LMP Take a few, but it's not continuous. My hands are (SEP-I )(PHO 136 20723-38)
giving out. Okay, we're at 0.5 and 346. And the
surface has not really changed except slightly more
hummocky and roll ing, because of a larger number of
irregular depressions, or craters. The rocks at
first glance from the Rover look very much I ike what
we had around the LM. That's the big ones.

04 23 18+ LMP Okay, how far have you come? (SEP-I)

04 23 18+ CDR I've got to go about another 0.7 kilometers. I may (SEP-I)
be coming up en the edge of it. Boy, this is a heck
of a way to start out our navigation because it's
into the Sun here. Now, that's got to be Powel I.
wouldn't you say?
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04 23 18+ LMP Yes. Must be. (SEP-I)

04 23 18+ CDR Then that's Steno with a II the blocks in it. (SEP-I)

04 23 18+ CDR Boy, am I glad we didn't land out here! Whew! (SEP-I)

04 23 18+ LMP See this high point up here coming ahead? (SEP-I)

04 23 18+ CDR Yes. (SEP-I)

04 23 18+ LMP That should give us our beari ngs, I hope. (SEP-I)

04 23 18+

04 23 18+

CDR Okay, that's Powel I, huh?

LMP Yes.

(SEP-I)

(SEP- I )

04 23 19 53 LMP Okay, if that's Powel I. Quite a ways over there, (SEP-l)
but I think the thing to do is get up on that little
ri dge there.

04 2320 03 CDR I think we may end up looking right into Steno when (SEP-I)
we get up there. Bob, we're 342.9.

04 23 20+ LMP Houston, there are certainly a lot of big boulders. (SEP-I)
Let me take a look into the Sun here. That doesn't
look what I thought Steno looked like. There's no
dimple there. 1.2 he said. All right.

04 23 20+ CDR This is it over here, though, I guess. (SEP-I)

04 23 20+

04 23 20+

04 23 20+

LMP I think they can locate us if we work that block (SEP-I)
field right there.

CDR It doesn't look like what I expected Steno to look (SEP-I)
I ike - -

LMP No, me either. (SEP-l)
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04 232303 CDR 346; 1.1. I think it would almost be worth - I bet (SEP-I)
that's emory up on that hi I I. It's got to be.

04 23 23+ LMP We better park in this boulder field here. (SEP-I)

04 23 24 02 CDR Okay, I'm parked 180.

042324 27 CDR I'm heading 182, 346, 1.2, 1.1.

(I)

( I )

04 23 25 44 CDR Mark, safe.

04 23 25 47 CDR Mark, safe.

04 23 24+

04 23 24+

04 23 24+

04 23 25+

04 23 25+

LMP You want this charge deployed here?

CC That's affirmative, Jack.

LMP 1'1 I deploy it now.

CDR Pin I, *** two -

CDR Pi n 3 -

( I )

( I )

( I )

( I )

(I)

( I )

( I )

04 23 25+ LMP We're about 15 meters from a 20-meter blocky-rimmed (I)
crater. It's about 3 to 4 meters deep. All the
blocks on the rim look I ike the pyroxene,
plagioclase gabbro - the vesicular rocks seen at the
LM. At least al I that I've seen so far.

04 23 25+ CC Is this crater to the east or west? ( I )

04 23 27 01 LMP It's to the northwest of the Rover. ( I )
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04 23 27+

04 23 27+

04 23 27+

04 23 27+

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

lMP

LMP

lMP

CC

CDR

LW

LMP

LMP

CDR

The vesicle population varies from about a
mi I I imeter to I centimeter. It forms about 15
percent of the rock - 10 to 15. And I've given you
grain size for the rocks near the lM and that goes
wei I for this one.

There is - the parting that I mentioned, sti I I of
somewhat unknown origin, and we'l I try and get a
sample along a parting plane. It's clearly evident
in one of the bigger blocks.

Bob, you're going to want a core at this site?

Roger. We'd I ike to get - number I priority wil I be
some block samples, including any dirt that was on
the blocks, if there is such. And then the second
priority is a rake soil sample; the third priority
is a double core. Then, also in there, the pans, of
course, and other documented samples. But the
double core is there although it Is third priority.

Okay, you got one picked out?

Yes, let's hit this - see if we can work on that
one, it's at the edge, but we can chip at the
parting plane. And that's one of the things that's
come up that I think is of interest that we've got
to figure out why they have that foliation in them.

Boy, that rock is one of the more vesicular ones
I've seen around.

Wei I, they're al I about that, Gene. They're either
that or mixed with that variety. In the same
boulder, you'l I see a nonvesicular - a relatively
nonvesicular. Okay, that's the - - that's the
down-sun. Okay, right into the Sun.

Right at thAt overlapping fracture, huh?

Yes.
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04 23 29+

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

LMP Let me get where I can maybe save the rock. If you (I ) (SAMP 71030-37)
can hook your -

CDR I'm going to try and get it right up on top is where (I ) (SAMP 71030-37)
I'd like to -

LMP If you hit it on the right side. Itt I I go this way. (I)(SAMP 71030-37)
maybe. There you go.

04 23 29+ CDR Piece right there. (I)(SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 29+ LMP I can get another one. too. Try another one; don't (I ) (SAMP 71030-37)
lose that one.

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

CDR Let me get that one tor you.

LMP 1 can get it.

(I)(SAMP 71030-37)

(I)(SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

CDR Got it? Whoops. Can you keep it in sight here tor (I)(SAMP 71030-37)
a minute? Is that it?

LMP Yes. Go ahead. Try hitting - there you go. Can (I)(SAMP 71030-37)
you use the other end against the right side of the
rock?

04 23 29+ CDR It's coming. (I ) (SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 29+ LMP That's all ri ght. (I)(SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 29+ CDR I'll get that one. wait a minute. (I ) (SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 29+ LMP Be careful down in there. (I)(SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 29+ CDR The whole thing is going to fracture off here. in a (I)(SAMP 71030-37)
minute.

04 23 29+

04 23 29+

LMP It's trying to fall. Don't wear your hand out. (I) (SAMP 71030-37)
That's good Gene.

CDR Wait a minute. Let me give one more whack. The (I)(SAMP 71030-37)
whole thing is -no. that's too tight. Let me get
that other piece -
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04 23 32 21 LMP Bag 476 is the rock sample with a I ittle bit of the (I ) (SAMP 71030-37)
soi I near it - with a chip off the rock, watch it,
Gene.

042332+ CDR Here's your other chip. If I go down there, that (I)(SAMP 71030-37>
thing is about 15 feet deep.

04 23 32+ LMP Right. Got it. (I )(SAMP 71030-37)

04 23 32+ LMP Now, do you think you can chip off the other side of (I)(SAMP 71030-37)
that plane, up on the edge?

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

CDR Yes.

LMP Then we'l I get the soi I, and maybe just a smal I
rock, one nonchipped.

LMP 476.

LMP It's from the southeast side of the parting plane.

CDR There it is - a whole big slab, right there.

(I )(SAMP 71030-37)

(I)(SAMP 71030-37)

(I)(SAMP 71030-37)

(I)(SAMP 71030-37)

(I)(SAMP 71050,55)(PHO 13420394-96; 13620739-40)

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

CDR Oh, look at those dark minerals in there. Are those (I)(SAMP 71050,55)
dark black?

LMP Yes, they may be ilmenite or fresh pyroxene. We' I I (I)(SAMP 71050,55)
look at it. Gives the impression of pyroxene.

CDR Okay, you want my bag? I tel I you, if you work on (I)(SAMP 71050,55)
any kind of slope, like this little crater - okay,
I'm going to leave it open for a minute.

04 23 32+ CDR Whi Ie we get that one. (I)(SAMP 71050,55)

04 23 32+

04 23 32+

LMP You're going to have to use your tongs on that one, (I )(SAMP 71050,55)
I think.

LMP got it. (I)(SAMP 71050,55)
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04 23 34 27 LMP Bag 454. Okay, and the flashes are from inside,of
vugs and recrystall ized vesicles. They look like
pyroxene flashes; they could be ilmenite.

04 23 32+

04 23 34+

04 23 34+

04 23 34+

CDR Here's a big one. Get him the bag number, too.

CDR 1'1 I get my after picture.

LMP And let me get in there and get some soil.

CDR Okay, let's get It first.

(I ) (SAMP 71050,55)

(I ) (SAMP 71050,55)

(I)(SAMP 71050,55)(PHO 134 20396)

(I)(SAMP 71040-49,75) (PHO 134 20394-96; 136 20739-40)

(I)(SAMP 71040-49,75)

04 23 34+ LMP From the north side. The bag tore around that; it's (I)(SAMP 71040-49,75)
pretty jagged rock, but I think it'l I hold.

04 23 34+ LMP It's in Gene's sample collection bag. And a scoop
sample. You got a bag handy, Gene? Okay, bag 455,
Bob. It's from the west side of the rock. It's
under a sl ight overhang of the rock - in a shadow,
anyway. Okay, that's from about I centimeter down 
deep, I to 2 centimeters. And the next one is down
to about 5 or 6. And it's got some chips in it.

(I ) (SAMP 71050,55)
(SAMP 71040-49,75)

(SAMP 71060-69,85-97) (PHO 134 20394-96; 136 20739-40)

04 23 35 53 CDR That's bag 456, Bob. (I)(SAMP 71060-69,85-97)

04 23 35+ CDR Turn around and let me help you get these in your
bag.

( I )

04 23 35+ LMP Yes, let's - get your after - (I) (PHO 134 20396)

04 23 35+ LMP And if we can, we might get just a block instead of ( I )
breaking on it, and then we'll go to the rake.

04 23 35+ CDR Bob wanted a core here, too, huh? (I)

04 23 35+ LMP Yes, but the rake's next, as you might imagine. (I)

This stuff here looks a little less vesicular. Why
don't we try that one?

04 23 35+ CDR Hey, look at this rock, where the vesicularity (I)(SAMP 71 130,35-36) (PHO 134 20397-400; 136 20741)
changes from a hummocky vesicularity to a very fine
vesicular. Look at this. Let me try and crack -
see that? The change?
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LMP That's it. That's what I saw in that other boulder. (I ) (SAMP 71130,35-36)

CDR Let's see if I can't crack the corner and get that (I)
contact.

LMP Yes. And get a piece of both -,I think you can get (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
- if you can reach down there.

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

LMP Yes, that's what I'm after; that's it.

CDR Let's see if 1 can't crack - -

LMP That's a contact in a rock.

CC Do you guys see any 2-meter boulders around there?

LMP We just sampled one. *** - -

LMP We're not where you think we are. We're not sure
where we are. Gene, can you get down into that?
Need some help?

(I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

( 1) (SAMP 71 130,35- 36)

(I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

(I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)

(I )(SAMP 71030-37,40-49,50,55,60-69,75,85-97)

(I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

CDR Yes, just - give me the shovel to hold myself with. (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
Give me a shovel.

LMP How about that one? ( I ) (SAMP 71 130,35-36)

04 23 35+

04 23 35+

CDR Yes.

LMP Get that little piece.

(I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)

( I )( SAMP 7 I I30,35- 36)

04 23 35+ CDR Okay, I see it. It's pretty hard. See if I can't - (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
it's low and hard to hit.

04 23 38 59 CDR Wei I, I got the gnomon in the wrong place really.

04 23 35+

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

LMP How about coming around from this side?

CDR Can you reach it?

LMP WeI I, I'm goin.g to lean on the rock maybe. I got
that other little piece in sight.

CDR Okay, I got that piece in sight, too. Let me -
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04 23 39+ LMP Get them both with your - (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+ CDR Let me get them both right now. (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+ CDR Okay, this is a sample of the more coarsely (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
ves icu Iar rock.

04 23 39+ LMP You got it in your hand? ( I ) (SAMP 71 130,35-36)

04 23 39+ CDR I got them both. I think, actually, we got a (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
sample of both sides; but I wouldn't bet on it.

04 23 39+ LMP Okay, just got a chunk of that side. (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+ CDR Okay, got both of these. (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+ LMP See that rock right. over there on the little <I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)
mound, just projecting out of the edge of it?

04 23 39+ LMP There you go; you just about touched it. Right
there, that piece.

(I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR Okay, let me get these ina bag here. (I) (SAMP 71130,35-36)

LMP Wei I, I'll get that piece; and that's the samples (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
from either side of the contact anyway. Can you get
a bag - -

CDR They're pretty small. (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR Give me a hammer, and get a bag and 1'1 1--

CDR I got these in my hand I want to put there.

LMP Bag 477 is the - coarsely vesicular rock.

(I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

( I )( SAMP 71I30, 35- 36)

<I HSAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR Are two of them there?

LMP No, only got one.

hope two of them fell in. (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

(I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR Okay, here's that other one. it had to fal I right (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
here.

LMP I don't think it ever - is that - there it is; get (I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)
your tongs.
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04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR Right here?

LMP Now you're ful I of dirt in the scoop; you just
covered it up.

(I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)

( I ) (SAMP 71 130,35- 36)

LMP Here, put it in here with the dirt. That's good.

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR Got it; got it. (I) (SAMP 71130,35-36)

( I ) (SAMP 71 130,35- 36)

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR A little dirt never hurt anybody.

LMP Got it.

(I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

( I )( SAMP 71 130,35- 36)

04 23 39+ LMP 477 are two chips - they're smal I, but I think (I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)
they'll give you the - if there's any compositional
difference.

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR But these two are the ones you saw - that right
there? That's what you pointed at.

LMP Yes, I think you got it.

CDR Okay, I'm going to take a closeup stereo on that
contact.

LMP Yes, definitely.

(I)(SAMP 71130,35-36)

(I )(SAMP 71130,35-36)

(I)(SAMP 71 130,35-36)(PHO 134 20401-04)

(I ) (SAMP 71 130,35-36) (PHO 134 20401-04)

04 23 39+ LMP In bag 478 is the chip from the more finely (I)(SAMP 71150,55-57)
vesicular rock. Both of them are coarse. It's a
small chip; but It' I I tel I the story, I th ink.

04 23 39+ CDR I'll go ahead and get a closeup stereo - - (I ) (SAMP 71150,55-57)(PHO 134 20401-04)

04 23 39+ LMP Get a closeup, and I'll get the rake. I'll get (I)(PHO 134 20401-04)
started on the rake.

04 23 39+ LMP Gene, if you can pick up one more rock in that (I )(SAMP 71150,55-57>
picture, with your tongs, let's bag it.

04 23 39+' CDR I'll get it. (I )(SAMP 71150,55-57>

04 23 39+ LMP As you come back. (I ) (SAMP 71150,55-57)
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04 23 39+ LMP 1 can bag it for you, Gena. (I)(SAMP 71150,55-57)

04 23 39+

04 23 39+

CDR That's all right. 1 want to get this closeup here. (I ) (SAMP 71 150,55-57) (PHO 134 20401-04)

LMP Okay, I've moved about 5 to 8 meters northeast of (I){SAMP 71 170,75){PHO 134 20397-404; 136 20741)
the Rover. And - as soon as Gene gets here with the
gnomon -

04 23 43 50 LMP 1've got a sample that was laying next to that (I)(SAMP 71170,75)
boulder. I did not get an after picture of it, as I
was taking my closeup pictures, it - is On my side
of the boulder just 4 or 5 inches, covered with the
dark mantle.

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

CDR I th ink we probab Iy di sturbed that One. It'll
probably show up in the befores.

LMP That's in bag 479.

(I)(SAMP 71170,75)

(I){SAMP 71170,75)

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

LMP Let's rake right out there. (I)(SAMP RAKE 71520-97)(PHO 13420405-07; 13620742-43)

CDR Look, let's go ahead and bag that one; and I'll get (I)
the gnomon out there.

LMP Bob, as you might have seen from the camera, up (I)
towards where we think Emory is you get a pretty
high cOncentration of boulders up there.

CDR WeI I, we thought about going on up there; although - (I)
we're In a pretty good area here, too, from the
standpoint of boulders.

CDR I think for the most part, large and smal I, al I the (I)
fragments seem to be filleted or even mantled by the
dark materi a I.

04 23 43+ CDR What area are you going to rake?
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CDR Yes, except a change In vesicularity - - in terms of (I)
the size of vesicles, where I described one as beinq
a more hummocky vesicular-type rock. The first time
I've noticed any of the dark minerals was when we
took that one big flat chip off . that boulder.

04 ,23 4)f-

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

04 23 43+

04 ?3 43+

04 23 43+

LMP Ahead of the gnomon and to your left, there.

- - -
CC I also gathered that most of the rocks look pretty

much the same.

LMP That's what said.

CDR I didn't look at it that close to see what it was.

CDR I'm going to get a pan, Jack, whi Ie you're doing
that.

- - -

(I ) (SAMP RAKE 71520-97·)

( I )

( I )

( I )

(I)(PHO 134 20408-31)

04· 23 46+ LMP I'm only penetrating about, at the most, 3 (I)(SAMP RAKE 71520-97)
centimeters into this area with the rake. I've
picked up a very good sample of boulders but most of
them were in that distance of the surface and
projecting out of it.

- - -
04.23 46+

04 ·23 46+
v

04 23 46+

04 23 46+

04 23 46+

04 23 46+

04 2~3 46+

CDR A couple of more Jack. Okay, coming at you. Bob,
the pan is complete.

- - -
CDR There's two bags, I think.

LMP Two bags ful I. First bag is 457 - -

CDR Don't let me lose them. That's enough. Give me a
couple of small ones.

CDR Okay, that's good. Thdt's good. Okay.

LMP Here, *** they are.

COR Okay, in bag 458 is the rest of the rake sample.
Thev're all fragments.
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04 23 46+

04 23 46+

CC Now we need the kilogram of the soil. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)(PHO 13420405-07,25-27,32;
136 20742-43)

CDR AI I the fragments, of course are completely covered (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)
with - the mantle; and they are sl ightly - oh, maybe
20 percent vesicular. 1 just took a glance at them.
But, for the most part, they appear to be rounded
and sub rounded fragments.

04 23 46+ CDR Let's get the kilogram. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+ LMP o., well, shoot. Start allover. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+ CDR Try it again. 459 wi II get the ki logram, Bob. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+ LMP Get some more. (I)

04 23 46+ CDR Okay, fi II it up. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+ LMP Can you close it? (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+ CDR Yes, yes, I can close it. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+ LMP That's a good ki logram. (I)(SAMP 71500-09,15)

04 23 46+

04 23 46+

04 23 46+

04 23 46+

LMP think it's going to be hard to get a double core (I)
here. We could try a single right there. Bob, we
got time to get the core?

CC Negative. The core has been deleted. We'd like for (I)(PHO 136 20744-76)
you to get your second pan, Jack, and then we'l I
press on.

LMP I'll get over here where our two sample sites are in (I )(PHO 136 20744-76)
view.

CDR Wei I, now I know why I felt that we were much too (,)
close to Trident than what I thought. We weren't
really too close to Trident because Trident is way
out here. That makes me feel better. A guy would
know if he landed 100 meters from a big set of
craters like that. You know, on a landing site like
this, you ought to know exactly where you are.
Anyway I landed where I wanted to.
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04 23 51 34 CDR 670, 012, 901; 670, 012, 901. ( I )

04 23 51+

04 23 51+

04 23 51+

04 23 51+

04 23 51+

04 23 51+

CC We wi I I deploy charge number 7 on the way back.

LMP I'm tak i ng your camera.

CC Jack, you got the pan or getting it?

LMP Yes, s l r.

CDR CDR is on frame count 60.

LMP And the LMP is on 95.

( I )

(I)

( I )(PHO 136 20744-76)

( I )( PHO I 36 20744- 76 )

( I )

( I )

04 23 51+ LMP Bob, my impression right now is that the dark mantle (I)
may just be a - wei I, at least in here, it's
indistinguishable from a regal ith that might be
derived from these other rocks. It seems to to be a
I ittle dark for that, but that might be the answer.

04 23 55+

04 23 56+

04 23 56+

04 23 56+

CDR We are roll inq,

CC Remember you' I I be taking photos coming back here,
Jack - - if you get a chance.

LMP Yes, sir. I got a few going out, Bob, but they
weren't too well spaced.

CDR That's got to be Trident, Jack, because that's too
big for anything else.
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042358 52 LMP There's - the classic raindrop pattern over this (I-SEP)
fine debris. I'd say that the surface definitely is
sorted, the fine regolithic material forming one
fraction and then the blocks another. Those blocks
are greater than 2 centimeters in diameter. In
general, make up less than 10 percent of the
surface. But there are some big ones. And it -
fairly uniformly distributed. There are blocks a
meter in diameter.

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

CDR Hey, Jack, that big crater out there at 2 o'clock
has probably got to be Sherlock. That's got to be
Sherlock over there.

LMP Yes, probably. I think the only place I've really
identified that we can go to Is to Station 6.

( I-SEP)

(I-SEP)

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

LMP Okay, Bob, here's another crater about the same size (I-SEP)
we sampled - the last station. And It doesn't have
as many blocks, but it does have blocks. And from
this distance, their vesicular texture and their
light color shows up very well. I suspect they're
the same general kind. There's a glass-bottom
crater.

CC Okay. You got a range and - - bearing, there, guys, (I-SEP)
please?

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

CDR 341, 0.8.

CDR Did you take a picture, Jack?

LMP Yes.

LMP You're pointed right at Station 6, I think, Gene.

CDR I think you may be right. There's that boulder.

(I-SEP)

(I-SEP)(PHO? )

( I-SEP) (PHO?)

( I-SEP)

<I-SEP)

04 23 58+ LMP Not the one with the track but the one over there to (I-SEP)
the right of that.

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

LMP Unless the one with the track - I've got mixed
emotions which is 6.

CDR Look over there to the left. You see that.
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04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

LMP Yes.

CDR That's Trident. Man, I'll tel I you.

LMP Look at this thing. That looks like the same kind
of rock except it doesn't have any vesicles.

( I-SEPl

( I-SEP)

( I-SEPl

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

CDR There's some white stuff in that rock. Just let me (I-SEP)(PHO?l
take a quick pic ***

CDR See that one right in front of it? Take a picture (I-SEP)(PHO?)
of it.

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

LMP Oh, you mean this one, here.

CDR That's a big zap pit, isn't it? Take a picture of
that?

LMP Yes, they're big zap pits. Same rock with big zap
pits. I think those are zap pits. It's a little
hard to say.

CDR Looks like a big chip out of the rock.

LMP They're white halos; it just has more of them.

( I-SEP)( PHO? l

(I-SEPl (PHO? l

( I-SEP)(PHO?)

( I-SEPl

( I-SEPl

04 23 58+ CDR But it's a big one; it's about an inch and a half or (I-SEP)
2 inches across.

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

CC Okay, 17, how about - - range and bearing?

CDR 341, 0.7.

CDR Over there's the white mantle. Jack, look over
there. Can you look to your left?

CDR That's the white mantle.

LMP Swing around that way.

( I-SEP)

<I-SEPl

( I-SEP)

<I-SEP)

<I-SEP)

04 23 58+ CDR Cal I it a sl ide or not, but that's the white mantle. (I-SEP)
Whoo! That's my first real good picture of it. That
is something.
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04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

04 23 58+

lMP I got some of that. Okay, how are we doing?

CDR I don't want to go in that crater. We're at 0.6;
how about 339 ***

lMP I got a couple of shots right in there.

CDR Coming right around to you.

lMP Hold that heading. Whoa. That'l r be good.

CDR Right here?

lMP Yes, whoa.

CDR I got my locator. (EP 7)

lMP Okay, now this one we want me to get a partial pan
unti I something's identified.

CDR Okay. We'l I do that. We've got to turn that way
anyway.

( I-SEP) (PHO?)

(l-SEP)

(I-SEP) (PHO?)

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

(I-SEP)(PHO 136 20812-28)

(( -SEP)

05 00 02 32 LMP Okay, pin I pul I, safe. Pin 2, pull, safe.
Pin 3 -

05 00 02 41 LMP Mark it, pul I safe.

(I-SEP)

((-SEP)

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

CC I copy that as charge number 7.

lMP That's affirm.

CDR Okay. Bearing is 339, 0.6.

LMP Start a pan around it, Gene - -

CDR Okay. We're on our way.

CDR Okay. We'r~ heading on back to SEP.

lMP The pan was more or less complete at 146.
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05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

CC Copy, 146 on Hotel. (I-SEP)

LMP The more I look at this dark dust, if you wi II, the (I-SEP)
more it doesn't seem I ike the kind of thing you'd
expect to have been derived from the underlying
bedrock.

LMP It Just seems dark and much too fine-grained. It - (I-SEP)
don't have the impression that you're getting the
size distribution you'd expect to get by having al I
these blocks around.

LMP Definitely, I think at least in my mind, two (I-SEP)
populations - size populations.

CDR Jack, that almost looks I ike bedrock over exposed in (I-SEP)
there. See that?

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

LMP Yes, why don't you take a pass over that way. Get
through there?

CDR Yes, I can get through there.

LMP Do you know where you are?

CDR Yes.

LMP In Trident?

CDR No we're not in Trident. That's awful - that's
pretty steep down in there. I'd walk down there.
I'm not sure I want to drive down there yet.

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

(I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)

05 00 02+ LMP No, I didn't mean down in there. I meant right over (I-SEP)
there.

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

05 00 02+

CDR Well, here's some right here.

CDR Take a picture of that?

LMP Yes.

( I-SEP)

( I-SEP)(PHO?)

(I-SEP) (PHO?>

05 00 02+ CC And how about a range and bearing when you stop, to (I-SEP)(PHO?)
take the picture.
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05 00 02+ CDR 336. 0.4. (I-SEP)(PHO?)

05 00 05 59 CDR Jack says it IS going to be hard to tel I whether this (I-SEP)
is regal ith composed from the rock field we see
around, but - I get a distinct impression - you can
see that dark mantle on top of almost al I the rocks.
Except we have fresh glass, possibly, in the bottom
of some of these small craters.

05 00 05+

05 00 05+

05 00 05+

CDR Everywhere else there is actually mantle, I believe, (I-SEP)
in and around some of the crevices and in the
vesicles and what have you.

LMP Itls al I material though, that could be - knocked in (I-SEP)
there by the local impact.

CC Okay; but I gather you find a lot of material on top (I-SEP)
of the rocks.

05 00 05+ CDR Not a lot. Itls there, though. ( I-SEP)

05 00 05+

05 00 05+

05 00 05+

CDR Theylre not nearly as covered with dust as they get (I-SEP)
when you drop one. Itls just really a salting or a
scattering of debris in the depressions - - on the
rock. The projections of the rock are perfectly
clean.

CDR Yes, but most of al I - the craters are - have (I-SEP)
relatively ***, except where the rocks are showing
the boulders on the side, or - within the craters
are evident - are suddenly covered over with this
mantle. You donlt see any good sharp ridges or
wal Is on some of these craters. Even the smal I
ones.

LMP 11m going to state what Gene said slightly (I-SEP)
differently. There just arenlt a lot of very sharp,
bright craters, but there are some. All the craters
seem to be pretty wei i formed. It isnlt an
extensive mantle. Matter of fact, for example,
hasn't fi I led the - - bottom of the craters.
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05 00 05+ LMP We're back at the SEP, Bob. I'm starting to layout (SEP) .
my first track.

05 00 I I 02 LMP Let me leave my camera. (SEP)

05 00 11+

05 00 11+

05 00 11+

CDR 252, 2.5, and O. I'm resetting.

LMP And the LMP frame count is 197, and it was st!1 I
turning.

LMP We're deploying it. No, you take the pictures.

(SEP)

(SEP)

(SEP)(PHO 134 20435-36)

05 00 11+

05 00 11+

LMP The location Is in about the least-cratered area I (SEP)
could find, between a large crater or a large
depression that - ranges from maybe 50 to 150 meters
behind the LM. That's maybe - south - or
east-southeast; and it's between that depression and
another large depression that is really a doublet
with a blocky septum between them. That's to the
northeast of the LM about 200 meters; that's the
start of that second depression. I think we can get
a nice layout, although there'll be a general slope,
I believe, toward the LM - of about I degree.

LMP That depression to the northeast is at least a (SEP)
couple hundred meters in diameter, and it's joined
with one that's probably of comparable size just to
the northwest of the first depression.

05 00 14 03 CDR Okay, Bob, I've stopped - back at the SEP.
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05 00 14+

05 00 17+

05 00 17+

05 00 22+

05 00 22+

05 00 22+

LMP This fine-grained dust that we're in could be ground (SEP)
up pyroclastic. It might grind more easi Iy than
other things, and the blocks are just those blocks
that have been excavated from below that pyroclastic
by the larger craters and some of the smaller ones
in the area.

LMP You'd think glassy pyroclastic might turn into (SEP)
regol ith a I ittle bit faster than some of these
other things. But we'l I check that one out.

CDR Stay there, and I'll take a picture. (SEP)(PHO 134 20435-36)

CDR found a brown rock that I'm going to bring back. (SEP)

CDR I think it's the back side of a piece of glass, but (SEP)
it's brown.

CDR Okay, Jack wait a minute. That looks orthagonal to (SEP)(PHO 134 20435-36)
me, got your picture?

05 00 22+ LMP Wi II have in a sec. (SEP)(PHO 134 20435-36)

05 00 22+

05 00 22+

CDR Okay, 1 got it. I straightened the I ine out a (SEP)(SAMP?)(PHO 134 20435-36)
little bit better after 1 took the picture - a few
kinks in it. Now where's my brown rock? I saw It
when I was driving with the Rover. I knew I'd be
able to come back here because of the tracks. Looks
like an old piece of bread.

CDR It's a piece of glass, al I right - part of it (SEP)(SAMP?)
crumbled but - I got to get that in a bag. Oh, man,
is that a nice piece of glass. Just laying out
there al I by itself. Jack, you got a bag handy
while I take my pan. I can't reach a bag; I got (PHO 134 20437-46)
this sample in the wrong hand.
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05 00 22+ LMP I don't have a bag. (SEP)(SAMP?)

05 00 22+ CDR You don't have - wei I. take one off of mine and give (SEP)(SAMP?)
it to me. 1'1 I take it back to the Rover.

05 00 22+

05 00 22+

LMP Bag number 460.

CDR I'm halfway out on the north course of the SEP.

(SEP)(SAMP?)

(SEP)

05 00 22+ LMP It's brown vesicular glass. Sort of a yellow-brown, (SEP)(SAMP?)
as a matter of fact.

05 00 26 01 CDR Okay, it says - take locator photo to LM. I thought (SEP)(PHO 134 20437-46)
I took a pan here. The LM wasn't - okay.

05 00 26+ CDR Yes, I'm here. I'm going to get a partial pan, Bob. (SEP)(PHO 134 20437-46)

05 00 26+

05 00 26+

05 00 29+

05 00 29+

CDR Okay, take locator to photo LM; I got it. I'm on
about 71 on my frame count.

CDR Okay, 670, 010, 101; that's 670, 010, 101.

LMP 1'1 I walk back.

LMP Boy, here's a big boulder.

(SEP)(PHO 134 20437-46)

(SEP)

(SEP)

(SEP-LM)

05 00 33 39 LMP Hey, I got a football-size rock of this coarsely (SEP-LM) (SAMP 70035)
vesicular gabbro. It's off a large 3- to 4-meter
buried boulder northeast of the LM about 30 meters.

05 00 33+ LMP It'l I be in the big bag,
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05 00 33+ LMP Undocumented. it's roughly tabular - 15 by 25 (SEP-LM) (SAMP 70035)
centimeters and about 5 to 7 centimeters thick. One
face is very flat; looks I ike it was off of a
parting plane. which were in that rock.

05 00 33+

05 00 33+

CC Okay, and if it fits in the SRC with al I the other
samples, you might put it there because the SRC's
going to be kind of empty.

LMP Well. it was pretty big. It's in the big bag now.
We can do that.

(SEP-LM) (SAMP 70035)

(SEP-LM) (SAMP 70035)

05 00 36 15 CDR Okay, Bob, 086, 0.5. 0.1, (LRV at LM). (LM)

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

CC Let's put al I the stuff in that bag, Jack - both the (LM)
stuff that's in yours and the stuff that's in
Gene's.

LMP Okay. *** samples - two samples from under the (LM)
LMP's seat.

LMP I've got to put your - those samples in the SRC, in (LM)
your bag; and we'll save this one, I guess.

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

CDR Okay, you're fil ling which bag, the-

LMP Putting them in the bag that goes into the SRC -

CDR That's SCB I.

CDR Okay; let's see. offload LM - PLSS - core cap
dispenser tools. Okay, as soon as you get that.
1'1 I take that 5CB I from you, and 1'1 I close the
SRC I.

CC I gather you didn't have any Rover samples today,
did you, Jack?
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05 00 36+

05 00 36+

LMP No. I have one sample bag in my pocket that has a
rock in it.

LMP Okay. Gene, where's that - you want to put that
I ittle rock?

(LM) (SAMP?)

(LM)(SAMP 70018)

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

05 00 36+

CDR Yes, is it there? (LM)(SAMP 70018)

LMP Wei I, what did you do with it? (LM)(SAMP 70018)

CDR It was on the floor on my side. (LM) (SAMP 70018)

LMP Your side? (LM)(SAMP 70018)

CDR There it i s ; let me get it. (LM)(SAMP 70018)

LMP We can put that in one of the core tube slots here. (LM) (SAMP 70018)

05 00 43+ LMP The rock that Gene picked up - early - right at the (LM) (SAMP 70018)
start, is in a core tube slot in the SRC I.

05 00 43+ LMP That's almost ful I of samples, and I think that big ( LM) (SAMP 70035)
rock probably wouldn't fit in there.

05 00 43+ CC Okay, then we' I I put that in the big bag. (LM)(SAMP 70035)

05 00 43+ LMP It's in the big bag. (LM)(SAMP 70035)

05 00 43+

05 00 43+

CDR Okay, the seal is clear, I ike I promised I'd make (LM)
it, coming over the top. Bob, the seal is clear

LMP Containment bags and two cameras are stowed in the (LM)
ETB.
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05 00 43+

05 00 47+

CC Give me your consideration - on that question of (LM)
bringing back the big bag into the cabin.

LMP I'd like to do that - look at that rock with a hand (LM)(SAMP 70035)
lens on it

05 00 47+ CC Do you think it'll go in the SCB number 2? (LM)(SAMP 70035)

05 00 47+ LMP What would - the rock? (LM)(5AMP 70035)

05 00 47+ CC Yes, that's right. (LM) (5AMP 70035)

05 00 47+ LMP Well, It'll go in there. It's not that big. (LM)(SAMP 70035)

05 00 47+ CC Why don't you put it in SCB 2 and bring that in, ( LM)( SAMP 70035)
instead. Leave SRC out, and then we'll just leave
SCB 2 in forever.

05 00 47+ LMP Okay. (LM)

05 00 48+ LMP Whl Ie you were talking, I got al I the mags - Romeo, (LM)
Alpha, Bravo, (Golf?), Charlie.

05 00 48+

05 00 48+

CC Hotel. Hotel.

LMP That's on our camera.

( LM)

( LM)

05 00 48+

05 00 56+

LMP Put It down here. Okay, I've got the maps, the 500 (LM)
mag, yes - and the three - two cameras.

CC 5CB 2 for the big rock there, Jack. (LM)(SAMP 70035)
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05 00 56+ lMP got it. That's a big rock. (lMHSAMP 70035)

05 01 16 55 CDR Okay. The reading is 000, 133, 201, and I can only (LM)
assume that one of us hit it. I think I've got time
to give you another one.

05 01 21 II CDR 670,021,501 - 670,021,501.

05 01 31 08 CDR Forward hatch is closed.
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* * * * EVA I DEBRIEFING * * * *

05 02 35 24 LMP Joe, bag - collection bag 2 is 16. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 02 35 01 LMP And the SRC is 32 pounds. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 03 43+ CC Was there any spi I Iage of the material in the dril I (BETWEEN EVAS) (SAMP CORE 70001-09)
core whi Ie you were breaking it down?

050343+ CDR No, sir; I didn't lose any. (BETWEEN EVASHSAMP CORE 70001-09)

04 03 43+

04 03 43+

04 03 43+

CC When you were'dri I ling the deep core where the
neutron probe was, could you see the RTG over the
rock?

CDR Yes.

CC You have any feel for how high the rock is or how
low - how deep the thing was with respect to the 
with respect to the RTG? Were you down in a level
that was below, even without the rocks being there?

05 03 48 10 CDR Yes, I think I - yes. I was in a slump. There was (BETWEEN EVAS)
a ridge between us and the RTG, and I had the rock
in a line of sight between it and where I put that
core. And I'd say the rock was certainly near the
ridge and it was - what, Jack? - I don't know was
it meter high for the most part. And it sloped off,
and I'd say at least a half a meter high In the line
of sight from where the neutron probe is to the RTG.
Plus, there's a lot of undulations - I think it'll
be below the I ine of sight, anyway.

05 03 48+ CC And a somewhat more general question, here. It says (BETWEEN EVAS)
- and 1'1 I read it. We're stll I puzzled as to
whether there is a dark mantle. Could you say
something more about the dark regolith surface?
There's a lot of discussion, today, about whether or
not it could have been a regol ith derived from the
intermediate gabbro which you were sampling as
boulders.
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05 03 48+

05 03 48+

05 03 48+

05 03 48+

05 03 48+

05 03 48+

LMP Bob, I think I don't have too much to add to what I (BETWEEN EVAS)
said, near the end of the EVA, is that I do not have
an intuitive feel ing that the regol ith has been
derived from most of the boulders that we're seeing.
But - because those boulders are fairly
I ight-colored, they look I ike they're probably 50
percent plagioclase. It could be that the regolith
is derived from some other material that has
blanketed the area. I don't think we have that
answer, yet.

CDR Bob, the boulders we are sampl ing - I think Jack and (BETWEEN EVAS)
I both feel that it's probably - we feel we sampled
the subfloor because we saw on the sides of the
craters where some of these boulders were exposed
almost as if they were bedrock down there. In
driving back from what we called Station I, we could
definitely see the light mantle out In the area
where the potentials of a slide are.

LMP It is sort of strange that we don't see a good (BETWEEN EVAS)
population of finer-grained rocks. These rocks look
very much like igneous rocks, but they're
considerably coarser than comparable - wei I, they're
about the grain size of some of the coarse-grain
mare basalts that tend to differentiate the
crystobalite and tridymite - but we didn't see any
of the finer-grain versions. If it's an
intermediate crystal line rOCk, we have not seen any
fine--grain equivalents yet. At least not in
abundance.

CC We gather that there's no color change in the dark (BETWEEN EVAS)
mantle material at depth. In other words, the
footprints, wheel tracks, and the rake sample, et
cetera, were sort of uniform in color.

LMP No, there's no major change, but looking out the (BETWEEN EVAS)
window and I think I commented on it, the disturbed
regolith is darker. Oh, I don't know, maybe by 10
percent albedo, something iike that, than the
undisturbed surface.

CC I remember your commenting that when you were (BETWEEN EVAS)
walking to the ALSEP, I think, Jack in'fact.
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05 03 48+

05 03 48+

CC Okay, during dri I ling of the heat flow holes,
Gene - -

LMP That's right.

(BETWEEN EVAS)

(BETWEEN EVAS)

05 03 48+

05 03 48+

CC - - was there change in color of the cuttings as (BETWEEN EVAS)
they piled up - as you went down in depth? Do you
remember any of that?

CDR Yes, Bob, both in the core and the heat flow holes, (BETWEEN EVAS)
it really didn't seem to pi Ie it up like you're
accustomed to it at the Cape, and I guess maybe
that's because I was kicking so much dust around
there. But I looked specifically when I cleared
flutes, and what have you, and I didn't see any
difference in terms of color, texture, or anything
else com ing up.

05 03 53 04 CC The outcrops you think you see In the North and (BETWEEN EVAS)
South Massifs, do they appear to be linear,
horizontal, or sUbhorizontal? Can you see layers
and do you have any feel for the thickness or the
attitude or the continuity of them? Can you discuss
these outcrops?

05 03 53+

05 03 53+

05 03 53+

CDR Bob, going over yesterday, I thought I could see a (BETWEEN EVAS)
structure dipping off to the southeast, apparent dip
anyway, on the eastern side of the South Massif. Or
northeastern side. We haven't examined them in
detail because we were in a rush to get out. We'l I
put the binoculars on them and try to examine that
question. There's nothing very obvious, any more
than you can see on the photos, that the ledges were
concentrated in the upper portion of the massif's
units.

CC Okay, the next question which calls for a little bit (BETWEEN EVAS)
of discussion is: The layers of lineaments that you
remarked on in the Sculptured Hi I Is, can you say
anything about them?

CDR Yes, Bob, I did. I think I said - and I commented, (BETWEEN EVAS)
I'm not sure whether it was the sun angle or not,
but see, I was not looking at the Sculptured Hi 115.
I was looking back at Bear mountain, 1 believe.
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05 03 53+

05 03 55+

05 03 53+

And, to me it looked I ike there was some
organization that was dipping back to the east,
somewhere between, oh, 20 and 25 degrees maybe. And
it was very obvious to me but I'm a little hesitant
because of some of this sun-angle stuff.

CC I gather we didn't get any 500 mi I limeters of these (BETWEEN EVAS)
I ineations, that right?

CDR No, but I think we wi II. They were on the western (BETWEEN EVAS)
side of Bear mountain back there, and I think I
commented that I thought that Bear mountain is
probably what the Sculptured Hi lis look like.

DC Is there a scar above the I ight mantle material? In (BETWEEN EVAS)
other words the slide, is there a scar above that on
the South Massif? Can you see anything up there to
indicate that It might have come off of there?

05 03 53+ CDR Nothing obvious yet, Bob. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 03 53+ DC On the way back to Station I, you described a small (BETWEEN EVAS)
crater with light material on the bottom. Can you
say anything more about that crater?

05 03 53+ LMP Bob I don't remember saying that, or Gene doesn't
either.

(BETWEEN EVAS)

05 03 53+

05 03 53+

05 03 57+

DC You talked about something that was light I don't (BETWEEN EVAS)
remember- I thought It was a boulder, but the
question's about a crater.

LMP You're right, there was a large zap pit in a boulder (BETWEEN EVAS)
that was very white. It must have been - the crater
for the zap must have been 2 centimeters diameter
anyway. And it had about that, or maybe 3
centimeters worth of crushed minerals around it,
that gave it a white, very bright white appearance.

CC When you went to Station lA, we're cal ling the new (BETWEEN EVAS)
Station I - St~tion !A, were the blocks there as
well-filleted as those near the LM and the ALSEP?
Do they all look the same?
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05 03 57+

05 03 57+

05 03 57+

LMP AI I the boulders had filleting to a slight degree (BETWEEN EVAS)
but not an extreme amount. I think it no more than
that what is being caused by the redistribution of
the darker, fine-grained regolith.

CDR - - if I had to answer that question, I'd say yes. (BETWEEN EVAS)
Yes that the fi I let - boulders are fi I leted over
there about I ike they are over here. That would be
my impression.

CC Is there any indication that the fi I lets are (BETWEEN EVAS)
directional, in other words, that the fillets are
heavier on one side than the other!

05 03 57+ LMP Bob, haven't noticed that. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 01 49 CC Okay, I copy that. Do you have the feel ing that
some bou Iders are more rounded - _ ..

(BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 01+ CDR That's a good reminder, Bob. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

CC Do you have any feeling that some boulders are more (BETWEEN EVAS)
rounded than others? Apparently this looked this
way in some of the TV pictures.

CDR Some of the big ones that are just barely exposed (BETWEEN EVAS)
above the regol ith looked quite well-rounded. Most
of those around the craters are sUbangular. I got
the impression that it's just purely a function of
how long the same material's been exposed; but some
of the big boulders I ike the one out near the
geophones is quite angular in part and quite rounded
on other parts. It's quite variable.

CC Do you want to say any more about that boulder? Did (BETWEEN EVAS)
it seem to have more or less the same lithology, in
addition to the variation in vesicle size that the
other rocks in the vicinity of thecALSEP, and the
other rocks out at Station I had?

05 04 01+ LMP It's very comparable to the ones that we saw at
Station I, as a matter of fact.
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05 04 01+ LMP Both types of rocks were there, both variations. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

05 04 01+

CC Do you have a feeling for where the big blocks in (BETWEEN EVAS)
the LM-ALSEP area came from? Do you think they were
from Camelot, like I've been saying?

LMP Don't have any idea yet, I'm really not sure. (BETWEEN EVAS)

CC As you drove along on the traverse from the SEP to (BETWEEN EVAS)
Station I, did the size of the smal I craters with
blocky rims vary? In other words, what we are
looking for here is the variation in the thickness
of the dark mantle.

LMP I can't answer that one yet, Bob. (BETWEEN EVAS)

CC Let me sum up by saying that I guess, as I indicated (BETWEEN EVAS)
before, our best guess is that the the vesicular
crystal line rock, probably gabbro, or 1 think you've
been cal ling it intermediate basalt or gabbro, forms
at least the upper part of the subfloor. I don't
think we've been close enough to a large crater rim
to say that it's what the deep sections of the
subfloor form, but we think that this intermediate
gabbro vesicular rock, at least medium-grained,
perhaps coarse-grained rock, forms at least the
upper layer of the subfloor.

LMP Yes, Bob, I think that's pretty safe, right now. (BETWEEN EVAS)
Once again, I'm surprised that it's as coarse as it
is, that being the upper portion of a plains unit.

CDR Driving back from Station I, where we did some of (BETWEEN EVAS)
our circling and what have you. We didn't have time
to get off, but we did see down in - I don't
remember whether It was In the slopes of some
craters, or down on the slope itself, but I'd say
several meters down below the mantle where there was
what we almost agreed to, might be bedrock at least,
a deeper portion of the subfloor.
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05 04 07+ CC Okay. After the I ine: "Empty ETB as follows," (BETWEEN EVAS)
change the first line which reads: "B&W mag Golf in
forward RHSSC," to read: "B&W mag Hate lin LeG
compartment." And then go into the next column,
which begins: "Stow in ETB." Change the second
line, wh i ch reads: "LMP' s camera with B&W mag
Hotel" to "LMP's camera with B&W mag Golf." That's
mag G, ETB. Over.

05 04 07+ CDR Got you. Hotel, stow it; and go out with Golf. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 17 45 LMP Just to bring you up to date on magazines. Mag
Bravo has 77 frames.

(BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 17+ LMP Mag Hotel has 83 frames. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 17+ CC Jack, on your mag Hotel, we'd showed you al I the way (BETWEEN EVAS)
up to 183 at one time, on that. Did you miss the I,
this time?

05 04 17+ LMP may have cl ipped It out, Joe. 183, yes. (BETWEEN EVAS)

05 04 17+

05 04 22+

LMP Mag Romeo has 21 frames. And I took a few, random, (BETWEEN EVAS)
and probably not very good 500 millimeter of the
North and South Massifs.

LMP And Joe, verify that you want mag Chari Ie (BETWEEN EVAS)
substituted for mag Bravo on the CDR's camera.

05 04 22+ CC Jack, I think the answer to that is yes. Per the (BETWEEN EVAS)
checklist, by the way. That's the way we show it in
our checkl ist here.

05 04 22+ LMP Roger. We probably have about 100 frames left on (BETWEEN EVAS)
Bravo, so wet II ju~t keep track of that.
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05 05 24+

05 05 24+

05 05 24+

05 05 29+

05 14 48+

LMP Joe, I just took a - quick look with the hand lens (BETWEEN EVAS) (SAMP 70035)
at that large rock I brought in, and I don't think
there's much more than 30 percent plagioclase. 1'1 I
go back - could be more of a standard basalt or
gabbro. It has a fair proportion of ilmenite in it,
I believe. There's bright platelets - in the vugs
or vesicles - of ilmenite. Now it could be that the
glass - if the soi I is very glassy, that it's
developed the darker color from the contribution of
the basic minerals through the glass, particularly
the iron and the titanium.

LMP AI I it means Is that we don't yet know the origin of (BETWEEN EVAS)
the dark mantle.

LMP That rock - looks I may have, by accident, sampled (BETWEEN EVAS)(SAMP 70035)
the front side of one of the parting planes that I
mentioned. Very, very sharply bounded on one side
of a planar surface.

LMP I mentioned when I sampled it, it had one very (BETWEEN EVAS) (SAMP 70035)
planar surface, and looking at it more closely, it
looks like one of those parting planes that I talked
about earlier in the EVA.

CDR After thinking and looking at the map last night and (BETWEEN EVAS)
recall ing what I saw during landing and where I was
planning on putting it down and everything, I sti I I
think, to the best of my knowledge, that we are
about I or 2 o'clock, and 1'1 I increase up to about
200 meters or so west and slightly north of Poppy.

05 14 50 56 CDR The thing that fooled me yesterday is this (BETWEEN EVAS)
depression out at 9 o'clock here, which is greatly
undersized for Trident, really isn't Trident, and I
said yesterday, I didn't think how we could be that
close. Wei I, we really aren't. Trident is way out
there, and I'll sti II hold to my 200 meters at I to
2 o'clock of Poppy.

05 14 50+ CC We're thinking you might have, on the way to the
geology stops, driven between a couple of the
Trident craters then.
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05 14 50+ CDR Yes, we may have coming back. 1 think I went al I (BETWEEN EVAS)
the way around to the east of the last one going
out, though.

05 15 04+ LMP Fami Iy mountain, the northeast facing slopes, (BETWEEN EVAS)
although lower has boulders and outcrops. I mean
below the outcrop. It has boulders from local block
concentrations. Looks very much like the South
Massif does.

05 15 09 50 LMP Let me give you a few observations. That outcrop (BETWEEN EVAS)
talked about that was way at the top of the South
Massif at the break in slope - at the very top of
the break in slope - almost looks - It's hard to
tell that it's inplace outcrop up there. It's hard
to convince myself that it is. Looks like there's
some very large and many, many smal I fragments of
large-like 3- and 4-meter rocks up there and a lot
of smaI ler fragments. I've seen that type of thing
in a number of places over the South Massif.
However, they al I seem to be sitting on top of the
South Massif surface, but I do see one other area
that it looks like there is a - it Is protruding
from within some sort of mantle on the South Massif.
So conceivably some of that could be in place. An
additional impression I got is that at least with
the monocular, that those fragments - those boulders
look much more angular than what we've seen here.
And, for the most part they appear to be - if
covered at al I - very I ittle by any mantle except
the one I just mentioned.

05 15 09+ LMP Through the monocular, in contrast to the tan-gray (BETWEEN EVAS)
of the South Massif, those large blocks up there
look blue - very distinctly blue-gray. Not unl ike
Gene mentioned yesterday, anorthosite - anorthosites
look in certain terrestrial environments.
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05 15 09+ CDR I can look up on the scarp - out to 9 and 10 (BETWEEN EVAS)
o'clock. It's practically the same color as the
South Massif. It just looks to be very undulating.
I see no outcrop evidenced from here in the scarp.
I think I can just about see where Hole-in-the-wal I
is, but it's so subtle that I can't really tel I you
much about it. And the local terrain, which I think
is the southern rim of Camelot, just about blanks
out where Hole-in-the wal I should be - just about
covers it up. But what I can see in a smal I little
saddle to our local horizon here in front of us - I
can see out there just about - oh, I'd say a 100
meters or so to the south of Hole-in-the-wal I and it
just looks like a subtle undulating slope. We can't
really tel I too much the steepness from here.

05 15 46 26 LMP Bob, I think, based on what I saw yesterday, that (BETWEEN EVAS)
the chances are pretty good that al I the big blocks
out here In the dark mantle area wi II be pretty much
the gabbros. By the way, I looked at that with a (SAMP 70035)
hand lens last night, and I don't know that you got
the report, and I'm back to saying that It's
probably closer to 30 - 40 percent plagioclase.
It's a good gabbro, a final pyroxene gabbro, and it
apparently has a fair amount of Ilmenite in it.
There's some bright shiny flakes within the vugs and
some dark minerals in the matrix that are probably
ilmenite. And one other additional possibi lity
then, is that the manti Ing we're seeing here, is
just dark fine glass - darker than usual, because of
the Iron and the titanium in the rock itself. Also,
the probability, I think, stil I has to be considered
that you're dealing with a true mantle that has been
gardened enough that at least where we're seeing It
now, in the first few tenths of a centimeter that it
is unrecognizable as a manti ing unit yet. The
relationship to the large boulders is, I think, one
right now, of just filleting and a smaI I amount of
covering because of the local gardening process. We
haven't seen any clearly mantling relationships
between the dark mantle or the surface materials
here and the large boulders.
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05 17 54+

05 18 02+

* * * * EVA 2 * * * *

CDR Okay. We can start our watch.

CDR Okay. I'm going down the ladder.

( lM)

( lM)

05 18 03+ CDR The reading is 222, 262, 207; that's 222, 262, 207. (lM)

05 18 05 16 lMP Okay. I'm on the ladder. Door is closed. ( lM)

05 18 10 48 lMP Mag Romeo is going to go on the old 500 in a minute. (lM)
Mag India is in there. Mag Ki 10, mag Juliet, mag
Bravo, mag Delta.

05 18 12 05 CDR The SRC organic sample has been sealed. And the SRC (lM)
I id is staying almost closed, about 2 or 3 inches
open; if that's fine, I'd I ike too leave that.

05 18 21 22 lMP Okay. The pan's complete. (lM)(PHO 137 20866-93)

05 18 21+ lMP And, Bob, those pans around here have more pictures (LM)(PHO 137 20866-93)
because I'm having to be sure I get the massifs -
I'm having to take extra pictures.

05 18 24+

05 18 24+

CDR Okay; SGB 7 goes under your seat.

CDR We got SGB 4, goes to you, and SGB 6 goes on the
gate.
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05 18 27 19 LMP SOB 7's in my seat. ( LM)

05 18 33+ CDR Now, I want 4. ( lM)

05 18 33+ lMP I took 8 off. ( lM)

05 18 33+ CDR No, sir. I want 4 and 6. Why don't you Just ( LM)

substitute - -

05 18 33+ lMP Hey, I just took 8 off. Can we use 8 instead of 6. ( LM)

05 18 33+ CC Yes. ( lM)

05 18 33+

05 18 33+

CDR We'l I use 8 instead of 4.

cc - - 8 wi! I be on the LMP.

( LM)

( lM)

05 18 33+ CDR We need 6 off of there, Jack. ( lM)

05 18 33+ LMP Oh, your 5 stays back here, huh? ( LM)

05 18 33+ CDR We need 6 to the gate. ( LM)

05 18 33+ lMP It's probably behind 4, Isn't it. ( lM)

05 18 33+ CC Well, put 4 on the gate - - then put 5 on the ( lM)
Commander.

05 18 33+ lMP Yes. Okay; 4 Is going on the gate and 5 on the ( lM)
Commander.

05 18 36+

05 18 36+

CDR You've got - well, I guess SCB 8, If I'm not
mistaken.

lMP Yes.
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05 18 36+

05 18 39+

05 18 41+

LMP Okay. You can give me SCB 5.

CDR 670. 017. 701; 670. 017. 701.

CDR This here's frame 27. mag Charlie.

( LM)

( LM)

( LM)

05 18 41+

05 18 41+

LMP I had to relearn how to document samples. Bob. (SEP)
just have. The fi rst part of my roll will have a
lot of random exposures and focuses.

LMP And whi Ie I'm waiting for Gene. getting a rock - it (SEP)(SAMP 70250.55)(PHO 135 20533-38)
looks a little finer-grained than the others we've
seen in the LRV sampler, along with some soi I. And
that's in bag 22E. It has the stereo documentation
and a locator to the LM. and it's about 2 meters
from the SEP.

05 18 44+ CDR I'm on the way. (LRV leaving LM) ( LM-SEP)

05 18 44+ CDR Hey, Bob. I'm 3 meters to the west of the (SEP)
transmitter and about 2-1/2 meters south of the line
going west - -

05 18 47+ CDR Okay. 265,0.2. and 0.1. (SEP)

05 184824 LMP Twenty-three Echo, if that fol lowed in sequence. is (SEP)(SAMP 70270.75)(PHO 135 20539-41)
another rock near the SEP documented in the same
way?

05 18 48+ CDR Okay, Bob. 265 - 265, 0.3, 0.1; roll is I right,
pitch is 0, nnd the sun-shadow device is O. I'm
heading 281 degrees.
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05 18 48+ CC Okay. We're ready for you guys to go. We presume (SEP)(PHO 135 20542-49)
you have the SEP photos, Jack.

05 18 48+ LMP Yes, 1 do. (SEP)(PHO I35 20542- 49)

05 18 48+ CC Remember to pick up EP 4 when you get in the Rover. (SEP)

05 18 48+ LMP Okay. We got it, and the frame count is 17. (SEP)

05 18 51 04 CDR Okay. We are moving right now.

05 18 51 43 CDR Mark it. (end of SEP antenna)

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 18 51+ LMP We want to get at 080 and 0.4 and get rid of this
charge.

(SEP-2)

05 18 51+ CC Because we th Ink we're 200 meters east of where we (SEP-2)
were, you should probably increase all those numbers
except for the explosive package numbers by about
two-tenths to get the distance at which you wil I
come across these areas. Again It's about 0.4, 0.5,
and we expect to deploy EP 4. The more Important
number though Is that it's 0.2 west of the ALSEP.
As you pass the ALSEP, you might know what the range
and distance are reading at that point.

05 18 51+ CDR Let me get around your flag. There's your flag way (SEP-2)
out there, isn't it?

05 18 51+ LMP Yes. (SEP-2)

05 18 51+ CDR Let me get around that. Man - that's rea Ily giving (SEP-2)
the ALSEP some room.
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05 18 51+

05 18 51+

05 18 51+

05 18 51+

LMP Yes. Okay, Bob. We're sti II seeing - the light - (SEP-2)
colored gabbroic rocks. I think the reason I said
50 percent was because in this I ight they look
I ight-colored, and that's probably largely because
of the zap pit halos.

LMP But, in the hand lens, it looked like the standard (SEP-2)
gabbro.

LMP We're almost due south of the ALSEP now. (SEP-2)

LMP It's a little rocky out here. (SEP-2)

05 18 51+ CDR We just clicked to 4. I want to move over this way (SEP-2)
just a skosh.

05 18 51+ LMP I'm Just south of my geophone 2 flag now. (SEP-2)

05 18 51+ CC Okay. If you just clicked to 4, let's go to 6 (SEP-2)
then, just past the click on 6.

05 18 51+ LMP Okay. And you want about 080? (SEP-2 )

05 18 51+ LMP Okay. Hole-In-the-wal I should be just to the left (SEP-2)
of the notch.

05 18 51+

05 18 51+

CDR Yes. That's exactly where I'm heading.

LMP And I think we're coming up closer to the rim of
Camelot. It's starting to look I ike a crater now.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 18 55 00 LMP Looking down-sun, I see no major albedo changes
except for the very fresh craters which are
brighter. By maybe 20 percent.

(SEP-2 )

05 18 55+ LMP Can you move forward, and 1'1 I get it (EP) in that
I ittle depression.
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05 18 55+

05 18 55+

LMP You see on the other side of the rock.

CDR Okay, Bob; 083, 0.6, and 0.5. (EP).

(SEP-2)(EP 4)

(SEP-2)(EP 4)

05 18 55 57 LMP Okay. Pin I, pul led and safe; pin 2 is pulled and
safe; pin 3, pul led and safe.

(SEP-2)(EP 4)

05 18 56+

05 18 56+

05 18 56+

05 18 56+

CDR 1'1 I do a partial for you.

LMP Yes. We got to do a partial.

CDR Get your pan?

LMP Yes.

(SEP-2)(EP 4)(PHO 135 20563-69)

(SEP-2)(EP 4)(PHO 135 20563-69)

(SEP-2)(EP 4)(PHO 135 20563-69)

(SEP-2)(EP 4)(PHO 135 20563-69)

05 18 56+ CDR Okay. I'll just come on around, and 1'1 I pick up my (SEP-2)(EP 4)
tracks.

05 18 58+ LMP And we're rol ling. (from EP site) (SEP-2)

05 18 59 22 CC Okay, copy. You're moving. (SEP-2)

05 18 59+

05 18 59+

LMP Let's go to Hole-in-the-wal I. (SEP-2)

LMP The surface is not changing in terms of the detail. (SEP-2)
The surface texture of the fine-grained regol ith
stil I has a raindrop pattern. The blocks sti II look
very much I ike what we sampled yesterday around the
LM. They're light-colored, apparently gabbros, with
zap pits - zap halos. Occasional craters show
lighter-colored ejecta al I the way down to - say
half a meter in size. Other craters that are just
as blocky as those with bright halos have no
brightness associated with them. Most of the
brightest craters have a I ittle central pit in the
bottom which is glass-lined. The pit is maybe - a
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fifth of the diameter of the crater itself. It's a
fairly standard thing for most of these fresher
craters, is that I ittle central pit.

05 19 01 20 CDR Okay, we're just south of the rim of Camelot. There (SEP-2)
is a light mantle on the other side. Look at that
crater.

05 19 02+ CDR Take a couple of pictures looking at that. (SEP-2) (PHO?)

05 19 02+ LMP Okay. Can you swing a little? (SEP-2) (PHO?)

05 19 02+ CDR Yes. (SEP-2) (PHO?)

05 19 02 36 LMP Okay, got them. (SEP-2) (PHO?)

05 19 02+ CDR That is a 600-meter crater. (SEP-2)

05 19 02+ CDR And it is very likely we won't have any problem (SEP-2)
finding blocks on the rim of Camelot.

05 19 02+ CC How about bearing and range to help us pick out the (SEP-2)
LM location.

05 19 02 50 CDR 083, 1.2, and 1.0. (SEP-2)

05 19 02+ CDR Man, are there blocks there. (SEP-2)

05 19 02+ LMP Now that - little crater in the ejecta of Camelot, (SEP-2)
at least the rim of Camelot, did not bring up blocks
on the rim. It may have been an old depression.
Bob, there Is extremely blocky area. I think
Station 5 was over there where that block area is.
The light-colored areas on the photos are
essentially - blocky. They're probably 30 percent
blocks. Many of them are in the 2- to 3- to 4-meter
size range. AI I of them look light-colored, look
like the gabbro we sampled from a distance. They
have I ight-halo zap pits on them. I see only
occasional grayer varieties, which I believe are the
nonvesicular ones I ike we also sampled.
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05 19 02+ LMP But the 1ight-colored gabbros are dominant. (SEP-2l

05 19 02+ LMP Station 5 would have been - rather than in a (SEP-2l
I ight-colored area would have been in a very blocky
area. Station 5 is probably sti I I very good for
blocks.

05 19 02+ LMP There is probably as big blocks there as anywhere on (SEP-2l
the rim that we've seen.

05 19 02+ LMP We ought to be going - really between Horatio and
Camelot now.

(SEP-2)

05 19 02+ CDR No. I'm going to give them a cal I when we're due
south of Camelot and see if they can't get a
position on us.

(SEP-2)

05 19 02+ LMP Watch that block there; it's probably more than 14 (SEP-2l
inches. And got a fairly close look at the rock,
and it is the vesicular - looks very much like the
vesicular clinopyroxene gabbro.

(SEP-2l

05 19 02+ LMP Now, the surface of Camelot is mantled - or the rim (SEP-2l
- is mantled with the same dark-gray material, and
it has the same surface texture - a very fine
raindrop pattern. The saturation crater size does
not look bigger than a half a meter, if that.

05 19 05 30 CDR 081, 1.6, and 1.4. We're south of the center of
Camelot.

05 1905 52 CDR We can definitely see the light mantle as it comes
out over the val ley here, and we're looking at
Hole-in-the-waI I, although it's sti 1I too subtle.
we're looking right at Lara, as a matter of fact.

(SEP-2)

05 19 05+ LMP Yes. There's Lara, very clear; and Hole-in-the
-wal I, you can see it.

(SEP-2)

05 19 06 09 CDR There's Horatio way over there where those blocks
are. See it?

(SEP-2)
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05 19 06+

05 19 06+

05 19 06+

LMP Yes, that's Horatio. We're right on course, sir. (SEP-2l
Here's a little depression we didn't talk about,
though, between Horatio and Camelot. But it's a
depression and not a blocky crater at al I. As a
matter of fact, the total block population has
changed - once we get away from the rim of Camelot
the block frequency is quite a bit smaller. It's
down - maybe to only - less than I percent of the
surface.

CDR Much easier driving with the Rover. Because of the (SEP-2l
blocks and because of the smaller *** craters, and
very sUbtle-type craters are in this area.

LMP There are up to 2-meter, bright-halo, blocky craters {SEP-2l
- and that's blocky-wal I craters that may be instant
rock rather than - I think it is rather than bedrock
- in the rim area of Camelot.

05 19 07 27 CDR Horatio has got to be - there's Horatio, right
there.

{SEP-2l

05 19 07+ LMP Yes. That's Horatio. (SEP-2l

05 19 07+

05 19 07+

05 19 07+

05 19 07+

CDR Let me give another mark on the southern rim of {SEP-2l
Horatio.

LMP The scarp looks very smooth from here - no obvious (SEP-2l
outcrops at this time. Don't seem to be penetrating
to any bedrock in the area we're traversing now,
Just to the southeast of Horatio. Horatio has a
blocky wall; however, the upper several tens of
meters, probably, of rim look as If it's either
mantled or composed of - the I ight-gray regolith
material we've been driving on. The blocks do not
come to the rim of Horatio.

LMP Horatio has quite a different appearance than (SEP-2l
Camelot. It is - and that's the main one - the rims
- the blocks do not get to the rim.

LMP It looks I ike - if Horatio is any gage, the rim (SEP-2l
thickness of maybe, and this is a wi Id guess, but
maybe an averaqe of 20- or 30-meters str~tinr~9h1~
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thickness lies above the exposures of the subfloor;
exposures being blocks in the wal I. And some of
those blocks, again, are several meters, if not 5 to
10 meters in diameter. And they're concentrated on
the west rim that I can see. There are very few
blocks on the east - excuse me, the west wal I 
there are very few blocks on the east, north, and
south walls of Horatio.

05 19 09 41 CDR We're on the southern rim; 078, 2.3, and 2.0. (SEP-2)

05 19 09+ LMP Yes. We're maybe 100 meters south of the rim. (SEP-2)
Actually, we're on the rim crest. We're 100 meters
south of the break in slope into the crater.

05 19 09+ CDR It's an undulating, hummocky traverse terrain in
here, Jack.

(SEP-2)

05 19 09+

05 19 09+

CDR These little craters make it bumpy; but, other than (SEP-2)
that, it's really smooth sail ing.

LMP This is what I sort of expected dark mantle to look (SEP-2)
I ike, rather than what we landed on. Not more than
I percent of the surface, and that percentage
continues right over the rim crest of Horatio down
onto the wal I until you hit the big blocks.

05 19 10 24 CDR What's this depression? We're not to Bronte yet. (SEP-2)

05 19 10+ LMP No, we're not at Bronte - (SEP-2)

05 19 I I 13 CDR I'm sitting on 080 right now and 2.6. I think we've (SEP-2)
got to add a little bit to that ***

05 19 11+ LMP The surface is not changing. We see no craters that (SEP-2)
seem to penetrate into bedrock out in here - that is
with blocky rims, and that's quite a contrast to the
area we sampled at Station IA yesterday. I cannot
see in my field of view any blocky-rim craters.
There are I ight craters with fragmental wal Is and
rims, but it looks like instant rock rather than the
subfloor material.
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05 19 11+ CDR Jack, can you see over there to the left? 1'1 I turn (SEP-2)
a little bit - on the dark area of the South Massif
wi,ere you get those impressed lineations. See them
going from left upward to the right?

05 19 11+

05 19 11+

05 19 11+

LMP Yes. I see what you mean; right.

CDR That's what I saw out my window.

LMP Yes - lower left - they go obliquely up the slope.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 11+

05 19 11+

05 19 12+

05 19 12+

05 19 12+

05 19 12+

CDR They're more I ike wrinkles, they're - linear (SEP-2)
wri nk1es ,

LMP Yes, crenulations, you might say. In the slope that (SEP-2)
look something like those I saw from orbit - looking
in the shadowed area - at the edge of the shadows.
Bob, we've seen craters as much as - 20 meters.
maybe 30 meters in diameter without blocky rims.

LMP The rim block population is not much different than (SEP-2)
the average for the terrain in here.

CDR If we can't recognize a change In that albedo when (SEP-2)
we get onto that white mantle, I'm going to be
surprised.

LMP The light mantle is just what Gene has said. There (SEP-2)
are some very bright craters in it - they stand out,
bright-haloed craters scattered over it, that - seem
to be quite a bit brighter than anything we have
out here on the dark mantle. See those blocks over
there? That's the first different colored blocks
I've seen; they're sort of gray-looking.

CDR Where are you looking? (SEP-2)

05 19 12+ LMP Over to the right a little bit. (SEP-2)

05 19 12+ CDR Darker-gray. a little bit.

05 19 13 41 LMP There's a crater with a big mass of block in the
bottom. It looks like it might be a secondary
fragment from somewhere.

05 19 13+ CDR Do you want to get a photo as we go by?
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05 19 13+

05 19 13+

05 19 13+

LMP Yes, can you swing a I ittle bit to the right?

CDR Yes.

LMP Do we have time for an LRV sample?

(SEP-2)(PHO 135 20623-27; 137 20895)

(SEP-2) (PHO 135 20623-27; 137 20895)

(SEP-2)(LRV I)(SAMP 72130-35) (PHO 135 20623-27; 137 20895)

05 19 14 03 CC If you can do It quickly. (SEP-2)(LRV I ) (SAMP 72130-35)

05 19 14+

05 19 14+

LMP Swing a little bit to the right now.

LMP Right up across that little ray.

(SEP-2)(LRV I ) (SAMP 72130-35)

(SEP-2)(LRV I ) (SAMP 72130-35)

05 19 14 34 CDR 082, 3.0, and 2.6. (SEP-2)(LRV I)(SAMP 72130-35)

05 19 14+ LMP Okay, Gene. That's a pretty big rock in there. (SEP-2)(LRV 1)(SAMP 72130-35)

05 19 14+

05 19 14+

CDR It's got quite a bit of dirt in it. (SEP-2)(LRV I)(SAMP 72130-35)

LMP This is a block from a I inear-strewn field of very (SEP-2)(LRV I ) (SAMP 72130-35)
irregular and Jagged rocks that are southwest of a
crater that's 10 to 15 meters In diameter. It looks
I ike the material that may have formed the crater,
and you can look at some of the pictures and make up
your own decision.

05 19 16 02 CDR Twenty-six Echo, Bob. We're on our way. (SEP-2)(SAMP 72130-35)

05 19 16+

05 19 16+

CDR And 1 did get my locator here.

LMP 1 got mine.
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05 19 16 17 LMP The frame count is 95. (SEP-2)

05 19 16+ LMP We're in a little area where the fragment population (SEP-2)
may be up to 3 percent. It's getting a I ittle more
I ike what we saw around the LM. In fact, 1 waul d
say It was comparable now.

05 19 16+ CDR I'm going down this slope and up the other side. (SEP-2)

05 19 16+ LMP But nothing I ike Station I • (SEP-2)

05 19 16+

05 /9 16+

05 19 16+

LMP The blocks I see stil I seem to be the gabbro, except (SEP-2)
for that one sample we took, which I hope was what I
thought it was -

CDR Gee, it's blocky here. (SEP-2)

CDR Oh, that's a big crater. We got to get around here. (SEP-2)

05 19 17 50 lMP That must be Bronte. (SEP-2)

05 19 17+

05 19 17+

05 19 17+

05 19 17+

05 19 17+

05 19 17+

05 19 17+

CDR My gosh, is that big.

LMP That's bigger than I expected.

CDR I got to go around this thing.

LMP Yes, yes. There are some very - -

LMP *** blocks, greater than the normal gabbro we've
seen, that have very large, egg-sized vesicles in
them.

LMP I wonder if I took a picture of that block deal?
hope I did.

CDR I'm going to go through this niche between - on a
high point in the saddle here.
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05 19 19 03 CDR 0.8, 3.5, and 2.9; and we're on the north side of
Bronte.

(SEP-2)

05 19 19+ LMP And it looks like Bronte has penetrated the dark
mantle in here. It got the subfloor, but there's
not an awful lot of blocks around the rim - there
are just some smal I ones - compared to what we saw
around - watch it.

(SEP-2)

05 19 19+

05 19 19+

LMP What we saw around Horatio or in the wal Is of (SEP-2)
Horatio and around Camelot. Nothing, also, I ike we
saw yesterday at Station I. Bob, that
characteristic little dimple in the bottom of the
craters is sti II with us, and it's invariably
glass-lined in the fresh ones.

LMP Now, that's not a complete lining. There seems to (SEP-2)
be glass agglutinates, if you wi II - that's holding
the fragments in the bottom of the crater together.
There's one on the side of an older crater. We're
back into about a I-percent coverage. I suspect
that the reason our block population went up there
was because of Bronte.

05 19 19+

05 19 19+

CDR An awful lot of these smal I glass-lined little
craters around.

LMP Yes, and you notice, Gene, what I was saying about
the little dimple in the bottom?

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 19+ LMP Watch the fresh ones, and they al I have that little (SEP-2)
dimple as if that - you see, there's one right
there.

05 19 19+ CDR I think the white mantle is starting right over (SEP-2)
there. See on your right?

05 19 19+ LMP Yes, that's the fi rst - (SEP-2)

05 19 19+ CDR The place you can really see it is where it's (SEP-2)
reflected off the slopes of the cliffs out there.
hate to say it, but Charlie may be right.
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05 19 19+

05 19 19+

05 19 19+

LMP Wei I, but you know, one thing that may distinguish
it is the bright-halo craters are brighter.

CDR But I can see it from here - - on the floor of the
valley here.

CDR On the scarp it really shows up.

(SEP-2 )

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 19+

05 19 22+

05 19 22+

LMP Block population is unchanged; when 1 can see large (SEP-2)
enough blocks - appears to be the gabbro, although
there's not as much to look at now in terms of
blocks. The surface characteristics have not
changed. There are no craters that we see that are
bringing up clear, blocky rims. Most of the fresh
craters have instant rock around them. The craters
are the same size. They are older and more subdued.
That instant rock is apparently broken down. I
suspect a sma I I zapping breaks that down fairly
quickly.

CDR *** up-and-down, hummocky terrain. (SEP-2)

CDR The terrain gets a lot more locally hummocky with (SEP-2)
some well-rounded rims but very large-aspect-ratio
craters, which you got to get around in here - In
the 4- or 5-meter size.

05 19 23 27 CDR That's the white mantle we're coming up on right up (SEP-2)
here.

05 19 23+

05 19 23+

05 19 23+

CDR See that on your right?

LMP Yes.

CDR That's it, there's not going to be that much
d i He renee.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 23+

05 19 23+

CDR See, now you can look where we're going to come up (SEP-2)
on the white mantle. It's dusted with that light -
look at it.

LMP Yes. (SEP-2)
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CDR We're only 100 meters from the light mantle. (SEP-2)

05 19 23+ CDR Look at this crater in here. We're coming right up (SEP-2)
on it now.

05 19 23+ LMP Yes. There certainly is a change in the general
albedo, particularly in the craters. The craters
are much brighter in their wal Is than we've seen
before.

(SEP-2)

05 19 23+

05 19 23+

05 19 23+

LMP Although there sti I I is a brown - a light-gray (SEP-2)
dusting over the top of it in here, but It's clearly
different - no question about that.

CDR You can't see the contact as you cross It but we (SEP-2)
know we're coming into something lighter - you can 
obviously see it.

LMP Yes. We ought to sample the rim of one of these (SEP-2)
craters when we get our LRV sample, because that's
what's distinctly lighter.

05 19 24 44 CDR We're at 3.8 here, and we can sample that rim - -

05 19 24 48 CDR 083, 4.4, 3.8.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 24+

05 19 24+

05 19 24+

LMP Can you get on the rim of that crater? - - right to (SEP-2) (lRV 2) (SAMP 72140)(PHO 135 20641-43; 137 20896)
the right there. Right here - that light stuff.
See the big crater here - - and the I ight material
right on the rim?

CDR Yes. I can get there. But I'm going to have to not (SEP-2) (lRV 2)(SAMP 72140)
give you much of a turn because it's - -

LMP That's al I right. I got the pictures. Now, if you (SEP-2) (lRV 2)(SAMP 72140)(PHO 135 20641-43)
can swing to the left a I ittle bit and then back -
whoa. Now, back right.

05 19 25 17 CDR Okay, Bob. We're 083, 4.4, and 3.8.
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05 19 25+

05 19 25+

CDR We are in the light mantle. It's not a contrasting (SEP-2)(LRV 2)(SAMP 72140)
I ight I ike you might expect, or I ike we're looking
at on the scarp as the Sun shines on it, but I don't
think there's any question.

LMP Yes. The craters that penetrate into it are (SEP-2)(LRV 2)(SAMP 72140)
definitely different. However, the surface texture
is unchanged. There may be fewer blocks.

05 19 26 02 CDR Bag 27 Echo. (SEP-2)(LRV 2)(SAMP 72140)

05 19 26+

05 19 26+

LMP Okay; my locator.

CDR And my locator.

(SEP-2) (LRV 2)(SAMP 72140)(PHO 135 20643)

(SEP-2) (LRV 2)(SAMP 72140)(PHO 137 20896)

05 19 26 31 LMP 110. (SEP-2)

05 19 26 50 CDR One of the remarkable things is the sun-angle (SEP-2)
difference on that I ight mantle when you're looking
at the slopes of the scarp versus what we're on. I
hate to use a familiar term, but my impression right
here is there is more of a raindrop influence than
back at the LM, or in the darker mantle.

05 19 27+

05 19 27+

05 19 27+

LMP I think the big thing is, though, that each one of (SEP-2)
these little craters is much more lightly-colored.
There's no crater in view that has a blocky rim.
There's fragmental rims based on, almost certainly,
instant rock, but no blocky rims.

CDR You know, one of the reasons those craters look (SEP-2)
I ighter is because of their sun angle. Wal Is of
some of these little craters - it's the same
material we're driving on, 1'1 I bet. Yes, there is
instant rock right there, Jack, you're right.

LMP The fragment population is certainly less than (SEP-2)
percent in here.
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05 19 27+ LMP When I say fragments, I'm talking about rocks that
are greater than a centimeter in grain size.

(SEP-2)

05 19 27+ COR You know, it may be me, Bob; but it also seems to be (SEP-2)
a little bit more difficult to drive down-sun in
this area.

05 19 27+ LMP Yes, I think it is brighter, Geno. I was thinking
that a minute ago, I think your normal albedo is
greater. Here's some rocks now starting *** - -

(SEP-2)

05 19 27+

05 19 28+

05 19 28+

CDR And the little craters sti II have the central pits. (SEP-2)

LMP Yes. There're a few blocks. They sti I I look like (SEP-2)
the gabbro, though. Hard to tel I.

COR Wei I, a couple of them looked TO me like they had (SEP-2)
some very light *** crystals in them. See that?

05 19 28+ LMP I'm afraid those are zap pits. (SEP-2)

05 19 28+ COR They could be. (SEP-2)

05 19 28+ LMP I got - I think I've been fooled by that, too, and (SEP-2)
that's why I estimated the plagioclase high.

05 19 29 14 COR We're getting a little more blocks in here. Of (SEP-2)
course, we're approaching the dark mantle again.
Now, you can see the difference. You got to look
hard for it. But, you see those craters out in
there are not white anymore.

05 19 29 50 LMP Looking up on the South Massif, we've got real good (SEP-2)
views of the block-strewn fields. There seems to be
two dominant colorations of the rock. The light
-colored ones, very light-tan and to white, and
then there are the blue-gray rocks. There's one
major outcrop of blue-gray about a sixth of the way
down the slope, the center of the field of view we
have; and It looks very much like similar blue-gray
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rocks right at the crest, the highest point trom our
vantage point.

05 19 30+ CDR Bob, you want another sample of the dark mantle (SEP-2){ LRV 3)
here? Could you use that?

05 19 30+ CC Yes, we want - as soon as you get into the dark (SEP-2){LRV 3)
mantle - we're estimating it's something I ike 4.3,
4.4, 4.5, somewhere in that vicinity.

05 19 30+ LMP We're there. See that batch of rocks there? (SEP-2) (LRV 3)

05 19 30+

05 19 30+

05 19 30+

05 19 30+

CDR 082, 5.0, and 4.3.

LMP I got the rock, and there's some dirt in there.
Maybe I'd better get a little bit more dirt.

LMP Much so i I ?

CDR Couple teaspoonsful I. Twenty-eight Echo, Bob.

(SEP-2) (LRV 3)

(SEP-2)(LRV 3)(SAMP 72150,55)(PHO 135 20649; 137 20897>

(SEP-2) (LRV 3) (SAMP 72150,55)

(SEP-2){LRV 3) {SAMP 72150,55)

05 19 32+

05 19 32+

05 19 32+

05 19 32+

CDR

CDR

LMP

LMP

And 'that's primarily a rock fragment. Jack's
getting a soi I fragment - soi I sample with it.

Jack, look at the wrinkles over there on the North
Massif.

Yes, there's no question that there is apparent
lineations al lover these massifs, in a variety of
directions. Hey, look at how that scarp goes up
beside there. There's a distinct change in texture.

As a matter of fact, I i neat! ons are not present on
the scarp, that we can see, where it crosses the
North Massif. There is no sign of those lineations
on there.
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05 19 32+ LMP Look over by Hanover. (SEP-2) (LRV 3)

05 19 32+ CDR It looks 1ike the scarp overlays the North Massif, (SEP-2) (LRV 3)
doesn't it?

05 19 32+ LMP Yes. (SEP-2)( LRV 3)

05 19 32+ CDR This 1ast one was 29 Echo. (SEP-2) (LRV 3) (SAMP 72160-64)

05 19 32+ CC And that's the soil. (SEP-2) (LRV 3) (SAMP 72160-64)

05 19 33 28 CDR We are roll ing. (SEP-2)

05 19 33+

05 19 33+

LMP Hanover is quite a ways up the slope. I don't think (SEP-2)
we'd have gotten to it, as we planned that time.
But the appearance you have of the scarp - North
Massif contact is one of the scarp being
smoother-textured, less cratered, and certainly less
1ineated. And 1 wouldn't be a bit suprised if it's,
as Gene says, younger.

CDR But it's not just this slope, it's the materials on (SEP-2)
the other side of the scarp, on the west side.

05 19 33+

05 19 33+

LMP Okay, I'm going to have to really ease up on
pictures.

LMP That frame at the LRV sample was about 115.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 33+ LMP Okay, we're back down in our old friend, the dark (SEP-2)
mantle. And I think the zero phase point is not as
bright as it was. Passing a smal I crater, but the
block population is sti I I way down there in about I
percent.
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05 19 36 12 LMP Okay here's another smal I crater - instant rock, (SEP-2)
with the same little pits and a spattering of glass
holding the pit materials together. None of the
glass I inings look very coherent. They mainly just
seem to be a sprinkling of glass that's - some-
helping or coating the instant rock.

05 19 36+ LMP The craters at about 10 to 15 meters in diameter (SEP-2)
seem to have somewhat more blocky material in their
rims. But they're not clear cut blocky-rim craters.
And here's one that's probably 50 meters across that
has a fair number of blocks in the bottom. Looks
I Ike it might have just about gotten down to where
the gabbro starts to be abundant again.

05 19 36+ CDR Got Hole-in-the-wal I, Bob. It's a very long, very
SUbtle, very gentle slope. We'l I just have to get
some more words when we get there.

(SEP-2)

05 19 37 58 CDR Okay, 082, 5.6, and 4.9. (SEP-2)

05 19 37+ CC Copy 4.9 on the range. (SEP-2)

05 19 37+ LMP We're not in light mantle, I don't think. Maybe we (SEP-2)
a~.

05 19 37+

05 19 37+

CDR I think we are, Jack.

lMP Yes, I guess we are.

(SEP-Z)

(SEP-2)

05 19 37+ CDR think we are. According to my geology map *** (SEP-2)

05 19 37+

05 19 37+

LMP I guess we are. Gosh, I was going to say the (SEP-Z)
craters are whiter than they have been. So, we're
back in it. And - - even the phase point's brighter
too.

CDR I think that place where we had those smal I, blocky (SEP-2)
craters was in the dark mantle. They're not evident
here in the lighter stuff.
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05 19 39+ LMP The rock fragments stll I look I ike gabbro. The (SEP-2)
craters tend to have white wal Is and white rims,
which they don't have in the dark mantle area. The
block population is way down, I percent or less.
However, the bigger craters do have more blocks; but
nowhere does that population seem to get above about
5 percent. And that's on the wal Is and the rims of
the craters, say bigger than 15 meters. There's one
probably 20 meters in diameter that has some blocks
on it.

05 19 41 10 LMP We're looking at Lara. I can see blocks in the (SEP-2)
northwest rim of Lara. At least, it's rugged
terrain; and it looks like blocky terrain. One spot
- is al I I see. It looks like it may be a couple
hundred meters In average diameter. It starts about
- maybe three-quarters of the way up the wal I and
goes right up on the rim.

05 19 41+ LMP Look at that crater! That pit - that central pit (SEP-2)
goes down about half the depth of the crater, and
the crater is a fresh 3-meter crater. It almost was
a cylindrical pit. Hole-in-the-wal I Is just a step
- headed down to the south or southeast on the
scarp. Scarp is just about what I think we all
expected it to be. It's very rol I ing and relatively
smooth. I don't really see any outcrops exposed
anywhere out here to the south.

05 19 41+ LMP You see, now there's Station 3 area right up there. (SEP-2)

05 19 41+ LMP See that bright bigger crater over there to the (SEP-2)
right of Lara? That's probably a good place for
Station 3.

05 19 41+ CDR Yes, way over there. Okay, we're going to find out (SEP-2)
something very shortly.

05 19 41+ LMP It doesn't look v~ry rocky, Gene. (SEP-2)

05 19 41+ CC How about bearing and range, guys? (SEP-2)
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05 19 41+

05 19 41+

05 19 41+

CDR Bob, I'll give it to you just as soon as I make (at (SEP-2J
Hole-in-the-waI I?J my turn. It's not too far - 100
meters -

COR I'm going right up straight ahead and then go on to (SEP-2J
the inside of that place.

LMP That's more than 100 meters. (SEP-2J

05 19 43 08 CDR 081 and 5.6. (SEP-2J

05 19 43+

05 19 43+

LMP Now the craters are getting very, very light-colored (SEP-2J
- in the rims and wal Is.

COR You notice when we're in the I ight mantle looking at (SEP-2J
the scarp, at this angle, it loses some of its high
albedo?

05 19 43+

05 19 43+

05 19 43+

LMP Yes. Yes. I think we're getting - -

CDR We've got a long depression to go around.

LMP Your eyes get used to it.

(SEP-2J

(SEP-2J

(SEP-2J

05 19 43+

05 19 43+

COR Okay, Jack, we got to watch it because I got to go (SEP-2)
around a long depression. That's a crater over
there.

LMP On the right, yes. (SEP-2J

05 19 43+

05 19 43+

CDR I may have to go up over there. I can't go down
that hole. That one's not going to make it.

COR We'l I go up this gentle slope. See what's on top.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 44 17 LMP We made a turn to the south a little bit at 081 and (SEP-2)
5.7.

05 19 44 47 COR I'm starting up the scarp at 081,6.6, and 5.7. (SEP-2)

05 19 44+ LMP This is the first tongue of the scarp.
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05 19 45+ LMP Whatever makes up the I ight mantle is - at least, (SEP-2)
the instant rock that it forms is much lighter than
anything we see. Those fragments probably - are 30
percent lighter than any fragments we see on the
dark mantle. And that's around the fresh craters.
But it is not blocky.

05 19 46 25 CDR We're doing a I ittle zig-zag navigation. Literally (SEP-2)
came up a slope at about a heading of 240. We
couldn't get through the actual turn to the south
because there is a big crater right at the foot of
it. So we're just making our way through some
relatively local undulating slopes that get pretty
steep, but it seems to be no problem.

05 19 46+

05 19 46+

LMP There are not any blocks big enough to really make a (SEP-2)
statement about what the rock is. But it really
doesn't look like gabbro anymore.

LMP We're not on top of that scarp, yet. We're sti I I in (SEP-2)
the Hole-in-the-wal I rim.

05 19 46+ LMP As far as I ineations in the sailor on the surface (SEP-2)
that are observable at this range, I don't see any.
I think there may be a finer raindrop pattern on the
I ight mantle than maybe there was out on the dark.
But that's an awfully hard judgment to make.

05 19 48 49 LMP Bob, it looks I Ike maybe the large fragments in here (SEP-2)
are stil I crystal line. They have white zap pits on
them. But they do not yet really resemble the
gabbro.

05 19 48+ CDR I've got to go cross-slope some of the time because (SEP-2)
the Rover is really working to go uphil I now.
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05 19 48+

05 19 48+

lMP As I look up the scarp to the west, there are some (SEP-2)
big blocks scattered around on our horizon; but,
again, I would guess that we're not deal ing with
more than - 2 or 3 percent total coverage of blocks
in here, at that.

LMP We're on top. (SEP-2)

05 19 49 53 CDR Bob, we're at 078, 7.2, and 6.2. (SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 49+

05 19 49+

05 19 49+

05 19 49+

05 19 49+

05 19 49+

CDR Jack, where was Nansen with respect to those tracks (SEP-2)
up there?

LMP Wei I, they never really had any good tracks pinned (SEP-2)
down. You'l I be able to see Nansen, I think soon as
you get over this hil I.

LMP Head towards that track area there. There are a lot (SEP-2)
of boulder tracks coming down from the blue-gray
rocks. We'l I see whether or not we're going to get
to those tracks at Nansen, or we might want to move
over to the track and see if we can find the boulder
that made them.

LMP But there's no question where those tracks come (SEP-2)
from.

LMP I have the impression that there Is a dipping zone (SEP-2)
of blue-gray outcrops or block concentrations up
there on the massif that trends from the high point
just beneath the earth - cross-slope - and the
apparent dip is - oh, I don't know, 10 or 15 degrees
to the east. It looks like those outcrops may match
up along that trend.

CDR Jack, I'm going to head right along this ridge
because I think that's the depression we were
talking about.
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05 19 49+ LMP Yes, that's Nansen down there. (SEP-2)

05 19 49+

05 19 49+

LMP We're a little more west, I think, than we intended (SEP-2)
to be.

CDR Yes, I think you're right. (SEP-Z)

05 19 52 18 LMP 7.8 and 6.5. (SEP-Z)

05 19 52+

05 19 52+

LMP I've had an impression, and I can't prove it yet, (SEP-2)
that we're dealing with more heterogeneous rock.
Possibly there are breccias in here. But it's
awfully hard to tell right now. They're very
I ight-colored rocks - I think even lighter-colored
than the gabbros.

LMP I think the ones (tracks) from the big outcrop of (SEP-2)
blue-gray rock, though, are the ones going into
Nansen.

05 19 5329 CDR My best guess - 077, 7.7,6.6 - is that we're coming (SEP-2)
up on the northern side of Nansen.

05 19 53+

05 19 53+

05 19 53+

CDR Okay, there's Nansen over there, huh?

LMP Wei I, I think so.

CDR Yes.

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

(SEP-2)

05 19 53+ LMP I think you're right. It's got to be it. I think (SEP-2)
we're into a breccia population now. I think the
blocks in the light mantle are largely breccias.
They're mottled in their characteristics. Their
white zaps do not seem to be nearly as apparent.
They tend to be chalky when they get hit. At least,
in the large craters, the walls are chalky looking.
Oh, yes. We've got boulders in Station 2.
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05 19 53+ LMP We're very clearly going downhi I I now, into the (SEP-2)
trough area that surrounds the massif - or between
the mantle and the massif. But the trough is much
greater in extent than just Nansen scale. It's
probably a ki lometer wide. I never realized that it
was so much of a depression in here.

05 19 56 35 CDR 074, 8.2, 6.9. (SEP-Z)

05 19 56+

05 19 56+

05 19 56+

05 19 56+

05 19 56+

05 19 56+

05 19 56+

CDR We won't be able to see the LM from down here. (SEP-Z)
We'l I be too low to see it.

LMP The surface patterns are sti I I the same, Bob. The (SEP-Z)
main difference being that we're getting probably a
gradual increase in block population and the blocks
seem to be of a different character. They may be
breccias.

LMP And around the crater here that's maybe 75 meters in (SEP-Z)
diameter, there's probably 5 percent blocks -
fragments, I should say - greater than a centimeter.

LMP There's a good-sized block, sort of blue-gray. (SEP-Z)

CDR Some of that stuff is mantled - or buried in the (SEP-Z)
massif material. Some of It just seems to be laying
on It, of course.

LMP Yes. Wei I, I think it has to do with how long It's (SEP-Z)
been there. You'l I tend to get the downslope
movements forming uphll I fil lets, and that's what a
lot of it looks like.

CDR Most of it is uphi I I fl I lets. Most of it Is pretty (SEP-Z)
sharp. But my guess, from back at the LM, that
those blocks on the massif were much more angular -
I think is a good guess because that's what they
look like to me here.
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05 19 56+

05 19 58+

LMP And looking up into our blue-gray outcrop area, I (SEP-2)
sti II have even more the im'ression that there's a
planar orientation that dips off to the southeast -
maybe just fracturing, but pretty clear up there, I
think. It may be shadows.

LMP As we get closer, we're out of the very - the block (SEP-2)
area. And that blocky region of 5 percent may have
been just associated with that crater. I sti I I see
no lineations although - -

05 19 58+ CDR Look at these wrinkles, though, Jack - - (SEP-2)

05 19 58+ LMP Yes. was talking about the mantle. (SEP-2)

05 19 58+ LMP But you're right about on the massif. (SEP-2)

05 19 58+ CDR The same wrinkled I ineations we saw sloping uphi II (SEP-2)
to the west on the eastern half of the massif are
sti II very evident at this sun angle.

05 19 58+ LMP The boulder tracks are really just chains of smaI I (SEP-2)
craters, for the most part.

05 20 01 08 CDR We're 071, 8.9, and 7.4. (SEP-2)

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

LMP There's Nansen off to my right now. (SEP-2)

CDR Yes, I just want to make sure that I'm not driving (SEP-2)
down a hole here, which I am, but - I don't want to
drive down Nansen.

LMP No, you won't. The saddle - the end of Nansen is (SEP-2)
over there near those blocks. Right over there.

LMP Look at those blocks. Unfortunately, the good (SEP-2)
boulder tracks are over into Nansen.

LMP I think just about anywhere near the big blocks - - (SEP-2)
would be a good Station 2.
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05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

CDR - that's where I'm going to put it. (SEP-2)

CDR Boy, you're looking right into Nansen. (SEP-2)

LMP Yes. We're right where we wanted to be for Station (SEP-2)
2. It looks I ike a great place. Big blocks. It
looks like quite a bit of variety from here.
Different colors, anyway. Grays and lighter-colored
tans.

CDR Hey, Jack, I'm going to do a 180 and park the Rover (SEP-2)
at 045.

LMP Those are two good - there's a blue-gray rock and a (SEP-2)
Iighter-colored tan rock.

CDR Right on the other side of this little crater. *** (SEP-2)
heading *** 045.

05 20 01+

05 20 01+

05 20 05+

CDR 045 *** 9.1, 7.6.

CC And you want to give me the bearing one more time
there, Gene.

CDR 071, 071 is the bearing.

(2)

(2)

(2)

05 20 05+

05 20 06+

05 20 09+

LMP 142 on the LMP's camera. (2)

CC Jack, we'd I ike to go to India on the magazine for (2)
you.

LMP The number of blocks plotted on the map are not (2)
nearly enough. In the greater than I-meter range,
there are many hundred blocks on the massif flank of
Nansen and up around Station 2, where we are. There
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05 20 09+

05 20 12+

05 20 12+

are only one or two blocks on the light mantle side
of Nansen. It looks as if the material in the
bottom of Nansen is overriding the I ight mantle
materials of the north wal I. That's just an
impression. They're slightly lighter albedo than
the north wal I of Nansen.

LMP suggest that we do our raking - fairly close to (2)
the Rover to get the front of the general population
of talus material coming off the massif.

LMP The blue-gray rocks are breccias. They're (2)
multil ithic, gray matrix - matrix breccias, I guess.
There are fragments in them, but it doesn't look
I ike more than about 10 or 15 percent fragments.
Some of the light-colored fragments seem to have
very fine-grained dark halos around them. The zap
pits do not have white halos, so I suspect they are
not crystal I ine. They might be glass - they might
be the vitric or glassy breccias. At least, the one
big rock we have here.

LMP There's a rough, very rough, fol iation in them - (2)
it's shown by the elongate knobs on the surface. It
looks like a fracture fol iation of some kind.

05 20 12+

05 20 12+

CDR Jack, that rock has almost got to have come down,
don't you think?

LMP Oh, no question about it. 1'1 I bet you it's the
same as the blue-gray rocks we see up higher.
Here's some more blue-gray ones over here.

(2)

(2)

05 20 12+ CDR Look at the size of some of these light fragments in (2)
here.

05 20 12+

05 20 12+

LMP It looks I ike they're dominantly matrix breccias.
There are I ight-colored fragments, and they may be
crystal line.

LMP They are. They're very I ight-colored; they look
like the shattered anorthosites. They have white
halos - I think that's what those fragments are.
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05 20 12+

05 20 12+

05 20 12+

05 20 12+

CDR Jack, let's get a piece of this one right here.

CDR Biggest one here.

LMP Get her up. This is the blue-gray variety.

CDR I'm going to take that I ittle knob off up there.

(2)(SAMP 72210,15)(PHO 137 20900-09; 13821029-37)

(2)(SAMP 72210,15)

(2)(SAMP 72210,15)

(2)(SAMP 72210,15)

05 20 12+ LMP Okay; wei I, you can sample - you can work that block (2) (SAMP 72210,15)
over - - we can get several examples. We ought to
sample across that layering, actually - that
fol iation.

05 20 15 21 CDR When you look down into the bottom of Nansen, it (2)
looks I ike, I guess - which sounds obvious - that
some of the debris that has rol led off of the South
Massif covers up the original material there that
covers the north wal I of Nansen. There is a
distinct difference. You've got that very wrinkled
texture in the north slopes of Nansen, and you've
got the South Massif - debris in the south slopes of
Nansen. And the debris, of course, overlays - the
north slope. And al I the rock fragments, all the
boulders that have come down are al I on the south side
of the slope of Nansen.

05 20 15+ LMP I take back what I said about no halos. There are (2)
lighT - not very sharply light - but light halos
around zap piTS In the matrix. The matrix glass is
dark, and it seems to have a greenish cast; but it's
very dark.

05 20 15+ CDR Oh, look at that blue. (2)

05 20 15+ CDR Look at the white fragments in there. (2)

05 20 15+ CDR Man, there's some bou Ider roll ing rocks here, Jack. (2)

05 20 15+ LMP Okay, don't wreck the fi Ilet. There's an overhang (2)
we've got to get into.

05 20 16 53 LMP 514 is the - okay, 1'1 I take it back. On the fresh (2) (SAMP 72210,15)
surface, these look iike fragment breccias although
the fragment size is fairly smal I. There are
dark-gray fragments and the I ight fragments we
talked about. The gray ones are very fine-grained
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and dense, although I see -flashes that indicated they
may be crystal I ine. The light-colored fragments are
as I described them earl ier, I think.

05 20 16+ LMP Gene's got a rock to go. That's from up higher? (2)(SAMP 72230,35)(PHO 137 20900-09; 138 21029-37)

05 20 16+ CDR That's a I ittle higher. See that shelf up there? (2)(SAMP 72230,35)

05 20 16+ LMP The first rock was from about a - 514 was from a (2) (SAMP 72210,15)
meter above the base of the rocks; 515 is from about (SAMP 72230,35)
a meter and a half.

05 20 18 05 LMP Can you get some on either side of those two now? (2)

05 20 18+ CDR Yes. (2)

05 20 18+ LMP That's a north/south overhang. (2 )

05 20 18+ CDR Yes. That one? (2 )

05 20 18+ LMP Yes, you're facing right into the east. (2)

05 20 18+ CDR Yes. don't know If I can get a piece back here or (2)
not.

05 20 18+ LMP How about right where you *** yes. (2) (SAMP 72250,55) (PHD 137_ 20900-09; 138 21029-37)

05 20 18+ CDR Right here? I can get that. (2)(SAMP 72250,55)

05 20 18+ LMP Yes, that's good. (2) (SAMP 72250,55)

05 20 18+ LMP Oh, beauti fu I. Hit the gnomon. (2)(SAMP 72250,55)

05 20 18+ CDR It didn't move. It just tilted it. (2)(SAMP 72250,55)

05 20 18+ LMP This it? (2)(SAMP 72250,55)

05 20 18+ CDR Yes, that's it right there. (2)(SAMP 72250,55)

05 20 18+ LMP 494 is from a half a meter above the base of the
rock.
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05 20 18+ LMP And these are samples from across the layerinq _ or
the fol i ati on. (2) (SAMP 72210,15,30,35,50,55)

05 20 18+

05 10 18+

CDR How about this one? Here's a whole big piece.

LMP Okay. That's a good representative fraqment. Can
you get it?

(2)(SAMP 72270,75)(PHO 137 20900-09; 138 21029-37)

(2) (SAMP 72270,75)

05 20 18+ LMP That's a footbal I-size fragment. Okay, this next (2)(SAMP 72270,75)
sample - can you get a bag out, and we'll try to put
it around it. Around the end. It's highly
variable. This is a light-matrix breccia; whereas
the other three fragments were dark-fragment matrix
or dark-fragment breccias. The big rock is a
light-matrix breccia with dark fragments, and it's
the one that has the halos around the light
fragments. And that's in 495, barely. It's not
even in it. 495 is wrapped around it.

05 20 20 50 CDR It's not going to stay. (2)(SAMP 72270,75)

05 20 20+

05 20 20+

CDR It's a football-size fragmental rock.

LMP Why don't you just stuff it. See if you can stuff
it in there with the bag down

(2)(SAMP 72270,75)

(2)(SAMP 72270,75)

05 20 20+ CDR We'l I be able to identify it when we get - 495 when (2)(SAMP 72270,75)
we get back. Okay, it'll stay.

05 20 20+

05 20 20+

05 20 20+

05 20 20+

LMP Is the bag on it now?

CDR Well, yes.

CC Do you guys see any tracks coming down to these
boulders? Do have any feel ing that you can place
these that way?

LMP Unfortunately, no. The main tracks are out into
Nansen, and I don't think we can get over there.
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05 20 20+ LMP Coming up I was looking; and there are no obvious
tracks coming down here.

(2)

05 20 20+ LMP The gnomon was moved a I ittle between the samples. (2)

05 20 20+ CDR Do you need to take a vertical pan? (2 )

05 20 20+ LMP Yes, I've gotten it all. I'm getting It all. (2)

05 20 20+ CDR You getting the flight line? I'll get a flight line (2 )(PHO 137 20902-09)
this way. Post~amp Ie, flight Ii ne ,

05 20 20+ CDR I'm on frame count 42. (2)

05 20 22 19 CDR Old you get a locator from here, Jack? (2)(PHO?)

05 20 22+ LMP Yes. (2)(PHO?)

05 20 22+ LMP I got flight line on the north/south trend; Gene got (2)(PHO 13821029-35)
east/west. (PHO 137 20902-09)

05 20 22+ CDR You going to get that sample under. there? (2)(SAMP 72220-24) (PHO 137 20900-09; 138 21029-37)

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

LMP Yes, we got to get the so I I• (2)( SAMP 72220- 24)

CDR There must be an overhang. And look at that frag - (2)
that rock Is - fragmented; let's see It's
southeast/northwest. - there's a spilt.

05 20 22+ LMP This is a fll let from underneath the rock. (2)(SAMP 72220-24)

05 20 22+ LMP This fillet Is up underneath an overhang. I got it (2)(SAMP 72220-24)
from about - - oh, a third of a meter under an
overhang. And it's the upper 3 centimeters of sol I.

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

CDR And it's bag 496.

LMP Now let me get one out away from the overhang a
little bit.

CC You think that's permanent shadow?
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05 20 22+ CDR No. It's facing east. (2)(SAMP 72240-44)
05 20 22+ LMP And a sample down to a depth of about 5 centimeters, (2) (SAMP 72240-44)

about two-thirds of a meter from the - boulder - the
south side - is in 497.

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

LMP Now let me get a skim sample, Gena.

CDR Okay. I got to take a set of pictures after that,
by the way. Show where they are.

LMP I can piece them into my fl ight line stereo.

CDR They were in both of the before pictues on those
rocks.

LMP Okay; about a centimeter deep - skim.

CDR Careful. You're in a hole. You better come out.

CC Give sample bag number, please.

(2)(SAMP 72260-64) (PHO 137 20900-09; 138 21029-37)

(2) (SAMP 72260-64) (PHO?)

(2) (SAMP 72260-64)(PHO 138 21029-37)

(2)(SAMP 72260-64) (PHO 137 20900-01)

(2)(SAMP 72260-64)

(2)(SAMP 72260-64)

(2) (SAMP 72260-64)

05 20 22+ LMP Okay, Bob. I missed that. I didn't give it to you; (2)(SAMP 72260-64)
but I think - wei I the next bag I take out, you can
check the num - well, wait a minute, 1'1 I do it for
you.

05 20 22+

05 20 22+

CC No. That's okay. I suspect it's 498.

LMP I'm almost positive it was 498.

(2)(SAMP 72260-64)

(2) (SAMP 72260-64)

05 20 26 13 LMP Looking at the blocks directly down-sun, the (2)
I ight-gray, or the gray-matrix breccias seem to be
fragments, or schlieren anyway, within the
white-matrix breccias.

05 20 26+ LMP And I got a couple pictures down-sun to show that
texture.
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05 20 26+

05 20 26+

05 20 26+

LMP We're going after a gray - 1 mean a lighter-colored (2)
block, now. Are you going up there?

CDR Yes. (2)

LMP You're stil Ion the talus. The rims of the sma I I (2)
craters In the talus are softer than the - normal
terrain. My foot goes in maybe 10 centimeters where
normally It only goes In a centimeter.

05 20 28 20 lMP Okay, 670, 155, 201; 670, 155, 201. (2)

05 20 28+

05 20 28+

05 20 28+

05 20 28+

CDR I'm at another boulder up the slope here. It's (2)
looks quite similar to the one we just sampled,
except there Is a lot of flake fractures on it.
Nonuniform nondirectional - but quite different at
least from that other rock, in terms of the fracture
pattern. The texture looks to be quite similar.

LMP On these rake samples, there is just no point in (2)
carrying a rake al I the way up here - - because all
we needed was a break In the slope.

CC As long as you're above the break In the slope; (2)
that's right.

LMP It's being done. (2)

05 20 28+ LMP We want to get away from that big rock because it's (2 )
probably shedding. Hey, that's a dl fferent rock,
Gene.

05 20 28+ CDR Yes. Well, it looks I ike the same texture, but It's (2)(PHO 137 20912-16)
got that flaky fracture pattern al lover it. I'm
going to get a stereo whi Ie I'm at it.

05 20 28+ CDR This ought to cover any samples I take off of that (2)(PHO 137 20912-16)
thing.
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05 20 28+

05 20 28+

05 20 28+

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

LMP This is a crystal line roCk, Houston. It's got nice (2)
white halos around the zap pits. The zaps are not 
dense black glass, but a very dark greenish-gray.

CDR Are those halos or fragments? (2)

LMP No, they're halos. Well, they are fragments, (2)

think, also. It's fairly crystal I ine, but it is
heterogeneous. Matter of fact there's a big
fragment of a porphyry caught up in this thing, I
th ink.

LMP And there's a chunk there we can get. That's a big (2)(SAMP 72310.15)(PHO 137 20912-16; 138 21038-42)
fragment within this crystal I ine rock - - inclusion.

CDR Take a picture of that and then your locator, 1'1 I (2)(SAMP 72310,15)(PHO 138 21038-39)
get it.

LMP Looks like a porphyry is what it looks like. (2)(SAMP 72310,15)

CDR It does look like a crystal I ine rock. (2) (SAMP 72310,15)

LMP Looks I ike an andesite porphyry. (2)(SAMP 72310,15)

05 20 31+ CDR The *** has got the very large crystals in there.
They're very reflective, elongated crystals.

(2) (SAMP 72310.15)

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

05 20 13+

LMP It's a relatively angular inclusion about a half a (2) (SAMP 72310,15)
meter in size, and it's a square cross section.
Well, it's irregular; but generally square cross
section. It's in bag 516, and it looks I ike a -
wei I it's a high feldspar rock. It may be an
anorthositic gabbro, but it does look I ike a
porphyry.

CDR There's a big chunk where I've got - I can't get it (2)
out, though; it's buried In a rock - half of an inch
elongated - I can't see whether they are colorless
or not, but they are certainly reflective crystals.
See that up here? See right there?

LMP Yes. (2)
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05 20 31+

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

CDR And then in the big rock, you've got massive things (2)
like this big fragment here - that's 5 inches
across.

LMP That may be a spall point, Gene, that's a (2)
lighter-color, in general, because of a zap or
something.

CDR Let me get some more samples of it. (2) (SAMP 72330,35)(PHO 13720912-16; 138 21038-42)

05 20 31+

05 20 31+

LMP Yes, we need to get some of the host rock here.

CDR We'l I get a piece here.

(2)(SAMP 72330,35)

(2) (SAMP 72330,35)

05 20 31+ LMP You're stil I sampl ing the one we just got. So we'l I (2) (SAMP 72330,35)
get anothe r one.

05 20 33 42 LMP The same kind - or the contact of that rock looks (2)(SAMP 72330,35)
like It might be finer-grained - but it's about the
same - in 517. That's the contact in the Inclusion
side of the contact. Keep going after the other (SAMP 72350,55)(PHO 137 20912-16; 138 21038-42)
one, Gene, 1'1 I get this in your bag.

05 20 33+ LMP The host rock for the Inclusion, which appears to be (2) (SAMP 72350,55)
also crystal line but may be a recrystallized rock of
some kind - - metamorphic - also looks like it's
high plagioclase - high feldspar, anyway. That's in
bag 518 - and that was a loose frag - fairly loose
but In place fragment along the fracture zone.

05 20 33+ CDR I'm going to try to get the rest of It up there. (2)(SAMP 72370,75) (PHO 137 20912-16; 138 21038-42)

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

LMP This is a medium-grained anorthositic gabbro, and it (2)(SAMP 72370,75)
looks like it has some pastel-green olivine crystals
in it. Did you get it?

CDR I can't get any more of it, Jack, up there. I can't (2)(SAMP 72370,75)
reach any more.

LMP Okay, and that small chip of that is in 519. It's (2)(SAMP 72370,75)
the same host - rock, much like the previous sample.

CDR There's a good sample for you. (2)(SAMP 72390,95)(PHO 137 20912-16; 138 21038-42)
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05 20 33+

05 20 33+

LMP Another chunk of the host - (2}(SAMP 72390,95)

LMP It's in there. I haven't closed your bag yet. And (2)
we've got to - get one soil sample up the hi II here.
Oh, we didn't get the rake -

05 20 36 31 LMP No. We haven't put it in yet.

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 36+

LMP We'l I get the rake sample right over here on this
slope.

CC Was that last sample in 518, as wei 11

CDR There it is. That's it right there.

CDR That wi I I go in 499.

(2)(SAMP RAKE 72530-59) (PHO 138 21043-46; 137 20962)

(2)(SAMP 72390,95)

(2)(SAMP 72390,95)

(2) (SAMP 72390,95)

(2)(SAMP 72390,95)

05 20 36+ LMP This is a fairly uniform-looking rock.
some widely spaced fractures across it.
clearly crystal I ine and has crystal line
in it.

It does have (2)(SAMP 72390,95)
It's

inclusions

05 20 36+

05 20 36+

CDR Might get the soi I from around that thing.

LMP Both rocks look like they might be in the
anorthositic class - - of rocks. It's just that 
one has the appearance of being a finer-grained
matrix. Looks like a porphyry in the boulder.

(2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24) (PHO 138 21043-46; 137 20962)

(2)

05 20 37 59 CDR I've got a stereo - 1'1 I just continue my stereo (2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24)(PHO 137 20912-16)
around here. Hey, Jack, you can get way under
there, and I know you could get soi I. I don't know
how long it's been shadowed, but it's been shadowed
as long as this rock's been here.

05 20 37+

05 20 37+

05 20 37+

LMP 1'1 I do that.

CDR I've got a stereo of this one.

CDR I've already got it.
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05 20 37+ LMP Wei I, I'm getting it from this way, and they like
that. Did we kick any dirt In under there?

(2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24)(PHO 138 21038-42)

05 20 37+

05 20 37+

05 20 37+

CDR I don't think so. Go way down in there. Let me get (2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24)(PHO?)
a couple of after pictures. Yes, we want to get two
sides of these rocks, and you can see their
structure.

LMP took that stereo. (2) (SAMP SOIL 72320-24)(PHO?)

LMP I got under an east-west overhang about - 20 (2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24)
centimeters - ways back - quite a ways back; It goes
even farther, but that's about as far as I can reach
back there now.

05 20 37+ LMP That's in bag 500. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24)

05 20 40+ CDR And, Bob, I took an after picture of where Jack Just (2)(SAMP SOIL 72320-24) (PHO 137 20925)
got that soil sample under the rock from; and I'm on
60.

05 20 40+

05 20 40+

CDR 1'1 I go up there and get a pan, Jack.

LMP We're on a pretty good slope, Geno.

(2)(PHO 137 20926-56)

(2)(PHO 137 20926-56)

05 20 40+ CDR This pan may be looking right smack in the sides of (2)(PHO 137 20926-56)
the massifs. Only way you can get it is to lean
back - and I can't lean downhi I I.

05 20 40+ CC Hey. Watch out for that crater behind you there, (2)( PHO I37 20926- 56)
Geno.

05 20 40+ CDR 1'm stand ing in the crater so I can get Ieve I• (2) (PHO 137 20926- 56)

05 20 40+ CDR Well, I have some good pictures of Nansen, anyway. (2 )(PHO 137 20926-56)
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OS 20 40+

OS 20 40+

OS 20 42+

LMP Bob, my down-sun pictures on the rake were taken at (2)(SAMP RAKE 72S30-59) (PHO 138 21043-46; 137 20962)
t zB, I'm sorry.

CDR 1'1 I be right down there to bag that rake for you. (2) (SAMP RAKE 72530-59)

LMP Not many smal I walnut-sized fragments in here, Bob. (2)(SAMP RAKE 72530-59)
Gotten about seven or eight.

05 20 42+ CDR Bag 50 I.

05 20 42+ CDR No, there aren't a lot; but that' I I fill up a bag.

05 20 42+ CC And this is the one that we would I ike to get the
kilogram of soi I from, Jack.

05 20 42+ LMP Okay. I'll use my scoop for that.

05 20 45 27 CDR Bag 50 I.

(2)(SAMP RAKE 72530-59)

(2)(SAMP RAKE 72530-59)

(2) (SAMP SOIL 72500-0S) (PHO 138 21043-46; 137 20962)

(2)(SAMP SOIL 12500-05)

(2)(SAMP SOIL 72500-05)

OS 20 4S+

OS 20 45+

05 20 45+

05 20 45+

CDR Okay, my pan, by the way - I got extensive vertical (2)(PHO 13720926-56)
coverage down into Nansen, Bob.

CDR 502, Bob, wi II be the ki logram. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72500-05)

LMP And that's sample down to about 4 centimeters. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72500-05)

CDR Oh, that's a big bag ful I. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72500-05)

OS 20 46+ CC Okay. And guys - do you see any more different
blocks up there that are worth sampl ing before you
go on down on to the flats and sample the light
mantle?
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05 20 46+ LMP We haven't had a chance to look around any more than (2)
you've heard.

05 20 46+

05 20 46+

05 20 46+

LMP Get an after, Gene.

COR Yes. Got it.

CDR Jack got the befores on the rake and I got the
after.

(2) (SAMP SOIL 72500-05)(PHO 137 20962)

(2)(SAMP SOIL 72500-05) (PHO 137 20962)

(2)(PHO 138 21043-46; 137 20962)

05 20 46+ CDR Here are two rocks side by side, a meter or two In (2) (SAMP 72410,15-18)(PHO 138 21047-49; 137 20963-65)
diameter. And one is the anorthositic gabbro, if 1
can use the term; and the other is that two-cycle
breccia.

05 20 46+ LMP Set up ri ght there. Let's get that big clast. (Z)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

05 ZO 46+ LMP There's a fracture right in there 1 want to get (Z)(SAMP 72410,15-18)
near.

05 20 46+ CDR Oh, the clast. (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

05 20 46+ LMP Yes. (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

05 20 46+ LMP Big white clast In the gray-matrix breccia. (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

05 20 46+ LMP Pretty hard, isn't it? That bou1der' s going to (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)
roll.

05 20 46+ CDR Man, that is hard. There's the same clast over (Z)(SAMP 72410,15-18)
there.

05 20 46+ CDR That clast is soft. (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

05 20 46+ LMP Can you use your - your blade end? (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)
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05 20 46+

05 20 46+

05 20 46+

05 20 46+

CDR Yes. let me get that little piece. anyway. to start (2)(SAMP 72410.15-18)
with. Got it. There's two more pieces.

LMP Before we cover them up. let's get them. (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

CDR got to get a sample of that mother (host) rock. (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

LMP Want to try to hit that one more time. I think (2)(SAMP 72410.15-18)
we've got another one coming there. There's another
I ittle one.

05 20 46+ LMP That looks almost I ike a rhyolite from here.
don't believe it, though.

(2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)

05 20 50 16 LMP This is a fine-grained - but crystal line white clast (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)
- in the gray breccia; and it's mixed with soi I. We
had to pick up a little soi I. 503.

05 20 50+ LMP There are three clasts, anyway - or three fragments (2)(SAMP 72410,15-18)
that we got off.

05 20 50+ CDR Chips. Let me get a piece of the rock it's in.
I'm going to take a closeup stereo of that.

And (2)(SAMP 72430-35) (PHO 138 21047-49; 137 20963-65)
(PHO 137 20966-73?)

05 20 50+ LMP The host rock for that inclusion of white material
wi 1I be In bag 504. Two chips with soi I.

(2) (SAMP 72430-35)

05 20 50+ CDR We're getting some samples this time. 1 want to
an after, and 1 want to get a closeup stereo of
that. And I'm going to get some pictures around
this block, too.

get (2)(SAMP 72430-35) (PHO 137 20965)
(PHO 137 20966-73)

05 20 50+ CDR There's an after and now I'm going to get - sort of (2)(PHO 137 20965)
a closeup stereo around it. (PHO 137 20966-73)

05 20 52 18 LMP There's a real good example of pit-bottom crater up (2)(PHO 138 21050-52)
here even on this talus slope. I'll try to take a
stereo of it.
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05 20 52+

05 20 52+

05 20 52+

05 20 52+

05 20 52+

05 20 52+

LMP There isn't any glass in this crater - you can see (2)(PHO 138 21050-52)
it with your TV.

LMP It's just bigger than the average crater. And it (2)(PHO 138 21050-52)
stil I has that pit, the pit being about a third of
the inner diameter of the crater - make it a fourth
of the rim diameter, that's easier.

CDR Look out, Jack. (2)

CC It's the old boulder-rol ling trick. (2)

CDR How about getting a soi I sample under there? (2)(SAMP SOIL 72440-44)(PHO 138 21047-49; 137 20963-65)

CDR Get that sample under there, Jack. Under that rock. (2) (SAMP SOIL 72440-44)

05 20 54 12 LMP The soil from right underneath the rock - down to
about 4 centimeters - in 505. And 1'1 I try to skim
it here a little, too. Get the upper centimeter.

05 20 54+ CDR Bob, this big white clast - I'm not sure there
aren't some smaller ones in some of those other big
boulders. That's just an intuitive guess.

05 20 54+ LMP Oh, there are.

(2)(SAMP SOIL 72440-44)
(SAMP SOIL 72460-64)(PHO 138 21047-49; 137 20963-65)

(2)

(2)

05 20 54+

05 20 54+

CDR But we never saw any as obviously big, as gross as (2)
this one. Such as this particular boulder I
photographed, I had three of them other than the one
we sampled. And that's 505 - and 506, in that (SAMP SOIL 72440-44,60-64)
order.

LMP That white clast - I looked at it, and it has a (2)(SAMP 72415-18)
light pastel-green - fairly rounded crystals in a
fine-grained white to light pinkish-tan matrix. And
you can figure that one out. Looks like 01 ivine and
something.
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05 20 54+ CDR Hey, Bob, have you panned - down into Nansen and (2)
seen this rock that's - oh, 30 or 40 meters from us?
To give you an idea of the kind of upslope fi I leting
you have on some of those boulders.

05 20 57 22 LMP Gene. You getting your pan? (2 )

05 20 57+ CDR Yes. I sa id \~here do you want it? (2)

05 20 57+ LMP Wei! , right over there where there's some fragments. (2)

05 20 57+ CDR 1'1 I get the before and the locator. (2) (PHO 137 20974-77)

05 20 57+ LMP Okay, and then 1'1 I get the down. (2 )(PHO 138 21074)

05 20 57+ LMP Okay, pan's complete. (2)(PHO 138 21053-73)

05 20 57+

05 20 58+

05 20 58+

05 20 58+

CDR Let's get the rake sample so we can move on.

LMP There just aren't any rocks.

CDR There's a couple, keep going.

CDR There's one under the gnomon you can get.

(2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38) (PHO 137 20974-78; 138 21074)

(2 )(SAMP RAKE 72730,35- 38)

(2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)

(2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)

05 20 58+

05 20 58+

05 20 58+

LMP Several I thought were rocks turned out to be clods. (2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)

CDR Yes, that's what most of them are is clods. How do (2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)
you get clods if it's never been wet? You're not
getting any. You've had three in there ever since
the last four scoops.

LMP There just aren't many. (2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)

05 20 58+ CDR 507.
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05 20 58+

05 20 58+

05 20 58+

05 20 58+

CDR Three rocks. Yes, you got about four rocks - about (2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)
2 inches and smaller.

LMP And let me get the down-sun. (2)(SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)(PHO 138 21074)

CC Get the soil. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72700-05)(PHO 13720974-78; 13821074)

LMP One-scoop-Schmitt, they call me. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72700-05)

05 20 58+ CDR That's good. That's bag 508. (2)(SAMP SOIL 72700-05)

05 21 00+ CDR Let me get one after of the area that we messed up. (2) (SAMP SOIL 72700-05) (PHO 137 20978)

05 21 00+

05 21 00+

05 21 00+

05 21 00+

05 21 00+

05 21 00+

CDR Look where we kicked up this stuff. There's some
light - wei I, I can't see it now.

LMP Occasionally there's a I ight-colored fragment I
think we break into.

CDR Yes, we kick it up.

LMP They are I ight-colored clods.

CDR And when I was walking uphi II, I really wasn't
sinking in probably more than an inch or two.

CDR Bag 8 is on the gate, and Jack's getting bag 4.

(2)(SAMP SOIL 72700-05)

(2 )

(2 )

(2)

(2)

(2)

05 21 06 16 LMP Okay. LMP is at 46. (2 )

05 21 06+ CDR And CDR is at 113. (2)

05 21 07 25 CDR We're rol ling.
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05 21 07+

05 21 07+

05 21 09+

05 21 09+

LMP Those two major kinds of blocks that we sampled (2-2A>
there - it was about the two varieties We saw in the
area, itts a long extrapolation I real ize, but they
do resemble in color, and I believe in texture, the
blue-gray rocks and the 1ight tan rocks up on the
massif. So I feel fairly confident that we sampled
at least the two major units visible from a distance
in the South Massif.

LMP I think that there is a lot of postmission work to (2-2A)
be done on correlating the angularity and possibly
even the albedos of the rocks we sampled with those
on the massif. We should have good pictures of both
from a distance and up close.

CC Rover sample - used to be at 073 and 6.3 - - halfway (2-2A)
out to Hole-in-the-wal I. We're now going to have
that Rover sample stop at 078 and 7.0. That should
be along your tracks - - we're going - - to get a
gravimeter reading at that location.

CDR Wetre on the top, coming off the highest lobe of the (2-2A)
scarp looking back into the valley.

05 21 09+ LMP Hey, turn a part ia I pan, I know it's into the Sun. (2-2A> (PHO 138 21077-92)

05 21 09+ CDR Okay. Letts take one from right here. I want the (2-2A>(PHO 138 21077-92)
whole thing.

05 21 09+ CDR You ready to start? (2-2A>(PHO 138 21077-92)

05 21 10 18 LMP Yes, I got it. (2-2A>(PHO 138 21077-92)

05 21 10+ CDR Take the whole thing. (2-2A)(PHO 138 21077-92)

05 21 10+ LMP got a pan down in the val ley.
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05 21 10+ lMP Keep turning around over there, and I'll get that
scarp.

(2-2A)(PHO 138 21077-92)

05 21 I I 10 lMP Okay, looking at the light mantle. No more comments (2-2A)
except that by that rake sample and just looking, (SAMP RAKE 72730,35-38)
there certainly are fewer fragments than we saw at
Station 2. The main thing that we can tel I about
the light mantle and when we're on it, of course, is
the light-colored craters. The fresher craters all
appear to be light-colored. As they get older, the
albedo goes down and potentially have been dusted
with material from the dark mantle or from other
sites. Either that or it's just the lunar
patlnatlon that we're al I famll iar with.

0521 12 32 CDR How about 071 and 7.0? Wi II that do?

05 21 11+

05 21 12+

lMP None of the craters out here In the light mantle
appear to show - they've got new bedrock. Almost
a II of them are instant rock craters.

CC Yes.

(2-2Al

(2-2A)

(2-2Al

05 21 12+ CDR 1'm stopp Ing here. (2A)

05 21 12+ CDR 071 *** 9.8 and 7.0. (2A)

05 21 12+ CC And the Rover *** should be fairly flat for the (2A)
grav i meter.

05 21 12+ CDR We II - that means we have to change here. (2A)

05 21 12+ lMP Hey, rl ght over here to my right - - (2A)

05 21 12+ lMP Maybe It's the best we can do, but it's sti II going (2A)
to be on a slope.
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05 21 12+

05 21 12+

CDR Wei I, I' I I level it off on a local - - (2A)

CDR On the rim of that crater that's bui It up a little (2A)
bit? Right up here.

05 21 14+

05 21 15+

LMP 071, 9.8, and 7.0.

LMP Bag 30 Easy.

(2M

(2A)(SAMP SOIL 73120-24)

05 21 15+

05 21 15+

CC Are you guys finding much in the way of rocks here? (2A) (SAMP 73130-34)(PHO 138 21096-~)

LMP I'm looking. 1 can get you some instant rock out of (2A)
a small pit bottom crater.

05 21 17 25 CDR Up to frame count 36 is the outcrop or boulders at
the top of the South Massif.

(2A)(PHO 144 22003-15)

05 21 17+

05 21 17+

LMP Bag 31 Easy. Instant rock out of a 3-meter pit
-bottom crater - off the inner wal I.

LMP Wei I, let's make it 30 centimeters down from the
rim.

(2A) (SAMP 73130-34)

(2A)(SAMP 73130-34)

05 21 17+

05 21 17+

CDR And through frame count 57 are the North Massif from (2A)(PHO 144 22016-32)
part of the western portions to part of the eastern
portions.

LMP A chunk of yel low-brown rock that apparently has (2A) (SAMP 73150-56) (PHO 138 21098-99)
several spots behind it, probably indicating
direction from which it came - oh, no - what is
that? That's a reflection. That really fooled me.
A reflection off the mylar. Crazy. Wei I, what the
heck, 1'1 I 5amp!e it anyway.
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05 21 17+

05 21 17+

CDR I've got Fami Iy mountain and some of the hi I Is way
up to the right of Fami Iy mountain. I'm at 67 on
the 500.

lMP Thirty-two Easy is another smal I fragment.

(2A)(PHO 144 22033-45)

(2A)(SAMP 73150-56)

05 21 20 56 CDR 670, 123, 501 - 670, 123, 501. (2A)

05 21 21+

05 21 21+

05 21 21+

05 21 21+

05 21 21+

05 21 21+

05 21 23+

05 21 23+

05 21 23+

05 21 23+

CDR About 2 inches below the surface here, you ran into (2A)
that blue-gray material down there and it's in
I ittle clods, and it breaks apart in your hands.

lMP Yes, that's right. (2A)

CDR Did you get some of that in your Rover sample? (2A)

lMP No, but I got it out of that instant rock crater. (2A) (SAMP 73130-34)

CDR let's grab a quick Rover sample and we' I I take off. (2A)(SAMP SOIL 73140-46)(PHO 138 21098-99)

lMP But, really those trenches - those craters are (2A)
giving us the same information. That there's a
I ight-colored material underneath.

lMP Forty Yankee. (2A)(SAMP SOil 73140-46)

lMP That's light-colored soi I from a depth of about - (2A) (SAMP SOIL 73140-46)
it's mixed with a little of the upper surface, but
mostly light-colored soil from a depth of about 15
cent imete rs ,

lMP It looks I ike the light mantle in here is covered (2A)
with dark to a depth of about 5 to 10 centimeters.

CDR Did you take any pictures at al I while you were (2A)
there.
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05 21 23+ LMP Oh , yes. I di dn't take a pan. Why don't you turn (2A)
right to a ***1

05 21 23+ CDR We're roll ing. (2A-3)

05 21 25 08 CC Okay. Mark that. (2A-3)

05 21 25+ CDR Mak ing a ri ght-hand turn for a pan. (2A-3) (PHO I 38 21 100-08)

05 21 25+ LMP Left. (2A-3}(PHO 138 21100-08)

05 21 25+ LMP Not a complete pan but it wi II show the location. (2A-3)(PHO 138 21100-08)

05 21 25+ LMP LMP frame count 80. (2A-3)(PHO 138 ZI 100-08)

05 ZI 26 25 LMP I think we have a good sample of only partially (ZA-3)(SAMP SOIL 73140)
contaminated light mantle in that last Rover sample
that Gene accidentally discovered was right under
our feet. It's almost certainly the light-colored
material that we've been talking about in the wal Is
of the crater. And, as a matter of fact, that
instant rock sample I took was 1ight-colored and
probably represents the same stuff, indurated
s lightly.

05 21 26+ CDR Light-colored mantle has that bluish tint that you (2A-3)
saw in those rocks.

05 21 26+ CDR 073, 10.3, 6.6. (ZA-3)

05 21 26+ LMP 1 have a feeling that whatever darkens the - ooh, (ZA-3)
there's a beautiful I ittle glass-lined crater,
pit-bottom crater - whatever darkens the light
mantle is not a one-time only mantling of darker
material. It's something that happens over a period
of time, continually, because craters of al I sizes
and apparent degradation are darkened and there are
I ighter craters that are light to varying degrees,
there seem to be a continuum of albedo change.
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05 21 29 08 CDR That little crater on the side of the North Massif
that we're thinking about going to doesn't look
nearly as I ight-colored or haloed as it does in
pictures, does it?

(2A-3)

05 21 29+ LMP No. (2A-3)

05 21 29+ LMP think you're almost to the rim. (2A-3)

05 21 29+ CDR Yes, 1 want to go down here if I can. My tracks are (2A-3)
over there to the left, I haven't crossed them yet.

05 21 29 45 LMP 073, 6.3. (2A-3)

05 21 29+ LMP LMP frame count is 86. (2A-3)

05 21 29+

05 21 29+

05 21 29+

LMP See the lobes coming out - looks like lobes out from (2A-3)
the scarp. The scarp rather being a I ine in there
on the plain, appears to be lobes. I got a couple
of shots of that. Whereas when it gets up on the
massif, it's a fairly continuous curve; although it
does appear to be younger, at least there's less
relief on it for the first few kilometers of that
bend there.

CDR We're going to have to go down I ike the way we came (2A-3)
because there's that big crater down at the bottom.

LMP Bob, the scarp, so-cal led scarp, impresses me as (2A-3)
less of a scarp than a series of lobes which roughly
have a north-south trend. And we've been driving
over various hummocks within those lobes.

05 21 29+

05 21 29+

LMP I think you've got something right ahead of you.
Here -

LMP See the instant rock.
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05 21 33 08 LMP Okay, there 9s Lara, and I think we can see Station - (2A-3)

05 21 33+ LMP The light mantle is a uniform surface and I think (2A-3)
you've heard just about everything we've had to say
so far.

05 21 33+ LMP The fragment population hasn't changed, nor has the (2A-3)
crater population, as near as I can tel I.

05 21 33+ CDR Yes, I got to get over to thIs next knol I and 1'm (2A-3)
going to be off the scarp. We're about three
-quarters of the way down.

05 21 33+ LMP Oh, there's Nemo over there to my right. (2A-3)

05 21 35 45 CC You guys cut each other out but I take it that
you're at the edge of the scarp.

(2A-3)

05 21 35+ CDR We're off, we came down. (2A-3)

05 21 35+ LMP It's that bright - see that bright crater? You can (2A-3)
just start to see Station 3 over there now.

05 21 35+

05 21 35+

CDR We're at 079, 11.5, and 5.7.

CDR And I'm headed northwest.
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05 21 35+

05 21 35+

LMP Right over there is Station 3, I think. (2A-3)

CDR I can just start to see two craters - - and they're (2A-3)
closer to Lara.

05 21 35+ CDR Here's a nice sharp little hole; look at that. (2A-3)

05 21 35+ LMP The texture of the light mantle - surface texture - (2A-3)
is really no different on the scarp, on its flank,
or out here to the east of the scarp. Fragment
population, crater population, everything looking
about the same. If there is such a thing as a light
mantle, it seems to be uniform across the scarp.

05 21 37+

05 21 37+

LMP Here are your tracks - hey! We crossed somebody's
tracks.

CDR We sure did *** we made a loop.

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

05 21 38 14 CDR That was at 081,5.7. (2A-3)

05 21 38+

05 21 38+

CDR This is where we went to the big crater and I came
southeast in order to get around it.

CDR We're sti I I headed northwest, Bob.

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

05 21 38+ LMP Bob, I guess one thing we don't have a handle on yet (2A-3)
is what are the - I think we sampled them - once in
a Rover sample, but what are the fragments out here
mixed with the I ight mantle?

05 21 38+ LMP 1 think I got one at our last gravimeter stop, a
smal lone, and I guess there's one other Rover
sample, but - Station 3, we probably ought to make
sure we get a representative suite of those
fragments.
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05 21 38+ LMP We're at 083, 5.7. (2A-3)

05 21 38+ CDR That must be Lara right there, huh? (2A-3)

05 21 38+ LMP Yes. (2A-3)

05 21 38+ CDR On the left. ,You can see the blocks on the other (2A-3)
side of her.

05 21 38+ LMP That's right. I told them about those earl ier. I (2A-3)
think, Gene, you want to bear a 1ittle bit to the
left. See those two craters, two bright craters,
that are just this side of Lara?

05 21 38+ LMP You're pointed almost right at them, now. (2A-3)

05 21 40 25 LMP Those are the two I think they wanted us to be at, (2A-3)
and I think that's a good choice if we can get up
there.

05 21 40+ CDR Bob, I want to get some 500's the way that scarp (2A-3)
flows up on top - wei I, it looks I ike it flows up on
top of the North Massif. Now it may look like the
North Massif may drape material down upon it. Look
at that.

05 21 40+ CDR Not really. The texture is so different. it just (2A-3 )
doesn't look 1ike as 01 d a surface, but definitely
different.

05 21 40+

05 21 41 +

05 21 41+

LMP There's another big crater with a pit in it.

LMP You know, that big block up there might be worth
going to.

CDR 087 at 5.9. I think that's the best station we've
got right here,
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05 2i 41+

05 21 41+

05 21 42+

05 21 43+

05 21 43+

05 21 43+

05 21 43+

05 21 46

CDR l.e i s see "s over- on you S).ht .. Let ' s 58-8 if
we can at that scar-p over- there,

CDR Wei I there1s that first crater there, Jack,

CDR We're at 087, 6.0. I think that's probably about
right. Why don't we stop here?

CDR We've got some boulders over here that are in the
I ight mantle.

CDR We can see a little bit down into lara, too.

CDR We'l I park right out here and we can work those
blocks right up behind us.

CDR I'm looking for a level spot, but my gosh, there
sure aren't very many.

CDR 087 and 12.6, 6.0.

(2A- 3)

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

(2A-3)

05 21 46+

05 21 46+

05 21 46+

LMP Looks like a pretty good location to sample the rim (2A-3)
materials of this crater.

LMP Bob, I'm at the south, let's say the east-south-east (3)
rim of a - oh, 30-meter crater in the light mantle,
of course; up on the scarp and maybe 300 - 200
meters from the rim of Lara in a northeast
direction.

CDR It probably shows up as a bright crater on your map. (3)
There's only about a half a centimeter of gray cover
over very white material that forms the rim.
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05 21 48 45 CDR 087, 12.7,6.0. (3)

05 21 48+ CDR Heading is 043. (3)

05 21 50+

05 21 50+

05 21 50+

05 2/ 51 35

05 21 51+

CDR

LMP

CC

LMP

LMP

If there is a scarp, and if it is a fault, I'm
right - -

You're right on it because the projection of it
would be uphi I 1 a little bit.

Jack, what's your frame count?

/22.

dug a trench in the side of this crater. I've got
down-sun pictures of it. There is quite a marbling
of fight and dark 5011 or fine-grained material. It
looks as if there's a uniform, about 3-centimeter
layer of I ight material over that marbled light and
dark. On the very top surface, there's a half
centimeter of I ight-gray, and when I say dark, I
mean a medium-gray.

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)(SAMP TRENCH 73220-25) (PHO 13821143-48,78)
(PHO 138 21/46-47)

05 21 51+

05 21 51+

LMP I'm going to start sampling the soi Is, and then I'll (3)(SAMP TRENCH 73220-25)
get you the fragments.

CC Okay, I presume that we'll at least have the single (3)(SAMP TRENCH 73220-25)
upper core which we can use to sample of that stuff
in the soil, and we-

05 21 51+ LMP Oh, there's no guarantee. This is a crater rim.
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05 21 53+ LMP Bag 520 has a skim sample of the upper light-gray
soil. Don't know where I'm going to put these
things, I've got to come down and get a bag.

(3)(SAMP TRENCH 73220-25)

05 21 56 36 LMP The upper 5 centimeter - 3 centimeters mixed with
that upper half centimeter, is in the next sample.

05 21 57+ LMP And 521 is the sample bag.

05 21 57+ CDR Wei I, the first core has gone down pretty good.

05 21 57+ LMP Oh, you won't have any problem in here coring.

05 21 57+ CDR Oh, man, I tell you, I wish I was putting a dri II
hole in here. Looks pretty nice.

05 21 58 29 LMP The next sample is mostly the medium-gray fraction
of the marbling. It's mixed, though.

05 21 59 19 LMP That's in bag 522.

05 22 00 15 CDR 670, 049, 701; 670, 049, 701.

(3)(SAMP TRENCH 73240-45)(PHO 138 21 143-48~78)

(3)(SAMP TRENCH 73240-45)

(3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)(PHO 137 20981-82)

(3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)

(3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)

(3)(SAMP TRENCH 73260-64)(PHO 13821143-48,78)

(3)(SAMP TRENCH 73260-64)

(3)

05 22 00+ LMP The white fraction in the marble zone in 523. (3)(SAMP TRENCH 73280-85) (PHO 138 21143-48,78)

05 22 00+ LMP 524 is what I think is a blue-gray rock probably (3)(SAMP 73230,35)(PHO 138 21143-48,78)
brecci a. It's got a little dust cover.

05 22 00+ LMP From just off the rim of this I ittle crater. (3)(SAMP 73230,35)

05 22 00+ CC It's a b Iue-g ray rock, it's not part of the trench, (3) (SAMP 73230,35)
right? You finish with the trench?

05 22 00+ LMP Yes. (3)
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05 22 05 38 LMP What I know is a blue-gray breccia is in bag 525. (3)(SAMP 73250,55)(PHO 138 21143-48,78)

05 22 05+

05 22 05+

05 22 05+

CC And, Jack, you just scooping up little rocks along (3)(SAMP 73250,55)
here - in your little xenoJ ith mode?

LMP Yes, *** you read my mind. I do want to get one of (3)(SAMP 73250,55)
these light-colored rocks, though.

CDR When I broke the cores apart, there's just a lot of (3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)
dried clods and the bottom core's full; but about an
inch and a half of the (top) core just zero g to 1/6
g'd itself right out.

05 22 07 23 LMP Bag 526.

05 22 07+ LMP That may have been a piece of gabbro. But again,
can't be completely sure.

(3) (SAMP 73270,75)(PHO 138 21143-48,78)

(3)(SAMP 73270,75)

05 22 07+ LMP It's either that or anorthositic gabbro we saw up on (3)(SAMP 73270,75)
the front. Up on the massif.

05 22 07 56 CDR Forty-six, Bob, is going into the long can. (3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)

05 22 08+ CDR Okay, Bob, the long can is sealed. (3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)

05 22 08+ CDR None of the material in this core, in either the top (3)(SAMP CORE 73001-02)
section or the bottom section, look unlike that
stuff just beneath the surface that we sampled at
that special stop back there. It's a bluish-gray,
and it tends to clod and break up in your hands.
And that's core 31 - upper is 31.

05 22 09+ CDR You've got two-thirds of a core after I packed it
down a little bit.
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05 22 09+

05 22 09+

05 22 13+

LMP That I ittle set of 4 samples is in 527, barely.

CC Jack, have you ever started your pan?

CC We're watch I ng you, Jack. (60mm pan)

(3)(SAMP 73210-19)(PHO 138 21143-49,78-80)

(3)(PHO 138 21150-77)

(3)(PHO 138 21150-77)

05 22 13+ LMP *** the samples from that - wait 1 gotta go up (3)(SAMP 73210-19)
there. Take an after - cross-sun, from over to the (PHO 138 21178-80)
north of the gnomon.

05 22 13+

05 22 13+

CDR You didn't get an after, huh?

LMP No.

(3)(SAMP 73210-19)(PHO 137 20981-82)

(3)(SAMP 73210-19)(PHO 137 20981-82)

05 22 16 03 CC Don't forget the gnomen. (3)(PHO 137 20981-82)

05 22 16+ CDR We're going back to get that after - and we won't
forget it.

(3)(SAMP 73210-19)(PHO 137 20981-82)

05 22 17+ CC Okay, how about frame counts on both you guys before (3)
you start?

05 22 19 43 LMP 152 on the LMP - (3)

05 22 19+ CC We suggest magazine Jut iett, please. (3)

05 22 19+ CDR The CDR's on 118. (3)

05 22 19+ LMP Fire fire, two frames. You know, I'd enjoy this if (3)(PHO 13821178-80)
it weren't so much fun.

05 22 19+ CDR Shoot a 500 whi Ie you're doing that.
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OS 22 19+

OS 22 19+

CDR Take a portion of the scarp over there you can see. (3)

CDR Okay, I'm picking up with frame 66 (SOOmm) and I'm (3)(PHO 144 22047-50)
going to try to get a I ittle bit of where the scarp
overlaps the North Massif. I can't see much of it.
All I could get was three frames of that. Now I'm (PHO 144 22051-71)
picking up the South Massif.

OS 22 22 51 CDR When I finished with South Massif, I was on 94 and (3)(PHO 144 22051-71)
took - now I'm on 99 - I took five more pictures (PHO 144 22072-77)
back over to the northeast.

05 22 25 29 CDR *** (Mark) Bob. (3-4)

05 22 26 24 CDR We've been rol I ing for about 30 seconds. (about 55) (3-4)

05 22 26+ CDR We're at 087 and 5.9 on the range. (3-4)

05 22 27+

05 22 27+

CDR Just drive by this big rock. Want to look at it.

LMP Looks like one of the gray breccias.

(3-4)

(3-4)

05 22 27+

05 22 27+

LMP Big 3- to 4-meter block out here al I by itself on (3-4)
the light mantle - I got some pictures. It was at (PHO?)
088, 5.6.

LMP And it looked like a gray breccia, I'm not sure (3-4)
though, al I I could see was the surface texture, and
it had the nodular or elongate nodular texture that
those breccias had up on the South Massif.
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05 22 29+

05 22 29+

OS 22 29+

lMP As far as any of the things we talked about trying (3-4)
to see at the surface, dynamics or a variation of
the light mantle, 1 think you've heard it all there
. 't 'Isn much to say about the dynamics right now. 1
have a feeling that the surfaces are old enough that
all those kind of detai led relationships have been
obscured. FI Ifetlng is Just about the same al lover
here, it varies, but there are no systematics that
I've seen.

CDR Good lord! Was that a - what was the aspect ratio (3-4)(lRV 5)
of that little thing?

lMP Yes, that's what they cal I a pit crater. Can you (3-4)(lRV 5)(SAMP 74110-19)(PHO 13720983; 13320208)
swing a little bit and let me get that fragment
crater - see that one on your left there?

05 22 31 04 lMP Yes, I got them.

OS 22 29+

05 22 29+

lMP *** craters we've seen here.

CDR Got your pictures?

(3-4)( lRV 5)

(3-4)(lRV S)(SAMP 74110-19)

(3-4)(lRV 5)(SAMP 74110-19)(PHO 137 20983; 13320208)

05 22 31+ CDR We're at 090, 5.3 for a quick Rover sample of a very (SAMP 74110-19)
very fragmental crater. The ejecta is about 50
percent small angular fragments, much different than
we have seen before in terms of the type of
patterns.

05 22 31 35 lMP Okay, and that's in bag - 41 Yankee.

05 22 31 40 CDR And we're on our way.

05 22 31+ CDR Get your picture, Jack?

05 22 31 51 lMP Yes. LMP frame count is 15.

(3-4)(lRV 5) (SAMP 74110-19)

(3-4)

(3-4)(PHO 137 20983; 133 20208)

(3-4)(PHO 137 20983; 133 20208)

05 22 31 58 CDR I'm 090, 5.3 now Bob. We're heading toward your (3-4)
stop.
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05 22 32 17 LMP I couldn't tel I whether that was just - it looked (3-4)
like that might have been a crater that had got to (SAMP 74110-19)
bedrock. There may have been a high point, or let's
say a thin point in the I ight mantle, and it got
down to bedrock. But 1 can't - it's the most
blocky-rimmed crater we've seen for a long time.

05 22 32+ CDR Yes. Al I these others are nowhere near that - (3-4)

05 22 32+

05 22 32+

LMP It was about 15 meters in diameter. (3-4)(SAMP 74110-19)

LMP There are no obvious lineations, at the scale we can (3-4)
observe, on the light mantle. I think the pan·
photography and the metric stuff may be what you'l I
have to use for any directional trends out in here.
Depending on what we decide the origin is~

05 22 33 54 CDR We're 093 and 5.2. (3-4)

05 22 33+ LMP Going to.be right on the rim of that crater. (3-4)

05 22 34 08 CC Okay. And, 17, the word from the backroom is - with (3-4)(LRV 6)
that last Rover sample you got, we'd like to go
straight to Station 4 - and we won't get the one
here at 094 and 5.3 - 5.1.

05 22 34+

05 22 34+

05 22 34+

LMP I thought the purpose was to sample the light
mantle?

CC I - we talked to them about that, but they - -

LMP We didn't sample light mantle at that last one.

<3-4)( LRV 6)

<3-4)( LRV 6)

<3-4)( LRV 6)

05 22 34+ CC - - I agree. I talked to them about that. But they (3-4)(LRV 6)
are so anxious to get to StatlonA, I guess they
don't want to do it.

05 22 34+

05 22 34+

LMP Wei I, how about it, Gene? A little real time -

CDR I think we got to, right here.

(3-4)(LRV 6)

(3-4)(LRV 6) (SAMP 74120-24)

05 22 34 48 CDR 094, 5. I. You got your picture? (3-4)(LRV 6)(SAMP 74120-24)

05 22 34+ LMP Yes. Okay; that's good enough.
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0522 3458 CDR Okay. 094.5.1.

05 22 35 02 CDR Sample is in 42 Yankee.

05 22 35 13 CDR And we are roll ing.

05 22 35 29 CDR We're now at 094 and 5.0.

05 22 35 33 LMP LMP frame count is 25.

(3-4)( LRV 0) (SAMP 7412U-24)

(3-4)(LRV 6) (SAMP 74120-24)

<3-4)

<3-4)

<3-4)

05 22 35+ LMP There aren't very many rocks that Just sit on the (3-4)
surface. AI I of them seem to be slightly buried to
moderately buried. That one looked like it might be
vesicular. There's a trench - linear set of
craters.

05 22 35+ CDR I'll Just get down this slope. I don't see Shorty (3-4)
though do you?

05 22 35+ LMP Is that it out there straight ahead? (3-4)

05 22 35+ CDR We II, let me get down this slope. (3-4)

05 22 35+ LMP Something's dark out there. I think that's it. <3-4)

05 22 35+ LMP I forgot to take pictures again. That scarp (3-4)
certainly is spectacular going up there by Hanover,
isn't it?

05 22 35+ CDR It just rol Is over the side, doesn't it? (3-4)

05 22 38 00 LMP I don't know what else we can say about it, though. (3-4)
Okay, we're getting a good view of the North Massif,
and the cross-hatched lineaments that Gene has
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talked about are over there, also. They seem to be
a set that plunge about, 30 degrees to the east and
another set that plunge about the same to the west.
Plus the boulder tracks, which we see occasionally
over there. And there are areas - boulder fields up
on the massif itself, such as we saw on the South
Massif. As a matter of fact, it looks I ike there's
one just above where Station 6 may be. Straight
ahead of us there, Geno.

05 22 39 02 LMP About bearing 060 from our present position. which (3-4)
is 098 and 4.8.

05 22 39+ LMP I don't see anything like layering up there. (3-4)
Although the upper boundary of those boulder fields
on the North Massif. and as a matter of fact, on the
South Massif

05 22 39+ CDR That's Shorty straight ahead of us. I think. (3-4)

05 22 39+ LMP Yes. (3-4)

05 22 39+ CDR Yes. that's got to be it. (3-4)

05 22 39+ LMP - - al I tend to have a linear boundary. That's the (3-4)
upper portion of the field; the lower portion is
strung out downslope. That looks like it might be
Shorty. Yes.

05 22 40 07 CDR We're at 099.4.7. (3-4)

05 22 40+

05 22 40+

CDR think we got it in front of us. (3-4)

LMP Looking at the Sculptured Hi lis. 1 think Gene's (3-4)
comments the other day about Bear mountain would
apply. There's a small reI jef - or smal I amp I itude
hummockiness to the surface. It's formed by a
crosshatch of - let's say the slope I'm looking at
is sort of west-facing slope. So on the other side
of Wessex cleft. it's formed by lineaments plunging
about 10 degrees to the north and about 10 degrees
to the south. And the combination gives some
hummocks that are quite distinct.
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05 22 40+ CDR Wei I, you know it's hard to see a blanket here, but (3-4)
that's got to be Shorty right there.

05 22 40+ CDR It's the only large - real large- <3-4)

05 22 40+

05 22 40+

05 22 40+

LMP We want to park. I don't think we'l I see a blanket. (3-4)

CDR I don't either. <3-4)

LMP At least we're going to see where the break in slope (3-4)
is for the rim. My goodness.

05 22 41 42 CDR No question. We're at 101, 4.5.

05 22 40+

05 22 40+

05 22 40+

05 22 40+

05 22 41+

05 22 41+

CDR Oh, look at the boulders sitting on that rim.

LMP It's different.

CDR It is darker.

LMP Let's go over there.

LMP I think we ought to park over here near that big
boulder.

CDR Yes - yes, if I can get up there. I think I can.

(3-4)

(3-4)

(3-4)

(3-4)

(3-4 )

(3-4)

(3-4)

05 22 41+

05 22 41+

05 22 41+

CDR Let me get up there slowly. I'll put them on this (3-4)
low saddle here. 045 wi II give them a good heading.

LMP Shorty Is a crater, the size of which you know. (3-4)
It's obviously darker-rimmed, although the fragment
population for most of the blanket does not seem too
different than the I ight mantle. But inside - whoo,
whoo, whoo!

CDR Man, are you going to get a picture now. (3-4)
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05 22 42 57 CDR We're heading 041; bearing is 102; distance, 5.1; (4)
and 4.4 on the range.

05 22 42+ CC And did understand 4.2 on the range, Gene? (4)

05 22 42+

05 22 42+

05 22 42+

05 22 42+

05 22 45+

CDR Yes sir! (4)

LMP Shorty Is clearly a darker-rimmed crater. The Inner (4)
wal I is quite blocky - except for the western
portion of It, which is less blocky than the others.
The floor is hummocky, as we thought it was in the
photograph. The central peak, if you wi II, or
central mound, is very blocky and jagged. And the
impression I have of the other mounds In the bottom
is that they look like slump masses that may have
come off the side.

LMP That's just what they look like. They have a bench (4)
appearance.

UMP We've got a large boulder of very intensely (4)
fractured rock, right on the rim, right near the
Rover. It looks like a finely vesicular version of
our clinopyroxene gabbro. It's obviously
crystal line and has generally that same appearance.
There Is, in one spot here, some inclusions of a
darker-gray rock also intensely fractured. The
fracture systems, I think, wi I I show up well in the
flight-line stereo.

LMP Okay, I'm going to take a pan whi Ie I'm waiting for (4}(PHO 133 20229-56)
you.

05 22 46 22 LMP Oh, hey! Wait a minute - - (4)

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

CDR What?

LMP - - where are the reflections? I've been fooled
once. There is orange soil!
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05 22 46+

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

05 22 46+

CDR WeI I, don't move til I I see it!

LMP It's al lover! Orange!

CDR Don't move it until I see it.

LMP I stirred It up with my feet.

CDR Hey, It Is! I can see it from here!

LMP It's orange!

CDR Wait a minute, let me put my visor up. It's stl I I
orange!

LMP Sure it is! Crazy! Orange! I've got to dig a
trench, Houston.

(4 )

(4 )

(4)

(4 )

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

05 22 46+ CDR Hey, he's not - he's not going out of his wits. It (4)
really is.

05 22 47+

05 22 47+

05 22 47+

05 22 47+

05 22 47+

LMP It's almost the same color as the LMP decal on my
camera.

CDR That is orange, Jack!

LMP It's trench time. You can see this in your color
television, I'll bet you.

CDR How can there be orange soil on the Moon?

CDR Jack, that is really orange. It's been oxidized.

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

05 22 47+ LMP It looks just like - an oxidized desert soil, that's (4)
exactly right.

05 22 47+ LMP That orange is along a line along the rim crest-
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05 22 47+

05 22 47+

05 22 51+

CDR Circumferential? (4)

LMP Yes, man if there ever was something that looked (4)
I ike a fumarole alteration, this is it.

LMP I've trenched across the trend of the yellow - or (4)
the orange. There is I ight-gray material on either
side.

05 22 51+

05 22 51+

05 22 51+

LMP You need to get a down-sun color - -

LMP I'll get my black-and white.

CDR Let's start sampling that trench.

(4)

(4)

(4)(SAMP 74220) (PHO 137 20984-90)

05 22 51+ CDR Look at where the contact between the gray and the - (4)(SAMP 74220)

05 22 51+

05 22 51+

LMP Yes. Right, and it's on both sides - -

CDR Before you disturb it, let me Just get a couple of
closeups of that.

(4)( SAMP 74220)

(4)(SAMP 74220)(PHO 137 20984-90)

05 22 51+

05 22 51+

LMP Hey, can you get a down-sun?
will be best down-sun.

CDR Okay.

think your color (4)(SAMP 74220)(PHO 137 20990)

(4){SAMP 74220)(PHO 137 20990)

05 22 51+ LMP Go to f:ll. Get a I ittle closer, Geno, if you think (4) (SAMP 74220)(PHO 13720990)
you're minimum.

05 22 51+

05 22 51+

05 22 51+

CDR Let me get one more.

LMP Hey, you want any of this bagged in the can, Bob?

CC Roger. Let's got the short can for some of that
and - -
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05 22 51+ CDR It's quite - it's indurated. (4) (SAMP 74220)

05 22 51+ CDR See if you can get a sample right across that (4)(SAMP 74240-49,85-87) (PHO 137 20984-90)
contact too.

05 22 51+ LMP I will. Okay, bag that one. (4)(SAMP 74220)

05 22 53 49 CDR Bag 509 has got the - the orange materia I from, oh, (4)(SAMP 74220)
about 2 to 3 inches down.

05 22 54+

05 22 54+

LMP Okay, the light-gray, which is on either side. Want (4)(SAMP 74240-49,85-87)
me to get some roore?

CDR Yes, a little more. (4)(SAMP 74240-49,85-87)

05 22 54+ LMP AI I of this is getting mixed a little bit with 
about a half-centimeter thick I ight-gray or a
medium-gray covering over the whole area.

(4) (SAMP 74240-49,85-87)

05 22 54 57 CDR The gray material that is adjacent to the red
material is in 510.

(4)(SAMP 74240-49,85-87)

05 22 54+ CDR And that orange band is about a meter wide, I think. (4)(SAMP 74220)

05 22 54+ LMP About a meter. (4 )(SAMP 74220)

05 22 54+ CDR You can't get to the end of it - bottom of it (4)(SAMP 74220)
though, can you?

05 22 54+ LMP I haven't been able to yet. (4)(SAMP 74220)

05 22 54+ LMP Just to be sure, why don't we sample this side of (4)(SAMP 74260) (PHO 137 20984-90)
it, too?

05 22 55 40 LMP 511 has the gray from the other side of the orange
band.

05 22 55+ CDR And the other side happens to be the crater side.
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05 22 55+ LMP That's right. North side. (4)(SAMP 74260)

05 22 55+

05 22 55+

05 22 55+

LMP Okay. I'm going to see if this goes on down here as (4)
a lone.

CDR It looks I ike it's el I ipsoidal area if my footprints (4)
are any indication.

CC We'd I ike to get the double core here instead of the (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
smal I can.

05 22 55+ LMP Did you want it in the orange? (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 22 55+

05 22 55

CC Roger, that's affirm. We can put cores in the gray (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
soi I al I the time.

LMP Wei I, it's a vertical stratigraphy. Do you want to (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
go sideways a I ittle with it? Or you just want to
get it as deep as you can, huh?

05 22 56 52 CC let's go as deep as we can in the orange.

05 22 57 15 CDR The bottom wi II be 44, and the top wi I I be 35.

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 22 57+ CC And I'm not sure whether your pan wi I I look down
into the crater or not, Jack. But if it didn't,
we'd like to get another one from there. Hey
there's the crater.

(4)(PHO 133 20229-56)

05 22 57+

05 22 57+

CDR It did. Yes - look into It yourself - and then 1'1 I (4)
also get you a stereo pan before we leave. I can do (PHO 137 20991-21027)
that.

CDR Yes. I've practiced too long on taking stereo pans (4)(PHO 137 20991-21027)
of craters, without getting one here.

05 22 57+

05 22 57+

LMP 1 got mine from right - right down there, Gene.

CDR What is that right there?
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05 22 57+

05 22 57+

LMP Oh, it's a piece of glass, probably.

CDR Boy, it sure is.

(4)(SAMP 74230,35)

(4)(SAMP 74230,35)

05 22 57+ LMP You know that we just about got to the upper edge of (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02).
this little ellipsoid zone. I think we've messed up
most of it. Let's try right over here.

05 22 57+

05 22 57+

05 22 57+

05 22 57+

CDR I've got a little piece of glass in my pocket.

LMP The upper portion of the core is going to be a
I ittle bit disturbed, because we've walked around
the area so much.

CDR There was a I ittle piece of black glass - - solid
black glass.

LMP I'll get a shot.

(4) (SAMP 74230,35)

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

(4)(SAMP 74230,35)

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)(PHO 133 20257-68 BLANK)

05 22 59 26 CDR Take your picture. That's about as far as I could (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)(PHO 133 20257-68 BLANK)
shove It in.

05 22 59+

05 22 59+

05 22 59+

CC Was the gray mantle over the top of this, or was
this showing al I the way through to the surface?

LMP No, it was over the top. It was about a half a
centimeter over the top.

LMP He's getting about 3 centimeters a whack.

(4) (SAMP CORE 74001-02)

(4) (SAMP CORE 74001-02)

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 22 59+

05 22 59+

05 22 59+

CC Very good. (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

CDR I'll tel I you, it's a lot harder going in than that (4) (SAMP CORE 74001-02)
double core was back there. It's pretty hard.

LMP It acts like it's inherently cohesive. It breaks up (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
In angular fragments.

05 22 59+ LMP An essential portion of the zone actually has a
crimson hue, or red hue. Outside of that It's
orange. And outside of that ,It's gray.
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05 22 59+

05 22 59+

05 22 59+

COR I'm going up to max here for just a minute or two.

COR Okay, let me hit some more. Ready?

LMP Have at it. He's sti I I getting a centimeter a
whack, poor guy. I better get a locator.

(4)

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
(PHO 133 20257-68 BLANK)

05 2301 05 COR The only thing I question is our ability to get it (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
out. Man, that's really hit bottom.

05 2301 57 COR Pull slowly. Slowly so I can cap It al I right. Let (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
me get a cap.

05 23 01 57 COR Okay. very slow. Even the core tUbe is red! (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 23 01+ COR Even the core is red! The bottom one's black - (4) (SAMP CORE 74001-02)
black and orange. and the top one's gray and orange!

05 23 01+ LMP The fact is, the bottom of the core is wry black (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
compared to anything we've seen.

05 23 01+ COR Hey, we must have gone through the red soi I because (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
it's fi I led, but it's fi lied with a black material.

05 23 01+ mR ~rt gray, almost a very fine-grained - - (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 23 01+ LMP Th~ might be magnetite. (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 23 01+

05 23 01+

05 23 03+

LMP God, it is black isn't it? (4) (SAMP CORE 74001-02)

COR Yes. Boy, it is black and is it contrasted to that (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
orange stuff. Very black. Wel'. not very black.
It's a good dark-gray. Very dark bluish-gray.

COR Why don't you take a picture of the hole, whl Ie (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02) (PHO 133 20257-68 BLANK)
you've got a camera there?
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05 23 03+

05 23 03+

CC The caps are in SCB 7. They're under the LMP seat. (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

LMP Wei I, the hole's most - the hole's mostly In shadow. (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 2303 42 CC We'd like to get a quick sample of the basalt up
there on the rim, and Gene's stereo pan, and then
press on.

(4) (SAMP 74250,55)
(PHO 137 20991-21027)

05 23 03+

05 23 05+

05 23 05+

05 23 0:5+

LMP Okay, Bob, I'll get a sample. 1'1 I sample it by (4)(SAMP 74250,55)
hand. But It'l I be documented. And I'll get it In
a bag in a minute since I don't have any.

CDR The bottom of the upper core Is also dark. (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

CDR And, like you might expect, the top of the bottom (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
core is dark, too.

LMP If I ever saw a classic alteration halo around a (4)
volcanic crater, this is it. It's ellipsoidal. It
appears to be zoned. There's one sample we didn't
get. We didn't get the more yel lowy stuff, we got
the center portion.

05 23 06 10 LMP Basalt is in bag 512.

05 27 0, 00 CDR I'm going to go get my pan.

05 23 07 31 CDR I'm going several meters around to the east and
towards the south to get this pan.

05 2307+ CDR I'm going upslope. I'm circum - oh, you know, on
the rim. And I'm up.
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05 23 07 57 LMP The lower core is chucky-jam ful I. I don't think
I've budged that thing.

(4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 23 08 37 CDR From where I am, about 100 meters around the west (4)(PHO 137 20991-21027)
side of the rim of this crater, the mantle on the
inside of the rim runs from this gray material we've
been samp 11 ng inhere - to a very dark-gray
material. And there's a lot of (orange?) stuff that
goes down - radially down into the pit of the
crater.

05 23 08+ LMP Hey, Bob, those cores didn't feel like the fol lower (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
went down at al I.

05 23 08+ LMP ShouIdn't it have gone a little bit? (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 23 08+ CC Not necessarily, if it's pretty compact stuff. You (4) (SAMP CORE 74001-02)
were having a hard time getting it in.

05 23 08+ LMP We I I, I thought there was a little space up there, (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)
but maybe I just didn't feel it.

05 23 08+ CC Not very much - - (4)(SAMP CORE 74001-02)

05 23 08+

05 23 08+

CDR I got to take a couple of more pictures at that (4)(PHO 137 20991-21027)
contact slope over there. I know you can't see it
from where you are, Jack, but I guess we got to
leave. Otherwise it would be nice to sample that
dark stuff up on top.

CDR I bet I'm out of film! Well, I got them al I anyway. (4)(PHO 137 20991-21027)
I'm at 162. I'm out of fi 1m. That stuff - and
you're looking at me with the camera - that stuff is
up toward that boulder, around that - about as far
away from that boulder on the other side as we are
on this side. And we want a hack at that boulder,
too. Jack, let's see if we can't get that boulder,
anyway.
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05 23 08+ CDR There's a lot of I ittle pieces - not a lot - but (4)(SAMP 74230,35)
enough that I've seen five or 5 i x of them. Litt! e
pieces of obsidian-like glass. I got one in my
pocket. Unbagged. Undocumented. This boulder,that
you were looking at with the TV. I'm going to take ($AMP 74270,75) ,
a sample. Undocumented. .

05 23 II 00 LMP got it! I got it! (4) (SAMP 74270,75)

05 23 11+ CDR I'm sorry, I didn't know you got that. (4)(SAMP 74270,75)

05 23 11+

05 23 11+

05 23 11+

05 23 12+

LMP Bag 461 has another sample of basalt that I p Icked '(4)(SAMP 74270~75)
up right near where we dug the trench.

CDR I'm going to give you something with the TV. I want (4)
to show you where that dark material starts.

CDR As you look at the inner rim - as it goes down to (4)
the right - you see a lot of boulders - a lot of
rocks that are protruding out. Where that rock
pattern thins out, Just beyond that is an orange - a
visible orange radial pattern, and then beyond that
is a definite change in albedo where you g9t the
gray material, and a definite change in the number
of rocks on the slope.

CDR That particular rim material there continues around (4)
to the due north, and then there's a drastic change
again where you see the inner rim completely
terraced with this boulder til I.

05 23 12+

05 23 14+

CDR It's 670, 012, 501; 670, 012, 501.

LMP LMP is at 75.
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05 23 16 24 LMP Okay. We're moving, Houston. (4-5)

05 23 16+

05 23 16+

05 23 16+

05 23 J6+

LMP So you saw a radial orange, huh?

CDR Yes, it was radial, Jack. You could see it very 
it'll be in the pictures.

LMP That was on the inside of the crater?

CDR On the inside rim of the crater.

(4-5)

(4-5)
(PHD 137 20991-21027)

(4-5)

(4-5)

05 23 16+

05 23 16+

lMP Yes, that's where the surface *** keeps slumping off (4-5)
so It's exposed, probably.

LMP I didn't have time to really think at that station (4-5)
but - if I hadn't seen that alteration, and all I'd
seen - is the fractured block on the rim, - which
looked like the stuff in the bottom - I might have
said it was just another impact. But having al I the
color changes and everything, I think we might have
to consider that it could be a volcanic vent.

05 23 20+

05 23 20+

05 23 20+

05 23 20+

CDR We moved out into the Tortilla Flat area, I guess.
Not very f Iat.

CDR 102, 3.8.

CDR Boy, Victory is going to be subtle.

lMP There's Victory over there, I bet. See that's the
long edge.
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05 23 20+ CDR That's got to be Victory over there, Jack. (4-5)

05 23 20+ LMP Yes. (4-5)

05 23 23 03 CDR We're at 103, 3.4 (4-5)

05 23 23 03 CDR That is Vi ctory. (4-5)

05 23 23+ LMP We're sti II seeing - the glass-I ined, pit-bottomed (4-5)
craters. How's that?

05 23 23+ CDR There's a square boulder - look at that one! (4-5)

05 23 23+

OS 23 23+

LMP Yes, it's square al I right - or at least one-side of (4-5)
it is.

CDR No, three sides of it are square. It just fractured (4-5)
that way - that's by accident, looking at it. So
how do we get over here?

05 23 23+

OS 23 23+

OS 23 23+

05 23 23+

LMP Go left, probably. And along the rim.

CDR Yes, that's where I'm going to go. Hold on.

CDR 106, 3.2. We're approaching the rim of Victory~

LMP And the LMP frame count is somewhere around 85,
maybe.

(4-5)

(4-5)

(4-5)

(4-5)(PHO 133 20269-79)

05 23 23+ CDR That's Victory; look at it go to the left and look (4-S)(LRV 7)
at it go to the right. That's Victory; we're right
on the ri dge.

05 23 23+

OS 23 23+

CDR 106, 3.2

CDR Te l I me where you want that til ing (EP I) and we'"
get a pan around it.
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05 23 23+ CDR I'm going, right here; you could put it in that
hole.

(4-5)( LRV n

05 23 23+ CDR Just pick a spot and take your photos. (4-5)( LRV 7 }(PHO 133 20281-300)

OS 23 23+ LMP Okay, J've got them. Now, go just beyond there. (4-S)( LRV 7)

Little b it more. That's good.

OS 23 2S+ CDR We're at 106, 3.2. (4-SHLRV 7)

OS 23 26 04 LMP Pin 1 is pulled and safe. Pin 2 is pulled and safe. (4-S)( LRV 7)

OS 23 27 00 LMP Pin 3 is out and safe. {4-S )(LRV 7)

OS 23 27+ LMP And look at the orange flag. (4-S) (lRV 7)

OS 23 27+ CC That's what you guys were sampling at Station 4, (4-SHlRV 7)

bet.

OS 23 27+ CDR Yes - it's about that orange, only - not quite as (4-S)( LRV 7)

bright. Same shade.

OS 23 27+

OS 23 27+

CDR There's no question but what that we're at Victory. (4-S){LRV 7)

CDR Okay, let's get a nice Rover pan here. (4-S){LRV 7) (PHO 133 20281-300)

OS 23 27+ LMP Look at the 1ight mantle over there. (4-S){ LRV 7)

05 23 27+ CDR You can sure see it now, can't you now? (4- 5)( LRV 7)

OS 23 27+ LMP Yes. (4-5){LRV 7)

OS 23 27+ CDR Getting your setting changed fast enough? (4-S){lRV 7){PHO 133 20281-300)

OS 23 27+ LMP I got it; yes. (4-S)( LRV 7 )(PHO 133 20281-300)
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05 23 27+ CDR Let's get our Rover sample. (4-5)(LRV 7)(SAMP SOIL 7S1 10-15){PHO 133 20280)

OS 23 29 01 CDR And the Rover sample wi 1/ be from the same locality. (4-S)(LRV 7)(SAMP SOIL 75110-IS)
It's Just a couple of meters from the charge.

OS 23 29+ LMP Yes. I hope I d idn't put too much so iii n there for (4-S)( LRV7 )(SAMP SOl L 7SI IO-IS)
you.

OS 23 29+ CDR Bag 43 Yankee. (4-S)(tRV 7)(SAMP SOIL 751 10..;, IS)

OS 23 29+

OS 23 29+

OS 23 29+

OS 23 29+

CC And how about a frame count right now, Jack. (4-S){LRV 7)

LMP 106. (4-S) (LRV 7)

LMP Gene, can you swing out there and give me one look (4-S){LRV 7)
down north into Victory?

LMP North. Just swing it - point north so I can look in (4-S) (LRV 7)
there.

OS 23 29+

OS 23 29+

OS 23 29+

CDR Yes.

CDR I never got a good look at it. It's a series of
three craters. There's some boulders on the talus
slope of the eastern slope of the southernmost
crater, the one we're closest to.

CDR Now how does that look to you?

(4-S)( LRV 7)

(4-S)(LRV 7)

(4-S)( LRV 7)

05 23 29+

OS 23 29+

OS 23 29+

LMP I don't know what it looks like. The northwest end (4-S)(LRV 7)
of the V has a white block - white blocks on it -
boulders - on the inner wall and right at the rim.
And the northeast end of the V looks like it has
somewhat darker rocks.

LMP Part of that is shadowed, but I think they are (4-S){LRV 7)
darker. And they look like about the same as down
here near the tip of the V.

CDR Got to be careful on that one, because there's one (4-S)(LRV 7)
sloping away and one sloping towards us.
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05233128 CDR Okay; we are roiling, by the way.' And we're at 106 (4-5)
and - well, we're stl II 3.1.

05 23 31+ LMP In the rim i tse If though, Victory Isnot blocky. (4-5)
There is some increase In fragment 5 i ze , but that
seems to be the result of some craters in the rim
that have gotten below the debris that's covering
it. I'd say that Victory's somewhat J ike Horatio in
that it has blocky inner wal Is but essentially a
normal block population on the rim.

05 23 31+ CDR That one I could have gone through. (4-5)

05 23 31+ CDR Look at the size of that one. That's another one of (4-5)
those -

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

LMP Yes.

CDR *** - there's another one on the right. Lookit.

LMP Some of them have -

CDR Well, that one doesn't have any fragments in the
bottom of it.

(4-5)

(4-5)

(4-5)

(4-5)

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

LMP No. (4-5)

CDR Looks like someone walked across it. (4-5)

LMP I think that there's quite a variability in the (4-5)
thickness of the dark mantle in here. I didn't
notice us crossing that one tongue of light mantle.

CDR No, I didn't either. (4-5)
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05 23 31+

05 23 31+

CDR Looking into the Sun, you can't tel I any difference (4-5)
anyway. However, I tel I you, I certainly get the
impression there is a mantle. I would say that -

LMP Oh, I think so. I don't know what it is, but the (4-5)
dark mantle exists. These craters ,are just too big
not to have thrown up blocks. And they're either
subdued by the ~ntle or they haven't penetrated it.

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

LMP And I think you probably have both.

CDR I'd say they've been subdued by the mantle. That
really imposes an impression on me. '

(4-5)

(4-5)

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

LMP Yes. There are those that appear that way, like (4-5)
Horatio, for example, or the big ones. But others,
I think, are too young. They just don't penetrate.
Particularly those that are big and have bright
halos. ' -

CDR Yes, but the only ones that look fresh and not (4-5)
enough to penetrate are these little ones, with the
glass In them.

lMP Wei I, there's been some big fresh ones. We'l I look (4-5)
for one.

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

05 23 31+

CDR Now there's one with glass In It, probably.

LMP Yes. I think that's one - -

CDR And without any blocks on it. That may not have
penetrated.

(4-5)

(4-5)

(4-5)

05 23 31+ LMP Yes, that just has mostly the shock-indurated rock. (4-5)

05 23 35 13 CDR We're coming up to 103 at 2.6 now, so we need a (4-5)
samp1e up here.

05 23 35+ CDR 103, 2.5, anywhere. (4-5)

05 23 35+ LMP Okay. Right out In that little inter-crater area, (4-5)(LRV 8)(SAMP SOIL 7512D-24) (PHO 13320316-17)
right out in there is good. If you let me guide you
a little, I might get a rock sample.
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05 23 35+

05 23 35+

05 23 35+

CDR Okay. Pick a po i rrt ,

LMP Whoa! Now we'll give it a try.

CDR 103, 2.5.

(4-5} (LRV 8){SAMP SOIL 75120-24)

(4-5)(LRV 8)(SAMP SOIL 15120-24)

(4-5) (LRV 8)(SAMP SOIL 75120-24)

05 23 36 27 LMP The soi I is in 44 Yankee. (4-5)(lRV 8)(SAMP SOIL 75120-24)

05 23 36+

05 23 36+

05 23 36+

LMP That block's too big. I can't get it.

CDR Get your picture?

LMP No. Okay, got mine.

(4-5)(LRV 8) (SAMP SOIL 75120-24)

(4-5)(LRV 8)(SAMP SOIL 75120-24)(PHO 133 20316-17)

(4-5)(lRV 8)(SAMP SOil 75120-24)(PHO 13320316-17)

05 23 37 04 LMP 125's the lMP frame. (4-5)(LRV 8)

05 23 37+ LMP think Station 5 is a pretty good spot. (4-5)

05 23 37+ LMP It's probably the most concentrated boulder field on (4-5)
Camelot.

05 23 37+ LMP Wonder where Horatio is? (4-5)

05 23 37+ CDR It's probab Iy right over that rim on the right, (4-5 )
Jack. Right off your right hand at 2 o'clock.

05 23 37+ LMP Ri ght. 1 guess so. (4-5)

05 23 37+ CDR You know, it doesn't have bou Iders on it. It should (4-5)
be over there. That should be it ri ght over that
rim.
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05 23 37+ CDR 1'm sure glad 1 went up to take that second pan to
see that stuff go radially down into the center of
the crater at that contact.

(4-5)(PHO 137 20991-21027)

05 23 37+ CDR Look at - up the cleft over there. You can see (4-5)
definite change in albedo now between the North
Massif and the Sculptured Hi 1Is. Look right up the
valley.

05 23 37+ LMP Yes. But, again, that may be your photometric (4-5)
effect.

05 23 37+ COR Yes, one's an upslope and one's a downslope. (4-5)

05 23 37+ LMP Yes. Yes. Just about right, but it's supposed to (4-5)
be darker in the cleft you know.

05 23 40 40 LMP Bob, the fragment population - we're at 099, 2.0 - (4-5)
is sti II about the I percent category of - and it's
hard to tel I, going into the Sun, what kind of
blocks you're dealing with. But my guess is - well,
more than a guess - most of them look I ike they're
slightly vesicular. And, in that regard, resemble
the gabbros.

05 2340+ LMP Now there is something - there's a class of'boulders (4-5)
that is flat-topped and fairly wei I rounded that is
Just about completely buried. Not more than 5
centimeters of it projects above the surface. We've
seen those off and on, both days.

05 23 40+ LMP And they seem to be quite distinct. At least you (4-5)
notice them. Now, whether it's just a continuation
of the mantling, I don't know. But most other
boulders - the big ones seem to be - project above
the surface more than just that 5 or 10 centimeters.

05 23 40+ CDR I tel I you, the Sculptured Hi lis just have that (4-5)
wrinkled old-face feel ing.
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05 23 40+ LMP Yes. There are blocks over there though, aren't (4-5)
there?

05 23 40+ CDR There's blocks, but I don't see any concentrated (4-5 )
outcrops - - or concentrated masses of blocks up on
the slope anywhere - - I Ike you did on the massif.

05 23 40+ CDR Do you think that's Camelot or not? (4-5)

05 23 40+ LMP think that might be Camelot. (4-5)

05 23 40+ CDR - - southwestern rim. (4-5)

05 23 40+ LMP Yes. (4-5)

05 23 40+ CDR Yes, because Horatio's got to be on our right. (4-5)

05 23 40+ LMP It's not Horat I0, Is it? (4-5)

05 23 42 43 CDR Well, we're at 094, 1.7. (4-5)

05 23 42+ LMP No, I think that's Camelot. Horatio didn't have (4-5)
b locks that far up the rim.

05 23 42+ CDR Let me look at the bottom. I'll te II you. (4-5)
remember.

05 23 42+ LMP Yes. (4-5)

05 23 42+ CC That kind of sounds like Camelot to us. (4-5)

05 23 42+ CDR Yes, I remember. Yes, that's it, Bob. We're coming (4-5)
right up at Station 5. Right at It.

05 23 42+ LMP You want to park up on the rim so they can have a (4-5)
good panorama?

05 23 42+ COR I'd I ike to get a little on the other side of those (4-5)
blocks, if I can.

05 23 42+ LMP Yes, you better. Then they can look with the Sun on (4-5)
them.
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05 23 42+

05 23 42+

CDR Because, otherwise, they can't see that other rim (4-5)
over there.

CDR I'll get to the other side. Then they can look at (4-5)
these blocks and those across the way. I got to go
around this block field, though.

05 23 42+ LMP I should hope so. *** (4-5)

05 23 42+ LMP There's Horatio back there. can see Horatio now. (4-5)

05 23 42+

05 23 42+

05 23 42+

LMP Looks just like it did before.

CDR So, we came right where we were supposed to.

LMP AI I the blocks look very much the same in the wall
of Horatio.

(4-5)

(4-5)

(4-5)

05 23 42+ CDR Talk about a block field! (4-5)

05 23 42+ LMP I think my guess of 30 percent was reasonab Iy good (4-5)
before.

05 23 42+ CDR I'll park right over here, so that they can look in (4-5)
It.

05 23 42+ CDR I got to head 045, so I head right into those (4-5)
blocks.

05 23 45 15 CDR We're stopped. 086 and 1.4. ( 5)

05 23 45+ LMP Not very level for the gravimter. What's their ( 5)
limit?

05 23 45+ CDR I don't know, but it's taken a couple better than ( 5)
this.

05 23 45+ CDR Hey, I got to change fi 1m. (5 )
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05 23 45+

05 23 47+

LMP think I can get by this station without it.

LMP Bob, I have 135 frames.

(5)

(5)

05 23 48+ LMP This looks just like our old friend, the pyroxene (5)
gabbro with the shiny ilmenite platelets in the vugs
and partially recrystallized vesicles. The textural
variations are planar, and they're primari Iy -
subplanar in the concentrations of vesicles.

05 23 48+ CDR Bob, what magazine? (5)

05 23 48+ CC Magazine Delta. (5)

05 23 48+ CDR Delta - Bravo. There's Delta. (5 )

05 23 48+ LMP Boy, this is certainly a subfloor, as we mapped it. (5)
It's certainly a uniform rock type. I'll tel I you.
The only variation - are those gray zones which just
seem to be either finer or the absence of vesicles.
Boy, I'm nose to nose with a piece of it right now.

05 23 50 37 LMP Here I am in the middle of a boulder field. The (5)
texture - mineral texture appears to be sUbophitic
to - sort of like a good diabase, although a little
coarser. But it's unquestionably organized and -
with that variation In vesicle concentration.

05 23 50+ CDR Starting on frame 4, Bob.
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05 23 50+

05 23 50+

05 23 50+

05 23 50+

LMP I have the impression that these blocks are buried
up here. That the mantle does exist, even on
Camelot. There are a few blocks that - looks I ike
they're lying more or less on the surface, you can
attribute those to craters that have disrupted the
block field.

LMP The big ones seem to be projecting out of the
mantle.

CC Do you see any such mantle - - on top of them?

LMP No, I don't. What's there seems to be what could
have been knocked up there.

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

05 23 50+

05 23 50+

05 23 50+

LMP I see a place where I think we can skim some off the (5)
top of a rock, which I think we probably ought to
do.

LMP But I don't have the impression of draping, so much (5)
as I have just of burial. And I have a feel ing that
the zap-pitting process just has cleaned these
boulders off - of anything that may have been on top
of them, in excess of what's around them, right now.

CC You're talking about mantle - blocks - then mantle - (5)
and then cleaned off by zap pits, in other words.

05 23 53 38 LMP That's right. That seems to be what has happened (5)
al lover the Moon that we've looked at. But the
rocks are always cleaner than the surface, of
course. The far rim of Camelot - you can see - fact
is everywhere but where we are and on the rim near
the LM - the rim seems to be completely covered or,
at least, the blocks don't show through. They show
up in the wal I but not at the rim. That's much I ike
Horatio, but not to the extreme that we saw at
Horatio. I'd say, at Camelot, the mantle is - oh,
maybe - at the most - the rim thickness, if that's
mantle, is on the order of a half of what we saw at
Horatio.

05 23 53+ LMP The pan should let you measure that - wei I, we (5)
didn't get a pan at Horatio, but we got some Rover
shots of it. But you may be able to - quantify that
a little bit.
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05 23 55+

05 23 55+

05 23 55+

05 23 55+

LMP Here's a nicely structured rock that we probably (5)
ought to work on here. Structured again in the
vesicle concentration. And then I think we ought to
try to get - right over there, we can get mantle.

CDR Hey, 1'1 I tel I you what impresses me about some of (5)
these rocks. There's a lot of - they may be zap
pits - I guess you looked at them closer than I did,
but there sure is a lot of lineation in some of that
white material, Jack.

LMP But at what scale? (5)

CDR On a visual-obvious scale. (5)

05 23 55+ LMP The crystal grains seem to be I inear, but they are (5 )
more or less random. Is that what you mean?

05 23 55+ CDR No, they're linear, though. can't be really (5)
I i near and random. There's some rocks here - - that
are highly vesicular and there's others that are
not.

05 23 55+ LMP That's right. (5 )

05 23 55+

05 23 55+

05 23 55+

CDR Let me get these two first and then we'll go get (5)
that one, because there's two different kinds here -
at least apparent kinds. One's a relatively new
fracture.

LMP We need to sample the structures, though, in this (5)(SAMP 75010,15)(PHO 133 20328-29; 145 22136-40)
thing. We haven't really done that.

CDR We'l I try and get an around-tha-corner - - picture. (5) (SAMP 75010,15)
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05 23 55+ LMP We need to get that stuff on the mantle, too. (5)(SAMP 75010,15)
mean on the blocks.

05 23 55+ CDR We want to get an around-the-corner picture of one (5)(SAMP 75010,15)
of those big ones, too. See if we can get the
structure of it. Okay, you get your picture? (PHO 133 20328-29)

05 23 55+ LMP Yes. (5) (SAMP 75010,15)(PHO 133 20328-29)

05 23 57 19 CDR Here's a piece right here. (5)(SAMP 75010,'5)

05 23 57+ LMP Okay, , got it. That looks like our old friend, the (5)(SAMP 75010,15)
gabbro, all right.

05 23 57+

05 23 57+

LMP 462 is Gene's fairly freshly fractured rock.

CDR Here's another one right here.

(S)(SAMP 7S010,IS)

(5)(SAMP 75030,3S) (PHO 13320328-29; 145 22136-40)

05 23 58 53 LMP 463. Is another of the same variety. Wish we'd (S)(SAMP 7S030,35)
started on that structured rock because we're going
to run out of time. Let's go over there and get at
least one off of it.

05 23 58+ CDR Yes, we'll get it. (5)(SAMP 75030,35)

05 23 58+ LMP Get the after. (5)(SAMP 75030,3S)(PHO 14522139-40)

OS 23 58+ CDR Got It. (5)(SAMP 75030,35) (PHO 145 22139-40)

05 23 58+ CDR What did you have picked out? (5) (SAMP 75050,S5)(PHO 133 20330-36; 14S 22141-S3)

05 23 58+ LMP This in here with the layering in it. (5) (SAMP 7S050,55)

05 23 58+ LMP "" get a - - a flight I ine photo. (5)(SAMP 750S0,5S)(PHO 133 20330-34)

05 23 S8+ LMP Why don't you get a fl ight line- (5) (SAMP 7S050,S5) (PHO 145 22141-S3)

OS 23 58+ CDR I'm going to get that from here. (5)(SAMP 7S0S0,SS)(PHO 145 22141-53)

OS 23 58+ LMP Sort of northeast. How you go ing to go? (5)(SAMP 75050,55)(PHO 145 22141-S3)
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05 23 58+ CDR 1'1 I come around from this end and go around to that (5)(SAMP 75050,55)(PHO 145 22141-53)
side. (PHO 133 20330-34)

05 23 58+ LMP Okay, 1'1 I go perpendicular to you more or less. (5)(SAMP 75050,55)

05 23 58+

05 23 58+

CDR Boy, that one right behind you is just vesicular, by (5)(SAMP 75050,55)
comparison, to a high degree - I ike three times as
much.

CDR I hope those bags weren't in the way of every one of (5)(SAMP 75050,55)
those pictures. There ought to be a lot of
permanent shaded samples in here, Jack.

06 00 01 17 LMP Okay, I got the down-sun.

06 00 01+

06 00 01+

06 00 01+

CDR Man! That's a hard Moon.

LMP How about this chunk down there, Gene?

CDR don't think that'll come off very easy.

(5)(SAMP 75050,55) (PHO 133 20335)

(5)(SAMP 75050,55)

(5)(SAMP 75050,55)

(5)(SAMP 75050,55)

06 00 02 18 CDR By golly, your geology training did come in handy.
You learned where to hit rocks.

(5)(SAMP 75050,55)

06 00 02 36 CDR 464. Won't al I go in there but - -

06 00 02+

06 00 02+

LMP That's al I right, you can wrap it around it.

CDR No, I'll get it, babe. It's in there.

(5) (SAMP 75050,55)

(5) (SAMP 75050,55)

(5) (SAMP 75050,55)

06 00 02+

06 00 02+

CDR These rocks here have a much greater density of the (5)(SAMP 75050,55)
white minerals in them, or crystals, than I've ever
seen before, Jack. Where did we see these kind
before?

LMP Wei I, when I looked at them right at first, that's (5)(SAMP 75050,55)
what I thought - but I think that the zap pits are
making the white stand out more. They're fooling
you a little bit.
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06 00 02+ LMP Because when I looked at it with the hand lens, it (5)
looked like a fairly normal gabbro - like some of
those that have crystallized with the mare basalt.

06 00 02+ CDR Where are you? (5)

06 00 02+

06 00 02+

06 00 02+

06 00 02+

06 00 02+

LMP I'm back over here. What I want is a sample of this (5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)(PHO 133 20337-38; 145 22154-58)
sol I off one of these rocks.

CDR Okay, let's get that now and then let's get the rake (5) (SAMP SOIL 75060-66)
sample.

LMP But it looks to me like it's soil that's been thrown (5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)
up there rather than - this rock is about 3 meters
in diameter - but it's one of the flat-surfaced
rocks. It only stands about - at the most -
one-third of a meter high.

LMP But we can get up about a meter from the soil/rock (5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)
interface and get soil off the rock, I think.

LMP got some soi I. (5) (SAMP sal L 75060-66)

06 00 04 56 CDR 465 is that bag number.

06 00 04+ LMP Okay, this is soi I from a half a meter in. It's
about a centimeter deep and a-half-a-meter in.

06 00 04+ CDR Let's take that chip there that's lying on top with
the next scoop.

(5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)

(5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)

(5)(SAMP 75070,75) (PHO 133 20337-38; 145 22154-58)

06 00 04+

06 00 04+

CDR Let's take the soil on that. Okay, take that one
then. Wei I, that's another bag. Before you pick
that one up, pick that little chip up -

LMP I don't want to get the chips. I want the soi I.
Either that or a coherent rock.

(5)

(5)

06000543 CDR Okay, 465. Pick that other one up and I'll bag it (5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)
real quick.
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06 00 05+ CDR That's the soil from on top the rock. And we're (5)(SAMP SOIL 75060-66)
taking a piece of the rock itself, which looks (SAMP 75070,75)
pretty much like the other one. It might be a
little bit more vesicular.

06 00 05+ CC That'll be in 466, ri ght? (5)(SAMP 75070,75)

06 00 06 06 CDR You're right again. (5)(SAMP 75070,75)

06 00 06+

06 00 06+

LMP Okay, the soi I came from a half a meter in from the
soi I boundary. Let me get over here and try to get
one bag of soil that's away from the boulder.

CDR I'm going to get my after whi Ie I'm here.

(5)(SAMP SOil 75060-66)
(PHO 133 20337-38; 145 22154-58)

(5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)(PHO 145 22156-57)

06 00 06+ CC We'd just I ike to get the ki logram of soi I somewhere (5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)
between the boulders - as open as you can.

06 00 06+ LMP Let's do it right here. (5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)

06 00 06+ CDR This wi II be a matched pair with our soi I sample,
too.

06 00 07 32 CDR Bag 467 is where your ki logram is coming from.

06 00 07+ CDR Another scoopful.

06 00 07+ LMP I'm samp ling down to about 5 centimeters.

06 00 08 15 CDR That's full. That's 467.

(5) (SAMP SOl L 75080-89)

(5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)

(5) (SAMP SOl L 75080-89)

(5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)

(5) (SAMP SOIL 75080-89)

06 00 08+

06·00 08+

CDR Jack, you got a shot of where my scoop was, didn't (5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)
you?

LMP Yes. (5)(SAMP SOl L 75080-89)
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06 00 08+

06 00 08+

06 00 08+

06 00 08+

06 00 08+

CDR Let me get an after of it, though. (5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)(PHO 145 22158)

LMP We sampled about 3 meters southwest of the gnomon (5)(SAMP SOIL 75080-89)
that was set up for the top-of-boulder soi I sample.
So it's a matched pair, really, in that regard.

LMP Now I need to get a pan - are you in a pan? (5)(PHO 133 20339-61)

CDR I've already started it. (5)(PHO 145 22159-83)

LMP 1'1 I go over near the Rover and get one. (5)(PHO 13320339-61)

06 00 II 23 CDR 670,031, and 401. 670,031, and 401. (5)

06 00 11+

06 00 11+

06 00 11+

06 00 11+

06 00 11+

CDR CDR's at 50.

LMP 170.

LMP I'll use it until it runs out.

CDR got a lot of film anyway.

LMP Let's go.

(5)

(5)

(5)

( 5)

(5 )

06 00 15 16 CDR Okay, the switch is coming on.

06 00 15 59 CDR I'm reading 085/1.4.

(5)

(5)

06 00 15+ LMP I guess my impression and it's purely pure (5-ALSEP)
interpretation right at this stage - that Camelot is
mantled by whatever has formed the dark mantle.
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06 00 15+ LMP It does not seem to be mantled to the degree that
Horatio is.

06 00 16 58 LMP And we've been going about - a minute.

(5-ALSEP)

(S-ALSEP)

06 00 16+ LMP The inner wal I of Camelot to the east is certainly
blocky.

(5-ALSEP)

06 00 18 08 CDR Okay, we're at 083 and 1.1.
the eastern rim of Camelot.

We're Just about abeam (5-ALSEP)
And there's Challenger.

06 00 18+ LMP You can even see the ALSEP. (5-ALSEP)

06 00 18+

06 00 18+

LMP Looking over there, though, we're about 50 meters (5-ALSEP)
from boulders in Camelot. And their appearance from
this distance is the same as what we sampled at 5.
I think we've pretty wei I identified the subfloor.

CC Sounds like from the very deepest - even from the (5-ALSEP)
bottom of Camelot - it looks like it's about the
same.

06 00 18+ LMP It sure does. I can't say I understand It. But
that's the way it appears right now.

( 5-ALSEP)

06 00 18+ LMP Whatever fil led this val ley - it certainly was (5-ALSEP)
different than the massifs. I think we've proved
that. And It, presumably, at least everything I see
indicates that It was an igneous extrusion of some
kind. Either that, or the whole val ley's been
tilted and we're looking at some strange cross
section, planar more or less - relative to the other
mountains, of a crystal line body that was formed at
depth. But I don't think that's likely.
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06 00 20+ LMP Look at the Italian flag. (5-ALSEP)

06 00 20+ CDR Hey, there is one there. I saw the box before I saw (5-ALSEP)
the flag. No I didn't, I saw the flag first.

06 00 20+ CDR I'm 082 and I'm 0.5. 1'1 I just head right in
towards the LM. Man, I want to stay away from
ALSEP, I see that big boulder.

(5-ALSEP)

06 00 20+

06 00 20+

CDR Did we ever get any glass out of the bottom of those (5-ALSEP) (SAMP 70019)
craters?

LMP No, we haven't, we've got to try to do that before (5-ALSEP)(SAMP 70019)
we leave.

06 00 22 47 CDR 081, 0.4. ( 5-ALSEP)

06 00 22+ LMP Okay, let's put it in that little depression there. ( 5-ALSEP)
See right ahead of us to the right.

06 00 22+ CDR Got your pictues? (5-ALSEP)

0600 22+ LMP I 'm gett Ing them. (5-ALSEP) (PHO 133 20369-73)

06 00 22+ LMP Now just sw Ing into that depression and 1'1 I put it (5-ALSEP)
there.

06 00 23 12 LMP Okay, charge number 8. (5-ALSEP)

06 00 23+ CDR You didn't get a picture to the LM then, did you? (5-ALSEP)

06 00 23+ LMP got several of them.
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06 00 23 21 LMP Okay, antenna is deployed. Pin I is pul led and (5-ALSEP)
safe. And. Let me check that. It's dusty. Yes,
It's safe. Pin 2 is pul led and safe. Pin 3, pul led
and safe.

060023+ LMP Okay, the LMwas in the approach shot, I believe, (5-ALSEP)
let me - Go ahead and turn around - -

06 00 23+ CDR Yes, I got to go around anyway. (5-ALSEP)

06 00 23+

06 00 23+

06 00 23+

06 00 23+

06 00 23+

06 00 23+

CDR This way I can get a running shot of *** - right in (5-ALSEP)(PHO 145 22184)
the middle of it - let me get them both in it.

LMP Okay, I ran out of film, too. (5-ALSEP)

LMP When you come around, take a picture of the LM on (5-ALSEP)
your camera.

CDR I wi II. 1'1 I take it right out the front looking (5-ALSEP)(PHO 145 22184)
right at the thing.

LMP Yes, and give them a frame count. (5-ALSEP)(PHO 145 22(84)

CDR Five-six. (5-ALSEP)(PHO 145 22184)

06 00 23+ CDR Bob, I've got the locator of the charge and the LM
al I Tn the same order here, and I'm one more than
what I just gave you. I can't look at it now.

(5-ALSEP)(PHO 145 22184)

06 00 25+ CC Jack, if you'll get out at the ALSEP, we'll have you (5-ALSEP)
take a look at the surface gravimeter and Gene can
press on home to the LM.

06 00 25+ CDR Jack, I'm going to drive you in this way, and then (5-ALSEP)
I' II drive al I the way back around that one
geophone.

06 00 25+ CC Whi Ie you're to the north, you could drive in toward (5-ALSEP)
the heat flow" towards that big rock, if you can see
that.

06 00 25+ CDR Yes, that's as good as anything. (5-ALSEP)
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06 00 26+

06 00 26+

06 00 26+

CDR Do you have any film at al 17 (ALSEP)

LMP No, 1 want your camera. (ALSEP)

CC Okay, Jack. We aren't planning on taking the ALSEP (ALSEP)
photos right now.

06 00 27 42 CDR Okay, Jack's got my camera and tongs, and I'm on my (ALSEP-LM)
way.

06 00 32 24 CDR I'm reading 089,20.1,002. (ALSEP-LM)

06 00 32+

06 00 32+

CC Gene, are you at the Rover?

CDR Yes, sir. I'm parked.

( LM)

( LM)

06 00 39+ LMP just sampled the glass in the bottom of a crater.
I documented it by shooting the LM across the crater
at infinity and then shooting the crater with stereo
at II feet and in that cross-sun pair at 7; and then
I sampled it.

(AlSEP) (SAMP 70019)(PHO
(PHO 145 22185)
(PHO 145 22186-87)
(PHO 145 22188-89)

145 22185-91)

06 00 39+ LMP Then I took a cross-sun pair at 7 after. (ALSEP)(SAMP 70019) (PHO 145 22190-91)

06 00 39+

06 00 39+

06 00 39+

LMP It's very fragile, and I double bagged it. I don't (ALSEP-LM) (SAMP 700(9)
know whether we can keep it or not.

CDR You may think about how to preserve it. (ALSEP-LM)(SAMP 70019)

LMP Whi Ie you're thinking, I'll put it on my floor pan. (LM) (SAMP 70019)
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06004150 CDR As you look at those little sparkles in the soil (LM)
we're walking on and they change colors on you - -
greens and purples, iridescent. Iridescent
sparkles.

06 00 42+ CC Okay, guys. We're going to put stuff in loose, (LM)
because they'd like to segregate stuff in the'
fol lowing way. Like to put the long can and four
core tubes in the SRC. They'd I ike to get the long
can and three core tUbes in the SRC number I. And
then we'd I ike to get al I the SCB 4 samples in the
same SRC.

06 00 42+ CDR Three plus the long can; that's four cores at I ( LM)
together.

06 00 42+ CC Right. Put those in the SRC - - ( LM)

06 00 42+ CDR All samples from 4. ( LM)

06 00 42+ CC All the samples from SCB 4. ( LM)

06 00 42+ LMP These are 4. You want to get the core tubes in ( LM)
first, though.

06 00 44 40 CDR Yes. I want to put these in. ( LM)

06 00 44+

06 00 44+

06 00 44+

06 00 44+

CC Do you remember where the three trench soil samples (LM)(SAMP 74220-24,40-49,60,85-87)
- which bag those were put in - from Station 41

CDR I'm the only one who had bags, so I bagged them and (LM) (SAMP 74220-24,40-49,60,85-87)
put them in whatever bag Jack had.

CC Okay, then that'l I be SCB 4, so we'd like those in (LM) (SAMP 74220-24,40-49,60,85-87)
SCB 4. And those are the ones that wi II go in the
rock box.

CDR Give me those other two cores, if you've got them, (LM)
Jack.
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06 00 44+ CDR Long can. ( LM)

06 00 44+ LMP The long can. ( LM)

06 00 44+ CDR Yes, and we need one more core. ( LM)

06 00 44+ LMP One more core. ( LM)

06 00 44+ CDR That right now? Three core tubes and a long can? ( LM)

06 00 44+ CDR Yes, got them all. ( LM)

06 00 44+ CC And then all the samples in SCB 4. Then beyond that ( LM)
we'll fill them up with samples from SCB 5.

06 00 47 27 CC Jack, it probably would protect the glass a bit
better if you put it in the SRC gently with the
other rocks there.

(LMHSAMP 70019)

06 00 47+

06 00 47+

06 00 47+

06 00 47+

LMP Leave a space for a sample, I guess, Gene.

LMP Just set it in there.

CDR Yes, I'll tel I you, I'll be delicate with it.

LMP Okay. It's in the right-hand back corner of the
SRC.

(LM)(SAMP 70019)

(LMHSAMP 70019)

(LM)(SAMP 70019)

(LM)(SAMP 70019)

06 00 48+ LMP There's samples in (5CB) 6. ( LM)

06 00 48+ CC Okay. You should also have SCB 8 under your seat ( LM)
with samples in it.

0600 48+ LMP This is what I sampled at - - ( LM)

06 00 48+ CC At Station 3, maybe. ( LM)

06 00 48+ LMP Six has the samples from - from - yes. ( LM)
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06 00 48+ CC Okay. let's take up SCB 8 - - ( LM)

06 00 48+

06 00 48+

CC And let's take up SCB 6 and why don't you dump out (lM)
the Rover samples into SCB 6?

LMP Well, one reason not to take 6 is I don't know If I (LM)
can get it off.

06 00 48+

06 00 48+

CC And let's save SCB 4 because I think you may need
that tomorrow.

CDR Four is on the rack, empty.

( LM)

( LM)

06 00 48+ CC How about SCB 5? Is that only partially emptied, or (lM)
is it totally enptied?

06 00 48+

06 00 48+

CDR Oh, it's about half tul I, Bob.

CC Okay. We'l I take that up with us.

( lM)

( LM)

06 00 50 08 LMP I've got SCB 8 ful I.

06 00 50+ LMP Let's take it up.

06 00 50+ LMP It's got Rover samples in it.

06 00 50+ LMP But I can't get them a I I• They won't all be in
there.

( LM)

( LM)

( lM)

( LM)

06 00 50+ CDR The seal was clean. It was clear, and I got your eLM)
four cores - three cores, plus a long can. I got
Jack's glass. I got SCB 4 and a couple of samples (SAMP 70019)
out of SCB 5.

06 00 50+ CDR Now, Jack, we've got SCB 5 that's half ful I. What ( lM)
have you got over there?

06 00 50+ LMP Bring it over here, and I'll put it into 6. Six is ( LM)
a I ittle more than half ful I.

06 00 50+ CDR We II, th i s is a little less than ha If fu I I• ( LM)
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These are big
Where's that big,

of those bags, too.
me see if I can't

06 00 50+ CDR That ought to make one ful I bag.
rocks so they' I I come out easy.
big rock we got? That's in one
Picked up a big rock - here let
dump it.

( lM)

06 00 52 15 LMP Okay, Bob. 5CB 8 and 6 are going up. ( LM)

06 00 52+ CC Okay, and I understand 5 will be - - on the gate. ( lM)

06 00 52+ CDR Yes, sir, Bob. It'll be there. (LM)

06 00 52+ LMP And 7 under the lMP's seat. ( LM)

06 00 52+ CDR Four and five wi I I be on the gate. ( LM)

06 00 55+ LMP Nothing's in the big bag. ( LM)

06 00 55+

06 00 55+

LMP Unless there's one rock that disappeared yesterday. (LM)
I don't know what happened to it.

CC Jack, whi Ie you're unloading there - - on the 500 (lM)(PHO 144 22080-132)
ml I Ilmeter, you might squeeze off a few shots of the
North and South Massif there, If there's any
lineations visible.

06 00 55+ LMP I'll give It a try. (LM) (PHO 144 22080-132)

06 00 55+ CDR Why don't you give it to me whi Ie you're packing the (LM)(PHO 144 22080-132)
ETB, Jack; 1'1 I do It.

06 00 57 52 LMP Oh, should cal I - mag Charlie. ( LM)

06 00 57+ LMP Mag Ki 10. Mag Bravo. Mag Golf. Mag India.
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06 00 57+ CC Tel I Gene that we can confirm that his lense cover's (lM)(PHO 144 22080-132)
off.

06 00 57+

06 00 57+

06 00 57+

lMP Try f:5.6 directly down-sun or up-sun at that
Sculptured Hi lis there in the distance.

CDR Yes, I'll get it.

CDR Some of these won't overlap, Bob, because I'm
hurrying.

(lM)(PHO 144 22080-132)

(lM)(PHO 144 22080-132)

(lM)(PHO 144 22080-132)

06 00 57+

06 00 57+

06 01 00+

CDR They're not smeared, but 1 just didn't overlap some (LM)(PHO 144 22080-132)
of them.

CDR Frame count is 152 on the 500. (lM) (PHO 144 22080-132)

LMP Mag Romeo. (lM)

06 01 14 22 LMP What is this rock, right here, by the pad? ( LM)

06 0 I 14+

06 01 14+

LMP Yes. I've just been intending to mention that (LM)
several times. Anybody that lands on a rock ought
to have their head examined.

CDR Gosh dang that rock! If I was strong enough, I'd (lM)
move it. Hey, I am strong enough. That's one we
ought to bring home.
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06 01 14+ CDR That's about the size of the SRC. ( lM)

06 01 19 24 CDR The reading is 670. 023. 501; that's 670.023. 501. (lM)

06 01 19+

06 01 22+

CDR SRC 2 is in my hand. The big bag is not required.

CC Are the three SCBs inside the hatch. already?

( LM)

( LM)

06 01 22+ CDR - - I've got 8 here and 6 here and we emptied the ( LM)
contents of 4 into the - - SRC. and we emptied the
contents of 5 into one of these other two bags. So
we've only got two of them here. plus the SRC.

06 01 22+ CDR Five went into 6. ( LM)

06 01 22+ CDR And we've got two of them hanging on the tail of the ( LM)
Rover. And 1 don't know what it is under Jack's
seat ri ght now.

06 01 22+ LMP Seven is under my seat. ( LM)

06 01 29 44 CDR Okay. Hatch is closed and locked.
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06 02 32+

* * * * EVA 2 DEBRIEFING * * * *

CDR I just dug a rock out of my pocket. When we were at (BETWEEN EVAS) (SAMP 74230,35)
Shorty, fumbling around, trying to get everything
done, I said there was a piece of very shiny black
glass-I ike-looking material that reminded me of
obsidian. Well, it's not. It looks like a very
fine-grained gray rock. But, it's a fractured piece
and I've picked up fractures of about three or four
vesicle faces on it. The vesicle faces are very
shiny and thatts what reflected and caught my eye.
I picked it up at Shorty. Undocumented, halfway
between the Rover and where we were sampling that
orange stuff. And It wi II be In bag 12 Echo.

06 22 32+

06 02 33+

CDR We'll put in it in SCB 8.

LMP This rock looks very much like 12008. It's a
fine-grained, very coarsely vesicular gray rock 
probably basaltic.

(BETWEEN EVAS)(SAMP 74230,35)

(BETWEEN EVAS)(SAMP 74230,35)

06 02 33+ LMP The vesicles, if I may project the size of them, (BETWEEN EVAS)(SAMP 74230,35)
probably were up to 4 or 5 centimeters In diameter.
They're irregular in shape, but they're clearly
vesicles and it looks like they are lined with
either glass or very fine-grained crystals. They're
very shiny.

06 02 36+

06 02 36+

LMP You might make a note that my two SEP area samples
went into bag 8 also.

CDR SRC is 41.5. Bag 6 is 24, bag 8 is 35. (I bs.)
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06 03 52+ CC Now two real quick geology questions that wi I I help (BETWEEN EVAS)
us do the planning for your EVA tomorrow. The
first one has to do with Station 4. You cal led out
some material on the rim there - the crater at
Station 4 - which looked I ike bedded spatter. And
we're wondering if that resembled things that you'd
seen in Hawa i i?

06 03 57 03 LMP I think they misheard. I think I may have said (BETWEEN EVAS)
shattered and you might of thought spattered.
Neither one of us intended to leave that impression.
The big rock we sampled looked like intensely
shattered gabbro, such as we've had around the LM.
The rocks, probably more significantly, that Gene - (SAMP 74230,35)
one of which Gene picked up with the fine-grained
vesicular basalt - coarsely vesicular basalt. And
we didn't have any time to really examine the
interrelationships of those rock types there, but
those were the two fragment types we saw.

06 03 58 04 LMP The bottom of that crater, now, had material that (BETWEEN EVAS)
was extremely disorganized In its aspect and,
really, we didn't have time to examine it in detai I
in order to decide why it was disorganized. It did
not necessarily look like the boulder that we
sampled at the rim.

06 03 58+

06 03 58+

CC A question about the boulder you sampled at the rim. (BETWEEN EVAS)
Would you compare the basalt in this boulder which
you may have cal led a gabbro, I'm not sure - in any
case the basalt - to samples which you col lected,at
Camelot and at ALSEP?

LMP Wei I, my impression was that they were the same rock (BETWEEN EVAS)
types.
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06 04 23+

06 04 23+

06 04 43+

CDR The smal I craters - of course. are the ones that can (BETWEEN EVAS)
really jolt you. But the trouble is, you can never
see what's just over the next ridge, and the next
ridge may be 20 meters away, and you just can't see
it until you're there. and you don't know whether
its a dish crater or pit crater.

LMP That description fits the geology up in there, (BETWEEN EVAS)
because we weren't seeing blocky-rimmed craters and
otherwise you would have been able to tel I more
easi Iy about the old versus new craters, which would
be the ones you could either go through or not go
through, respectively.

CC Your mag Bravo is about 77 frames, and we'd like for (BETWEEN EVAS)
you to leave it in the ETB and take it out with you
tomorrow.
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06 14 41+

06 14 41+

* * * * EVA 3 BRIEFING * * * *

LMP I think in terms of sampling, Gene and I wit I try to (BETWEEN EVAS)
shift the emphasis in the mantle area to fragments
that are different from the gabbros that we've
sampled fairly wei I, I think, up to now, that
presumably are subfloor materials. You might pass
that word on and see if they agree with us.

ce Let me read up the planning for EVA 3 and the (BETWEEN EVAS)
summary of what we think we have so far.

06 14 41+ LMP Go ahead. (BETWEEN EVAS)

06 14 4~ 26 CC Okay. 1'1 I read here from this thing just verbatim. (BETWEEN EVAS)
It says, "EVA 3 continues to follow essentially the
minimal pre-mission plan. Main objectives continue
to be the North Massif; Station 6, 7; Sculptured
Hi I Is; and Van Serg crater. In view of the
extensive observations of the dark mantle and plains
subfloor unit on EVA I and 2, particularly there
before Station 5, the relative priority of Station
10 is reduced, so that Station 10 becomes a flexible
station as time allotment is a reserve, possibly
providing more time at the earlier station, if
desired. However, mantle and block sampling at
Station 10 are stil I important objectives. Back
-pack constraints are not nearly as tight as they
were yesterday, guys, and so we can be more flexible
in reshuffling station times if we need. We
probably won't be coming up against option walkbacks
I ike we did at Station 4. Closeout time at the LM
has been increased by 20 minutes to make the
closeout less rushed and to al low for potential
ALSEP trOUbleshooting. It Is currently planned to
take this time from Station 6, 7."

06 14 46 27 CC But if 6/7 requires more time when we get there, we (BETWEEN EVAS)
can borrow it from one of the other stations; I
guess, in particular, Station 10, probably. As the
initial activity then, we are going to have to take
explosive package 5 with us, and we'll stick it
under the LMP seat, and 1'1 I remind you in real time
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when we get down on the ground on that one. And
number 5, 3 pound, wi I I be deployed at Station 10,
and again 1'1 I remind you about that in real time,
so you don't have to bother to write it in on your
checklist. Planned traverse proceeds as normal.
We're expecting to spend about an hour and 20
minutes at Stations 6 and 7, and the suggestion is
that we may end up wanting to spend that totally at
the spl it boulder at Station 6, but, of course, the
option sti I I exists to visit more than one place and
sample other boulders if it seems feasible and
attractive and desirable. They are suggesting
additional 500-mi I limeter photographs, especially if
it seems that we can use those to document tracks
and sources - of the sampled boulders; for instance,
at Stations 6 and 7. We are continuing to hold the
nominal 47 minutes at Station 8 - that Is, 8A, and
we stil I think that's as good a place as any to
sample the Sculptured Hi lis. Station 9 is stil I
nominal 30 minutes, but in view of the simi iarities
- to Station 4, we're anticipating a possible
desirabi lity to remove time from Station 10 to
enlarge Station 9, but that wll I have to be a
real-time decision, based upon what we find at
Station 9. Station 10 continues nominal. We're
stil I interested in sampl ing the blocks and also
interested in trenching to try and see - if we can
say something about the dark mantle - I ight area
relationship and, perhaps, the nominal coring.
We're going to deploy EP 5 there; and, other than
that, they're basically the same. If we have the
time during that closeout, somewhat, of the LM,
based on our experience the last two nights,
particularly for dusting; but also, if time permits,
in that time we might try and use up the extra
double core, if there is one, in the dark mantle
near the LM or do some trenching near the LM. But
that's only if time permits at the very end,
depending upon how the consumables run out. They
want to call attention to two particular things
here. One, since you guys really haven't gotten any
very big rocks so far, they're recommending, they
say here, and I quote: "The value of large
individual samples has been demonstrated. We
recommend that several footbal I-sized samples of a
uniform igneous rock be collected at Station 9 or
10." 1'1 I pass that on as that.
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06 14 46+ CC Another point of interest is the 1- to 20-mi I I imeter (BETWEEN EVAS)
size section of the regol ith, the dark mantle, the
I ithology. Then, any observations or collections
you can make pertinent to that would be of interest
in trying to determine the relationship of the dark
mantle to the subfloor units of gabbro underneath.
Two short questions which 1'1 I ask, which I hope-
hope you can answer in just a few words. One of
them is a yes and no answer. One, they can't find
the geophone photos specifically cal led out In the
transcript. There is probably a I ittle bit of
garble at that point, and the people in the back
room wil I be very happy if you could say once and
for al I, Jack, that, yes, you did get the geophone
photos. Over.

06 14 50 03 LMP Yes. (BETWEEN EVAS)(PHO 147 22528-32)

06 14 50+ CC Roger. And the second one concerns the (BETWEEN EVAS)
one-fourth-pound charge which we deployed on the way
in last night. Two questions on that. It appears
to us from your voice transcript that we weren't
fast enough on it at the time that that may be
deployed closer to the ALSEP than the one you
deployed on the way out. And we'd like an
impression on that. And, number 2, you mentioned
that you placed it in a depression. We'd like some
feel ing for that depression in terms of how much of
a danger that bomb - charge might play to the ALSEP
when it goes off. If it's in a depression of any
sort, they're probably pretty wei I protecting the
ALSEP. Any comment on those two questions? Over.

06 14 5047 CDR Well, the second one. It's not in a major (BETWEEN EVAS)
depression. It's a little ditch, maybe a third of a
meter deep. I imagine it wi I I help a little bit.
That's why we picked it.
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06 14 50+ CC Remember, you drove back by and you said you saw the (BETWEEN EVAS)
flag, and then you said you actually saw the charge
itself first. And it was some time after that you
said you deployed the charge. And we have the
opinion from both that and the mi leage that you
probably deployed the second charge closer to the
ALSEP than the first one. Do you have any sort of a
fee I for that?

06 14 51 43 CDR Oh, yes. I remember saying that, but that's when I (BETWEEN EVAS)
did a big 360, and Jack was out of fi 1m. And 1 just
lined up to take that picture with LM up in the (PHO 145 22184)
background. And when I said, hey, 1 saw the charge
first.

06 14 51+ CDR Hey, Bob. How far should that last charge be from
the ALSEP?

(BETWEEN EVAS)

06 14 51+

06 14 51+

06 14 51+

06 14 51+

CC They want it about 300 to 400 meters. (BETWEEN EVAS)

CC And, Gene, 0.2 for range when - - you got back to (BETWEEN EVAS)
the LM. And I guess the question would be, did you
ever go through Zero on the way back to the LM? If
you were at 0.2, and we think 092 was the bearing,
then the LM is right where we thought it was, and we
were just a little confused by our distances.

CDR No, 1 don't think 1 ever went through zero, because (BETWEEN EVAS)
I initiated at the SEP.

CDR I'm positive. (BETWEEN EVAS)

. 06 14 51+ LMP Bob, I can - hey, Bob; this is Jack. I can see the (BETWEEN EVAS)
charge with the binocular. It's out almost behind a
rock that's between it and the LM. I can't give you
any idea, though, how far it is.

06 14 51+ CC Okay. (BETWEEN EVAS)
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06 14 54 54 LMP No, it's the one off to the left. Hey, Bob. Let me (BETWEEN EVAS)
say again, 1 think we ought to emphasize the
exotic-looking fragments on the dark mantle. And we
ought to try to make su re that we look at a var iety
of rocks from the North Massif. I think we saw the
major rock types on the South Massif yesterday, but
we really didn't spend a lot of time ranging along
the Front there to verify that completely. The
other comment on the 1- to 2Q-mi I I imeter-size
fraction. There isn't an awful lot of that in the
dark mantle. That's one of the striking things
about it.

06 14 57+ CDR I've got them both.
which I think is the
farther out than the
distance, it's awful
geophones. I got to
Bob.

And the last one we deployed,
easternmost one, Is definitely
first one we deployed. At this
hard by looking at Jack's>
give you at least 300 meters,

(BETWEEN EVAS)

06 14 57+ CDR Yes, I've got both of them with the monocular now. (BETWEEN EVAS)
And the second one, the last one we deployed Is
quite a bit farther out than the first one.

06 14 57+ CC Okay. think that's what they want to hear. (BETWEEN EVAS)

06 14 57+ CDR Gordo, guess it's half again or maybe even twice (BETWEEN EVAS)
as far away as - as the first we deployed. So we're
going to forget it.

06 14 57+ CC Okay, Geno. That sounds good. (BETWEEN EVAS)
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* * * * EVA 3 * * * *

06 16 52 33 CDR Okay, Bob, I'm starting my watch. ( lM)

06 17 01+ CDR Okay, Bob, I'm on the pad. The first th i ng I'll do (lM)
is 1'1 I turn the TGE on and 1'1 I give you a reading.

06 17 02 40 CDR It's on, it reads 222, 262, 207; 222, 262, 207. (lM)

06 17 02+

06 17 02+

CDR Beautiful out here today, Bob. We can look to the
east for a change - a I ittle bit, anyway.

CDR A higher sun angle.

( lM)

(lM)

06 17 04 49 lMP Okay. I'm on the porch and the hatch is closed. (lM)

06 17 04+ CC And, 17, If you guys are interested, your shadows
wi! I be 8 feet long tonight.

( lM)

06 17 1-0+ CDR Okay, we'll take the big bag. I hope we can keep it (lM)
on.

06 17 10+

06 17 10+

lMP Okay, mag Ki 10 goes on the 500; is that correct?

CC That's affirm.

( lM)

( lM)

06 17 10+ lMP Okay, I' ve got Mary and Franny and Nancy and Donna - elM)
and Bobby - - and Karen.
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06 17 14+

06 17 14+

06 17 14+

CDR Okay, Bob, the big bag is on the inside of the
pallet.

CDR Big bag. SCB 7 to gate.

CC Okay. And, Jack are you going out to take the pan
now?

( LM)

( LM)

(LM)(PHO 140 21359-80)

06 17 16 15 LMP Well, as soon as 1 finish up here. (LM)(PHO 140 21359-80)

06 17 16+ CC Okay. And after you take the pan, we'd 1ike you to (LM)(PHO 140 21359-80)
retrieve the Cosmic Ray Experiment. They're
expecting a little solar storm, and before the rain
gets on the Cosmic Ray Experiment, they'd I ike to
retrieve it. We'll leave it in the ETB during the
traverse.

06 17 16+ LMP Okay, after the pan. All right. (lM)(PHO 140 21359-80)

06 17 16+ CDR Okay, SCB 7 - 2o-bag dispenser goes on my camera (lM)
when it gets back. Short can under the LMP's seat.
Okay. Jack, 1'1 I just go ahead and mount some of
these bags on your camera whi Ie I'm here.

06 17 16+ CC Okay. And did you get Jack's camera fixed last
night? I didn't hear.

( LM)

06 17 16+ CDR Yes, we did. Twenty-bag dispenser on Commander's (LM)
camera, we'l I do it when I get back - 20 bags on the
LMP's cameras, core cap dispenser to gate - there's
one there, there's one under the seat - short cants
under the LMP's seat. Okay, I got to put that cap
dispenser on him, I got to get my rammer, hammer -
hey, Bob, what bag do you want on the lMP? Do we
have 8 here?
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06 17 19 45 CDR Okay. 670, 027, 001; that's 670, 027, 001.

06 17 20 17 LMP Mark it. The Cosmic Ray is terminated.

( LM)

( U~)

06 17 20+

06 17 20+

06 17 20+

06 17 22+

LMP I took two 5-foot stereopairs of the configuration. (LM)(PHO 140 21381-84)

CC Copy. And we'll stick it in the ETB and just hang (LM)
it there.

LMP Yes. And in case you're wondering, and so you don't (lM)
confuse it with a rock, it's in bag 106.

CC The one under lMP's seat wi 11 go on the CDR, the one (lM)
with al I the stuff in it. (SCB 7)

06 17 22+ lMP Sure is strange not to see some fine-grained rocks
out here. Seen a couple but certainly not very
many.

( lM)

06 17 22+ lMP That rock that you picked up at - what are you doing (LM)
up there? Okay.

06 17 22+

06 17 26+

06 17 26+

06 17 26+

LMP Gene, your bag's going to have two lowers and one
upper. (SCB 7)

CDR Okay, Bob, I'm going to put SCB 4 on Jack.

CDR What charge you got there, Jack?

LMP Five is under my seat.

( LM)

( LM)

( LM)

( LM)

06 17 26+ CDR Five, okay. You got 5 there, we got 2 and 3 on the (LM)
Rover.
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06 17 30+ COR Just come over here by the left front wheel. 1 know (LM)( PHO 14021385-87)
you got a second. Just a I ittle bit closer to the
left front wheel, towards me. Oh, that's good,
anywhere in there. Wait a minute.

06 17 30+ CDR Can you do that 1ikewise? Or can you hold it with ( LM)
that other camera? It's already set at 30.

06 17 30+ LMP Okay. (LM)

06 17 30+ CDR And you might want to take a couple *** ( LM)(PHO 14021388-91)

06 17 35+ CC Okay, and Gene, we'd I ike to torque to 287, 287. (LM-SEP)

06 17 36 31 LMP Forty-five Yankee Is a sample from near the SEP. (SEP)(SAMP 70290,95)

06 17 36+ CC We copied 45 Yankee near the SEP. That's al I we (SEP)(SAMP 70290,95)
have. If you give us a frame count when you get
done, and give us an approximate location for the
Rover, at least crosswise from the Y, we'd
appreciate it. And we also need SEP receiver power
and DSEA both on.

06 17 36+ LMP Bob, that 45 Yankee was a fine-grained basalt, I (SEP)(SAMP 70290,95)
think. One of the few around here. That's why 1
picked It up.

06 17 36+ CDR I'm stopped and I'm ready to go. I 'm 2 meters to (SEP)
the west of the north line.

06 17 36+ CDR And I guess I'm certainly within 5 meters of the (SEP)
transmitter.

06 11 36+ CC We'li get that in the photos. (SEPHPHO 141 21510·· !7)

06 11 39 07 CDR It's or ented 355 and my heading s 352. (SEP)
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06 17 39+

06 17 39+

06 17 40+

CC Roger. 80th the receiver and the recorder on -

CC And we're ready for you guys to rol I.

CDR I'm going to head on at about 012. We ought to go
right through Jones.

(SEP)

(SEP)

(SEP)

06 17 40+

06 17 40+

CC Okay, and, Gene, remember the driving fairly slow - (SEP)
or fairly wei I control led the first 300 meters, and
a mark at the end of the antenna.

CC Okay. Give us another mark when you start up on (SEP)
that side.

06 17 40+

06 17 40+

CDR Yes, I'm right on the track. Same tracks exactly.

CDR We're starting Bob -

(SEP)

(SEP-6)

06 17 42 36 CDR Mark it. (SEP-6)

06 17 42+ CDR We can't go too far in this heading. We've got a
big hole up here.

(SEP-6 )

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

CDR Like a big one. (SEP-6)

LMP Wonder if that's RUdolph? (SEP-6)

LMP Wei I, let's see, this is east, It's a double crater (SEP-6)
but it's much bigger than I thought Rudolph would
be.

CC No, if you're where we think you are, you're beyond (SEP-6)
- you're east of RUdolph quite a ways.
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06 17 42+

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

06 17 42+

CDR Hey, I think you ought to know where we are by now, (SEP-6)
Bob.

LMP Maybe that's Lewis and Clark. (SEP-6)

CC After you give me a mark there, 1'1 I talk to you (SEP-6)
about it.

CDR I'm sorry Bob. I guess you didn't hear it. We're (SEP-6)
passed the end of the antenna and we're headed
northeast.

CDR I gave you a mark when I started and it took about (SEP-6)
20 seconds to get to the end.

CC No. Press on. And, Jack, if you look at your (SEP-6)
contour map there, we think you are located right
now at approximately where the P in SEP is, Just
below the P in Poppy. In which case you're probably
driving through that little crater that's Just to
the northeast there.

06 17 42+ CDR Not very little though. (SEP-6)

06 17 44 59 LMP The major boulders stil I look I ike the pyroxene (SEP-6)
gabbro. Surface texture has not changed. There is
a granule population, now that I look at it more
closely, with the shadows. But I have a feeling
that most of those are - they look I ike they're Just
very small clods. That should show up in some of
the bulk samples we've taken. It is remarkable to
me - only a small number of fine-grain rocks.
There's one at about halfway between the SEP and the (SAMP 702(5)
LM that I'd I ike to pick up, it's a fairly good
sized one. Maybe we can get It when we get back.
It looks I Ike a fine-grained basalt. I may have
sampled one in 45 Yankee there.

06 17 44+ CDR Well, I tel I you, it's not exactly the greatest
place to navigate through.
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06 17 44+ LMP I think you ought to bear left, don't you? (SEP-6)

06 17 44+ COR Yes. That's where I'm going here. I just want to (SEP-6)
get across, this - around these boulders.

06 17 46 12 LMP There's a crater we're just passing at 207/.4 about (SEP-6)
20 meters in diameter, with the pyroxene gabbro
blocks on the rim, few of them. It's not an
exceptionally blocky rim crater, but we are in an
area where the block population is up to about 5
percent in contrast to most of the area we traversed
yesterday.

06 17 46+ COR I tel I you, going is a I ittle bit rough; there's a (SEP-6)
population of blocks as Jack said - an awful lot of
small craters.

06 17 46+ LMP Yes, I was just going to add that the frequency of (SEP-6)
craters in the 10-meter-size range is quite a bit
higher than we were used to yesterday. Oops,
the re "s one,

06 17 46+ COR Yes, (SEP-6)

06 17 46+ LMP Snuck up on you. And they al I - although not (SEP-6)
exceptionally blocky rim - they all have a slightly,
maybe 2 or 3 or 5 percent more blocks in their wal Is
and on their rim than does the normal terrain.

06 17 46+ LMP Sti I I no obvious structure within the dark manti ing (SEP-6)
material itself.

06 17 46+ COR Bob, you said 185/I,5? (SEP-6 )

06 17 46+ CC That's aft i rm, (SEP-6)

06 17 46+ LMP What do you want? For the Rover? (SEP-6)

06 17 46+ COR Yes, for a sample. (SEP-6)

06 17 46+ LMP Oh, they changed it on us. Okay - the re 's - s til I (SEP-6 )
seeing the little pit-bottom craters with the glass
in them. And you asked me for an LMP frame count
awhi Ie back and I bel ieve it was 5. That was at the
SEP.

06 17 46+ CC That was after the SEP photos, right? (SEP-6)(PHO 141 21510-17)
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06 17 46+ LMP Negative; that was before the SEP photos. (SEP-6)(PHO 141 21510-17)

06 /7 48 39 LMP Looking up at the North Massif, we see the (SEP-6)
scattered, strewn field of boulders, that generally
seem to start, more or less, from aline of large
boulders, which might indicate some structure. And
those I ines are roughly horizontal across the face
that we're looking at. The boulder tracks are
irregular in shape, obviously downhi I I, but you'l I
see in the pictures that they are curved in places
but they're al I - that I see - tend to be aggregates
of little craters - where the boulder was obviously
tumbling and bouncing a little bit. We're out in
population of fragments now in the immediate area at
I - is that 188?

06 17 49 52 CDR 188, 0.9. (SEP-6)

06 17 49+

06 17 49+

06 17 49+

LMP It's generally about I percent between craters. But (SEP-6)
at the crater rim, it's up to about 5 percent.

CC Okay. Copy that Jack. And how far down the North (SEP-6)
Massif is the line of boulders?

LMP Oh , there are several of them, Bob. What I'm (SEP-6)
talking about is about 100-meter-long I ines where
the boulder trains initiate and they are - there's
one about - looks like about halfway - maybe
two-thirds of the way down in perspective. Another
one that's probably about halfway - they're just
sort of scattered around on the massif.

06 17 49+ LMP That must be Jones. (SEP-6)

06 17 49+ CDR Where are you looking? (SEP-6)

06 17 49+ LMP Off to the right. (SEP-6)

06 17 49+ CDR Yes, our heading that they're sending us down here, (SEP-6 )
it really should put us to west of Jones. So that's
about rl ght.
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; 7 ~'i 24 CDR 3 (SEP--6 i

06 17 51 36 LMP I wish I could give you more on that structure in (SEP-6l
there. but I think those lines of boulder sources
are about all we can see right now. Talked about
the I ineaments yesterday and they're not nearly as
obvious today in the higher sun. Looking up Wessex
cleft - even with the Sun in the flat area there, it
looks darker than where - than the North Massif
side. But again, the sun angle may be fooling us
but I recal I it was darker on the photos. The old
man wrinkled face on the - - Sculptured Hi I Is,
though, is evident as soon as you come out of the
Wessex cleft.

06 17 52 22 LMP And they look like there are boulders up on the side (SEP-6)
of Sculptured Hi I Is, except that they aren't nearly
as big as those on the North Massif. The areas
where the boulder source Is, look like they're made
up of boulders no bigger than a meter maybe;
whereas, the North Massif boulders are up to several
meters. Those boulder sources al I seem to be up
within a third of the height of the Sculptured
Hi lis, just east of the Wessex cleft. Here is a
boulder track that crossed the slope. See that
Gena?

06 17 52+ CDR Yes. I sure do now. (SEP-6 )

06 17 52+ LMP It looks I ike it goes, rather than perpendicular (SEP-6)
contours, it probably is crossing them in a fairly
straight I ine on an angle of 60 degrees, maybe.

06 17 52+ CDR Back to the east. (SEP-6 )

06 17 52+ LMP Yes, to the east. That one may be fairly near - - (SEP-6 )

06 17 52+ CDR Jack, see that big boulder with that big track - it (SEP-6)
looks like it's an elongated rolled-up boulder.

06 17 52+ LMP Yes, it does. Looks I ike it may be broken now. (SEP-6)

06 17 52+ CDR Okay. Here WA are !.5 and i85to (SEP-6) (LRV 9)

06 17 52+ LMP Okay, is this a Rover sample? (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)(PHO 140 21392; 141 21542-44)

06 17 52+ CDR A Rover samp le , (SEP-6) (LRV 9)(SAMP 76120-24)
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06 17 52+ LMP - - see that little pit right over there about 30 (SEP-6) (LRV 9)(SAMP 76120-24)
feet ahead.

06 17 52+ CDR Yes. 1 think so. (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 52+ LMP Okay. I' ve got two pictures there. (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24) (PHO 141 21542-43)

06 17 52+ CDR How's that? (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 52+ LMP That's great. Okay. this Is soil sample. (SEP-6) (LRV 9)(SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 52+ CDR Okay, and 1 just took a locator; and CDR is on frame (SEP-6) (lRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)(PHO 140 21392)
41.

06 17 52+ CDR Bag 46 Yankee. . ,(SEP-6) (tRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 52+ CDR Your bag open? (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 52+ LMP Yes. (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 54+ CDR Okay. It's in. (SEP-6)(LRV 9HSAMP 76120-24)

,

06 17 54+ lMP Okay. And LMP's frame count is 35. (SEP-6) (LRV 9) (SAMP 76120-24)

06 17 54+

06 17 54+

06 17 54+

CC Bearing and range for the large block, just beyond (SEP-6)
the crater Henry, the large block there near the
break In the slope, which is our next aiming point.
The bearing and range there is 188 and 2.8.

CC Jack. what do you see in the way of boulders coming (SEP-6)
down to the base of the Sculptured Hl l ls s vln terms
of sampling opportunities at Station 8 and in terms
of any boulder tracks that might lead down to
boulders that might just possibly be accessible at
Station 8.

LMP Boulder tracks are not obvious on the Sculptured (SEP-6J
Hills at all. It looks I ike there are fragments
over there that would have had their sources higher
up In the slope. I think we can get boulders there.
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06 17 54+ CDR We'll have to get a little closer, Bob. (SEP-6)

06 17 5-4+ CDR See that big boulder, Jack, with those tracks? (SEP-6)

06 11 54+ CDR That's a funny Ioak ing bou Ider, (SEP-6)

06 17 54+ LMP It looks like it may have stopped ro I ling because it (SEP-6)
broke up.

06 17 54+ LMP Looks broken to me now. (SEP-6)

06 17 54+ tMP Okay, you've got yourself in some holes here. Okay, (SEP-6)
there I s a bi g crater. I haven't recogn ized Jones
yet. Looks like you 're getti ng up on the r lm of
Henry here.

06 17 54+ CDR Should be well west of Henry,;1 think. 1 wouldn't
be surprised if Henry isn't right over that I it~le
rise on the right.

(SEP-6)

06 17 54+ LMP The surface structure hasn't changed texture. We're (SEP-6)
on a iittle bit of a rise in here now and sti I 1
about I percent of the surface - -

06 17 57 48 CDR There's Henry right there, Jack. (SEP-6)

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

LMP There's Henry.

CDR 188, 1.8.

LMP And we're just sout~west of Henry.

lMP On the rim.

(SEP-6)

(SEP-6)

(SEP-6)

tSEP-6)

06 17 57+ LMP Henry looks much I ike Horatio did. Has boulders on (SEP-6)
its inner wal I - not as many. They look light
colored - a I ight albedo gabbroic appearance. T.herE~

may be some right down there, though, that are fine
grained; they look a 1ittle grayer.
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06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

CDR Jack, there's our target - either one of - that's
one right down there on ***

LMP Break in slope.

CDR See the one we've got over there has a boulder
track. That's the one, that crossed slope.

LMP Yes, if we could get - -

CDR That's awful high.

LMP - - can we get up there?

-CDR We'll see.

(SEP-6l

(SEP-6)

(SEP-6}(PHO 141 21549-50)

(SEP-6i

{S£P-6}

.{S£P-6)

(SEP-6)

06 1757+ LMP That's the one - that's Station 6. and that was ~he (SEP-6)
turn Ingbou Ider.

-06 17 57+

06 17 57+

06 17 57+

CDR Yes. that's It~

CDR Station 6 - we can probably get up there.

LMP I think we can; It doesn't look too bad. At the
break in slope. right now. doesn't show anythi.ng
obvious, except that's where the boulders start.

(SEP-6)

(SEP-6)

(S£P-6l

06 17 59+ LMP But as 1 was sayi nq, Henry just ~ooks like somewhat (SEP-6)
more mantled Horatio.

06 1759+ CDR I'm headed northwest now - to get around the western (SEP-6)
rim of Hen ry •

06 17 59+ tMP And on that west rim, we've got about 10 percent (SEP-6l
bou Idercover•

06 17 59+ CC Okay. And a reminder Jack, ~o keep taking your (SEP-6)
Rover photos ,
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06 17 59+ LMP Yes, sir. By boulder, I generally mean fragment, ISEP-6)
Bob, in this case. When I say 10 percent, I'm
looking at stuff greater than about a centimeter in
diameter. 1'1 I try to say fragment from 'now on and
be more precise. Okay. Here's a little area where
there's - this part of Henry - this is the one part
of the rim of Henry I see that has fairly large
fragments, or boulders, on them up to 2 or3 meters.
But, again, they al I appear to be buried. There are
ve ry few, except smaI lanes, s itt ing out on ..the
surface.'~

06 18 00 32 CDR And, you know, the fragment population out"here only (SEP-6)
goes out to maybe 200 meters, I expect.

06 18 00+

06 18 00+

LMP Okay. Now this concentration of boulders is because (SEP-6)
of a 50-meter crater in the rim of Henry.

CC Okay that sounds like Locke up on the rim of Henry. (SEP-6)

06 18 00+

06 18 00+

CDR Take a picture in here, Jack.

LMP No. Locke, I can see -

(SEP-6)(PHO 140 21393)

(SEP-6)

06 18 00+

06 18 00+

06 18 00+

CDR I'm getting the picture. (SEp...:6)(PHO 14021393)

CDR Yes, Locke's right ahead of us. (SEP-6)

LMP This is one on the - about 50 meters right on the (SEP-6)
rim crest of Henry, almost due - the wesfrim - doe'
w~st rim. Now Locke is just ahead of us. It aJso
has boulders in its wal Is but has relatively few on
the rim. ..

06 18 00+ LMP Charac.teristic of both Henry, Locke, and Horatio is (SEP-6 )
essentially no change in the average frequeney of
bou Iders on the rim. The increase comes in the
wall.

06 18 00+ CDR We're at 184, 2.3. We're just about between Henry (SEP-6)
and -

06 18 00+ LMP Locke. (SEP-6)

06 18 00+ CDR Locke. Yes; right between them. (SEP-6)
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06 18 00+

06 18 00+

CC Okay. I copy that. And you guys are heading for
that bLg boulder, which must be just dead ahead of
you there, about half a kilometer.

lMP Weil, Gene's sort of headed for Station 6 now.

(SEP-6)

(SEP-6)

06 18 00+ CDR I'm going to Take a tour around that boulder and and (SEP-6)
get location on it.

06 1800+ CC Yes. That would be a good mark to give us a range
and a bearing on, since that's a pretty good
straight point.

(SEP-6)

06 18 02 09 LMP The boulder concentrati~ns in the ~a~ I of Henry have (SEP-6)
their upslope start at about - I would guess an
average of 30 meters down from the rim crest. The
rim crest of Henry is not very well defined, but
it's there. And from that initiatiDn of boulders,
they stream down the slope t~ the break in slope
down at the floor. Stl I I no obvious change in the
dark mantle~ as we're just to the east of Locke now.
There's a 30-meter crater, fairly subdued but st!1 I
~u1te deep - subdued rim. Again it looks as if it
were mantled; that has no significant increase in
blocks on its rim. That crater, In any other place,
would have been a very blocky-rim crater. It's
maybe 30 meters by 5 meters deep. Man, that Is a
big rock up there. Turning Point rock Is a split
rock - looks like a northwest-southeast overhang,
with another block just this side of it - just to
the south of that overhang. It's a pyramid shape in
cross section - triangular shape in cross section.
And it looks like it is pretty well fractured,
although not pervasively like the rock at Shorty
was.

06 18 02+ GOR "Okay, Jack, I know I can get up to Station 6. (SEP-6)

06 18 02+

06 18 02+

LMP Yes. ~ow, Bob~ Station 6 rock - ~ne of them - is -(SEP-6)
from that bOUlder track that runs obliquely across
the contour.

lW And the pictures ought to pin down atl.oeasT the end (SEP-6)
of the boulder track pretty weli •

06 18 -02+ .cOR Boy, this Is a -big rock, Jack, whew.
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06 18 02+

06 18 02+

LMP As I recall - asl saw it, the boulder tracks (SEP-6)
stopped about halfway up the slope of the North
Massif. That. is a big rock.

CDR We're at Turning Point rock. I don't know if it's (SEP-6)
mantled on top, but it's certainly filleted.
There's a lot of the dark mant Ie up and on- some of
the shallower slopes of the boulder. And it's on a
I ittle mound itself, as if much of it might be
covered up.

06 18 02+

06 18 02+

06 18 02+

LMP Yes. It looks· I ike a breccia from here.

CDR Can you get a sample of it right here? You see
these little chips?

LMP Yes, I probably can.

(SEP-6 )

(SEP-6HLRV 10)(SAMP 76130-37)(PHO 140 21396-98;
141 21566-68)

(SEP-6)(LRV 10)(SAMP 76130-37)

06 18 02+ CDR I'm 3 meters from Turning Point rock. On the east (SEP-6)(LRV 10)(SAMP 76130-37)
side, and I'm reading 186 and 2.8.

06 1802+ LMP Can you drive up to the - right there, let's see- (SEP-6HLRV 10HSAMP 76130... 37)
no, I can get them. The thing is, I don't know what
it is.

06 18 02+ CDR Wei I, but at least it's part of these fragments . (SEP-6) (LRV 10) ($AMP 76130-37)
around here. I guess Turning Point rock is I, 2. 3,
4, 5, 6. - 6 meters high anyway. I'd say it's a
very rough subrounded type of rock - by the face -
let me get this, Jack. Okay. There are two
fragments in that sample.

06 18 02+ CDR Forty-seven Yankee. (SEP-6)(LRV IO)(SAMP 76130-37)

06 18 02+ LMP Plus some dirt. And it's about 4 meters from the - (SEP-6)(LRV 10)(SAMP 76130-37)
Turning Point rock on the north side.

06 18 02+ CC And presume you got some good photos of the rock. (SEP-6)(LRV 10)

06 180621 LMP Yes, I got a couple. 1 hope they're good. (SEP-6HLRV 10)(PHO 14121567-68)

06 18 06+ LMP And my locator is - - 5. 6. (56) (SEP-6HLRV 10HSAMP 76130-3?)(PHO 141-21557-68)

06 18 06+ CDR Jack, let me spin around this I ittle crater h~re to (SEP-6)(LRV'f0)
the left.
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06 18 06+ LMP Bob, it looks - it's very coarsely vesi~:itrfMq;'bU"'r~l!>,"f tSEP"'6l·!(L~V :I0'hl!>
at first glance, it did not look like the pyroxene
gabbro - although the rock - that rock does. It
looks like it might be fragmental, alth6ttghi'li'm
suspicious that I'm looking at zap pits. - - I got
them. Pick one. That's a nice view.

06 18 06+ CDR And we're on a I ittle rise looking at -j{M"lis'ti.duldeli:'i:'" 'SEP"'6l,(,J;RVd·,O,)··
That's incredible.

LMP Bob, rrrf guess is, right now, is that Turning Poin'f i;~(SEP";61"· .
rock is a big piece of subfloor ~abbro.

06 18 07 15 CDR Okay.

06 18 07+

We're on the rol I, Bob.

06 18 07+

06 18 07+

CC Okay. I gather you changed your opinion~ '~~.

LMP What looked like fragments is just biglspans of
where the zap pits have cleaned off the rock.

(SEP-6l

··(SEP-6l +~- ,
!'.•

06 18 07+ CC Okay. I copy that. And guys, you might be happy to (SEP-6)
know that we think we've finally found',thEl-:LM, '"". ,'.., , ., ..... ;.:•.. "~,, ",;:'
because we were cal ling that for 188 and 2.8 and you
got there at 186 and 2.8. ':,;. ,,'; ." .'d

.. ,-, -

)...:.'

LMP

06 18 08 12

06 18 08+

06 18 08+

CDR It's the split one up there, Jack. I've had rrrf eye
on it. There's some big boulders down here.

-'t::.:. .- "" ,

CDR Now, I got It. t've had my eye on thcff""obtft)der.
You can't see the track from here. t 'I t bet you
can. I can see it now. We'l I see it - we'l I be
looking right up it - looking right up· ~~~'old
boulder track. Man, I tel I you, this navigating
through here is not - - '.:'

Okay. We're in a region where the generaTfragment
popuiation is no different. We're up off the break
in slope, although you woul.dn't notice';lf:';;:'but we
are quite a ways. But the fragment population Is
not much different than that on the plains. The big
di fference is that there are these scatt6'ji~a bfocks:
that are from a meter to probably 10 meters - no 5
meters In diame*er. Har-d to say, maybe B.
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06 18 08+ COR See that track COIfting down? We'" -00 looking right (5EP-6)
up that track.

06 18 08+ LW didn't rea"! Ite you were that far U9>slope. (SEP-6)

06 18 08+ lW Oh, , feet fine. - unt' I I looked ,down there and
saw the slope we're on.

($EP-6)

06 18 08+ LMP And I can't see any obvious change in albedo, like (SEP-6)
we could see with the light mantle yesterday. There
you got a nice - place. Oh, oh, you don't want to
go over that way.

06 18 08+

06 18 08+

CDR I can make it. I want to park right - -

CC And 11, you want to park at a heading of 101-

(SEP-6)

(SEP-6)

06 18 08+ LMP That's going to be moderately level right there. (SEP-6)

06 18 08+ LMP Troub~e is, they're looking into the shady side of (SEP-6)
the block.

06 18 08+ CDR Well, if I park on the other side, they won't be (SEP-6)
able to - I can go right upslope a I ittle bit•.

06 18 08+ LMP That's all right. We can work in there. No, that's (SEP-6)
all right.

06 18 10 35 CDR Yes, I can't go up there. Let me Just ~ this is
going to have to be good.

(SEP-6)

06 18 10+ LMt I think you're all right. (SEP~6)

06 18 10+ CDR That's not very level, but - - (SEP-6)

06 18 10+ LMP Not too hard. Watch that turn. (SEP-6)

06 18 10+ CDR That's not very level, but we're not going to get . (SEP-6)
much more lev~I than that.

06 18 10+ CDR They wanted 101. That's the best I can do. That's !SEP-6)
not very Ieve I for the graVimeter.
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06 18 II 24 CDR Okay. We're parked on a heading of 107. (6)

06 18 11+ LMP You parked on a slope, too. (6)

06 18 11+ CDR There's no level spot to park, here, though. (6)

06 18 11+ LMP You want some help getting off? (6)

06 18 11+ CDR I've got to go uphi 1I. (6)

06 18 11+ LMP I just about ended up down at the bottom of the (6)
hill.

06 18 11+ CDR Okay; 192, 3.8, 3.1. (6)

06 18 11+ LMP You want me to block the wheels? You got the brake (6)
on, 1 hope.

06 18 11+ CDR You betcha. Boy, are we on a slopel (6)

06 18 11+ LMP Okay. I'm going to stay out from between the rocks. (6)
It's a beautiful east-west split rock. It's even
got a north overhang that we can work with. And let
me see what it is. We're right at Station 6. You
wouldn't believe it.

06 18 11+ CDR I would. Oh man, what a slope! (6)

06 18 11+

06 18 11+

06 18 11+

LMP And this boulder's got its own little track, right (6)
up the hil I, cross contours. It's a chain of
craters track, and it looks I ike it starts *** where
it started. It starts In, what looks to be, a
I ighter colored I inear zone - trying to give you
perspective; It's probably only about a third of the
way up the North Massif.

CC Read you loud and clear; and we got a picture. (6)

CDR don't know whether your TGE's going to hack it. (6)

06 18 11+ CC Okay. It'l I pick up to 15 degrees.
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06 18 '1+

06 18 11+

06 18 11+

LMP It's a coarsely vesicular, crystal I ine rock - finely (6)
crystal line. Looks I ike - probably an anorthositic
gabbro - trying to see the zap pits, for glass
color, I don't have a qood one yet.

CDR Say, Bob, you want both the recorder - and the other (6)
switch off?

CC Roger. Both of those off, and the - -

06 18 11+ LMP Bob, it looks I ike the glass is fairly light (6)
colored. It's not white. Wei I no - it's black.
It's anorthositlc gabbro, rather than gabbroic
anorthosite, I think. Yes, that's black glass In
the pits.

06 18 11+ LMP Bob, some of the vesicles are flattened. All of (6)
them are flattened. There's a strong foliation of
vesicles In the rock. Most of them are flattened,
and they are up to 15 or 20 centimeters in diameter
and about 5 to 6 centimeters thick - or wide."

06 18 15 56 LMP And there's some beautiful north overhangs all . (6)
around the block. Wei I, on the north side of the
block.

06 18 15+ CC Okay. That's the best place - to have north (6)
overhang; and I guess that means one of you guys
might grab - the smal I can - before you leave the
Rover.

06 18 15+ LMP Bob, let's get It straight, you want the north (6)
overhang sample in the short can?

06 18 15+ CC Miracle of miracles. They don't want the short can. (6)
I'm not sure I understand that, Jack, but they don't
want the short can here, they say, I guess they're
looking for volcanics today.

06 18 15+ LMP Okay, we' I I put them in bags.
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06 18 15+

06 18 15+

06 18 15+

06 18 15+

06 18 18+

06 18 18+

06 18 18+

CC They're looking for volcanics today, Jack. (6)

LMP Oh, they are huh? We found those yesterday. (6)

CC Wei I, they're hoping again at Station 9. (6)

LMP Now, that foliation I mentioned does not go al I.the (6)
way through the rock. There are variations in
texture. One zone was strongly foliated. There's
another - it almost looks like a large - It is - a
large inclusion of nonvesicular rock within the
vesicular rock. There may be some autobrecciation
involved in the formation of this thing. It really
looks mineralogically I ike the light-colored samples
from the South Massif. But I tel I you, that's only
because it's light colored, and I can't give you
anymore than that right now, until we get a fresh
surface.

CC And Jack, how about a frame count, if convenient. (6)

LMP It's now 68. (6)

LMP I think 1'1 I get over here and get a pan while we're (6)(PHO 141 21515-603)
awaiting a sample.

06 18 18+

06 18 18+

06 18 18+

LMP Wei I, I found a place to stand where I can take a
pan.

LMP I'm taking a pan.

CDR Very good. I'm coming right now. I bet you a
dollar to doughnuts that you don't get a TGE
reading.

(6)(PHO 141 21515-603)

(6)(PHO 141 2/515-603)

(6)

06 18 18+ CC Yes. Gene. If it's easy enough to take it off, why (6)
don't you take It off the Rover; and we'l I try and
level It in the stuff.
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06 18 18+ CDR Yes. That looks level to me. (6)

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

LMP Hey, I'm standinq on a boulder track. How does that (6)
make you fee I?

CDR That makes me feel like 1'm coming over to do some (6)
samp ling.

LMP Let's get the boulder and then get in that east-west (6)
spl it. I got an undocumented sample from the middle (SAMP 76220-24)
of the boulder track.

LMP Soil sample. Gene, if you hit them off in there, (6)(SAMP 76220-24)
it's going to be awful hard to find them, that's the
problem.

CDR Did you pick a good spot whi Ie you were over here? (6)

LMP No, I didn't. I just was looking at it. 1 think we (6)
need to get in the I ight, though.

LMP Let me put a sample in your bag. (6)(SAMP 76220-24)

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

CDR Okay. Go ahead.

LMP It's bag 534.

CDR This boulder looks fairly uniform from top to
bottom.

(6)(SAMP 76220-24)

(6) (SAMP 76220-24)

(6)

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

LMP We've got to get a reference sample out - this soi I. (6)(SAMP 76280-86)(PHO 141 21604-06; 140 21401-09)

CDR Let's get where we can get that gO-degree picture, (6)
too; so we want to get on the - sun side. Let me
get that slab right there, though, to start with. I
can get that one off. Let's go over on the sun side
because we can't really photograph it.

06 18 21+ LMP Okay. 1 got to get out of here first.
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06 18 21+ CDR Let's go through the spl it. (6)

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

LMP We' I, okay. Be carefu I, though. Why don't we (6)(SA"MP 76240-46) (PHO Pl'121604-'06; 140' 2'1401-09)
sample the split first so we don't - -

CDR Look at that overhang. Man, t t~1I you; if you can (6)(SAMP 76240-46)
get your shove I down there, you'd have <;I .be II.

LMP Yes, let's sample in the spl it first so that we (6)(SAMP 76240-46)
don't get it too messed up. And then we can sample
some of this stuff. We want this overhang over
here, Geno - the north facing one.

06 18 21+ CDR Right here? (6)(SAMP 76240-46)

06 18 21+ LMP Yes. I got to get - sneak by over there. Whoops! (6)(SAMP 76240-46)
Don't shuffle too much dirt in there.

06 18 21+ CDR Okay. You by me so I can set the gnomon down. (6)(SAMP 76240-46)

06 18 21+ LMP Not quite. Don't think can make it - without (6)(SAMP 76240-46)
hitting you. I can't.

06 18 21+ CDR Let me set the gnomon down - - (6)(SAMP 76240-46)

06 18 21+ LMP Set It down just outside the shadow there. Right (6)(SAMP 76240-46)
there. That's good. There's sti II some good clean
ground there.

06 18 21+ CDR I can get back far enough to take these pictures. (6)(SAMP 76240-46)
want to go get a stereo pan around the corner (PHO 140 21414-40)
anyway. Let's see If I can't start here with about (PHO 140 21401-09)
5/6. I'm so close.

06 18 21+ CDR must have a boulder *** (6)

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

LMP Okay. You got a bag?

LMP I'm going to get the shadowed material.

CDR It's in bag 312, Bob.
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06 18 26 57 LMP And the first one is from the upper 2 centimeters.

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 21+

06 18 26+

lMP It's from - I th1nk you saw wher~ I got it. It's
about a half a meter back.of the I imit of the
overhang.

CDR Okay. Can you reach it.

LMP I wil I in a minute. You can turn it a I ittle bit
towards me. Okay, 312. And the soi I outside the
overhang wI I I be next.

CDR Bag 313.

(6)(SAMP 76240-46)

(6)(SAMP 76240-46)

(6) (SAMP 76240-46)
(SAMP 76260-65HPHO 141 21604-06; 140 21401-09)

(6)(SAMP 76260-65)

(6)(SAMP 76260-65)

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

LMP And the second one Is from 2 centimeters down to (6) (SAMP 76280-86)(PHO 141 21604-06; 140 21401-09)
about 8.

LMP It looks like - the boulder just to the south of us (6)
has some inclusions in It - light-colored
Inclusions.

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

CDR Bag 472 on that.

CC Copy 472 on that. You mean the south half of the
split boulder?

LMP Yes. I haven't seen inclusions in the other half.

LMP Now we need boulder stuff.

LMP Got your hammer?

(6)(SAMP 76280-86)

(6)(SAMP 76280-86)

(6)

(6) (SAMP 76015)(PHO 141 21607; 140 21410-13)

(6)

06 18 26+ LMP It's a I ittle hard, huh? (6)

06 18 26+ CDR I've got to find a corner can get at. (6)

06 18 26+ CDR Let me get an after picture down j n this hole. (6)(PHO?)

06 18 26+ LMP Oh, that's right. You almost stepped on the - (6 )
forgot the after, too.
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06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

LMP Hey, there are chips up here on top. Also, that's (6)
been spal led off.

LMP We can get some of those, but - - (6)

CDR Looks I ike somebody's been chipping up there. (6)

LMP Looks like there's been a geologist here before us. (6)

CDR Let me get the gnomon. I think I can get some of (6)
these pieces over here. I want to get that (PHO 140 21414-40)
90-degree angular flight line around this boulder,
too.

06 18 26+ LMP Here's the piece that fell off. Here's the piece
that was knocked off up there.

(6)

06 18 26+ CDR We ought to bring a big piece of that home. That's (6)
obvious.

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

LMP How about this one up here? Take your picture.
think we can just lift that off. See that?

CDR 1'1 I get a locator from here.

LMP Okay. 1 was going to get my down-sun, but I'm
afraid - - afraid -

CDR You may be down-sun if you do.

LMP Yes, we'l I get some. Get it?

CDR Yes, wi I I It come off?

LMP Yes.

CDR Just throw it in my bag. It's broken, but it's in
place. That's a nice, big piece, too.

LMP Don't you put it in mine. I can't get a thing in
it.
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06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

LMP There's a big spal I lying on the ground here that (6)
has been knocked off up there, from right on top of
the bou Ider. And, I te I I you, the more I look at
this - the south half of this boulder, the more
heterogeneous in texture it looks. It looks as If
it may be either a recrystal I ized breccia of some
kind, or you had a gabbrioc anorthosite magma catch
up an awful lot of inclusions. I guess I prefer the
latter explanation because of the extreme
vesicularity of the rock.

lMP A few of the l nc lus Ions are - well, they're all (6)
subrounded to rounded, and a few of them are very
I ight colored.

CDR I'm coming around the corner *** (6)(PHO 140 21414-40)

lMP Are you going to do it now? Okay. Wei I, you know, (6)(PHO 140 21414-40)
I ought to get one shot back here with a black and
white. 1'1 I get this half black and white. (PHO 141 21608)

LMP I think we ought to pick up a piece of that spal I (6)(SAMP 76210,15)(PHO 140 21412,20-24; 141 21608)
there by the gnomon -

CDR I can break it off. (6)(SAMP 76210,15)

lMP There's one right by the gnomon we can Just pick up. (6)(SAMP 76210,15)
It's a finer-grained vesicular rock than -

06 18 26+ lMP thought I was going to get this half. (6)

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

LMP Wei I, they like to have some of it in black and (6)
white, you know.

CDR 1'1 I get that rock. (6) (SAMP 76210,15)

lMP forgot to look at the objectives for this station. (6)
hope we're meeting them.

CDR We want to get 500's of that bou I der track. (6)

LMP Okay. A piece of that spal led rock that was sitting (6)(SAMP 76210,15)
by the gnomon - watch out gnomon. How about that?
- is in - bag 535.
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06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

CDR You qat one in there already?

LMP Yes.

CDR You won't be able to reach my bag.

LMP No, but you can put it in mine. Can you reach it?

(6·) (SAMP 76210,15)

(6) (SAMP 76210,15)

(6)(SAMP 76210,150

(6)(SAMP 76210,15)

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

06 18 26+

LMP One of the I ight-colored inclusions looks I ike It (6)(SAMP 76210,15)
may be anorthositic - gabbroic anorthosite - let me
get my terms straight. The host rock has dark
enough zap pits that it's probably gab -
anorthosltic gabbro, if I didn't say that. Some of
the I ight-colored inclusions have slightly
I ighter-colored glass, and they may be the gabbroic
anorthosite.

LMP Inclusions I ike this one and that one. (6)

CDR Some of those inclusions get to be bigger than the (6)
size of a basebal I. There's one here and a couple
up there.

LMP Let me borrow your hammer. (6)

CDR Yes. Jack, try a little higher. See that one right (6)
on the - right there.

CDR Yes, that's a hard rock.

LMP Yes, that's a hard rock. You mIght be able to do
it; I can't.

CDR I can't get down there. Okay, we need some of the (6)
soil outside the shadow here.

LMP Yes. How about over where your bag went? Let's (6)
move around here. Get on this slope over here. How
about out over here? Are we supposed to get a -
where are we here?

06 18 26+ LMP We want to get a rake on the rim of that little
crater down there, ! guess.
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06 18 26+ CC Okay, 17. Roger. You were asking about objectives. (6)
The primary objective is documented samples of the
blocks; and then also, we'd like to get some of the
rake and soi I sample out in the surface, namely, the
rim crater there, if that's available. And one of
the things, we're looking for is the variety of
rocks here, if there's more than just the one
boulder. You can sample the boulder for a whi Ie,
but we would be interested in seeing if there is
more than Just the single type of rock. Probably,
also, samples from both sides - both halves of the
rock.

06 18 35 18 LMP Come on up here, Gene, If you can. (6)

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

CDR Okay.

CC And so it's sort of your option as to how much time (6)
you spend here and how much you go on to Station 7
and spend. If you feel that it's worthwhi Ie, we
could spend essentially all that hour and 20 minutes
at this station. But if we did that, we'd I ike to
get a fair variety of blocks, if they're available.

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

CDR Okay.

LMP Geno, we sampled some of the I ight-colored group 
as a matter of fact, this block looks different.

CDR Wei I, so does that big one - -

LMP It's grayer.

CDR That's why I've been photographing it.

(6)

(6)

(6)

( 6)

(6)(PHO 140 21414-40)

06 18 35+ LMP What it Is, I think - it's a big blue-gray rock - (6)
itself Is crystalline, I believe. The inclusions
are much more sharply defined, and It's
nonvesicular; and It's included, or at least It's in
contact with the very vesicular anorthosltic gabbro
- right up there. See that?

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

CDR Yes, the whole big onc.

LMP Did you get some pictures of it?
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06 18 35+ CDR As I bounced around there, I took pictures of it. (6)

06 18 35+ LMP Look, we can get some of that 1ight-colored stuff in (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 763D5-07)(PHO 141 21608-12; 140 21441)
there, along with the blue-gray.

06 18 35+ CDR We ought to get asbig a piece,of that inclusion as (6) (SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)
we can. There's -

06 18 35+ LMP See it up in there. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>

06 18 35+ CDR Yes. I think we're out of line of sight with them. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)
We're behind a boulder.

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

CDR The boulder downslope is more of a light-gray
vesicular boulder. ~he One Jack just talked about
with some of these larger white inclusions is less
vesicular, and it's more of blue-gray rock.

LMP The locator is of Hen ry •.

(6)
(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)

(6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)(PHO 141 21610)

06 18 35+ CDR Okay, let me try and get up there.
be high enough to see something.
looked back.

Henry? We must (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)
haven't even

06 18 35+ LMP Let me get a closeup before you start pounding. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)(PHO 141 21611-15)

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

CDR No, I might go from this angle too. That wil I give (6) (SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)
them something. A little different up in there too,
Jack.

CDR We ought to try and sample that. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)

06 18 35+

06 18 35+

06 18 38+

06 18 38+

LMP You want me to get my scoop under there? Probably
won't fa" out.

CDR Okay. Get as many of these pieces as we can.
don't know how many are going to come out.

CDR This whole thing wi I I come out here in a minute.

LMP I ' I I watch it. I ' I I watch it. Got it?
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06 18 38+ CDR Move your ann up or down. Okay. I got it in case (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>
we don't get another one.

06 18 38+ CDR Hey, we're getting good at that. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>

06 18 38+ LMP Yes. Can't hold that much longer. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>

06 18 38+ CDR Let me get up on this - up here. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)

06 18 38+ LMP Why don't we get a bag out. Let me put these in a (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>
bag.

06 18 38+ CDR That's why I'm getting up here so I can just get my (6) (SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)
balance. Bob, 556 is one of the light-colored
inclusions in the blue-gray rock.

06 18 38+ LMP It's chips. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>

06 18 38+ LMP think we lost that other one. That's good enough. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>

06 18 38+ CDR got it; I know where it is. (6)(SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>

06 18 38+ LMP That's al I right. It's not a lot of sample, but (6) (SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07>
it's representative, I think. It looks a lot like
that sugary rock I sampled yesterday, doesn't It?

06 18 39 43 CDR Yes, It's pretty easy to break up; it's really not (6) (SAMP 76230,35-39; 76305-07)
very coherent at all.

06 18 39+ LMP You know, I thought last night, Bob, that I should (6)
use the word aplitlc for a texture that we saw In
that Inclusion yesterday on the South Massif.

06 18 39+ LMP Okay, you going to get some of that? (6)(SAMP 76250,55)(PHO 141 21609-10,15; 140 21441)

06 18 39+ CDR Yes, that's a different kind; that's a more beat up (6)(SAMP 76250,55)
inclusion of some sort~ Oh, there's a nice piece
coming out. Oh, walt a minute - don't lose It.

06 18 39+ LMP I got It. I've got it. (6)(SAMP 76250,55)

06 18 39+ CDR Got It. (6)(SAMP 76250,55)
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06 18 39+

06 18 39+

CDR Okay. We have another inclusion that, on the (6)(SAMP 76250,55)
surface, has a more reddish-brown texture. Interior
looks pretty much the same; it's a very I ight gray.

LMP This looks I ike a piece of breccia. Looks I ike a (6)(SAMP 76250,55)
fragment breccia that got caught up in this thing.

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

CDR Yes, well, the whole thing is obviously a breccia.
I'd sure I ike to get that - -

LMP Wei I, I'd say - I'm not sure; it's obviously a
breccia. I think it may be an igneous rock with
breccia inclusions.

LMP Which is sort of in the same class.

CDR Sort of makes a breccia out of the big rock.

CDR Except you can

LMP I can't get in there, Geno, you' I I have to.

LMP No way -

(6)(SAMP 76250.5~)

(6) (SAMP-76250,55)

(6)

( 6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

06 18 39+ LMP Watch it. Hold still. I think it's easier for you. (6)

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

CDR Did I give them a number on that? - no.

CDR It's 536.

LMP Squash It - cramp it a little bit, if you can; a
Iittle more.

CDR Okay. Let's go get the host rock here.

(6)(SAMP 76250,55)

(6)(SAMP 76250,55)

(6)

(6)(SAMP 76270,75)(PHO 141 21609-10,15; 140 21441,56,58-59)

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

06 18 39+

LMP How about that piece? (6) (SAMP 76270,75)

CDR How about this one, with the inclusion? Maybe I can (6)(SAMP 76270,75)
get this one.

LMP That may have been a little optimistic. (6)(SAMP 76270,75)
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06 18 39+ CC Do you guys have a feel ing that the two halves of (6)
the big boulder are different rocks? Or is it the
same rock spl it?

06 18 42 13 LMP No, they're - they're two - they were al lone (6)
boulder, I think. They are just two major rock
types in the - whatever they came from. And I tried
to describe that to you. We have the contact in the
central boulder. They're really three big boulders.
The central boulder has the contact between the
I Ight-gray rocks - or the blue-gray rocks and the
vesicular anortnositic gabbro.

06 18 42 13 CC Okay. And you guys have that pretty wei I (6)
photodocumented, right?

06 18 42+ LMP Yes, it's in pretty good shape. We're working on it (6)
sti II.

06 18 42+ LMP Try going on the side there, Geno. (6)(SAMP 76270,75)

06 18 42+ CDR Just went from the side, Jack. (6)(SAMP 76270,75)

06 18 42+ LMP That's enough. You got a piece of host rock. (6)(SAMP 76270,75)

06 18 42+ CDR I wanted that one cause it had that inclusion (6) (SAMP 76270,75)
wrapped in it. Which one are you talking about?
This one here?

06 18 42+ LMP Yes, I Just - it's about to come. I've got it. (6)(SAMP 76270,75)

06 18 42+ CDR They're both host rocks; we can put them In the same (6)(SAMP 76270~75)

bag.

06 18 42+ LMP No, let's don't. No, they're different places. (6)(SAMP 76270,75)
537, Is a chip of the blue-gray rock; and the
blue-gray host rock - and let me get that other
one -

06 18 42+ CDR Pick the rock up while you're there. It's right at (6)(SAMP 76290,95)(PHO 141 21609-10; 140 21441,52,55,57)
your hand.

06 18 42+

06 18 42+

LMP I will.

CDR *** hammer somewhere.
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06 18 42+ LMP And 538 is another sample of that material - a
I ittle dustier.

. (6)(SAMP 76290,95)

06 18 44 57 LMP That's the blue-gray, Bob, with the inclusions in
it. Now the blue-gray, the more you looked at it,
it looks I ike a - -

(6) (SAMP 76290,95)

06 18 44+ CDR Give me your right hand. Turn it over. Turn it
over. Turn It over.

(6)

06 18 44+

06 18 44+

LMP Wei I, I did. How do you want it over?

CDR You kept turning It over in the same direction.
Like that, so I can fix that. Okay. Now give me
your bag, and 1'1 I get it In there.

( 6)

(6)

06 18 44+ LMP The blue-gray rock, on closer examination, looks
I Ike a partially recrystallized fragment breccia.
It's very hard.

(6)(SAMP 76290,95)

(6)(SAMP 76290,95)(PHO 140 21452,55,57)

(6HSAMP 76290,95HPHO 140 21452,55,57)

LMP Are you going to get the afters In there?

CDR Yes, 1'1 I get them. I want to do a little bit
better documentation on this thing.

LMP I'm going to go over and look at that contact. (6)

06 18 44+

06 18 44+

06 /8 44+

06 18 44+ CDR I got a few closeup stereos of the inclusion that we (6)(PHO 140 21442-82)
tried to samp Ie, and 1'm going to see if .. 1 can't
give you a little flight line stereo around this
thing - if I can stay on my feet.

06 18 46+ CDR You can see where we've been pounding on this rock. (6)(PHO 140 21442-82)
We didn't succeed in getting samples everywhere.
And I'm giving you a 90-degree corner.

06 18 46+ LMP Bob, it looks to me like there are inclusions of (6)
blue-gray in the gabbro - in the anorthositlc
gabbro.

06 18 46+ CDR Are you saying you think - you think this whole big (6)
blue-gray thing Is an Inclusion?

06 18 46+ LMP Yes, sir. And there's some I ittle ones over here.
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06 18 46+

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

CDR But then within the blue-gray, we've got all these (6)
other fragments.

LMP Well, that's right. It's Just several generations (6)
of activity; and it looks like the gabbro though,
picked up the fragmental breccia as inclusions.
Bob, it really looks that way right now.

CC Okay, Charlie is here mumbling something about it (6)
looking Just I ike House Rock.

LMP It's very crystal I lne , I'll tet I you, it's not a (6)
breccia - not like House Rock. Not to take anything
away from House Rock though.

CDR Hey, Bob, there's a lot of mantling on a very (6)(SAMP 76320-24)
shal low slope of a fracture here on orie of the
upslope rocks. I would assume it's just part of the (PHD 140 21442-82)
talus picked up as It's rol led down. But if it's
worth sampling, you might think about it.

CC Okay, Gene, If you can get that fairly readily, why (6) (SAMP 76320-24)
don't you - you can perhaps Just scoop it up with
the bag.

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

CDR That's exactly what I can do.

CC If you can get up to the rock there.

CDR And It wi I I be in my flight line stereo, and it's
going to be bag 557. And 1'1 I take an after and
show you where it came from.

(6)(SAMP 76320-24)

(6)

(6) (SAMP 76320-24)
(PHD 140 21482)

06 18 46+

06 18 46+

CDR This is the easiest part of the rock in the world to (6)
work. Here's a big white clast•. There's one on top
about a foot and a half across, and here's one -
must be 2 feet across - 3 feet. And that's in the
blue-gray.

LMP Well, Bob, I think I've done the best I can. (6)
would - I'd say that they're pretty clearly
inclusions of blue-gray in the anorthosltic gabbro
here near the contact.
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06 18 46+ CC Okay. And Gene. your bag is hanging by one hook
there. Be careful. if you can - or LMP - -

(6)

06 1850 07 LMP Okay. Bob. by accident - I didn't think I could do (6)(SAMP 76310.15)(PHO 14021435-39.42-82; 14121616-20)
it but I got a sample of the inclusion. And it's in
bag 539.

06 18 50+ CDR Hey. Jack. that's your bag that's hanging by one (6)
hook. Let me go get it.

06 18 50+ LMP Oh. they're talking to me. huh? (6)

06 18 50+ CDR I didn't think they cou I d see me. I'm way up on (6)
top.

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

LMP And it's blue-gray with light colored inclusions in (6) (SAMP 76310.15)
it.

CDR Put these in my bag.

LMP But the whole thing seems to be pretty wei I altered, (6) (SAMP 76310,15)
or metamorphosed - compared to the major rock we
sampled - to the other blue-gray rock.

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

CDR Man, there's a dark hole in there.

CDR Here's another bag to put in there before you go.

CDR Now let me fix your bag.

(6)

(6)(SAMP 76320?)

06 18 50+ LMP Okay, Bob, I think that inclusion wi I I give you - an (6)(SAMP 76310,15)
example of what this thing -what the anorthositic
gabbro did to the blue-gray breccia.

06 18 50+ CC Okay. We copy that. And we're ready for you guys
to leave this rock and press on and either get the
rake rvnd cores near that crater down below the
rock just a shade, or else go on to some other
different variety rocks in the area.
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06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

LMP Wei I, I tel I you, going down to that crater is not a {6)
problem. Getting back up is.

CC Okay, weI I, find a decent area to get the rake soi I (6)
and a couple of cores.

LMP Tell you what, Gene, I could go down there and start (6)(SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)(PHO 141 21621-27>
a rake, and you could come down there.

CDR Okay. Yes, I don't think you ought to try and walk (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)
back up, Jack. Let me get a pan from right here (PHO 140 21483--509)
wher~ I got this sample.

LMP Okay. I'm going to come over and - 1'1 I go get the (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)
rake and get the - -

CC Seventeen, it's not that vital to get to that (6)
crater. We just need a good place for a rake soil
and a single core.

LMP Get uphi II a little bit, if you can, for the pan, so (6)(PHO 140 21483--509)
that you don't - so you see my other pan station. (PHO 141 21575-603)

06 18 50+ CDR Where was it? (6)(PHO 141 21575-603)

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

LMP It was over there in that crater, just uphi I I from (6)(PHO 141 21575-603)
the Rover.

CDR I'm going up there. (6)(PHO 140 21483--509)

CDR Bob, we don't want to move around from here too (6)
much. I tel I you, these slopes are something else.

CC Yes. We agree with that, from what we see on the (6)
television. So use your jUdgement, and get them
where it's the best place.

CDR Wei I, you might take a look at me walking up. But I (6)
don't think I can get to the top. I just got to get (PHO 140 21483-509)
a place I can get a pan from, right here. Right in
this I ittle hole. Okay, now I left the gnomon down
there.

06 18 50+ LMP 1'1 I have to go get it. I think they're set up
right here near the Rover.
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D6 18 50+

06 18 50+

06 18 50+

CDR Hope my lens is clean. Bob.. from up here, the light (6)(PHO 140 21483-509)
mantle is not evidentunti I you see the angular
reflection up onthe.scarp. Verythi~-like patches
might be evident out on the valley', but not nearly
as pronounced as I might have thought from this
altitude.

CDR And there's Challenger. You know, Jack, when we (6)
finish with Station 8, we wi I I have covered this
whole val ley from corner to corner.

LMP That was the idea.

06 18 55 20 CDR Yes, but I didn't think we'd ever really quite get (6)
to that far corner. Not 2, but this other one. And
we're going to make It.

06 18 55 20 LMP Bob, that blue-gray rock near the contact with the (6)
anorthositic gabbro does get some vesicles in it.
think they'l I show up in Gene's pictures.

06 18 55+ CDR I just ran out of film at 160. And I'm about two
pictures short of the pan, and they're upslope. -I
think I can cover most of that with the 500.

(6)(PHO 140 21483-509)

06 18 55+ CC Okay, Gene. You going to go to the Rover and change (6)
your mags now?

06 18 55+ CDR Wei I, Jack's going to need some help from me. (6)

06 18 55+

06 18 55+

06 18 55+

06 18 55+

06 18 55+

06 18 55+

LMP I'm starting to rake. (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

CC Let me know when you get to the Rover to change the (6)
mags after you get done with that, and 1'1 I tel I you
what mag to change.

CC But press on and help Jack with those first. (6)

CDR Jack, if you got enough fi 1m, I'll just come and (6)
help you.

CDR Remind me to dust my camera, too, wi I I you? (6)

LMP Don't forget to dust your camera. (6)
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06 18 55+

06 18 55+

06 18 55+

CC We' I I keep track of that for you. Gene.

CDR Did you get any before pictures?

LMP I'm getting them now.

(6)

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77 )(PHO 141 21621-24)

(6)(SAMPRAKE 76530.35-77HPHO 141 21621-24)

06 18 55+ CDR Man. I tel I you. these slopes are great. I wouldn't (6)
mind being up on top coming down; but - hey. that
boulder track is quite a trench.

06 18 57 26 CDR That thing must be a meter or 2 deep. huh? ( 6)

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

LMP Ok; the big rake.

CDR Wouldn't it be easier to rake downhll I.

LMP It would. but the stuff wouldn't stay In. Right?

CDR Wei I. I don't know.

LMP It's a thought.

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)

(6) (SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)

(6) (SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)

(6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77>

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

CDR Make sure you get that one by the - - (6)(SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)

LMP Yes. I wi II. (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)

LMP We're not really supposed to be selective about (6)(SAMP RAKE 76530.35-77)
raking.

CDR Well, you're not; you're just covering the area. (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

LMP That's why I set up there. (6)(SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

CDR A selective sample is better than no sample at all. (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)
Let me put some in there.

CDR Bag 558. (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

06 18 57+ LMP Let me go another couple of swipes. (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

06 18 57+ CDR Okay. There's one a couple of inches. Most of them (6) (SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)
are an inch or so smaller. They're angular to
subrounded fragments. Some of them look like
inclusions. As a matter of fact. the ones that are
broken open look like some of the light-colored
inclusions we saw in the big boulder. The others
are too dust covered to say anything about.
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06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

06 18 57+

CDR A couple of them look fairly coarsely crystal line.

LMP Okay. Put these in there.

CDR Big deal. Now we ended up with three more.

LMP Let me get an after, such as it is. Oh, we want
the - -

CDR They want the soi I here.

LMP Soi I - th at' 5 r ight •

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)

(6)(SAMP RAKE 76530,35-77)(PHO 141 21625-27)

(6)(SAMP SOIL 76500-06) (PHO 141 21621-27)

(6)(SAMP SOiL 76500-06)

06 18 59 46 LMP Okay. You want to put that in? (6) (SAMP SOIL 76500-06)

06 18 59+ CDR Yes, I'd better put it in before I - okay. Let's
try for the soil. 559's the soil.

(6) (SAMP SOIL 76500-06)

06 18 59+

06 18 59+

06 18 59+

CC

CDR

CDR

And 17, our present plans from the back room are
that we'd I ike to get the single core, the
500-mi I I imeter shots - and, I guess, maybe one could
do one, and one could do the other - and then we'd
like to press on and do a short Station 7 unless you
think you have got a fair variety of rocks here.
The feel ing is to do that, you have to take a look
at the variety of rocks.

Little more, little more, I ittle more.

Okay, Bob. 1'1 I get the core and let Jack get the
500. 559 is the ki logram of soi I. I think we've
pretty much covered the general variety we've seen
here. I think we've seen most of them in that
bou Ider,

( 6)

(SAMP CORE 76001)
(PHO 139 21I 86- 21 I )

(6)(SAMP SOIL 76500-06)

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)
(SAMP SOIL 76500-06)

06 18 59+ CC Okay. And so we'd I ike to go on to Station 7, then, (6)
when you get the 500 and the core, in hopes of
finding a variation of boulders along the Front.

06 19 01 02 CDR Okay. Let me know when you get it. (6)

06 19 01+ LMP Okay. The after. (6)(SAMP SOIL 76500-06)(PHO 141 21625-27)

06 19 01+ CDR Okay, why don't you get the 500, and 1'1 I get the (6)
core.

06 19 01+ LMP And the LMP's on 120. (6 )
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06 19 01+

06 19 01+

CC Copy 120 there. And, Gene, if you want"to change,
we recommend magazine Foxtrot or Fran, as the case
may be.

CDR Okay. We' I I try Foxtrot Franny. Don't forget to
get that boulder track.

(6)

(6)

06 19 01+

06 19 01+

LMP Hey, Bob, 1 think we could use an upper here if you (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)(PHO 146 22291-95)
want to save the lowers.

CDR think so, too. (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 01+ LMP WeI I there's some in under my seat if you want to
use those.

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 01+

06 19 01+

CDR I'll use those. (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

CC Stand by, Jack. We have three lowers and two (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)
uppers, so we'd just as soon use the extra lower
here in the single core. That'l I give us two uppers
and two lowers left - for doubles.

06 19 01+

06 19 01+

LMP Okay.

LMP There should be a210wer in there, Geno.

(6) (SAMP CORE 76001)

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 01+ CDR Yes, Bob, any special place you want that? Just out (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)
here on the slope?

06 19 01+ LMP Should have put the gnomon up. Wei I - (6)

06 19 01+ CC Just out there on the slope. I guess if you saw a (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)
crater *** you might look at that, but primari Iy
we're looking at the crater.

06 19 01+ CDR Did he say in a crater? (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 01+ LMP I'm not sure what he said. Thinking - how do I get (6)(PHO 139 21186-211)
this doggone -
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06 19 01+

06 19 01+

LMP How am I going to see up there to shoot this thing? (6)(PHO 139 21186-21 I)

CDR Well, why don't you lean against the rock? Go over (6HPHO 139 21186-211)
there and lean against it.

06 19 01+ CDR Yes, the LM is visible by the way.

06 19 01+

06 19 01+

CC

LMP

Okay. And, Jack, and if you'l I listen for a minute,
1'1 I tell you some possible 500-mil limeter targets
the people have in mind. One, the LM if you can see
it from there. Two, Nansen, if you can see it from
there. Three, Lara; and four, Shorty. In other
words, I guess they're talking about looking along
your traverse from yesterday. It would be mostly
the back shots, apparently. And then, also, the
South Massif, and I don't know what you can get of
boulder tracks leading up the North Massif. And
most of those wil I be looking downhil I towards the
LM, Stations 2, 3, and 4. Over. Nansen Lara, and
Shorty.

I got you, Bob.

(6)
(PHO 139 21186-21 I)

(6)(PHO 139 21186-211)

(6 )( PHO I39 2I 186- 21 I )

06 19 05 27 LMP Okay, I got a set of what looks like the outcrop
from which the boulder came.

(6)( PHO I39 2 I I86- 93)

06 19 05+

06 19 05+

LMP I'm afraid they're moved a little bit.

LMP Oh, I can't. That's it. I got a few pictures
looking up the boulder track and then off to the
right - to the left a little bit - and the one off
to the right. And I think - I'm not sure how well
they overlap; that's just an awful hard shot.

(6)(PHO 139 21 186-93)

(6)(PHO 139 21186-93)

06 19 05+ CDR Okay. My camera Is clean. Magazine Foxtrot - is on (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)
about frame 2, and I cycled through it. And I've
got the core all set, and 1'm going to go get it.
And 1 didn't hear where you said to put it, Bob.

06 19 05+

06 19 05+

CC Anywhere.

CDR Oh, man, you're easy.
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06 19 08 06 CDR 1'1 I even get you a picture of it.

06 19 05+

06 19 05+

06 19 05+

06 '9 05+

06 19 08+

COR Anywhere. Not the bottom of a smal I crater, huh?

CC Any place. And did you get your camera dusted?

COR Yes. 1 got it al I dusted and the mag's changed.

CDR It's core 48.

CDR Can you get the LM from there?

(6) (SAMP CORE 76001)

(6}(SAMP CORE 76001)

(6)

(6) (SAMP CORE 7600 I)

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001 )(PHO 146'22291-92)

(6}(PHO 139 21203--05)

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

LMP Yes. ~6)(PHO 139 21203--05}

CDR That core went in very easy, Bob. I pushed it in (6) (SAMP CORE 76001)
about a quarter of the way. And about another five
or six whacks, and it's in al I the way.

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

06 19 08+

CDR Okay. Come on out now, baby.

LMP Okay, Bob. Shorty, and Station 3, and Station 2,
and what else?

CC And any sort of outcrops you see in the South
Massif.

LMP I thought we shot those.

CC Okay. If you got those, fine.

LMP No, I mean the othe r day.

LMP 1'1 I try again.

CC Stereo is stereo is stereo, I guess.

(6) (SAMP CORE 76001)

( 6) (PHO 139 2 I 186- 21 I )

( 6 )( PHO I 39 2 I I 86- 2 I I )

(6) (PHO I 39 2 I I 86- 21I )

(6)(PHO 139 21 186-211)

(6)( PHO I39 21I86- 21 I )

(6)(PHO 139 21186-21 I)

( 6)( PHO 139 2 I I 86- 2 II }

06 19 08+ LMP Wei I, but it's not stereo; it's right along the same (6)(PHO 139 21186-21 I)
line.

06 19 08+ CDR Okay, and I got you a little soi I mechanics of the
hole; which stayed intact; very nice and round.

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 08+ LMP You aren't going to get anything else out of me if' (6}(PHO 13921186-211)
keep taking pictures.
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06 19 08+ CDR Frame 31, Bob. (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)(PHO 146 22291-95)

06 19 08+ LMP Okay. LMP was what? 120? 1 guess we can get to ( 6)

the next station with that.

06 19 08+ CDR Yes, I got a brand new mag on. (6 )
..

06 19 08+ CC And we'd i ike to get you guys roll ing as soon as (6)
feasible there.

06 19 11+ CDR Okay. 1'1 I need your rammer, so if you'l I just turn (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)
right.

06 19 11+ CDR Good timing. Pin's out; core tube is safe. In
full.

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 11+ CDR I knew it was. Okay. You take this
under your seat, if you want, Jack.
the TGE. Oh, let me put your shovel
you. I' I I get it.

and put this
And 1'1 I get
back on for

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 11+

06 19 11+

06 19 11+

06 19 11+

06 19 11+

LMP Don't lose that. Boy, if you do -

LMP Okay. Did you give them the number?

CDR Yes, they got the number.

LMP Under the LMP's seat.

CC Roger. We got it. Copy that - under the LMP's
seat.

(6)

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

(6) (SAMP CORE 76001)

(6) (SAMP CORE 76001)

(6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 1251 CDR 670,109,801; 670,109,801. (6)

06 19 12+ LMP 1 wish we - the one thing I didn't do. Whi Ie you're (6)
doing that -

06 19 12+ LMP Didn't get pictures of those fol iated vesicles. 1

don't think the ones you had were in that kind of
rock.
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06 19 12+

06 19 12+

06 19 12+

06 19 12+

CDR I don't want to lose that thing, so I guess - - (6)

CC Okay, 17 when you get back on here, we don't need (6)
any charges, and we'll leave the SEP turned off.

CDR Yes, I turned it off. Let me see. We want to move (6)
on to 7 here. Rake, talus, documented core, you got
your stereos, we got two pans, TGE, camera. Okay,
we're going to head east and look for Station 7 -
block variation~ contact change, and get a different
sample of rocks. I sure want to get one or two of (SAMP 76055)
those nice ones in the big bag whi Ie you're over
there.

LMP Open the gate, and I'll bring one. (6)(SAMP 76055)

06 19 12+ CDR Guess what isn't opening again. Should, though.
It's al I set right.

(6) (SAMP 76055)

06 19 12+ CC You could put them under Jack's seat if it's easier. (6){SAMP 76055)

06 19 12+

06 19 12+

LMP Big bag open?

CDR Yes, it's al I open. All set.

(6)(SAMP 76055)

(6)(SAMP 76055)

06 19 12+

06 19 12+

LMP Get me a-I need a normal sample bag for One here. (6)(SAMP 76330,35)
! t 's pretty f rag 1le ,

LMP Here, let me get this big one. I'm about ready to (6){SAMP 76055)
drop it. It looks I ike a gabbro.

06 19 12+ CDR There's sample bag 560. (6){SAMP 76330,35)

06 19 12+ LMP And 560 has an undocumented except by the pans - (6){SAMP 76330,35)
very white - looks I ike a crushed anorthosite. It
looks 1ike - some of the inclusions in the gray
breccia - gray and recrystall !zed breccia.
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06 19 16 30 CDR Wait a minute. Let me get this out of the way.
Okay. Close it. Yes. That's got it.

06 19 17 10 CDR Okay. We're moving. Sort of.

(6) (SAMP 76330,35)

(6)

06 19 17+

06 19 17+

LMP Your camera lens looks all right, Geno.

CDR Yes, I dusted it already.

(6)

(6)

06 19 17+ CDR can drive, Jack. (6)

06 19 17+ LMP Why don't you drive down and get - so you're not *** (6)
you can get on -

06 19 17+ CDR You can go downh i! I very easy. (6)

06 19 17+ LMP Yes. (6)

06 19 17+ CDR Why don't you Just go down there. (6)

06 19 17+ LMP I'll carry the Rover samples. Just in case. (6)

06 19 17+ LMP Got it? (6)

06 19 17+ CDR Okay. I ' II get that out of your way, too. (6)

06 19 17+ LMP Okay. I ' II head down to that side hi I lover to (6)
those boulders right over there and then see if
that's any change.

06 19 17+ CDR Okay. You might, if you get another sample - a ( 6)
large sample, you might grab it, and we'll throw it
in the footpan here and 1'I I see if I can't find a
level spot to - -

06 19 19 14 LMP I sort of ought to have my scoop, too. ( 6)

06 19 19+ CDR - - help you get on. No don't take too muchj just (6)
take that. That's at I you need.
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06 19 19+

06 19 19+

LMP How about letting me have your hammer, then?

CDR Gnomon is on the Rover. The TGE is on the Rover.

(6)

(6)

06 19 19+ CDR The rake is on the Rover. The scoop's on the Rover. (6)
You put the core under your pan, right? (SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 19+ LMP Yes, that's right. (6)(SAMP CORE 76001)

06 19 19+

06 19 19+

06 19 19+

CDR Okay. I'm goin9 to power up and see if I can't come (6)
down and get you.

CDR It's fun walking downhil I. Boy that boulder track
is impressive.

CC Ok; and, 17, when you get moving we want to get, and (6)
I quote, a maximum variety of hand samples with a
minimum amount of documentation, in a minimum amount
of time at Station 7. It's Just an attempt to see
what kind of variety we can get along the face of
the Front.

06 19 22 10 CDR Okay. I'm rol ling.

06 19 22+ CDR Man, this is still a slope. Jack, I'm going to pul I (6)
around and in front of the way you're facing.

06 19 22+

06 19 22+

LMP I can go down - there's a crater over here. Don't
drive through it.

CDR Oh, there you are. This is much better. How is
this?

(6)

06 19 22+

06 19 22+

06 19 22+

CDR We ought to be able to pick up lots of those (6)
fragments out in that field out there.

CDR Okay. Bob, 1 just came downslope reading 193/3.1 - (6)
just about 100 meters to pick up Jack.

LMP Okay. Bag 48 Yankee has a sample of about a half - (6)(SAMP 76030-37)
one-third-meter boulder that was lying in - that's
sitting right smack dab in a little crater of it's
own.
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06 19 22+ CDR on, Jack. (6)

06 19 22+ lMP What? (6)

06 19 22+ CDR Oh, you just kicked a snowstorm of dust across here. (6)

06 19 22+ LMP I'm sorry. just fell, too. (6)

06 19 22+ CDR Did you? You all right? (6)

06 19 22+ lMP Yes. Got your hammer? (6)

06 19 22+ CDR 1 got to drop it in the pan here. Hold on to it, 1 (6)
th ink.

06 I9 25 36 CDR We're ro I lin g, Bob. (6-7>

06 19 25+

06 19 25+

06 19 25+

lMP lMP frame is 130.

LMP Hey, you got a rock on your right.

CDR Yes. I got them.

(6-7)

(6-7)

(6-7)

06 19 26 10 LMP Okay. How about that field, not this block but (6-7)
there's sort of a collection of them - - way out
there, about 300 meters or so.

06 19 26+ CDR Oh, at least. Yes. (6-7>

06 19 26+ lMP Oh; going Into the sun, I can't see a thing to tel I (6-7>
you about Wessex Cleft.

06 19 26+

06 19 26+

06 19 26+

CDR You feel like you're on a downslope over there?

LMP Yes. I fael like you're about ready to spin out
downhi I I any minute.

CDR I don't feel that at at I up here.
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06 19 26+

06 19 26+

CDR We must be about 200 meters up the slope, looking at (6-7)
that I ittle val ley down there, Jack. Am I right?

LMP Yes. I think you're right. The pattern on the (6-7)
slope really doesn't look much different than on the
light mantle. Matter of fact, it looks very much
I ike light mantle, except for these large blocks
that are In it.

06 19 27+ LMP That looks like a pretty good pile to work on. (6-7)

06 19 27+ CDR I want to,get in that flat area, Jack, so 1 can dust (6-7)
the radiators.

06 19 27 57 LMP Yes. (6-7)

06 19 27+ CC This is going to be a very short station. Probably (6-7)
not more than 10 or 15 minutes. But just to grab a
maximum variety of hand samples with a minimum
amount of documentation and a minimum amount of
time.

06 19 27+ CDR We can do a pan, and pick up a lot of those smal I (6-7)
ones, Jack.

06 19 27+ CDR I'd like to see us a little more level. (6-7)

06 19 27+ LMP thought you were going to stop back there. (6-7)

06 19 27+ CDR was going out here around this big one. (6-7)

06 19 27+ CDR See, there's a lot of little ones up in here. (6-7)
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06 19 27+ CDR Right here to SJive you as much of a level spot as (6-7)
can. That's about as level a spot as I can find.
I'm inside the slope of a crater.

06 19 29 05 CDR I'm at 20013.3. (7)

06 19 29+ CDR You take a pan before, and we' I I start picking up
some of those samples, and 1'1 I take a pan
afterward.

(7)(PHO 141 21646-67)
(PHO 146 22339-63)

<;.

06 19 29+ LMP There is another one of our blue-gray breccias, I (7)
think, over there; recrystallized brecc las with some
of that crushed anorthosite in it. 1 think right in (PHO 141 21646-67)
here I'm going to take the pan.

06 19 29+ CC Jack, what's your frame count? (7)(PHO 14121646-67)

06 19 29+ LMP 131. (7)(PHO 141 21646-67)

06 19 30 23 LMP I'm going to take the pan at I I feet so you can see (7)(PHO 141 21646-67)
the fragments that we are going to pick up here.
Then we can take another one at - for location work.

06 19 31 09 CC We've qat a TV. (7)

06 19 33 09 LMP 540 Is the first bag of selected samples. (7HSAMP 77510-19,25-26)(PHO 146 22298-300,336-38)

06 19 33+ CDR Here, put that one in there. ( 7)(SAMP 770 (7)

06 19 33+ LMP Let's get a bag on it. We're getting too many ( 7)(SAMP 77017)
rocks, and we don't know where they came' from.

06 19 33+ LMP I don't think it wi! I f.i+ (7) (SAMP 77017)• I I.

06 19 33+ CDR Yes, we'll wrap it a little bit *** it wi II fit. (J) (SAMP 77017)
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)0 1'1 34 oJj LMP [lao ';41 :s oar ti a l Lv around another bin rock in
Gene's collection bag.

UL i';i 34+ CDR Did you qet pictures of this thinq here?

(7)( SAMP 770 I 7)

(7)(PHO 146 22298-330)

06 19 34+ LMP Yes; wei I, not the big rock yet. Not in focus
anyway.

(7)(PHO 146 22298-330)

0.6 I'J 34+

06 19 34+

06 19 34+

06 19 34+

06 19 34+

06 19 34+

CDR got to do that. (7) (PHO 146 2229.8-330)

LMP was just collecting in this area. (7)

CDR Why don't you keep grabbing a few, and I'm qo l nq (7)(SAMP 77070,75-77)(PHO 14622300,05,15,27-30)
to -

LMP That's what 1'm doing. (7}(SAMP 77070,75-77)

CDR That's one of the blue-gray rocks. And it's got a (7}(SAMP 77070,75-77)
light-colored fragment that runs the full height of
it, about a meter and a half thick. And then it's
got the gray or blue-gray rock on the other side.
As a matter of fact - let me look at it closely.
It's a fragment in it al I riqht.

CDR I wouldn't be absolutely positive, but it sure looks (7}(SAMP 77070,75-77)
I ike I see a dikelet in here that's in the
inclusion. And I'm going to get a closeup stereo of (PHO?)
it. I'd call it a dikelet, if you pinned me down.

06 19 34+ CDR I wish I could break a sample of that off. Here's (7}(SAMP 77070, 75-77)
another one. It is a dikelet. There's three or
four of them.

06 19 34+ CDR The materi a I in the dike looks - yes, it's not (7)(SAMP 77070,75-77)
coveri ng it. It's between the lighter-co Iored rock,
and it's the blue-gray rock.

06 19 37 05 LMP 542 is another bag of goodies. (7}(SAMP 77530-45)

06 19 37+ CDR Well, maybe it isn't a dikelet. Maybe it's just a
screen covering, a flow covering.
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06 19 37+

06 1<) 37+

LMP No, they're dikes.

LMP They're little vein lets of -' .. : .\: ;

(7)

(7)

06 19 37+ CDR Let me get this whole +hin~ fri a b8~~ .'; ~

06 19 37+ CDR I got a rock, Bob. It's fractured, primari Iy
around the di ke , It's' 'in 'sev~ra 1 piet~s, but wef're
going to put it all in,one ba8., .

(7)(SAMP 77210,15)(PHO?)

06 19 37 35 LMP 543.n)'<SAMP 7,7210,152"

06 19 37+ LMP We need to put one of those dikes in another bag. (7) (SAMP 77070, 75..,77)(PHO- 146 22300,05~15,27-30)

It looks I ike some fraction of the blue-gray
material has obviously intruded.

06 19 37+ CDR Now, -can you -get that dike there? -Piece of i.t?

06 19 37+ CDR can get it right here.

'"

06 19 37+ CDR Yes. It's this soft, white inclusion again. It
breaks pretty easy -.

06 19 37+ CDR Oh, it's got to be a dike. Look at that.

06 19 37+ LMP It is.

06 19 38 40 LMP Okay, 544.

06 19 38+ CDR Oh, yes, it is because I just broke into it.

(7) (SAMP 77070,75-77)

(7) (SAMP 77070,75-77)

(7)(SAMP 77070,75-77)

(7) (SAW 77070,75-77)

(7)(SAMP 77070,75-77)

(7) (SAMP 77070,75-77)

(7)($AMP 77070,75-77)

06 19 38+

06 19 38+

LMP Although the blue-gray up on the hi I I looked I ike a (7)(SAMP 77070,75-77)
fragment breccia, if this is sti 11 related, then
it's - been some partiaL melting,at some time.r;.. .'. _ ,

CDR There's a preserved contact between the dike and the (7) (SAMP 77070,75-77)
- - white material.

06 19 38+ LMP That's what I wanted.
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06 19 38+ CDR Why don't we get 'this big piece of dike nClW? (1)(SA. 71010,75-71)

06 19 38+ lMP See if you cen ge't - whoa I Don't hit it again. (1) (SA. 71010,15-77)
There, you've st; II got some contact there.

06 19 38+ COR Now, there's some good contact. That'll do it. (1)(SA. 77010,15-17)

06 19 39 32 LMP Dike and In'truded rock In 544. NClW, these dikes are (1)(SAfIP 17010,15-71)
a dark bluish-gray. And I t looks I I ke they're very
finely crystalline - maybe with some - -

06 19 39+ COR I'm taking some closeups. (7)(SAfIP 11070,1S-77)(PHO 146 22327- 30)

06 19 39+ LMP - - very fine phenocrysts. (7)(SAfIP 77070,7S-77)

06 19 39+ LMP We ought to get a piece of the normal gray that the (7)(SAMP 77110,IS)(PHO 146 22298-99,336-38)
dikes are coming from.

06 19 39+ CDR 1 want to get this - - finish documenting this (7)($AMP 77070,7S-77)(PHO 146 22298-99,336-38)
thing.

06 19 39+ LMP Hey, over here on this side, it looks like the (7)(SAMP 77130,35)(PHO 146 22298-300,331-38)
vesicular anorthositlc gabbro.

06 19 39+ CDR I got to get some regular pictures on this set. (7)(PHO 146 22331-38)

06 19 40 38 LMP Yes. 561. That's a sample of the gray, looks like (7)(SAMP 77110,IS)
recrystallized breccia that the dikes are continuous
with.

06 19 40+

06 19 40+

06 19 41+

06 19 41+

lMP And the ves I cu 1ar rocks -

CDR Let me finish the stereo around the corner here.

CC And you might grab one FSR on the way out.

CDR We'l I do that.
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06 19 41 39 LMP Okay. There's that one. The vesicular anorthositic (7)(SAMP 77130,35)
gabbro is in 5 - what is it? 62.

06 19 43 09 CDR Here's a footbal I-size rock that was 50 percent
buried.

(7) (SAMP 77035)

061943+ LMP That one looked like a piece of the gray rock, 1 (7)(SAMP 77035)
think.

06 19 43+ CC Jack, we'd like you to change mags before you leave (7)
this station.

06 19 43+ LMP Yes, sir. (7)

06 19 43+ LMP What magazine did you want, Bob? (7)

06 19 43+ CC Magazine Mike. (7)

06 19 45+ CC Gene, you might spend your time taking a standard (7) (PHO 146 22339-63)
74-foot pan whi Ie Jack is changing his mag.

06 19 45+ CDR That's exactly what 1'1 I do. I don't mind going (7)(PHO 146 22339-63)
uphi I I, because it's so much fun coming down.

06 19 47 26 LMP Mag's changed. (7)

06 19 47+ LMP Those two bags with the goodies in them wi I I have (7)
enough soi I to be representative of the area we
sampled, too, I think.

06 19 50 48 CDR CDR is about 73 on the frames.
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06195109 CDR Okay. We're rolling, and I'd like the range and <7-8)
bearing to the next -

06 19 52 27 LMP We're sti I I about 100 meters, I think, from where (7-8)
the break in slope is - with the flank. But we're
away from the block population except for two great
big blocks out ahead of us, this side of the SWP
crater. But the average population is down to the I
percent or less, again.

06 19 52+

06 19 52+

06 19 52+

06 19 52+

LMP That average population really never changed up in (7-8)
here. Just the big blocks we're around. I saw some
little - - half-meter to one-third-meter, glass
-I ined, pit-bottom craters.

LMP Look at the size of those things! (7-8)

CDR Boy, aren't they big mamoos. (7-8)

LMP And it looks like they're probably the same thing (7-8)
that we sampled. They have the inclusions in them,
white inclusions. They look like a mixture of the
gray of the recrystallized breccia, and the tan-gray
of the anorthositic gabbro.

06 19 54 02 LMP There's Van Serg, blocky rim crater. That's the
other side of Cochise there. See it?

(7-8)

06 19 54+ COR Yes. Way over there. (7-8)

06 19 54+ LMP Yes. Cochise is certainly a shallow crater, (7-8)
although we knew that. It only has one place can
see that has any blocks on the inner wal I of
Cochise. Otherwise, it has a surface much I ike what
we're driving on for wal Is and for the floor. One
place on the south-southeast wal I is a concentration
of blocks much I ike we saw in Henry or in Horatio.
But the rest of the crater seems to be pretty wei I
mantled. Van Serg is a very blocky rim crater, big
blocks up on the rim.
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06 19 54+ CDR I'm looking at the Sculptured Hi lis, and I sti II (7-8)
have that old man wrinkled face appearance, even up
close at this sun angle. And those wrinkles go
from, generally, upslope at the west to downslope at
the east.

06 19 54+

06 19 54+

06 19 54+

LMP You're right at the edge of Cochise. Aren't you?

CDR No, we're not that close. Cochise is up at - see
that rim where those blocks are?

LMP No, that's a smal I crater.

(7-8)

( 7-8)

<7-8)

06 19 54+ CDR Oh, 1'1 I bet you that's Cochise up there. We've got (7-8)
to go quite a ways yet to get to -

06 19 54+ CDR This sides lope driving is really a tough - -

06 19 55 45 CC How about a range and bearing?

(7-8)

<7-8)

06 19 55+

06 19 55+

06 19 55+

06 19 55+

CDR Okay. It's 210/3.4.

CDR I guess that's some other - that's just a
depression. I think Cochise is over that rim.

LMP That's just a depression.

LMP That's just a big, shal low depression.

( 7-8)

<7-8)

<7-8)

(7-8)

06 19 55+ LMP There's another one of those deep craters that's not (7-8)
- that doesn't have a blocky rim.

06 19 56 57 CDR Okay. 214/3.4. ( 7-8)

06 19 56+ LMP That's one of the more striking characteristics of (7-8)
the mantle are these craters that look, as far as
the diametf!r-to-depth ratio is concerned, like they
ought to be fairly young. But there's no blocks on
the rim, and they seem to have this mantled
appearance, just like some of the large craters.
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06 19 56+ CDR As I look up Wessex cleft from just about abeam of
it. It sti I I shows me an albedo change and a
surface wrinkle-texture chan~e.

<7-8)

06 19 56+ LMP Yes, I think so. I've got it at the same sun angle (7-8)
more or less.

06 19 56+ CDR Is that SWP? (7-8)

06 19 56+ LMP don't know. (7-8)

06 19 56+ LMP Bob, there's something I haven't mentioned, but if (7-8)
one had time on the next program - -

06 19 58 31 CDR think that's SWP right there, Jack. (7-8)

06 19 58+ LMP - - you can sample secondary craters, and they tend (7-8)
to have blocks either in them or on one rim,
suggesting that you could tel I directions if you put
your mind to it. Directions of where the
secondaries came from. These are smal I ones.

06 19 58+ CDR Did we ever get a piece of glass in place? (7-8){SAMP 70019)

06 19 58+

06 19 58+

06 19 58+

06 19 58+

LMP Yes, I did yesterday.

CDR Documented in place?

LMP Yes.

LMP That's what I was trying to protect in the SRC
yesterday.

(7-8)(SAMP 70019)

(7-8)(SAMP 70019)

(7-8)(SAMP 70019)

(7-8)(SAMP 70019)

06 19 59 00 CDR Here's SWP, Jack. It's coming right up, and 1'1 I go (7-8)
along the southern rim.

06 19 59+ LMP I'm forgetting to take my pictures.

06 19 59 25 LMP There's a crater, that double pit-bottom crater.
That's the first one of those I've seen.
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06 19 59+ CDR Right here, Jack, you're going to be able to peek
right over the top of SWP.

(7-8)

06 19 59 36 CDR Right here. How's that grab you? <7-8)

06 19 59+

06 19 59+

LMP That's SWP, all right.· SWP's a bigger hole than I
thought it was.

LMP SWP even has some blocks in the wal I.

(7-8)

(7-8)

06 19 59+ CDR Yes, but the eastern and southeastern rim of SWP are (7-8)
just continuous with the slopes of the Sculptured
Hi lis.

06 20 00 16 CDR How does 238/4.2 sound for the beginning of 8? (7-8)

06 20 00+

06 20 00+

06 20 00+

06 20 00+

06 20 00+

CC 238 and 4.0 we're expecting for Station 8. (7-8)

CDR Let me tel I you, this Rover is a machine. I don't (7-8)
know if it saw that hi I I we're cl imbing, but I did.

CDR Doing fine. I'm trying to get around SWP over here (7-8)
and start hitting that -

LMP East Massif has outcrops on it. I can see now on (7-8)
the north side. And they also tend to have linear
upper terminations. And some of those line up as if
there's roughly horizontal structure within the
upper one-half of the East Massif.

LMP Go by that little dark crater over there. There's a (7-8)
very blocky-rim small crater that's a dark-rimmed
crater instead of a bright rim like we'd-seen some
around that looked fresh. It partly may be the
angle at which we're ajproaching it.

06 20 02 35 CDR We're on the southeastern rim of SWP at 226 and 3.6. (7-8)(LRV. II)

06 20 02+ LMP Why don't we get some samples of that material in
there.
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06 20 02+ LMP Okay. Keep driving toward the rim and then just - a (7-8)(LRV I I)(SAMP 78120-24)
sha Ilow curve.

06 20 03 03 CDR 226/3.6. There's a highly fragmental, smal I crater (7-8)(LRV I I)(SAMP 78120-24)
about 30 or 40 meters across, right on the
southeastern rim of SWP. And most of the fragments
are footbal I size and smaller, and they're very
angular.

06 20 03+ LMP Turns out that ~hey' I I break. They're clods. (7-8)(LRV II)(SAMP 78120-24)

06 20 03+

06 20 03+

CDR I guess that's going to be about 70 percent covered (7-8)(LRV I I)(SAMP 78120-24)
on the inside of the rim with these things.

LMP It's al I instant rock, but the crater rim looks dark (7-8)(LRV I I)(SAMP 78120-24)
compared to other fresh craters like this that we've
seen.

06 20 03 47 CDR Fifty Yankee. (7-8)(LRV I I)(SAMP 78120-24)

06 20 03 52 LMP LMP frame is 26. (7-8) (LRV II)

06 20 04 02 LMP We're rol ling. (7-8)

06 20 04+ LMP Your wheels are just chewing those things up. (7-8)

06 20 04+ LMP I think we ought to get below the highest peak up (7-8)
there because that seems to have the rocks on it.

06 20 04+ LMP I only see one rock so far - - (7-8)

06 20 04+ CDR *** straight ahead, in there. See that one. Of (7-8)
course, I don't know where that came down. Doesn't
look like it may have come down from the top.

06 20 04+ LMP Cert'ainly aren't many rocks. It's certainly not (7-8)
I ike the old North and South Massifs. Yes. There's
one big rock over there.

06 20 04+ CDR Wei I, let's head that way. That's about where the
station is, anyway.
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06 20 04+

06 20 04+

LMP *** I think we're starting to see blocks. That one (7~8)

is so unusual -

CDR That's the northernmost station anyway. There's (7-8)
another one there.

06 20 04+ LMP We can get the other smaller population around it. (7-8)
1 ' m worried about that one being exotic to the
Sculptured Hi lis.

06 20 04+ CDR Yes, it doesn't look I ike it rolled - (7-8)

06 20 04+ CDR But I don't see any others, do you? (7-8)

06 20 04+ LMP Wei I, there's some smal I ones up in there. Off to (7-8)
about the 2 o'clock position. But I think that's
al I. We're going to have to be satisfied with smal I
ones. Big ones don't get down. There's some big
ones way up on the slope.

06 20 05 59 CDR We're at 227/3.9. (7-8)

06 20 05+ CDR There's smaller ones around here, too, Jack. (7-8)

06 20 05+ LMP Yes. That looks like subfloor from here. (7-8)

06 20 05+

06 20 05+

CDR What's it look like? If it doesn't look worthwhi Ie (7-8)
stopping, 1'1 I move on up over there.

LMP Yes, it looks I ike subfloor. I would recommend that (7-8)
we try to get up to some of those. I don't know
whether we can or not.

06 20 05+

06 20 06+

LMP Those two up there would be reasonably wei I up the
slope.

CDR I have to park ~~out 045 because I've got to be
pointing uphi I I so we can get out.
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06 20 06+ LMP How about just that rim of that little crater there? (7-8)

06 20 06+

06 20 06+

06 20 07+

CDR Wei I, this is so level right here, Jack, I'm going
to just park it -

LMP Wei I, I was just thinking on top of that crater is
closer to the - that's level, too, on the rim.
It'l I give them a good view of the sampling area.
think if we work on those blocks there, we're in
pretty good shape.

LMP Bob, we're directly downhl I I, and that Is from the
highest point that I could see up on this first
scu Iptured hI I I.

(7-8)

(7-8 )

<7-8)

06 20 07 40 CDR Bob, I'm parked at 026; bearing 226; distance, 6.6; (8)
range, 4.0.

06 20 07+ CDR Yes. And I'm fairly level. (8)

06 20 07+ LMP Not rea I Iv , ( 8)

06 20 07+ CDR I'm not, huh? (8)

06 20 07+ LMP just about rol led downh III again. (8)

06 20 07+ CDR am pointing uphI I I, aren't I? ( 8)

06 20 07+ LMP The first block I looked at here looks I Ike subfloor (8)
gabbro.

06 20 10 17 CC Okay. We've got a picture. (8)

06 20 12+ LMP AI I the blocks bigger than 20 centimeters that I've (8)
looked at up here are subfloor gabbro in appearance.

06 20 12+ LMP I've looked at about five.
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06 20 12+

06 20 12+

06 20 12+

LMP

LMP

COR

Gene, I'm going to go up and look at this one rock.
Why don't you set up and sample anyone of these
other big ones. They're al I the same. Like the one
near the Rover. And 1'1 I go up and try to get this
big one down there.

It's the only one left to look at, but right now
we're deal jng with subfloor material, I think.

What about some of these 1ittle fragments that seem
to be sitting more on the surface?

( 8)
(SAMP 78130,35)(PHO 146 22365-68)

( 8)

( 8)

06 20 12+

06 20 12+

06 20 12+

LMP Yes, we're supposed to rake here. We'll get those
with the rake.

COR That one up there, by the way, is sitting on the
surface. These others are submerged.

LMP Yes. That's why I want to look at it.

( 8)

(8)

( 8)

06 20 13 56 CC A reminder, 17. We'd I ike to have you leaving here (8)
in 30 minutes to make up some of the time we spent
at Stations 6 and 7, a I ittle extra. And we'd also
remind you that we'd like a rake soi I sample here,
too. That may be the only way we try and pick up
some stuff other than subfloor if that, indeed, has
come down from the top of the Sculptured Hi I Is.

0620 1420 LMP This rock is a big chunk of shattered, but still (8)
visible, bluish-gray anorthosite. It's
glass-coated, and it actually looks I ike it's
vesicular. I'm going to rol I it downhil I so we can
work on it. Wei I, I'll document it first.

06 20 14+ LMP But the point is, as Gene said, it's the only rock, (8)
big one anyway, in the area that I see that's
perched on the surface as if it might have rolled
here.

06 20 14+ LMP But I don't see a track. (8)

06 20 14+ COR Man, this one here is tough as a - (8) (SAMP 78130,35)
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06 20 14+

06 20 14+

06 20 14+

06 20 14+

LMP Wei I, we can get some smal I ones.

CDR Yes. That's what I'm going to do.

lMP I thought you might be able to break it up.

CDR There's no corners on it.

(8){SAMP 78130,35)

(8)(SAMP 78130,35)

(8)(SAMP 78130,35)

(8){SAMP 78130,35)

06 20 16 28 CDR Bob, 563 is the sample. (8)

06 20 16+ lMP Go, rol I. look, I would rol I on this slope, why (8)
don't you? Hey, 1'1 I bet you they would like, if I
didn't step on it, sample out of the bottom of that
thing.

06 20 16+ CDR These others al I look - you're right, Jack, they (8)
look like what we've been sampl ing. And they're al I
pretty wei I mantled except the one you got up there.
There's one more piece 1 see on the side of that
crater that may not be.

06 20 17 44 lMP Bag 545 wi II be soi I from under that anorthosite (8){SAMP SOil 78220-24){PHOI42 21704-05)
boulder. The only thing that bothers me about that
boulder being subfloor - I mean Sculptured Hi I Is is
that it's glass-coated.

06 20 17+ lMP It may have been thrown in here by an impact. Oh, ( 8)
you're here.

06 20 17+ CDR Thought I'd sample it, and then roll it down. (8)

06 20 17+ lMP Well, okay. 1 never wou 1d have moved it if 1 (8)
thought you were coming up.

06 20 17+

06 20 17+

lMP I got it documented up in place. I think that's the (8)(SAMP 78230-38){PHO 142 21698-703; 146 22369-71)
side that was down. Let me rol I it over -

CDR Wei I, let me get a piece of that side since it was (8)
underneath. Then we'l I rol I it over and get a piece
of the other side.
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06 20 17+ lMP Okay, yes. let's do it again. Except I got dust
al lover it.

(8)(SAMP 78230-38)

06 20 18 57 lMP The albedo - the down-sun picture's not goin9 to
mean much. let me get this sample in your bag.
think we ought to change your bag because the
stuff's going to start flying out.

06 20 18+ CDR Jack, after this one, there's one more in that
crater. It may be from that crater, but I don't
know.

06 20 18+ CDR Two pieces for you.

06 20 18+ CDR Oh, that's a pretty one inside!

0620 18+ lMP Wei I, it's stained by the glass coating.

(S)(SAMP 78230-38)

(8)

(8) (SAMP 78230-38)

(8)(SAMP 78230-38)

(8) (SAMP 78230-38)

06 20 18+

06 20 18+

06 20 18+

CDR Whi Ie I'm at it, I'm going to chop another piece off (8) (SAMP 78230-38)
right here.

LMP Yes, get more than that. (8) (SAMP 78230-38)

CDR Piece right there. You've got three pieces laying (8)(SAMP 78230-38)
around. let's get those before we lose them.

06 20 20 26 LMP Bag 564.

06 20 20 26 CC 564 from the bottom of the boulder.

(8)(SAMP 78230-38)

(8)(SAMP 78230-38)

06 20 20+

06 20 20+

06 20 20+

06 20 20+

CDR Sure that's the bottom, huh? (8) (SAMP 78230-38)

LMP Yes. (8) (SAMP 78230-38)

CDR It's mixed with local soil. (8) (SAMP 78230-38)

lMP Yes, I'm pretty sure. let's turn it over. I think (8)
I'd recognize the top, although it's got dust all
over it now.
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06 20 20+

06 20 20+

06 20 20+

CDR I think 1'1 I get one more swap off there. I don't
want to seal this. Let me get another swap off
there. I can get it.

CDR Wei I, that disappeared. Get it this way.

CDR One time. That disappeared, too? That probably
went into orbit.

(8)(SAMP 78230-38)

(8)(SAMP 78230-38)

(S)(SAMP 78230-38)

06 20 20+ CDR Boy, is that pretty inside. Whoo! We haven't seen (S)(SAMP 78230-38)
anything like this. I haven't. Unless you've been
holding out on-me.

06 20 20+ LMP No, this is a nice crystal I ine rock. (8)(SAMP 78230-38)

06 20 20+ CDR Okay, I see that one. (8)(SAMP 78230-38)

06 20 20+ CDR That's a good one. 1'1 I go get it with my tongs. (8)(SAMP 78230-38)
That one I worked too hard to get. Hey, I see how
it makes boulder tracks. It just skipped along,
made those I ittle pothole craters as it went.

06 20 22 30 LMP This is about a 50-50 mixture of what looks like (8)(SAMP 78230-38)
maskelynite or at least blue-gray plagioclase, and a
very - let's say light yel low-tan mineral, probably
orthopyroxene. It's fairly coarsely crystal line.

06 20 22+ CC When you guys get done with that rock, we'd I ike to (8)
get to the rake sample, please. And that's probably
just as wei I done by the Rover as anyplace else. We
don't seem to see anything worthwhile here doing
besides that.

06 20 23 29 CDR Okay. That went in the same bag, Bob, as the rest (S)(SAMP 7S230-3S)
of the chips from the bottom (top?). AI I the chips
from the bottom are in 464.

06 20 23+ LMP Here, let me roll it over. ( S)(SAMP 78250,55)(PHO 146 22372-74,9S)

06 20 23+ LMP By coarsely crystal line, probably, the average grain (8)
size will turn out to be about 3 or 4 millimeters,
maybe half a centimeter.

06 20 24+ CDR Well, got to go get a couple of pictures. (8) (PHO 146 22372-74)

06 20 24+ LMP Yes, we really got that one messed up. (8)
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06 20 24+

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

CDR If you'd ;hol~ your scoop 'where :i-h~\,6necarrie of f ,
it'd he I p. ' , "

LMP Yes: I was just going'over there;

CDR On that other side.

LMP Just going over there.

CDR This 2ide is clear. That last'one'l 't6ok6ff.

LMP Right there.

(8)(PHO 146 22372-74)

-(8) (PHO' 146 22372":74) .
.... ,;.

(8)(PHO 146 22372-74)

(8)(PHO 146 22372-74)

( 8)

(S)

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

CDR Okay, that's good. Let's move the gnomon, and we (8)(PHO 146 22372-74)
won't rol I it over on the gnomon.

LMP That other side is the one th~t,w~s up., Well, I'm (8)
not sure now. It's got so much' dust on it.

CDR It's not going to roll down' tti~t hill unless we got (8)
it on edge.

-; ,

06 20 24+ CDR Wei I, look at that glass on it. ( 8)

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

06 20 24+

CDR Which side was the glass on when you looked at it? (S)

LMP It's on al I sides. (8)

CC There's probably not much point in spending a lot of (S)
time out here trying to decide which is the top.
It's not big enough, anyway, really to worry about
the top and bottom samp Ies. They I re rad i0 Iog ical Iy
significant.

06 20 24+ LMP If you don't want another sample, then we can go (8)(SAMP 78250,55)
ahead.

06 20 24+ CDR Let me get a piece of this glass. (S) (SAM? 78250,55)

06 20 24+ LMP There it is. Let me try to get them. Put them in (8) (SAM? 78250,55)
here.

06 20 26 29 CDR A piece of the glass from it, BOb, is 546.
(bottom) •

(8HSAMP 78250,55)

06 20 26+ CDR With a little of the local soil.
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06 20 26+ COR We' I I rake. (8)(SAMP RAKE 78525-28,30,35-99)(PHO 142 21706-16;
146 22399-403) ..

06 20 26+ CC They suqqes t the crater rim if possible. Probably
over there near the Rover.

06 20 26+ LMP Okay. Now you got a sample of that big block down
there, huh?

06 20 26+ CDR Yes.

06 20 26+ LMP Don't forget your gnomon.

062027 08 CDR Bob, I'm on frame count: 85.

(8){SAMP RAKE 78525-28.30.35~99)

(8) (SAMP 78130,35)

(8)(SAMP 78130,35)

( 8)

( 8)

06 20 27+

06 20 27+

CDR Jack, did you get a pan up here?

lMP No.

(8)(PHO 146 22375-97)

(8)(PHO 146 22375-97)

06 20 27 25 CDR 1'1 I get one. (8)(PHO 146 22375-97)

06 20 27+

06 20 27+

06 20 27+

06 20 27+

CDR Let's see, I must be looking back at - wei I there's (8)
SWP. Go I IY, I don't know. I'm look ing back at the
complex: Cochise and Shakespeare, and I can see the
LM.

CDR One interesting thing up here, you can see the (8)
erosional pattern of the talus, the mantle that -
cal I it a mantle, but the talus that's on the
Sculptured Hil Is, there's little boulder tracks of
all sizes from all these I ittle clods. And they
all, of course, point downhi II or nearly downhi 11.

LMP I n the interest of time, I'll document th is without (8)(PHO 142 21706-1 I )
the gnomon.

CDR Oh. You documented already; i was just going to put (8)
this in the field of view anyway.

06 20 27+ LMP Yes. Here on the after we can have it there.
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06 20 30 55 CDR There's not much in here worth - man •. there's just (8)(SAMP RAKE 78530,35-99)
nothing. This has been totally mantled with talus.
Wei I. it is. because that downhi I I pattern goes
right down the slope of this crater, and, actually.
it goes upslope of the crater. This may be on a ray
somewhere. Because it goes right dow-nhill - this
little bitty boulder-trai I pattern goes right up the
slope.

06 20 30+

06 20 30+

06 20 30+

06 20 30+

06 20 30+

06 20 30+

06 20 30+

LMP I think those are later than the crater by a long
ways.

CDR Did you sample anything over here?

LMP No. I haven't done anything - -

CDR I'm going to pick up the piece out of that little
crater.

LMP Want your gnomon over there?

CDR No. 1'1 I just take it to it. Let me know when
you're ready for a bag.

LMP Wei I. I'm about ready.

(8) (SAMP RAKE 78530,35-99)

(8)(SAMP RAKE 78530,35-99)

(8)(SAMP RAKE 78530,35-99)

( 8)

(8)

(8) (SAMP RAKE 78530,35-99)

(8) (SAMP RAKE 78530.35-99)

06 20 32 17 LMP raked about a 2-meter-square area - and down to 4 (8) (SAMP RAKE 78530,35-99)
or 5 centimeters for these. Pretty good population.
They al I going to go in?

06 20 32+ CDR They're al I in; - - 565. (8) (SAMP RAKE 78530.35-99)

06 20 33 16 CDR The ki logram is in 566. (8)(SAMP RAKE SOIL 78500-18) (PHO 14221706-16; 14622399-403)

06 20 33+

06 20 33+

CC And, remaining here. we'd have primarily a trench. (8)
If you fel lows think it's feasible. we'd like to be
moving in II minutes. And we could use a pan from (PHO 142 21726-45)
this lower location also. probably.

CDR Why don't you go back and dig a trench at the Rover? (8)
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06 20 33+ CDR Once you get a trench at the Rover - - we just scoop (8)
this out. I I I t get the sample here that I got (SAMP 78150,55)(PHO 142 21706-16; 146 22399-403)
documented now and - -

06 20 33+

06 20 33+

06 20 33+

LMP Is that al I going to go in there?

CDR Yes, it'll go.

LMP That *** rock may have been too much. Take that
rock out, if i~ is.

(8)(SAMP 78150,55)

(8)(SAMP 78150,55)

\8) (SAMP 78150,55)

06 20 33+ CDR No, it'l I stay. We're going to have to put it in (8) (SAMP 78150,55)
mine, though. WeI I, let me try. Since we're going
to unload your bag, this may be the last one.
That's the last one for your bag.

06 20 33+

06 20 33+

LMP Did you get anything out of that little crater?

CDR No. But I'm going to right now.

(8) (SAMP 78150,55)

(8) (SAMP 78150,55)

06 20 33+ CDR Why don't you get your after picture over there and (8)(PHO 142 21712-16?)
go down and get that trench.

06 20 35 04 CDR Boy, almost pure white and very friable. Oh, boy, (8)(SAMP 78150,55)
is it! Pure white. Right out of a smal I little pit
crater on the side of this crater I just walked in,
Houston. And it's pure white, very friable. I got
one big piece and several smal I in 567.

06 20 35+

06 20 35+

LMP Bob, the wal Is of these craters, the big craters (8)
around here, that is, the ones that are, say, 15
meters in diameter, tend to be a little bit lighter
albedo than ones down in the mantled area. I'm (SAMP RAKE 78525-28,30.35-99)(PHO 142 21712-16?)
afraid those pictures on that rake may be through a
dust-colored lens.

CDR Yes, they were also in my documented sample here, (8)(SAMP 78150,55)(PHO 146 22399-403)
too.

06 20 35+

06 20 35+

CDR Okay. Where do you want this trench? On the side
of th i s crater?

CDR 1'1 I drop my gnomon.
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06 20 35+ lMP - - I don't know. I was just thinking about that. (8)(SAMP TRENCH 78420-24)
I think we ought to get out in the inter-crater area
to see if there's any stratigraphy to whatever the
talus is.

06 20 35+ CDR Okay, Jack. I'm going to leave the gnomon right (8)
here.

06 20 35+ LMP I'll get it. (8)

06 20 35+ CDR And, whi Ie you're digging that trench, we've got to (8)
pan to get, but I want to fix this fender.

06 20 35+ LMP I guess. The pan's mine, isn't it, this one? (8) (PHO 142 21726-45)

06 20 35+ CDR Yes, it is. (8) (PHO 142 21726-45)

06 20 37 31 CDR The gravimeter's coming up. 670, 096, 001 - 670, (8)
096, 00 I.

06 20 37+ CDR You want it (gravimeter) dropped on the ground? ( 8)

06 20 37+

06 20 38+

CC Gently. (8)

LMP I have dug - have gotten a wal I, 'how in one place (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78420-24)
that's standing about 25 centimeters ,high. And it
shows no apparent change in the texture of the soi I
to that depth; except possibly at the lower 5
centimeters, there's some zones that might be
slightly more granular. Particle size may be up a
I ittle bit. ' , '

06 20 38+ LMP Okay - the bottom 10 centimeters - - (8)(SAMP TRENCH 78420-24)

06 20 38+ CDR Let me get your bags - i left my camera off. (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78420-24)

06 20 38+ LMP I didn't take a picture of the trench after I dug (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78420-24)(PHO 142 21720-25)
it. Let me take one - one shot.
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06 20 42 30 CDR The bottom is in 54S. It's very cloddy. Looks very (S)(SAMP TRENCH 7S420-24)
much like the surface we're standing on except it
clods up quite a bit more. Can you tel I them
anything from the trench itself?

06 20 42+

06 20 42+

LMP I talked to them a little bit about it. (S)

LMP It looked a iittle coarser-grained, but that's all. (8)

06 20 42+ CDR Okay. it sure holds a nice wal I, though. (8l

06 20 42+ LMP Skim sample of the upper half centimeter. Maybe a (S)(SAMP TRENCH 78480-S4)(PHO 142 21717-25)
centimeter deep.

06 20 42+ CDR I'm going to put it in your bag. (S)(SAMP TRENCH 78480-84)

06 20 42+ CDR There's no choice, right now.
little ones wil I fit in there.
put this one in there, too.

Let me see if these (8)(SAMP TRENCH 78480-84)
Stand by. I want to

06 20 43 45 CDR That's in bag 549. (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78480-S4)

06 20 43+ LMP Below that skim, the next 5 centimeters. (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78460-65)(PHO 142 21717-25)

06 20 44 33 CDR 550. (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78460-65)

06 20 44+

06 20 44+

CDR And the next 10 centimeters down -

LMP Now, I got to - get your bag.

(8)(SAMP TRENCH 78440-44) (PHO 142 21717-25)

(8) (SAMP TRENCH 78440-44)

06 20 44+ LMP That was the next 10 centimeters, and then the first (8) (SAMP TRENCH 78440-44)
sample, of course, was the 10 centimeters below
that.

06 20 45 05 CDR And that last bag was 551.
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06 20 45+

06 20 45+

06 20 45+

06 20 45+

06 20 45+

06 20 45+

06 20 45+

CDR You didn't qet a pan here - while I clean up the
Rover, you can get your after of the trench in the
pan.

LMP I'll get the pan.

LMP You took a pan up the hi' I there?

CDR Yes. It took it way UP there, somewhere,...

LMP Okay. 1'1' take it right here, then. Uh oh.

LMP Sample came out.

LMP 1' lip ick it up.

(8)(PHO 142 21726-45)

(8) (PHO 142 2i726245j

(8)(PHO 146 22375-97)

(8)(PHO 146 22375~97)

(8) (PHOI~2 21726-45)

(8)

(8)

06 20 45+

06 20 45+

CDR Your top came open. It's awful ful I, Jack. If you (8)
can't get it, "I I get it with the tongs.

LMP Go ahead and go to work, and 1'1 I get the pan first. (8)(PHO 142 21726-45)
I lost two of them, I guess.

06 20 45+ CDR Yes, those are the last two I put in there. Your
bag is so ful I they won't stay.

( 8)

06 20 46 44 CDR 670, 117, 301 - that's 670, 117, 301. (8)

06 20 46+

06 20 46+

CDR I" I get those things with my tongs. You can't get (8)
them - you'd have to bend over•.. Evercy time you jump
around, you come close to losing something. "I I

just take them back there. Put .. them under the seat.

CC You got another one dropped there, Gene - Jack - got (8)
It.

06 20 46+ CDR Another one?
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06 20 46+

06 20 46+

06 20 46+

06 20 46+

06 20 46+

06 2-0 46+

06 20 46+

06 20 49+

06 20 49+

CC Jack's getting it.

LMP have a sample.

CDR Okay. Let me take your bag off first.

LMP Okay. Wei I, you might as wei I fil I it as ful I as
you can.

CDR Okay. It1s off. Let me fil I it.

LMP Your bag isn't in much better shape.

CDR Bag number 4 is absolutely full - and it's under
Jack's seaT.

LMP SCB 5 is on the LMP.

LMP There is nothing on the gate.

(8)

(8)

( 8)

( 8)

( 8)

( 8)

(8)

(8)

( 8)

06 20 49+ CDR I've got one more loose sample I'm going to throw In (8) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)
the big bag back there. ***

06 20 49+ LMP A local one, you mean?

06 20 49+ CDR Yes.

06 20 49+ CDR Well, let me leave it under your seat.

06 20 49+ LMP Can put a bag around it?

06 20 49+ CDR No, it's got a bag around it - it's all bagged.

(8) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(8)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(8)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(8) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(8) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)
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06 20 55 33 CDR We're heading to Station 9 pointed about 267. The (8-9)
switch is on. Okay, 1 ' m going to make a turn to the
right.

06 20 55+ LMP I think your rake sample here at the Sculptured (8-9)(SAMP RAKE 78525-28,30,35-99)
Hi I Is is going to have to tel I a tale combined with
the observation that most of the blocks we saw were,
I ike Gene sampled, looked I ike subfloor gabbro.
It's conceivable that the Sculptured Hi I Is could be
the same kind of material. I think it's fairly
clear that the boulder population does not resemble
the massif population at al I.

06 20 55+ CDR You been riding on this downslope all the time? (8-9)

06 20 55+ CDR And you hadn't said anything, huh? ( 8-9)

06 20 55+ LMP Scary, isn't it? ( 8-9)

06 20 56 58 CDR Man, 1' m glad 1
'
m driving. (8-9)

06 20 56+ CC You have a bearing of 234 - - and a range of 2.1. (8-9)

06 20 57 27 LMP We got to get around SWP here and then - -

06 20 57+

06 20 57+

LMP LMP frame is at 80.

LMP SWP or Bowen, - Bowen, I guess it is.

(8-9)

(8-9)(PHO 142 21746-90)

(8-9)

06 20 57+

06 20 57+

LMP That's SWP over there. Bowen is out here ahead of (8-9)
us.

LMP And al I the big blocks stil I look like subfloor from (8-9)
the Rover. But big blocks in here are only about a
third of a meter in diameter. And they're
subrounded to subangular. Okay. We're up on the
plains again now, just off the break in slope.

06 20 59 48 CDR That sure looks like outcrop back there in the East (8-9)
Massif on the lower slopes, where the high albedo
is.
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06 20 59+ LMP Yes. Was one of my guidel ines for the geophone {8-9}
dep loyment - (guide?) points.

06 21 00 21 CDR There's some more of the blue-gray rock here in the (8-9)
east end of the South Massif down low.

06 21 00+ lMP Yes. It looks Ii keit might have been a slump block (8-9)
or something.

06 21 00+ CDR Yes. You can see it's blue-gray because of it's {8-9}
contrast with the I ight mantie.

06 21 00+ LMP Yes. It might be a slump block, or something like (8-9)
that.

06 21 00+

06 21 00+

06 21 00+

06 21 00+

LMP That's probably Bowen there, don't you think? (8-9)

LMP *** aren't very far from SWP. (8-9)

CDR It's 228/3.4. (8-9)

LMP We're back into the mantled area - population of (8-9)
fragments is sti I I I percent or so. The crater off
to our left, which is at 227 and 3.3 -

06 21 00+ LMP - is a fairly good-sized depression, but it's
completely mantled. There's no blocks showing in
the wa II at a II.

(8-9)

06 21 02 38 LMP Now there's that crater in the wall of that (8-9)
depression or hal low near it. And it has one big
block in the side as if it penetrated the mantle and
exposed some of the wal I of the depression. Just
about a 3D-meter crater.

06 21 02+ CDR Val ley of Taurus-Littrow is not planar. (8-9)

06 21 02+ LMP I'm glad we changed it to a subfloor instead of a (8-9)
plains unit.
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06 21 03 21 LMP We're in the inner wa II of the depression here, and (8-9)
the rocks still look like subfloor gabbro. Boy,
there's certainly not much variety,

06 21 03+ LMP Genera 11y, there are few exotics, (8-9)

06 21 03+ CDR That's Cochise. (8-9)

06 21 03+ CDR Get yourself a couple pictures while you're looking (8-9) (PHO?)
right at it.

06 21 03+

06 21 03+

LMP Could you swing right. Swing right!

CDR We are on the northeastern rim of Cochise. I'm
going to work my way around the other side.

(8-9)

(8-9)

06 21 03+ LMP And Bob - - looking at the western wall of Cochise, (8-9)
I can see a contact within the subfloor between
albedo units, one of which is a light tan-gray and
the other is a light blue-gray. May reflect the two
kinds of subfloor gabbro we've already sampled.
Vesicular and nonvesicular. And that contact that
looked like it was dipping - apparent dip in the
wal I - was to the north. And the west wal I dipping
to the north about 20 degrees.

06 21 03+

06 21 03+

CC Which one's on top? Can you tel I?

CDR The blue-gray's on top.

(8-9)

(8-9)

06 21 03+ CDR I took a picture of it. We're at 228/3.0, and we're (8-9)(PHO?)
headed south and not quite on the east rim.

06 21 03+

06 21 03+

LMP got a - a picture of that contact.

CDR I took some pictures right into Cochise, too, when
we were coming up.

(8-9) (PHO?)

(8-9) (PHO?)

06 21 03+ LMP Good. I t'll show on yours, too, probab Iy - I hope. (8-9)

06 21 03+

06 21 03+

CDR Okay. We're sort of on the inner -

LMP Quick; give them a mark.

(8-9)

(8-9)

06 21 05 39 CDR Mark. 230/2.9. We're on the east rim.
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06 21 05+

06 21 05+

06 21 05+

LMP Wei I, we're sort of inside the east rim a little (8-9)
bit.

LMP We're halfway between the rim and where the blocky (8-9)
wall starts.

LMP Cochise is much like Horatio and - actually, more (8-9)
I ike Camelot, although not as blocky in the wal Is,
in general, in that it has blocky walls but a
mantled rim. Again, al I the blocks I see in here
are big ones. And blocks down to about 20
centimeters ar.e subangular, in general, and appear
to have the appearance of the subfloor gabbro,
although most of the smaller rocks do not appear to
be highly vesicular.

06 21 07 05 CDR We're at 232 and 2.7. (8-9)

06 21 07+ LMP I got another view of that contact, and let's put (8-9)
that on the northwest wal I of Cochise and dipping to
the southeast.

06 21 07+ CDR Is that right? South and east is to our left. (S-9)

06 21 07+ LMP No, put it on the northwest waII dipping to the (8-9)
northeast.

06 21 07+

06 21 07+

06 21 07+

06 21 07+

06 21 07+

06 21 07+

LMP Yes, that's right. See that, Geno, can you see that (8-9)
over there?

CDR Oh, yes. I can see it now between the gray and (8-9)
blue-gray.

LMP Can you swing in there, and let me get another shot (8-9) (PHO?)
of it?

CDR You betcha. (8-9)

LMP This is--a good view right here. Now, I need to have (8-9)
you go left.

CDR I got two of them in there, too. (S-9) (PHO?)

06 21 07+ CDR Look at that rock right in front of us. It looks
like a contact between a blue and a gray.
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06 21 07+ COR We can't qet down to it, but take a picture. (8-9) (PHO?)

06 21 07+ LMP I think we've got that relationship. 1 th ink we qat (8-9)
it at Station I , as a matter of fact.

06 21 07+ COR But that's a big beautiful bou Ider on the - - inner (8-9)
south rim of Cochise.

06 21 07+ COR It's a single block. (8-9)

06 21 07+ LMP That might be glass-covered. That might be a glass (8-9)
coating; the way it sort of hangs on the outside
there. Hard to say.

06 21 09 20 COR We're at 234/2.5. (8-9)

06 21 09+ LMP Starting to sling dust. I wonder if we've lost our (8-9)
fender.

06 21 09+

06 21 09+

06 21 09+

06 21 09+

COR No, they're on there tight. *** - -

COR You think that's Van Serg? Right over there.

LMP No.

LMP There it is. Bet you.

(8-9)

(8-9)

(8-9)

(8-9)

06 21 09 37 CDR Yes. I think you're right, because that's just (8-9)
about the right place. Let's see, 234 - and 2.1 is
where we want to go, and I'm at 230/2.5.

06 21 09+

06 21 09+

06 21 09+

LMP Okay - - our block population in here now on the (8-9)
south rim of Cochise and up ahead of us looks 1ike
it's up to 5 percent. And it all looks I ike
subfloor - Ilght- to tan-subfloor gabbro - or
tan-gray. You don't see much blue-gray; not out on
here.

LMP There's a recent hit. (8-9)

LMP There's a different looking rock here. (8-9)
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06 21 09+ LMP We're stil I primarily in an extreme block field here (8-9)
now. It's up to a 20 percent cover of fragments
mostly the subfloor. Some of it looks quite highly
shattered. I just saw one piece that looked 1ike a
white anorthositic rock.

06 21 09+ CDR How's this look to you? We can go farther up there, (8-9)
I guess. Let me go farther up.

06 21 09+ LMP Okay, if you can get up. (8-9)

06 21 09+ CDR Get a little farther on the southeast. (8-9)

06 21 09+ LMP A I ittle higher is apt to overdo it. (8-9)

06 21 09+ LMP There are some grayish rocks that are - - (8-9)

06 21 09+ CDR Ri ght, comi ng up here. turn to the right and park (8-9)
right here.

06 21 09+ LMP - - that have somewhat of a sw i r I texture. (8-9)

06 21 13 10 CDR We're at 230/2.2. (8-9)

06 21 13+ CC Copy you parked. (9)

06 21 13+ CDR Yes. I'm parked on a heading of 320 which gives you (9)
a bette r view.

06 21 13+

06 21 13+

CC Copy 320 for the parking.

CDR Yes, 330.

(9)

(9)

06 21 13+ LMP Van Serg looks 1ike a blocky-rim fresh-impact crater (9)
right now.

06 21 13+ CC How about scuffing your feet and seeing if it looks (9)
orange underneath?

06 21 13+ LMP SI ight di fferences - don't worry. (9)
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06 21 12+ CC And you might give me a frame count or check it to (9)
make sure you're okay.

0621 18 34 lMP just did, and it's 123. (9)

06 21 18+ lMP This is starting to look I ike a Geological Survey (9)
expedition. The vehicle's are al I covered with
dust.

06 21 20+ lMP We're going to go up there and sample on the rim, (9)
look at the wal Is, and the floor, and miscellaneous.

06 21 20+ CDR Wei I, we are on the rim *** (9)

06 21 20+ lMP But the first thing we do is go up to the crater. I (9)
think the mantle objective here really is immaterial
because the blocky ejecta around the crater covers
- - wei I, It looks I ike it extends several hundred
meters out from the rim - say a couple of hundred
meters.

06 21 20+ lMP We're pretty close to the rim. (9)

06 21 20+ lMP 1'1 I go up on the rim, Gene, and see what we've got. (9)

06 21 22+

06 21 22+

CC let's get grabs before you guys leave.

lMP I'm getting It right now.

(9 )

(9)

06 21 22+ lMP Sure look I ike shocked rocks to me. (9)

06 21 22+ CDR lot of glass splattered on some of these, Jack. (9 )

06 21 22+ lMP Yes. (9)

06 21 22+ lMP We might even find some shatter cones. (9)

06 21 22+ lMP Well,
1 ' "

say one thing for old Van Serg, it's (9)
blocky.
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06 21 23+

06 21 23+

LMP This is at least a large blocky-rim crater. But (9)
even it has the mantle dust material covering the
rim, partially buried rocks. And it's down on the
floor, as near as I can tel I, and on the walls. The
crater itself has a central mound of blocks that's
probably 50 meters in diameter - that's a little
high - 30 meters in diameter. Many of the blocks
are - - intensely shattered in that area, as the
ones that are on the wal Is. I don't see any sign of
organization of the blocks in the wal Is right now.
There's a possibi I ity that on the west wal I, there's
an indication ,that there's sl ightly darker-gray
rocks starting about halfway down the crater. And
that level is coincident with what appears to be a
bench on the northwest wall. And that bench - hints
of that bench - it's not continuous, but hints of it
are around on the north wal I and, I think, right
below us - yes, on the southeast wall. The rocks
are pretty badly broken in many cases. And - wei I,
I haven't seen any real glass yet. We'l I start
looking at them a I ittle more carefully.

LMP That looks I ike a breccia right there in front of (9)
us.

06 21 23+ CDR Yes. There's some interesting patterns on the
surface.

(9)

06 21 23+ LMP Okay, there. Afraid I haven't been doing my duty on (9) (SAMP 791 10, IS) (PHO 146 22413-18; 142 21791-94)
locators, occas iona 1Iy. (PHO 142 21792-94)

06 21 23+ CDR Do that? (9) (SAMP 79110,15)

06 21 23+ LMP Yes. I got it. (9}(SAMP 79110,15)

06 21 23+ LMP Okay, Gene's tearing apart one of the - - very (9) (SAMP 79110,15)
intensely fractured rocks. And it comes off in
small flakes. Let's get this one, because this wi I I
be the best oriented one for documentation, plus why
don't you get that one you've got inside there?

06 21 23+ CDR Yes, I am. (9) (SAMP 79110,15)

06 21 27 14 CDR Bag 568 is a fragment from the surface. (9}(SAMP 79110,15)
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06 21 27+

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

LMP That's a corner, I think, off the block that Gene
documented here.

CDR Yes; it is.

LMP We'l I get another sample - that'l I be from inside
the block.

(9)(SAMP 79110,15)(PHO 14622413-14)

(9)(SAMP 79110,15)

(9)(SAMP 79130,35)(PHO 146 22413-18; 142 21791-94)

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

06 21 27+

CDR Get it with this real easy. Here's a whole big - we (9)(SAMP 79130,35)
ought to take that just as is.

CDR Put a bag around one end if we can. Here the other (9) (SAMP 79130,35)
end is smaller.

CDR That's a breccia, too. (9) (SAMP 79130,35)

CDR See the white fragments in there? (9)(SAMP 79130,35)

CDR It's got a lot of very smal I - - (9) (SAMP 79130,35)

LMP It looks I ike this big one over here. You know, it (9) (SAMP 79130,35)
might be that these might be pieces of the
projectile. I don't know. Because it doesn't look
I ike - it's not subfloor.

LMP Wei I, that's wrapped in - if you put it end down, it (9)(SAMP 79130,35)
may stay in the bag.

06 21 27+ CDR I doubt it. (9)(SAMP 79130,35)

06 21 28 45 CDR It's 480, and it's a relatively tabular shape, and (9)(SAMP 79130,35)
it's about - - 10 inches long.

06 21 28+ LMP And it's highly friable. It breaks apart. (9) (SAMP 79130,35)

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

CDR Oh, not so much. (9)(SAMP 79130,35)

LMP In smal I chips. Wei I, you did it with your hands (9)(SAMP 79130,35)
there. I call that being friable, compared to what
we've seen anyway.

CDR Okay, and let me get an after of that. (9) (SAMP 79130,35)(PHO 146 22415-18)
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06 21 28+

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

LMP Let me get a soi I right over here. Okay. The soi 1 (9)(SAMP SOIL 79120-25)(PHO 146 22413-18; 142 21791-94)
next to the boulder down about 3 centimeters, is in
bag 569.

LMP And the soi I and chips - about two-thirds of a meter (9)(SAMP SOIL 79510-37) (PHO 146 22413-18; 142 21791-94)
from the boulder - - are in bag 570.

LMP There, very clearly, is a central mound. And now (9)
that we've looked at this one, the mound looks I ike
it's composed of gray fragment breccias much like
what we've just sampled - - dark gray. And again it
might be related - - to the projectile. Now, we've
got to see if there Is subfloor up here, or whether
we're deal ing with another unit somewhere.

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

lMP Got your after.

lMP Wei I, the more coherent rocks - this looks I ike
subf loor.

CDR I don't see any orange material either.

lMP Not yet.

(9)(PHO 146 22416-18)

(9)

(9)

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

06 21 28+

CDR This particular rock we've sampled has tabular (9)
fractures, and in one-half of the rock, they are
definitely oriented.

lMP There's more dust on these rocks. It's harder to (9)
see a fresh surface. They're not as clean. That's
subfloor.

CDR Even the floor of the crater is mantled down there. (9)

06 21 31 51 CDR Yes, I think it is glass-covered. At least it's
glass-covered - just glass-covered. I've got an
undocumented sample. It's about 2 meters west of
where we just sampled. It's a glass-covered
baseball-size rock in 571.

06 21 28+ lMP What you got? A piece of glass? (9) (SAMP 79150,55)

(9)(SAMP 79150,55)
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06 21 32 14 LMP A lot of these blocks up here, particularly the more (9)
fractured ones, but even some that aren't - are a
gray matrix fragment breccia. And it looks 1ike 
really, the fragments are quite fine. There are no
- on the rim anyway, we haven't seen any large
fragments. The largest I've seen is about 2
centimenters. But down in the mound you can see
some fragments that are probably half a meter in
di ameter.

06 21 32+ CDR Jack, are you going around that rim of the crater up (9)
there?

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

LMP was Just looking at rocks. (9)

CDR want to get a pan before we leave back there. (9)(PHO 146 22423--50)

LMP Yes. We need to see if we can get some of the (9)
subfloor. I'm not sure I understand what's happened
here, yet. This should have brought up subfJoor
according to the theory, and it hasn't.

CDR That looks like some of the - look at some of the (9)
breccias - the blue breccias with the white - big
old slabby white - with the fracture face with the
white inclusions.

LMP Down there. (9)

CDR Yes, down In the floor, Jack. (9)

LMP Yes, It has that appearance all right. Hey, Gene - (9)

06 21 32+ CDR Do you see that - - that's
pyramid shape down there?
the right end of the floor
one?

fractured in sort of a
Out here on the right 
down there - that big

(9)

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

LMP Yes.

CDR It's sort of pointing west.

LMP Yes.

CDR It's really neat. That's a unique fracture, isn't
it?
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06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

CC We'd like to be moving from here in about 10 (9)
minutes, so we probably better be trending back
toward the Rover, unless you're seeing something
rea I IY great out the re ,

LMP We ought to find what the rock is here, if you've (9)
got a little time.

CDR One thing I notice we do uncover. There's a lot of (9)
- oh, 2-, 3-, 4-mil 1imeter-size fragements of glass
we're kicking up allover the place.

LMP Yes. (9)

CDR Little glass balls. (9)

CDR Almost like Pele's - (9)

LMP Can you come over here? I think there's some
subf loor here.

LMP We ought to try to document it. But I tel I you,
most of the rocks are the fine-fragment breccias.

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

06 21 32+

CDR Let me see if I can't get one of those little - -

LMP There's some glass.

CDR You see if they're like Pele's - - eyeballs or
whatever they are.

(9)(SAMP 79170,75)(PHO 14622419-22; 14221795-97)

(9) (SAMP 79170,75)

(9)(SAMP 79170,75)

06 21 32+ LMP I think we can get some over here. If you're (9) (SAMP 79170,75)
careful coming over here, we can get glass that
looks like it may have crystallized in place there.

06 21 32+ CDR Okay. 1 ' m talking about those little bal Is, too. (9) (SAMP 79170,75)

06 21 32+ LMP Put your gnomon right over here, and we can get that (9) (SAMP 79170,75)
for glass and that for subfloor.
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06 21 32+ LMP But 1'rn not sure that is. It may be breccia. (9)
Everything is covered with dust here, and it's hard
to tel I the types. Most of the rocks we're seeing
are breccias. Make sure that that glass is in your (SAMP 79170,75)(PHO 146 22419-21)
stereo.

06 21 35+ LMP Okay, the glass - looks I ike a glass agglutinate. (9) (SAMP 79170,75)

06 21 35+

06 21 35+

06 21 35+

06 21 35+

LMP It's a frothy - glass agglutinate is going to be in (9)(SAMP 79170,75)
bag 481.

LMP And it looks almost like a cowpie - pile-type of (9)(SAMP 79170,75)
bomb, Bob, if you'l I pardon the expression.

LMP Although it's not flattened. It's an aggregate of (9) (SAMP 79170,75)
glass - or it's a pile of about four fragments, much
like the one we're sampl ing.

CDR Jack, we want to get a good scoop sample here. (9)
Maybe can we get some of those little fine pieces of
g Iass around.

06 21 37 19 LMP And it looks I ike it's in place from the day it was (9) (SAMP 79170,75)
born.

06 21 37+ LMP I'm having a hard time with this one. (9 )

06 21 37+

06 21 37+

06 21 37+

06 21 37+

06 21 37+

CDR A piece of that rock right behind it. (9)(SAMP 79190,95)(PHO 142 21795-97; 146 22419-22)

CDR Yes. I'm going to turn around. Just not going to (9) (SAMP 79190,95)
be able to get that one in the bag, I don't think.

CDR My sample's in - 482 is a rock, but it doesn't look (9)(SAMP 79190,95)
I ike subfloor. It looks I ike the blue-gray material
we've been seeing - the breccia-type material.

LMP I don't think there's any difference. (9)(SAMP 79190,95)

CDR Got it in! (9)(SAMP 79190,95)
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06 21 37+ LMP Might just as well throw them in my bag.

06 21 37+ CDR I want a scoop out of here. though, Jack.

06 21 37+ CC Why don't we get that scoop sample as the fi rst
sample of Jack's radial sample?

06 21 37+ CDR Okay. That's right. You're getting a radial
sample.

(9)(SAMP 79190.95)

(9)($AMP NOT RETURNED) (PHO 142 21825-26)

(9) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)

06 21 39 46 CDR Before you go back - I got to get an after picture (9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED){PHO?)
here. And I want to get a pan of this thing. We
can get a stereo pan - as you start your radial
sample.

06 21 39+ LMP Yes. You take the after from there, and 1'1 I go
over here.

(9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED){PHO?)

06 21 39+ CDR I'm goi ng to go over behind me and take part of the (9) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)(PHO?)
stereo.

06 21 39+ LMP Where are you going. to take your pan? (9)

06 21 39+ CDR From behind me, where we were. (9)

06 21 39+ LMP I think 1't1 just take my radial ri ght from here to (9)(SAMP NO~ RETURNED)
the Rover.

06 21 39+ LMP And 1'1 I take my pan from here. (9) (PHO 142 21798-824)

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

CDR think I'm out of fi 1m. (9)

CDR 150. And it stopped clicking. Jack, I didn't get (9)
the rest of that crater down there.

CDR I only got It 12 o'clock and around. (9)
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06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

LMP I can qet it. (9)(PHO 142 21798-824)

LMP WeI I. 1' m going to be out of fi 1m. too. here before (9)(PHO 142 21798-824)
long.

CDR Just don't worry about it then. Just press on with (9)
your radials.

LMP I got a good pan over here. Did you get the crater (9)(PHO 142 21798-824)
at all?

CDR I got the right half of it and probably two-thirds (9)
of it. so I'm Just going to have to let that do.
I'm going to see if I can get some 500's whl Ie (PHO 139 21212-68)
you're doing that.

LMP Hey. this isn't going to be an Ideal radial sample,- (9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)
but it wi I I have to do.

CDR Bob. would you tel I me what your primary desires are (9)(PHO 139 21212-68)
again on the 500. based upon what we have?

06 21 42+

06 21 42+

06 21 44+

06 21 44+

06 21 44+

CC The primary desire wil I be the North Massif. the
blocks. and the trails.

CDR 670. 037. 801; 670. 037. 801.

LMP Bag 52 Yankee Is at the rim crest.

CDR I'm going to use the Rover to steady the 500. and
see what happens.

LMP This isn't working out too wei I. I've got to get
rid of this scoop.

(9)(PHO 139 21212-68)

(9)

(9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(9)(PHO 139 21212-68)

(9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)

06 21 44+ CDR Just set it there and take your sample. We'l I get (9) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)
it.
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06 21 44+ LMP 1'1 I take the samples going back. (9) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)

06 21 47 46 CC We'd like you to press on. We' I I abort the radial
sample. We'd I ike to leave here immediately.
Enough of the 500 mi I limeters, Gene.

(9) (SAMP NOT RETURNED)

(PHO 139 21212-68)

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

CDR Eighty-five is the mag count on the 500.

LMP I think that's a smart move. I don't think the
radial sample's going to tel I you much here.

(9)(PHO 139 21212-68)

(9)(SAMP NOT RETURNED)

06 21 47+ CDR Jack, you ought to get a scoop of that dirt, though. (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)(PHO 142 21827-29)

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

06 21 47+

LMP Well, there's one scoop - -

CDR We don't have a scoop of it, do we?

LMP Look what's underneath it.

CDR Wei I, I don't know What's underneath it.

LMP It's white.

CDR Well, I wanted to make sure we got some of those
small glass balls.

LMP Yes, we'l I get a scoop of it. Up on the top.

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

(9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

06 21 47+ CC Seventeen, we're anxious for you guys to get going. (9)

06 21 49 52 CDR Here's your gravimeter reading from the surface; (9)
670,057,101; 670,057.101.

06 21 49+ LMP Come here. Gene. quickly. We can't leave this. (9) (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)
This may be the youngest mantle over - whatever was

06 21 49+ CDR Take pictures of it. I don't have any film.
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06 21 49+

06 21 49+

06 21 49+

LMP - - was thrown out of the craters. (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)

CDR Take pictures of it. Bob, we've got to take 5 more (9) (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)(PHO 142 21827-29)
minutes. We'l I be right with you.

CDR What Jack's done is he dug a trench in a (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28,40-45,60-65)
southwest-northeast direction, and he discovered
about 3 inches below - 4 inches below the surface -
a very light-gray materi a I.

06 21 49+ CDR Take that crust (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28)(PHO 142 21827-29)

06 21 49+ LMP I'm try ing to get the upper portion there. There we (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28)
go.

06 21 51 04 LMP The first 2 centimeters. bag 483. The next 5 - in (9) (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28)
484. (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79240-45) (PHO 142 21827-29)

06 21 51+ CDR Get some? (9) (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79240-45)

06 21 51+ LMP I got quite a bit. (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79240-45)

06 21 51+ LMP And the next 10 centimeters of the light-gray (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79260-65)(PHO 142 21827-29)
materi a I, be in - probably in 486. if we're lucky -
get it off.

06 21 51+ LMP I think it is 486. right? (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79260-65)

06 21 51+ CDR Yes. 485! (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79260-65)

06 21 51+ LMP 485. Okay. What did I say 483, 484? Okay. (9) (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79260-65)

06 21 52 29 LMP Okay. The third sample is In 485. (9)(SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79260-65)

06 21 52+ LMP A posslbi lity here is that this upper 6 inches of (9) (SAMP TRENCH SOIL 79220-28)
gray material in here is the latest mantling in the
area and the I ight-colored debris may be what's left
over from the impact.
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06 21 52+ CC We need Jack to put on magazine Nancy. (9)

06 21 52+ CDR Okay, I need a magazine too, Bob. 1 don't have any (9)
film at all.

06 21 52+

06 21 52+

06 21 52+

06 21 52+

CC That'l I be Bravo If you change yours here. You
could change It at Station 10.

CDR 1'1 I change It here.

CDR got Bravo.

LMP Okay. I got that one.

(9)

(9 )

(9)

(9)

06 21 52+ CDR We lost the dark slide out of Bravo, and it's In the (9)
dirt. I'm not going to pick it up.

06 21 54+ COR I'm changed. And I don't know what the mag count
is. Hey, we got some rocks In that big bag.

(9)

06 21 55 45 CDR can't even pick up that big bag to close the gate. (9)

06 21 55+ CC We've had a change of heart here again, as usual. (9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02) (PHO 143 21836-38)
And we're going to drop Station 10 now that we've
hurried you so much, and we're going to get a double
core here. And we'd like to get some footbal I-size
rocks whl Ie you're doing that. And then we're going
to leave here and go back to the LM.

06 21 55+ LMP You don't want a double core here. I don't think we (9) (SAMP CORE 79001-02)
can do It, Bob. 1t' s too rocky.

06 21 55+ COR You don't think we' 11 get through that stuff you (9) (SAMP CORE 79001-02)
just trenched?

06 21 55+ LMP Well, I'm afraid there are rocks a II through It. (9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)
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06 21 55+

06 21 55+

06 21 55+

06 21 55+

06 21 57+

06 21 57+

CDR Let's try it.

LMP Mag Nancy .in on the LMP's camera.

LMP Oh, you're doing It. huh?

CDR I've got it started.

CC And we'd I Ike to also deploy EP number 5 here.

CDR The lower Is 50; the upper is 37.

(9) (SAMP CORE 79001~02)

(9)

(9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)

(9) (SAMP CORE 79001-02)

(9)

(9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)

06 21 57+ LMP Why don't you put it up - wei I - you put the gnomon (9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)
away. Put it fairly near that trench. At least
there is some documentation there. 1'1 I try to have (PHO 143 21836-58)
the pan going whi Ie you're doing it.

06 21 59 20 LMP Okay. Pin I in pulled and safe. Pin 2 is pul led - (9)
safe. Pin 3 is pul led and safe.

06 21 59+

06 21 59+

06 21 59+

06 21 59+

CDR The first core was easy; the second one a little
tougher; and then it got tough down at the end.

LMP There. I'm getting a picture of you. Okay?

LMP got it.

CDR Core lifter wants to sl ide out. It's ful I. No
rocks in it. It looks I ike Just the same, stuff
we've been traveling through.
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06 21 59+ CC Jack. I think you better help Gene with recovering (9)(SAMP CORE 7900~-02)

that core.

06 21 59+ LMP And if you' 1I just wait until I finish the pan,
that's exactly what I'm going to do.

(9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02) (PHO 143 21836-58)

06 22 01 10 CDR Bob, it's capped. (9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)

06 22 01+ CDR It's very loose soil, just any little movement and (9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)
you'll lose some of It.

06 22 01+ CDR The top rammed down - oh, almost half way without
any effort.

(9) (SAMP CORE 79001-02)

06 22 03 14 CDR The bottom rammed down about an Inch. (9)(SAMP CORE 79001-02)

06 22 03+

06 22 03+

06 22 03+

06 22 03+

06 22 04+

LMP And I got one sample of a radial sample.

LMP In rTr'/ pocket.

LMP And we want to get a large block.

CDR No, let's get a couple of them. I've got one.

LMP Got a big rock there, too?

(9) (SAMP?)

(9) (SAMP?)

(9) (SAMP 79035)

(9) (SAMP 79035)

(9)(SAMP 79035)

06 22 04+ LMP The thing that amazes me is that there's no subfloor (9)
around here.

06 22 04+ CDR got one here.
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06 22 05+

06 22 07+

06 22 07+

06 22 07+

LMP Bag 486 is a I ight-colored rock taken about 3 meters (9)(SAMP 79210.15)
to the right of the Rover. You should be able to
pick it out In that last pan. unless the focus was
bad.

LMP Yes. You know, I don't think there is any subfloor (9)
in here. The rocks are so dust covered that it's
hard to be sure. but no rock I picked up looked like
sub f l oor ,

CDR Get on there one time. Ready? I got three of them (9)
that time.

CDR Jack, there's a big one right there in my floor pan. (9)(SAMP 79035)
That's what I did last time.

06 22 07+ CDR Get out of this block fie Id, we' I:1 be able to move (9)
it a 1ittle bit.

06 22 09+ LMP Where are we headed, now that we are moving? (9-SEP)

06 22 09+ CDR Well, I'm trying to get out of the block fie Id here, (9-SEP)
then I f I I head back to the southwest.

~ .

06 22 09+ LMP That must be Gatsby over there. "-'(9-SEP)

06 22 09+ CDR That's Gatsby there, I guess, huh? '(9"SEP)

06 22 09+ LMP Yes. ..... {9"SEP) . .'~,.

06 22 09+ CDR It's not unlike Van Serg, though. (9~SEPr
~ i ',< ~

06 22 09+ LMP Hey. you know that looks like manti ing. «9-SEP)
: '!~
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06 22 09+

06 22 09+

LMP Hopefully, we can get a shot looking back to the
northwest - -

CDR Yes, 1'1 I get that when I - -

(9-SEP)( PHO?)

(9-SEP)

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

LMP - - into Gatsby, because it looks I ike the mantle (9-SEP) (PHO?l
streams over the side from the southwest. Can you
swing to your right - get up a I ittle closer to the
rim, there?

CDR Hey, here's a couple fragments in spots - (9-SEPl

LMP Look at that! (9-SEP)

LMP See that structure. (9-SEP)

LMP see how the mantle streams over from the (9-SEP)
northwest. Can you get that?

CDR Yes. (9-SEP)

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

06 22 09+

LMP And from the southwest.

COR Got it?

LMP Yes,

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP) (PHO?)

(9-SEP) (PHO? )

06 22 II 41 CDR We're 236/2.1. (9-SEP)

06 22 11+

06 22 11+

LMP What I'm looking at is the northwest portion of (9-SEP)
Gatsby, where there's a very very concentrated block
field on the inner wall, except where there are. on
the southwest, three streams and on the northwest
and north a continuous stream, if you wi I I, or band.
radial band, of mantle that appears to be burying
that field, overlying and mantling the field~ We
got some pretty good pictures of It, I think.

LMP I'm more and more convi nced there's a mant le, One (9-SEP)
possibi Ilty, I guess, is that, if it's a pyroclastic
mantle, that In the lunar vacuum environment and
with whatever volatiles we're dealing wit~, the
stuff becomes extremely fine upon vesiculation~ We
may have been on it all the time and not known it -
as far as recognizing it.
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06 22 11+

06 22 11+

06 22 11+

CDR As soon as we come through this draw, how smooth or (9-SEP)
free of any debris or boulders it is on the other
side of the upslope.

LMP I guess Sherlock's going to be right over the top (9-SEP) .
over here. I saw it when we were on that other
ridge.

CC - - and If you keep going straight to the,LM, you're (9-SEP)
probab Iy going to run Into this crater area around
San Luis Rey. You probably ought to head somewhat
south of directly back to the LM, so we can at least
tip the - western edge of Sherlock and then pick It
up and go from there back to the SEP. It looks I ike
it might be rather rough there In that dotted-lined
area.

06 22 15 00 CDR Bob, I've already been doing it. I'm at 244/1.7. (9-SEP)

06 22 15+

06 22 15+

LMP About 200 meters back, we crossed back into our (9-SEP)
standard mantle surface of about I-percent fragment
cover - - out of this - the block ~i~ld; which -

CDR I can see the LM. And there's Sherlock, where those (9-SEP)
b locks are.

06 22 15+

06 22 15+

LMP Yes, that's the block field, the Sherlock b Iock :
field; that's right. That Is a block field.

CDR Some big ones there.

(9..SEP)
-:..

(9-SEP·)

06 22 15+

06 22 15+

06 22 15+

CDR Old Station 10. (9-SEP)

LMP Pul I close to this big block, if you can. (9-SEP)
, ~.:.::; ,~

LMP And 1'1 I try to get a reading on what It is - some (9-SEP) (PHO?)
pictures of it as we come up to it.
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06 22 15+ CDR Yes. Boy that's a big one. (9-S£P)

06 22 15+

06 22 15+

06 22 15+

LMP Looks I ike our old friend, the subfloor - - (9-SEP)

CDR Subftoor, isn't it? Yes. (9-SEP)

LMP Yes. Vesicular subfloor. Vesicles are about a (9-SEP)
centimeter maximum size. They look like they're
fairly evenly sorted. And the rock itself seemed to
be massive.

06 22 17 08 CDR 250/1.4. (9-SEP)

06 22 17+ LMP We're back into about a 5-percent rock cover as we (9-SEP)
cross the edge of the Sherlock block field.

06 22 17+ CDR That's Sherlock over that rim over there. (9-SEP)

06 22 17+ LMP Yes. Once again, all these subfloor blocks look as (9-SEP)
if they're buried. Not mantled, necessarily, except
maybe that one. Can you swing right, just a tad?

06 22 17 41 COR That one's got the mantle blowing up on it, in it's (9-SEP)
fractures and everything.

06 22 17+ LMP That's the best example of that, I think. (9-SEP)

06 22 17+ CDR Take a picture of that? (9-SEP) (PHO?)

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

LMP got it. 19-5EP)(PHO?)

LMP Everything in here so far is the tan-gray subfloor (9-SEP)
gabbro that I've seen. Oh, there's one over there
that's a blue-gray. But blue-gray is not abundant.

CC And 17, as you're getting closer, we're going to (9-SEP)
want an lRV sample at 1.1 on the range.

06 22 17+-

06 22 17+

{)6 22 17+

lMP What are we now? 1.2?

CDR 1.2. We'l I try to get block and soil.

LMP There's a fresh little pit.
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06 22 17+

06 22 17+

LMP 1 am continually impressed by the lack of exotic (9-SEP)
fragments in here.

LMP If you head into that little - wei 1 that's a crater (9-SEP)
there.

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

CDR Let me get around It. We can go a I ittle bit
further.

CDR 1'1 I go up on that flat area up there.

LMP Yes. There are a lots of I ittle fragments over
there by that area.

LMP Okay. Now swing a shal low turn. Whoa.

CDR Did you get any of those?

LMP Unfortunately, 1 can't see them - the shadow.

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

06 22 17+ CDR How about that one right in front of you, In front (9-SEP)
of the television camera shadow. See that little
one up there?

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

06 22 17+

LMP It's a little big, I think.

CDR No upper right. Straight up the 1ine.

LMP Yes. If you can get over there, I can get It.

CDR I can get there.

LMP I guess I wasn't looking at the right one. The
shadow Is making It impossible to see down there.
Now, see what you can get.

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

06 22 2004 CDR We're at 253/1.1. (9-SEP)(LRV 12)

06 22 20 28 LMP Fifty-three Yankee.

06 22 20+

06 22 20+

LMP That's sol I. I can't see to get a rock.

LMP Go forward Just a I ittle bit, Gene.
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06 22 20+ CDR can't see the LM anymore. (9-SEPl (LRV 12)(5AMP 70310-15)

06 22 21 10 LMP Okay. The rock fragments. that's 54 Yankee. You (9-SEP) (LRV 12) (SAMP 70310-15)
got a rock right in front of you don't you?

06 22 21+ CDR I see it. Rol led over. (9-SEP) (LRV 12){SAMP 70310-15)

06 22 21+ LMP LMP frame for that sample - looks like about 60. (9-5 EP){ LRV 12){SAMP 70310-15){PHO 143 21894)

06 22 21+ LMP Looks like some of our gray variety of subfloor up (9-SEP)
here - around the rim of that I ittle crater. You
know, I'm starting to think that maybe the gray
relatively nonvesicular subffoor may be 'deeper
fraction. based on what we saw - wef I. actually.
though, let's see - that could have been overturn. I
don't know. Take that back. There just isn't much
of it around here, although we saw a lot of it in
the waII of Cochise.

06 22 23 02 LMP What do you think this is. San Luis Rey? We're at
252/0.9.

(9-SEP)

06 22 23+ CDR I wouldn't doubt it at all. 1'1 I bet that's San
Luis Rey. We're on the east side of it - Mariner
and San Luis Rey. They're shallow - filledwith
rocks.

(9-SEP)

06 22 23 36 CDR We're at 250/0.9. (9-SEP)

06 22 23+

06 22 23+

LMP Mariner should look pretty fresh. (9-SEP)

LMP Boy. I certainly don't see much variety other than (9-5EP)
the gray and the tan subfloor variety. There's old
Challenger.

06 22 23+ CDR Boy. 1 tel I you there's no getting out of this
stuff. You go from one to the other.
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% 22 24 25 LMP Bob, we're moving in and out of areas of say (9-SEPJ
I-percent to 5- to 10-percent blockiness. And where
it gets blocky - not only is it more blocky, but we
seem to have more of the medium-sized craters in the
range of 20- to 50-meter-diameter craters. That may
be Mariner right there.

06 22 24+ LMP Van Serg, let me mention again, was an unusual (9-SEPJ
experience in the plains geology here. That must be
part of San Lui-s Rey or Mariner, one.

06 22 24+

06 22 24+

CDR Yes. That's pretty deep.

LMP Yes, it is.

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)

06 22 26 13 CDR It's really big. We're at 252 and 0.6. (9-SEP)

06 22 26+

06 22 26+

06 22 26+

06 22 26+

06 22 26+

LMP The crater on our left - that is, south of us - is a (9-SEP)
large crater. It's somewhat deeper than craters of
the same size that we've seen. And it, too, though,
has its large blocks mainly in the wal Is, although
there are blocks up here in the rim, occasionally up
to 3 meters.

LMP Look at that string of blocks over there - that may (9-SEP)
be it.

CDR Yes, (9-SEP)

LMP That's an edge of a crater, i guess. (9-SEP)

COR Want a picture of that? (9-SEP)

06 22 26+ LMP Got i+. Look at the way that thing's fractured. (9-SEP)

06 22 26+ CDR This is the San Luis Rey complex because see how
elongated it is?

06 22 26+ L.!vIP Yes.

G6 22 26+ CDR Fact is, we're going TO cut right through the
western h~!t here.

06 22 27 30 CDR We're at 244/0.4.

(9-SEP)

(9-SEPJ

(9-SEP)

(9-SEP)



06 22 27+

06 22 27+

LMP Bob, I may have said early on up there at Van Serg (9-SEP)
that I saw subfloor, but we never did sample any.
that I know of. And the dust was thick enough that
I'm just not sure. Breccias were the most obvious
thing there.

LMP It might have been a window in the plains here, of (9-SEP)
some kind. But - it's strange to see It there, with
so much subfloor all around It that we saw.

06 22 28 51 CDR 252 and 0.2. (9-SEP)

06 22 29+ CDR *** point one though. We're almost to SEP. We're (9-SEP)
about - - 50 meters from SEP.

06 22 29+ LMP We're about 30 meters east of the antenna. (9-SEP)

06 22 30 I I CDR And we're measuring 221 and 0.2. (9-SEP)

06 22 30+

06 22 30+

LMP There's a rock. 1 stood up down there, and I want
to get It - -

CDR Okay. EP 2.

(SEP)(SAMP 70215)

(SEP)

06 22 32 03 LMP Pin I. Pul led and safe. Pin 2. Pul led and safe. (SEP)
Pin 3 Is pulled and safe.

06 22 32+

06 22 32+

LMP 1'1 I try to put It In a depression. I'm going to (SEP)
put It in a depression, If you want. And then I've
got to take a pan, huh? Wi II a locator - yes - how (PHO 143 21924)
about a locator to the LM?

CC Be fine. (SEPHPHO 143 21924)

06 22 32+ CDR You going to get on, Jack or walk back?
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06 22 32+ LMP I' II get on. (SEP)

06 22 32+ LMP Locator to the LM. I ' I I give you a frame count, 92. (SEP)( PHO 143 21924)

06 22 32+ LMP You're going to have to go left a little, right (SEP-LM)
here.

06 22 32+ CDR Go left? (SEP-LM)

06 22 32+ LMP To avoid the antenna. (SEP-LM)

06 22 32+

06 22 32+

LMP 1 want to point out a rock to you I set up on end.
We need to get in the bag, and you can let me off
there and I'll carry it.

LMP It's near the LM.

(SEP-LM){SAMP 70215)

(SEP-LM){SAMP 70215)

06 22 34+ LMP think it's that one there that's sort of dark. (SEP-LM) (SAMP 70215)

06 22 34+ CDR Up there, straight ahead? (SEP-LM) {SAMP 70215)

06 22 34+ LMP Yes. (SEP-LM) (SAMP 70215)

06 22 34+ CDR Bootprints are by it. That must be it. (SEP-LM)(SAMP 70215)

06 22 34+ LMP That's It, yes. Can you swing over so can lean on (SEP-LM){SAMP 70215)
the Rover when I put the - -

06 22 34+ LMP That's perfect.

06 22 34+ CDR Okay. You off?

06 22 34+ LMP Well now, what did I do that for?

06 22 34+ CDR What did you do. Kick it under?

06 22 34+ LMP Yes.
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06 22 35 35 LMP I got my rock. It's halfway between the SEP and the (SEP-LM) (SAMP 7021S)
LM. Let me put it in the big bag.

06 22 3S+

06 22 3S+

CC l s rth I s that brown one you saw out he re. before,
Jack?

LMP No, it's a gray one.

(SEP-lM) {SAMP 7021S)

(SEP-LM)(SAMP 7021S)

06 22 3S+ LMP Yes, I just lost the sample. It's In my pocket, I (SEP-lM) (SAMP 70215)
guess. Let me get some tongs.

06 22 35+ LMP Then you can go ahead. I ' I I wa Ik back. (SEP-lM)

06 22 37 47 CDR Okay, Bob. I'm back at the LM - - ( LM)

06 22 37+ CDR lSI, 12.0, and 00 I. ( LM)

06 22 37+ LMP Can you get It? ( LM)

06 22 37+ CDR got to get your bag - - ( LM)

06 22 37+ LMP got It. ( LM)

06 22 40 I I CDR The core tUbes are going In SCB 7 - (LM)(SAMP CORES 76001, 79001-02)

06 22 40+

06 22 40+

CDR Did you get my bag already?

lMP Yes.

( LM)

( LM)

06 22 40+ CDR We'll have one more to put in here. I'm just going ( LM)
to lay this one over here. Yes, the big one. Man,
there's some big ones in there, too.

06 22 40+ LMP We can get some of that sUbfloor. ( LM)

06 22 40+ CDR Yes. there's one in my footpan. too. (lM)(SAMP 79035)

06 22 40+ COR don't you leave that there for a minute? (lM)(SAMP 79035)
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06 22 41 53 eDR How are we fixed for samples? Here's 5. and it's elM)
about 1/2 to 3/4 ful I.

06 22 41+ lMP - - let's dump these - - elM)

06 22 41+

06 22 41+

06 22 41+

06 22 41+

06 22 41+

CDR We got 3. elM)

lMP - - three in there. the Rover samples. elM)

CDR We probably ought to put the SESe in there. huh? If (lM) (SAMP SESC 7001 I)
there's room for it.

CC let's put the SESe someplace where it's accessible (lM) (SAMP SESC 7001 I)
to get that contamination sample.

CDR let's get it now. We can get the bag cleaned up we elM)
can put it in bag 5.

06 22 41+

06 22 41+

06 22 41+

eDR Get your scoop. let's get it over with.

lMP' don't have a scoop. I don't even have a rake.

CDR Use your Rover sampler.

(~)

elM)

elM)

06 22 41+ CDR They both fel I off when that thing (pal let) opened. elM)

06 22 41+ CDR Here's a full core tube we can't forget. (LM) (SAMP eORES 76001. 79001-02)

06 22 4337 LMP 1'1 I put it over here in 4. I mean in 7.

06 22 44 20 CDR We're going to get this SESe now.
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06 22 44+ LMP You want it in front of the minus-Z footpad? ( LM)

06 22 44+ CC Roger. Sort of underneath where you probably had ( LM)
the - - solar side of the Cosmic Ray Experiment
there. Between the footpad and the ALSEP doors
there.

06 22 44+ CDR Let's f I II it up. ( LM)

06 22 45+

06 22 45+

06 22 45+

CDR Would you brush that white thing off for me?

LMP Okay. Take a couple over here.

CDR Let me go past the radar. Good job.

(lM)

( LM)

( lM)

06 22 46 43 LMP I'm on frame 96, and the short can sample
contaminated sample is documented by two stereopairs
prior to that. And the before Is the cosmic ray
pictures.

(lM)(SAMP SESC 7001 I)
(PHO 143 21927-30)
(PHO 140 21381-82)

06 22 46+

06 22 46+

06 22 46+

CC Which SCB is that going In, Jack?

LMP Number 5.

CDR Yes, short can in 5.

(LM) (SAMP SESe 700 II)

(lM)(SAMP SESe 70011)

(LM) (SAMP SESC 70011)

06 22 47 47 CDR We've got the big bag, bag 7, bag 5, bag 4 at the (lM)
footpad.

06 22 47+ ce We've also got SCB 3 with the Rover samples In it on (LM)
the Rover.

06 22 47+ LMP No, we emptied those into 5.
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06 22 47+ LMP You've got another big rock over here from the - (LM) (SAM? 79035)

06 22 47+ CDR It's in my footpan. (LM)(SAMP 79035)

06 22 47+ LMP That's from Station 9, right? (LM) (SAMP 79035)

06 22 47+ CDR Yes. (LM) (SAMP 79035)

06 22 47+ CDR That's what I told them. Station 9, I got a (LM) (SAMP 79035)
footba II-s ize rock, and I've put it in there.

06 22 47+

06 22 47+

06 22 48+

LMP Gene's footbal I-sized rock looks I ike it might be (LM) (SAMP 79035)
glass coated. And it might even have a shatter cone
or two on it.

LMP I don't know what you're focused on - - but here's (LM) (SAMP 79035)
his rock.

CC Jack, we're going to let you take the Commander's (LM)(PHO 134 20489-505)
camera out to the ALSEP and take a few photos that
people think we need. And Gene's going to take your (PHO?)
camera out and document the geophone.

06 22 51 46 LMP Okay. Bob. I've got the cosmic ray in the ETB. ( LM)

06 22 52 02 lMP Mag Foxtrot, or Franny, I guess, we changed it to. (lM)
Mag Donna, the DSEA. Mag Echo. Mag Linda. Mag
Mary.

06 22 53+ CDR Are you through with the 500? ( LM)

06 22 53+ CC We're through with the 500? ( LM)

06 22 53+ lMP don't think the 500's working anymore, anyway. (LM)

06 22 53+ CDR It was working - - (last time?) used it. ( LM)

06 22 53+ lMP There it is. Okay. Fi 1m cycle. Three times.
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06 22 54 49 LMP Okay. Mag Karen is in. ( LM)

06 22 54+ LMP And there are two on the cameras. ( LM)

06225509 CDR Bob. I'm reading 670.010.701; 670. 010. 701. (LM)

06 22 55+ LMP Yes. Take a picture for you. (LM)( PHO?)

06 22 58+ CC - - did all the FSR's get off the Rover into the big ( LM)
bag?

06 22 58+ LMP That's afti rm, ( LM)

06 22 58+ CDR Yes. this is the one you need anyway. That's color. ( LM)(PHO 134 20473-79)
Why don't you see If you can grab a couple?

06 22 58+ LMP Yes. right here. (LM) (PHO 134 20473-79)

06 22 58+ LMP Such a pose. Let me get a little different - focus. (LM)(PHO 134 20473-79)
That looks good.

06 22 58+ LMP One more. ( LM)(PHO 134 20473-79)

06 22 58+ CDR How's like this? (LM) (PHD 134 20473-79)

06 22 58+ CDR You got that camera. That's the color camera. ( LM)

06 22 58+ LMP Yes. ( LM)

06 22 58+ CDR You take it. ( LM)

06 22 58+ LMP I've got to go get a neutron flux probe. I guess. ( LM)

06 22 58+ LMP I'm headed for the ALSEP. ( LM)



06 23 0 I 33 CDR I'm ready to get out, and go to the VI Psi teo (lM)

06 23 02 I I COR What was it happened to that one in my footpan?

06 23 02+ lMP I put it in the big bag.

( lM) (SAMP 79035)

(lM)(SAMP 79035)

06 23 02+ COR Okay. Here we go, Jack. Here's one here. HM)( SAMP 70017)

06 23 02+ lMP Yes. let me get it, so you won't get it too dirty. (LM){SAMP 70017)

06 23 02+ CDR 1'1 t put it right over here against that (lM)(SAMP 70017)
background.

06 23 03 I I COR Jack has picked up a very significant rock, typical (LM)(SAMP 70017)
of what we have here in the val ley of
Taurus-Littrow. It's a rock composed of many
fragments, of many sizes and many shapes.

06 23 05+ LMP Put that in the big bag, G~no.

06 23 ~ I t I CDR 331,417, 101; 337,417, 101 (bias).

(LM)(SAMP 70017>

(LM)

06 23 11+

06 23 13+

CDR I'm going to have to take you out to the VIP
site - -

CDR The camera is under the seat.
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06 23 15+ CC We want to take some photographs at the central (ALSEP)(PHO 134 20489-91)
station and a few selected photographs of the ALSEP.
Number one, we want a 7-foot cross-sun to the south
of the ALSEP central station and then a 7-foot
down-sun of the central station. Over.

06 23 15+ LMP Okay. I got it. What else? (ALSEP)(PHO 134 20489-91)

06 23 18 08 CC There's a problem with the central station - which
they think the. south end is buried more deeply in
the dirt than they had intended.

(ALSEP)

06 23 18+ LMP You couldn't anticipate the soi I. Bob~ It's very
soft.

(ALSEP)

06 23 19 30 CDR Bob. we are at VIP. (VIP)

06 23 19+

06 23 19+

06 23 19+

CDR I may move just a I ittle bit. There's a I ittle rise (VIP)
here I can give you. I think 1'1 I give it to you.

LMP By the way. Bob. the soi I gets more cohesive with (ALSEP)
depth. I hadn't real Iy notic~d that before.

LMP It's quite a bit more cohesive at - feels about the (ALSEP)
same down to 3 centimeters out here. and then the
cohesiveness goes up. so It's difficult to scrape
with the Rover sampler.

06 23 19+ CDR Wei I, I think you can see almost everything from
here.

(VIP)

06 2329 49 LMP 1'1 I get the heat flow pictures. One was II-foot. I (ALSEP)(PHO 134 20492-97)
think. And then the stereopair.

06 23 30 51 LMP m getting the standard ones, Bob.
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06 23 30+

06 23 30+

06 23 30+

06 23 30+

LMP Eleven-footers and 7-foot stereos. (ALSEP)(PHO 134 20492-97)

CC We'd I ike a 3-foot shot of the lunar mass (ALSEP)(PHO 134 2Q498-99)
spectrometer, including the orifice wher~ the break
shield was.

LMP Cross-sun? (ALS-EPHPHO 134 20498-99)

CC Yes, yes, Jack; 3-fOOT cross-sun. (AL5EP)(PHO 134 20498-99)

06 23 32 /5 LMP Okay. Got it. Now what? (Al5EP)

06 23 32+

86 23 33+

06 23 33+

06 23 33+

06 2~ 33+

06 23 .33+

CC Now we want to go Dver the neutron flux, Jack.

LMP What do you want me to do with the neutron flux?

CC We want a photograph facing south, for the 7-foot.
So a 7-foot cross-sun essentially, of the neutron
flux in the soil.

LMP Okay. Wou /d you / ike to have the RTG in that
pi ct-ure?

CC You might take a partial pan around to t-he RTG.

LMP Okay. Now what?

(Al5EP)

(AL5EP)

(ALSEP)(PHO t34 20503-05)

(AlSEP)(PHO 134 20503-05)

(ALSEP)(PHO 134 20503-~5)

(ALS£PHPHO /34 20503-05)

06 23 33+ CC Okay. Now let's remove the neutron prObe experiment (ALSEP)
from the ground, and turn it off.

06 23 33+ lMP Okay.
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06 23 33+ CC And, Jack, you might note as you withdraw just how (ALSEP)
difficult it is to withdraw it. Whether or not it's
been seized by the soil col lapsing around it or not.

06 23 33+

06 23 36+

LMP Not at al I.

CDR I'm going to look under the seats one more time.
Nothing but a 500.

(ALSEP) ,

(VIP)

06 23 36+ CDR got the LMP's camera (VIP)

06 23 39 57 CDR Ok; let me get one parting shot of - one of the
finest running I ittle machines I've ever haQ the
pleasure to drive.

(VIP)(PHO 143 21931-34)

06 23 39+ CDR Pin I Is pulled. (VIP)
:", ,

06 23 44 29 CC Mark that. (VIP)

06 23 44+ CDR I'm at the end of the west SEP antenna. (VIP)

06 23 44 41 CDR Okay. Pin 2 is pulled. Stili safe. Pin 3 is (VIP)
pulled, anditlsstlll safe (EP 3). 1,,'

06 23 44+
. v'

LMP Fifty-five Yankee Is an exotic-looking rock I found (ALSEP)(SAMP 70170,75Y<PHO 13420503-05)
about 5 meters south of the neutron flux hole. It's
another gray - possibly gray basalt. It's just that
there aren't many of them ~tound here,' and, so I
picked It up.

06 23 46 10 CDR Okay, the (SEP) transmitter Is off.
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06 23 46+

06 23 46+

06 23 46+

06 23 46+

lMP I'm at the MESA.

CDR need a locator here to the lM.

CDR My pictures are taken; I'm on the way.

lMP I got another batch of pictures - the lM and the
flag and - -

(lM)

(VIP)(PHO 143 21935-37)

(VIP-LM)(PHO 143 21935-37)

(LM)(PHO 134 20506-13)

06 2349 57 CDR Well, watch this real quick. ( lM)

06 23 49+

06 23 49+

06 23 49+

06 23 49+

LMP Stereo, even.

CDR Okay, here, this is an ETB.

LMP Let me - let me make sure that that's al I cinched
up.

CDR And 1'II try and get the big bag here cinched up.

( LM)

( LM)

( LM)

( LM)

06 23 49+

06 23 49+

CDR Is it heavy? Something in that core tube you put in (LM)(SAMP 70012)
there?

LMP Tube 52. Has about three-quarters of a core - hand (LM) (SAMP 70012)
pushed - half a meter inside the plus-Y footpad.

07 00 04 46 CDR Hatch is c'o~ed. let's see if , can lock it. (lM)
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* * * * PRE LIFTOFF * * * *

07 00 37 42 LMP Sample 15 Echo has a bunch of dust and that (PRE L1FTOFF)(SAMP 70060-64)
gradually accumulated -in my pocket.

07 00 37+ LMP Right now I can't find the sample cdntalnment bag (PRE LIFTOFF)
number 5. Number 5 collection bag wi I I be in bag 3.

07 00 41 49 LMP We're going tq cross out 3 on the bag, and put a 5 (PRE LIFTOFF)
on it.

07 00 56 33 CDR Bag 7 Is 32, bag 4 is 31.5, bag 5 Is 21, the big bag (PRE LIFTOFF)
is 71, the ISA is 22 (Ibs.).

07 02 46+

07 02 46+

MCC Okay. Would you like for me to just read you al I
the questions, and let you mul I those over before
you work on It, or you want to do one at a time?

LMP One at a time's better, Ken.

(PRE LI FTOFF)

(PRE LI FTOFF)

07 02 46+

07 02 46+

MCC All right, sir. Number I. Wanted to know if the (PRE LIFTOFF)
blue-gray rocks at Station 6 are similar to those at
Station 21

LMP Ken, I think they are. But I think you'll find that (PRE LIFTOFF)
the ones In Station 6 are much more metamorphic '
rock, or recrystallized rock, than the ones we had
at Station 2. I had the Impression that the ones we
were sampling at Station 6 were really inclusions In
the - anorthosltic gabbro - and had been probably
considerably metamorphosed by it being Included in
it; whereas, the ones we had at Station 2 were a
separate rock type apparently as I recall it,
anyway.

07 02 46+ Mec Okay; that's good. (PRE LI FTOFF)

07 02 46+ LMP Ken, let me just say that my Impression is that (PRE LIFTOFF)
there was a lot more action In the rocks at Station
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6 than 2. I saw a lot more; a lot more was evident,
the inclusions and, some of the patterns, some of
the other things we saw.

07 02 52 08 MCC AI I right sir. Let's go on to the second one, and
it said: Do we understand that there were no
breccias at Station 8?

(PRE LIFTOFF)

07 02 52+

07 02 52+

07 02 52+

07 02 52+

LMP In the one - that apparent orthopyroxene plagioclase (PRE LIFTOFF)
rock - was a breccia in the sense it was fractured
and was injected by dark glass. But it would be
what we would ~al I a mosaic breccia in that respect,
I think, and not the - didn't see any Station 6- or
Station 2-type breccias there at al I. Other than
the subfloor gabbro, that orthopyroxene plagioclase
rock was the only major rock type I think we saw,
unless we picked up some in the rake sample. (SAMP RAKE 78525-28,30,35-99)

Mec Okay. Ok; the third one says: What are your (PRE LIFTOFF)
impressions of the distribution of the - familiar
subfloor gabbros throughout the EVA-3 traverse?

LMP Well, I think we discussed that a little bit on the (PRE LIFTOFF)
traverse - quite a bit, as a matter of fact. The
impression I had was that most of the traverse on
the plains, with the one exception of Van Serg
crater, were - we were in block fields or fragment
fields that were almost - weI I, were dominantely
subfloor. And visually from the Rover, I had no
impression of any other significant rock type, with
the exception of occasional blocks of the gray
variety of the subfloor gabbro. And I don't know -
Gene I - don't know what Gene's impression was. He
was driving a lot, but - pass it on.

CDR I think - we actually even commented when we hiT the (PRE LIFTOFF)
break in slope coming back out of Station 6 and 7,
and then back off at - coming back down at 8 - how
the terrain features changed. I think that was due
principally to the - what we've been calling the
subfloor material evident. And there again, it was,
what I would say, particularly mantled, fi I lete&,
much like we have here where the LM is, with the
exception of Van Serg, where we actually saw
fragmental boulders for the most part, a lot less
buried sitting on the surface.
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07 02 52+ MCC al I right, sir. At Van Serg, some rocks were (PRE LIFTOFF)
described as gray breccias, and some contained white
fragments. Was there a variety of breccias present?

07 02 52+ LMP I think not, Ken. My impression was that there was (PRE LIFTOFF)
a variety only in their - In the degree to which
they were fractured. We found and sampled, I think,
the two major - one - extremely fractured rock that
I said was - was friable. Anyway, it broke into (SAMP 79110,15)
small pieces very easi Iy with a hammer or in your
hand, if you worked at it. And the other was a
breccia that ~as not - was much more cohesive than· (SAMP 79190.95?)
that. It was not fractured or friable at al I. but
they both were on the rim, and I think they were
just varieties of - probably of shock fracturing.

07 02 52+ MCC Okay. Could the Van Serg breccias correlate with (PRE LIFTOFF)
the blue-gray material at Cochise?

07 02 56 40 LMP That's possible, I guess. But my first guess would (PRE LIFTOFF)
be that the gray at Cochise was blue-gray subfloor.
And, wei I, I don't know. That's a good question.
That's a good question. We - maybe with the
pictures we have, we can work out the - an attitude
- approximate attitude on that contact that I talked
about in Cochise, and see if it would project over
reasonab Iy to Van Serge I wou Idn' t be surpr ised I t-
it would. That's a good point. To me they looked.
very similar.

07 02 56+ lMP You just - yes, Ken. I think from a distance we saw (PRE liFTOFF)
the blue-gray In Cochise, you couldn't make a
definite correlation. But it's a good idea and
ought to be considered as one of the posslbi !itles.
The other Is that we just had a window In the
subf Ioor that coi nc ldenta Ily - I mean one .undernee'tn
the subfloor might be that breccia. Oh,
incidentally - the Van Serg impact hit that window.

07 02 56+

07 02 56+

MCC Okay. Can you tel I us anything about the cowpie at (PRE LIFTOFF)(SAMP 79170,75)
Van Sergo Was that a clast in the breccia?

LMP It was an aggregate of irregular - looked I Ike (PRE liFTOFF) (SAMP 79170,75)
agglutinated glass in fragments just sitting on the
rim of Van Serge And the reason I said I thought it
was in place or had fal len there and crystal' ized
there, Is that there were four or five simi lar
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07 02 56+

fragments arianged in a smal I coherent area. Not
making that very clear 1 don't think, but it looks
as if it hit and broke apart upon hitting a little
bit but didn't really splatter 01 break apart in any
significant manner.

LMP There are similar things - tel I you what it looks (PRE LIFTOFF)(SAMP 79170,75)
I ike. If anybody'd walked up the rim of Kilauea Iki
in the ash out there, and on top of the ash, there
are bombs that were fairly clearly molten when they
hit, and they had just enough spring to break when
they hit. But"the individual pieces didn't move
very far at al I. And you can see that pattern on
Ki lauea Iki. And It was the same kind of thing,
except that there was no directional aspect of it
here.

07 02 56+ LMP And that's not to say it's volcanic glass. That's
just the kind of pattern It was.

(PRE LIFTOFF)(SAMP 79170,75)

07 02 56+ MeC Okay. Can you telt us if the darker material in the (PRE LIFTOFF)
bottom of Van Serg was similar to the collected rim
material?

07 03 00 52 LMP I think so, except as Gene pointed out, the clasts (PRE LIFTOFF)
were coarser. They were coarser in the bottom than
about anything we saw in the rim.

07 03 00+ MCC Okay. Are there any distinctive features, other (PRE LIFTOFF)
than color, to separate tan from blue-gray breccias,
such as jointing, or massive nature, continuity,
anything of that nature?

07 03 00+ LMP Yes, we're - - (PRE LIFTOFF)

07 03 00+ COR Where did we find those tan breccias? (PRE LIFTOFF)

07 03 00+ CC Challenger, this Is Bob. I think we were talking (PRE LIFTOFF)
about some of them, I think, at Station I the first
night. We had both natures. In fact, I think we
had - didn't we have two of those in the same rock
together?

07 03 00+ LMP They were both gabbros. (PRE LIFTOFF)

07 03 01 57 LMP Bob, they were tan gabbros and blue-gray gabbros. (PRE LIFTOFF)
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07 03 02 52 CC Okay, yesterday, the breccias - they were tan and
blue-gray breccias yesterday at Station 2, were
there not? You have the two types of breccias at.
Station 2.

(PRE LIFTOFF)

07 03 02+ LMP Oh wei I, yes, yes, that's right. And now as I think (PRE LIFTOFF)
back I guess that's the main difference between the
tan rocks at Station 2 and Station 6, but the ones
at 6 appear to be - have an Igneous texture or at
least a very crystal line texture and inclusion-like
masses of other rocks. Whereas, the ones at Station
2 - they seem to be fragment breccias, as I recal I.
That's right, although they may have been
recrystallized or metamorphosed they were clearly
breccias at Station 2. I just forgot about that.

07 030300 CC Okay, copy that. Okay, and can you amplify your (PRE LIFTOFF)
description going out to Station 6. In particular
were there blue-gray and tan-gray bands on the North
Massif?

07 0303+ LMP Rather than bands. there were lines that appeared to (PRE LIFTOFF)
be the upper terminus of the source of the boulders
that were strewn below that line. And those lines
tended to be either - show a blue-gray source or a
tan-gray source, If you wi I I.

07 03 04+ CC Okay, do you have any preliminary stratigraphic (PRE LIFTOFF)
sequence for the plains?

07 03 04+ LMP For the plains, huh? Well. my guess would be that (PRE LIFTOFF)
the Van Serg breccias were the oldest rocks. The
gabbro - subfloor gabbro's the next oldest, and the
manti Ing material's the youngest. But that's - the
only good clear relationship was mantle on top of
the subfloor gabbros. We really don't have a good
relationship of the breccias and I guess I lean
towards thinking that Van Serg was a window in the
subfloor rather than being a bed of some kind, on·
top of the subfloor.

07 03 06 I I CC Okay, and do you have an opinion on what underl ies (PRE LIFTOFF)
the Sculptured Hi I Is?
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07 03 06+

07 03 08+

07 03 08+

07 03 08+

LMP WeI I, I think, we said - the rake sample is probably {PRE LIFTOFF)
going to tel I the tale there. My guess is from the
boulders and subfloor around up there that - are of
gabbro and maybe the Sculptured Hi lIs are a version
of the subfloor rock. I don't think that the
orthopyroxene anorthosite rock was necessari Iy
indigenous to the Sculptured Hi I Is. It was
glass-coated and permeated by glass so I suspect it
may have been thrown there by an impact somewhere
else.

CDR And I guess if you could go in - my feel ing is if (PRE LIFTOFF)
you go to the bottom of every one of those large
craters I ike Camelot, you could examine some of
these fragments on the wal Is and down into the
bottom, I just get a feel ing you'd find this - this
blue-gray breccia down there.

CDR I mean in all the big craters like Camelot. (PRE LIFTOFF)

LMP WeI I we - I think maybe that's true, however, we did (PRE LIFTOFF)
not see Isolated fragments of It very often, if at
al I, out here on the plains themselves, away from
the craters. So if the blue-gray breccia does - the
Van Serg breccia does underlie the sUbfloor, the
craters are not - it's far enough that the craters
we have apparently have not penetrated and brought
up much of that kind of material. Wei I that's It.

07 03 48 03 LMP Ken, this Is Jack, why don't you make a note that (PRE LIFTOFF)
mag Bravo is empty, with miscellaneous photos since
the last report on It.

07 03 51 36 CDR And, Ken, we're stowing mag Nancy at a reading 153. (PRE LIFTOFF)

07 12 56 + LMP Hey, Gordie, In honor of one of your comm handovers (PRE LIFTOFF)
last night, and in the tradition of Apollo 8, I've
got a paraphrase of a famll iar poem for you.

07 12 56+ CC Ok; go ahead. (PRE LIFTOFF)
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07 12 56+

07 12 56+

LMP Well, it's "the week before Christmas and all (PRE LIFTOFF)
through the LM, not a Commander was stirring, not
even Cernan. The samples were stowed in their
places with care, in hopes that with you, they soon
will be there. And Gene in his hammock and I in my
cap, had just settled our brains for a short lunar
nap. But up on comm loop there rose such a scatter,
I sprang from my hammock, to see what was the
matter. The Sun on the crest of the surface below
gave the luster of objects, as if in snow. And what
to my wandering eyes should appear, but a miniature
Rover and eight tiny reindeer. And a little old
driver so I ively and quick, I knew in a moment, it
must be St. Nick. I heard him exclaim as over the
hi I Is he did speed. Merry Christmas to al I and to
you all godspeed.

LMP People always said we ought to have a poet in space. (PRE LIFTOFF)

07 12 56+ CDR don't think we've made it yet.
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03 15 01+

* * * * ORBITAL * * * *

LMP Can you see the landing site? 1 think it's going to (ORBIT)
be in the darkness.

03 15 02+ COR No, it's just dark. (ORBIT)

03 15 02+

03 15 D2+

03 15 02+

LMP Isn't it a I ittle north of t,ack? (ORBIT)

CDR No, 1 think it's right below ~s, Jack. I think it's (ORBIT)
right smack below us in darkness.

LMP Yes, I yes, it is. I can't - I think I'm looking at (ORBIT)
Littrow right there, right below us. But I can't
quite tell.

03 15 02+ CDR If I could see Vitruvius, I'd have a better handle
on it.

(ORBIT)

03 17 07 09 LMP Okay, Houston. We've got a good shot of the landing (ORBIT)
site.

03 17 07+ LMP The shadows, Bob, go al I the way across the scarp (ORBIT)
and very long pyramiding shadows go al I the way past
Fami Iy mountain. The - looks like the Sculptured
Hills are lit up on this side, but it almost puts
the entire North Massif in sha~ow, from where I
stand.

03 17 08 07 lMP Quite an interesting place to land down there. (ORBIT>

03 17 08+ CDR We can now, I think, see contrast down in the
shadow. And the only part of the scarp that is
visible - I think Jack picked it out - as being
right where lara Is.

CORBIT)

03 17 08+ CDR Bob, that's a fantastic black-and-whi~e shot of the (ORBIT)
landing area with the shadow stretching across most
of it.
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0.3 17 IG 34 CDR Bob, I can now see down in th rough the shadow. I (ORB IT)
can see - Bear mountain. I can't really make out
the sl ide yet. Most of the North Massif is sti II
in shadow due to the Sculptured Hi I Is .. Ahd just a~

the point where we can start really to see through
the shadows and see some hummocky terrain on the
North Massif, it just went out of my next reach.
But, I did see some sort of albedo change that went
across the canyon about in the vicinity of the
scarp.

03 17 12 20 LMP Bob, with respect to the landing site -when I first (ORBIT)
had it in view - there was a clear lightening in'the
area of the light mantle. It was not sharply
def ned, but around the crater Lara and. Nansen and
to the west of the scarp - there was very clearly,
sl ightly brighter - ref ectivi

03 19 I I 23 CMP Okay it's going through the landing s now. The (ORBIT)
shadow s just up to you can rea Ily see the scarp
on there.

03 19 11+

03 19 11+

LMP See what mean by SCUlptured Hil Is, Gene? See
the knobby characteristics in that - area down
there. That's part of the Scul red Hi s.

CDR That's a massif there too.

CORBIT)

(ORBIT)

03 19 11+ LMP Now, we're just over the rim of Serenitat s looking (ORBiT)
over the graben plains - -

03 19 11+ CMP Seventeen I was just barely in the - Sherlock was (ORBIT)
just barely beyond the shadow.

." ~" '

03 19 11+ LMP This is a II supposedly covered with the dark mantle. (O~BIT)

Gene, what you're seeing down there.

03 19 11+ CDR Yes, the sun angles are so that you can't tell the CORBIT)
difference in 0lbedo. ..

03 19 11+ LMP And look at those mare ridges, though. -'~'", CORBIT>
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03 19 11+

03 19 11+

03 19 11+

03 19 11+

03 19 14+

CDR I tel I you, that's looking out into the gray - gray (ORBITl
desert down in there.

LMP That's the old Littrow site. (ORBIT>

CC Jack, Houston. Can you see any albedo difference in (ORBITl
the landing site area between the dark massif and
the light area?

LMP We can't see any difference between - in the low (ORBITl
areas, between the dark mantle and other materials
right now. We're right at the terminator.

CMP Jerry, you could really see a difference between the (ORBITl
South Massif and the mantle material around through
there. The mantle is not nearly as dark as it looks
on the pictures, though. But the massif, South
Massif, especially, looked almost a whitish color.
I guess it's because partly the Sun was shining on
it.

03 19 14+ CDR Could you see anything that looks like the sl Ide? CORBIT>

03 19 14+

03 21 08+

CMP Oh yes. You can see the sl ide on the thing and (ORBIT)
definiteiy see the scarp going across through there.
I was primarily concentrating on looking for the
various craters so I didn't spend that much time,
you know, concentrating on how the thing looked.
saw Sherlock about halfway through it and I got
about five marks on the Sherlock for 17 I.

LMP Roger. I just - we didn't get a view of the site, (ORBITl
though, going over this time.

03 23 01 53 LMP Okay, I got the landing site. We-'re right over
the top of it, and the scarp is fantastically
detailed at this - can you see in there, Gene?
Right down, straight down there.
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03 23 01+

03 23 01+

CDR No, I can't.

LMP The light mantle is very obviously mantling the
area. The scarp was very detailed, and, so far,
could not see any structure in the massifs at al I,
but I didn't have much time to watch it on that
pass.

(ORBIT>

(ORBIT)

03 23 01+ LMP The sl ide very definitely subdued the general detail (ORBIT>·
in the plains area - or the light mantle, if you
wi II, rather than s I ide. MOCR crater was f ina II y
out of the da~k. .

03 23 03+ LMP 1'1 I tel I you, from this altitude and with that low (ORBIT)
sun, there's no question of the sharpness of the
topographic features in the landing area. The
scarp, and even some of the apparent backflow
features - and Parker wi I I know what I'm ta Iking
about - that is apparent flows to the west in the
light mantle area were sharp. It looked even more
like a mare ridge than it ever did before.

03 23 06 01 CDR I had Just a quick view of the site, and if we're (ORBIT)
anywhere near It, we'l I recognize it. I think.
without question. And. I think with that. we'l I bid
farewell and good night. .

04 12 18+ LMP Hey. *** we got the landing site; we're coming *** (ORBIT)

04 12 18+ CMP That slide really shows up beautiful. (ORBIT>

04 12 19 39 CDR Hey, we got the landing site, Gordo. (ORBIT)

04 12 19+ CDR Gordo, we got the landing site. We're coming right (ORBIT)
over the front of it. Stand by a minute. You can
see the slide. I think you can see the Great Cross.
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04 12 19+ CDR We've got Fami Iy mouQtain; we've got the massif; we (ORBIT)
can see the scarp; we can see the I iqht mantle; 1 've
qot the Great Cross, Camelot, Sherlock.

04 12 19+ LMP see possible structure in the upper part of the (ORBIT)
South Massif, little bit east of Station 2. It's
subhori~ontal, dipping to the southeast.

04 12 19+ CDR Houston, I can even see Poppy, right where we're (ORBIT)
going to set this baby down.

04 12 19+ CDR I can see Rudolph. I can even see the triangle: (ORBIT)
RUdolph, Frosty, and Punk.

04 16 16 45 CMP Hey, I think I can see a light spot down there on (ORBIT)
the landing site where they might have blown off
some of that halo stuff.

04 16 16+ CMP It's between Sherlock and Camelot - between - (ORBIT)

04 16 19+ CMP I didn't have my map there, but I was looking at the (ORBIT)
landing site, and as clese as I can remember, it had
to be somewhere around about ON 83.3 on the
20o-meter scale, the TL 25-8.

04 16 29 01 CC America, whi Ie we're waiting for this lunar sounder (ORBIT)
to operate for 2 minutes, could you - could you say
again those coordinates you gave us. I dug out the
map TL 25-8, and I got the 83.3, but what was the
azimuth coordinate on that, Ron?

04 16 29+ CMP It was Dog November, and maybe just a I ittle bit to (ORBIT)
the right of Dog November.

04 16 29+ CC Ok; Dog November. Thank you. And you think that's (ORBIT)
where they are, huh?

04 16 29+ CMP Yes.
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04 16 29+ CMP Wei I, there's a real white spot down there, you (ORBIT)
know. I on Iy got a look at that th Ing for about 30 .
seconds before 1 had to so something else. But I'm
just recal I ing in my mind where the white spot is
with respect to those - there's Camelot and there's
Sherlock, and then from Camelot to Sherlock, there
were two other craters, and they were just a little
bit closer to Camelot, but between those two other
craters there.

04 16 29+ CC Good show. Roger. IORBI Tl

04 16 29+ CMP There's a white spot - yes, there's a white spot on (ORBIT)
the - I ike it might have been dust blowing or
something, you know.

04 16 29+ CC Roger. That may be the - the rocket exhaust. It
might be just a little off that I ightspot.

IORBIT)

04 18 11+

04 18 11+

CMP Coming in, i can see the landing site, now > quite (ORBIT)
wei I. The appearance of the 51 ide area definitely
shows up. The South Massif seems to have the sun
shining right on the wal is. 11m looking for any
type of layering or anything like that. And can t
see anything that would show up. The big'dlfference
between the massi structures and the Scul
Hi I Is Is that the massifs look I ike they are a
steeper slope. And they don't seem to have that
type of covering over them, like the Sculptured
HI I I s do.

CMP I'm right over now. The scarp definitely cuts UP' IORBIT)
through the North Massif. ., can t r see continuation',
on into the South Massif at al I. But you can
definitely see a vertical exaggeration as it cuts on
around up over the North Massif. And! ld have to
take another look at it for sure, but i almost
looks I Ike a flow coming from Fami Iy or n the
vicinity - In the direction of Fami Iy mountain - but
from the direction of Fami Iy mountain - lapping up
on the s Ide of the North ~·'1a5 5 If. That IS the way it
looks as you go on by it. I couldn't see anythinq
that would lead you to be! leve that the 51 Ide area.
so to speak. would come on across anythinq that



would be the source of that sl ide area. I stil I
think I can see the - ~ne spot that Ras a lighter
albedo than the surrounding area there in the
Pentagon complex. And it's pretty close to the 
jeT me get my chart out here and take a look at it
again.

04 18 16 5D CMf' No, it sti II looks like that area that's b Jown away {ORBIT}
there is Dog November - between Dog November and Dog
Papa. And ebout 83.4 or something I ike that.

04 22 09+

04 22 09+

CMP The craters that are inside Maraldi, they're (ORBIT)
smaller-type craters and they have a definite
bluish tinge to the halo that comes out as
opposed to the bright craters or white-type
th ing and those are - have more of a dark isb-b lui sh
tinge to them. And oddly enough, that's
the same type of bluish tinge that I see right
in the Jan~ing site right now. In the Pentagon
complex, MOCR shows up that same type of a bluish
t-1nge to It.

CC Roger. Did you have any luck locating the LM (ORBIT)
area in the landing site this time?

04 22 09+ CMP Yes, I don't even see the bright spot there
anymore. I know where to look for it and I don't
even see it.

(ORBIn

04 22 12 30 CMP Wei I, South Massif just went into a hole, too. (ORBIn

04 22 12+ CC Roger. Our best estimate of their location down (~RBIT)

here. Ron is - 83 - Delta Mike 83. Delta Mike 83.

04 22 12+ CMf' Delta Mike 83, huh? {ORBIT}

05 09 52 09 CC Ron, if you'd like, I could give you a summary of {ORBIT}
the EVA I. 1'm just sort of edi ti ng the report put
out by the back room on that.

05 09 52+ CMP Sure. Go ahead, Gordo; appreciate it.
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05 09 52+ cc Okay. 1'1 I read a few selected excerpts here. The
surface around the landing site is generally an
undulating plain, which was somewhat rougher and rad
a greater abundance of blocks than was expected by
the astronauts. It is saturated with smal I craters
not exceeding a few centimeters in size but not with
larger craters. Smal I craters commonly have glass'
on their floors. Boulders ranging from about· " .
one-half meter to 4 meters are common. All of them
are partially buried or covered with the dust of the
dark mantle. In one locality, a crater of about I
meter deep pentrated the relatively fine dark
surface material and excavated smal I blocks. Other
shallower craters in this area did not fully
penetrate the mantle. This fact, together with the
abundance of smal I boulders on and near the surface,
indicates that the dark mantle is relatively thin.
A minor amount of dust noted upon landing suggested
a thin layer of fine grain unconsol idated material.
Footprints and LRV tracks left firm impressions i~~,

the fine-grain material when darker material was .
kicked up from underneath. At the ALSEP site, the
drill encountered harder materi a I sevaral -tjmes and
definitely seem' to reach harder material at about a
7-foot depth. The deep drll I core apparently also
bottomed in harder material. In the core, the
material was noted to be cohesive, and it contained
more fragments than did the surficial material.
Predominant rock type between the LM and Steno
crater is medium grained. vesicular or.nonvesicular
basalts or gabbro. They contain about 'equal amounts
of plagioclase and pyroxene along with less abundant
opaque materi a I. The guys took a tota I of - we 1.1, .
they took a lot of pictures. They had 229 color and
197 black-and-white during EVA I. And they got 17
samples in addition to the deep dril I core. Three
were large, unbagged rocks, and the total. excluding
the core. estimated to weigh about 13 ki lograms so
far, and they traveled about 3 ki lometers in the
Rover. As a summary conclusion. the observations.
made on the first EVA support the premlssion
interpretation that at least the upper part of the
subfloor materials consist of basaltic lava flow.
The overlying dark mantle may be part of the'
regol ith on subfloor material, but the possibll ity
that it is an independent unit remains open and wil I
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05 09 52+

be tested by observations on second and third EVAs.
80th the dark mantle and upper subfloor units
contain remarkably I ittle foreign material between
the ALSEP site and Steno which suggests
comparatively young ages. Over.

CMP Hey, that sounds I ike a good report there. Sounds (ORBIT)
I ike they got a lot of ~tuff done and also getting a
lot of good information out of it already.

05 09 52+ CC Yes. I think that's a safe conclusion. They're
going to get a lot more today.

(ORBIT)

05 09 55 52 CMP Oh, you bet. (ORBIT)

05 09 58 01 CC Ron, for your information, the ALSEP seems to be (ORBIT)
working pretty wei I. The Central Station and al I
the experiments with the exception of one are
working normally. The one that's giving them
trouble is the LEAM, and the data on the LEAM
doesn't seem to want to sync up properly. They're
thinking that one over and maybe have something for
them to try to get that to work right.

05 I I 58+ CMP Let me take another look at the landing site. (ORBIT)

05 I I 59 57 CMP Okay, the Sun's getting a I ittle bit higher now. (ORBIT)
And as I look at the landing site and the albedo 
differences in the color in there - the color In the
Maraldi gamma is the same as in the landing site
itself. And, also, it looks I Ike the type of
material that we say is essentially covering the
whole area - goes on out to and includes the annulus
of Serenitatls.

05 I I 59+

05 I I 59+

CMP Let's see. Did I mention that - that it looks like (ORBIT)
- the flow out of Maraldi has gone on around it and
down to, and almost encroaches on the Vitruvius A.
But, it's breached out of the side of Maraldi. Gone
around that depression and up to the side of
Vitruvius A.

CC Roger, Ron. (ORBIT)
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05 II 59+

05 II 59+

CMP You sti I I get that same bluish - bluish-type tint (ORBIT)
from the area in the landing site. At Station
number 2, on the landsl ide - it's going to be a
pretty good little depression there. The scarp
itself - it looks I Ike they had picked the
least-slope portion to go up it. And, that's kind'
of between Lara - I think Lara's the one, the crater
just to the west of the scarp.

CC Roger. I haven't been on all your revs. You ever (ORBIT),
had any - anything you'd cal I a visual on the LM?

05 12 02 36 CMP No, I really haven't looked that much, Gordo. See, (ORBIT)
my optics are always pointing up in the air; so I
can't use the sextant. The binocs - I'm having a
heck of a time holding them stil I enough to - to
concentrate on anything very small.

05 13 46 50 CMP Houston, America. Magazine Lima Lima wil I be (ORBIT)
starting with frame 54.

05 14 00 30 CMP Boy, that scarp sure looks like a flow down there to (ORBIT)
me.

05 14 00+ CC Roger. On the landing site scarp? (ORBIT)

05 14 00+ CMP Yes. don't know how you get it to go up the North (ORBIT>
Massif, but It sure looks I ike It runs that way -
just from the shadows and everything.

05 14 02 45 CMP Gordo, does this go al I the way out to Bessel? Does (ORBIT)
it cross the annulus ridge there?

05 14 02+ CC It doesn't go all the way to Bessel. It stops short (ORBIT>
of Bessel. About halfway across Serenity from the
Taurus-Littrow to Bessel.

05 14 02+ CMP Oh, okay. Forgot to look where it stopped. (ORBIT)

05 14 04 13 CMP Okay. I ended up on frame 92.
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05 15 43+ CC We've got some data here for you, for - if you're (ORBIT)
planning on taking those red- and blue-fi Itered
exposures across the landing site - if you want this
information.

05 15 43+ CMP Oh, yes. Ok; go ahead. (ORBIT>

05 15 43+

05 15 45+

CC Okay, Ron. Here it is. It's a Nl kenCSf C) - NK - (ORBIT>
November Ki 10 55; VH - VW; mag X-ray X-ray. With
the red-blue filtered exposure you want it al I f:1 I,
1/125, one frame each filter; f:ll, 1/250; one frame
each fi Iter. ~ith no filter, expose at f: II,
1/1000. An~ if you want to use the polarizing
fi Iter, expose at f:1 I, 1/500 of a second.

CC Okay. Here's a note that I'm not sure I understand (ORBIT)
totally, but let me read it to you. "Observe
targets through viewfinder and shoot as desired with
polarizing fi Iter in different positions. Mark
exposure time with polarizing fl Iter as data
analysis requires the incidence angle."

05 15 45+

05 15 45+

05 15 45+

05 15 45+

05 15 57+

CMP Okay. So we need the get time when we take the
picture.

CC That's affirm - with the polarizer.

CC And there's another note here. Do not exceed 18
frames total for the above pictures.

CC And your TCA for the landing site - is 138:39:11.

CMP Stand by. Is it 1/500? Yes. Stand by.

(ORBIT>

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT>

(ORBIT>

(ORBIT>

05 15 58 37 CMP Mark it. And the polarizer al I the way to the left. (ORBIT)
Stand by.

05 15 58 45 CMP Mark it. That's the polarizer al I the way,
counterclockwise.

(ORBIT>

05 15 58+ CMP Okay. That's eight pictures. Stand by. Okay.
Wait a minute. I lost the landing site.
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05 15 59 34 CMP Mark it. It's al I the way to counterclockwise.

05 15 59 42 CMP Mark it. And that's al I the way clockwise.

(ORBIT).

(ORBIT>

05 15 59+

05 15 59+

CMP Frame 23 and 24. We're looking north along the (ORBIT)
ridges there. The other two polarlzers - the two
before that were looking at the landing site. Then
I had three red ones at a 1/500 and a 1/25th and the
rest 16. And, the blue one's at the same thing.

CMP And we're setting on frame number 25 on mag XX. (ORBIT)

05 17 57 44 CMP Okay. Maraldi gamma looks Just I ike the rest of al I (ORBIT)
of the surrounding hil Is around there. I think
that's just a - some of the - Sculptured Hills type
of material that was high and has been inundated by
mare flow at one time or another. Mare flows kind
of come up around it.

05 17 57+

05 17 57+

CC Okay. How about the Domical Hi I Is inside of
Vitruvius A, as compared to Aitken?

CMP Okay. I just missed that one. We'l I have to get
that one on the way by.

(ORBIT>

(ORBIT)

05 17 58 23 CMP Next time I guess. Right now, I'm looking at the (ORBIT)
ridge system around the annulus of Serenitatis. And
the dark material stops before you get up to - oh,
what's the crater that sticks into the side of
Serenitatis and sticks out beyond the eastern edge
of Serenitatis? Anyhow, the dark material stops
before you get to there. The dark material only
goes up to - let's see - there's a definite ri I Ie.
There's a wrinkled ridge and at the east.o-f the
wrinkled ridge, there are two craters, about 20
ki lometers in diameter. And then farther east of
that is the - the Ri I le , A graben, it looks like
that goes up - and that's about the extent of the
dark area that's the same as the - the same material
as the landing site.

05 18 03+ CC Any textural difference between the dark mantle in
the site and the SUlpicius Gal Ius formation, Ron?
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05 18 03+

')5 18 03+

US 18 03+

CMP Yes, there is. (ORBIT)

CC Would you atribute it to the actual ground or to (ORBIT)
possibly the sun angle difference?

CMP I think I would attribute it really to the - to the (ORBIT)
actual ground. I guess what I am going to have to
do is really wait unti I the sun angle gets a little
bit higher there in the Tacquet region to answer
that for sure. But It seems to me I ike the material
in the landing site area is more smooth or smoother
than what's in the Tacquet region. The part in the
Tacquet region seems to me like it's just a
rougher-looking type material. You know, not
massive.

06 09 48 17 CMP The dark annulus around Serenltatis - as you look (ORBIT)
north - the dark variation there, and I'm looking a
I ittle backwards now - but that dark has no
continuity with the ridge at al I. Goes right down
the middle of the ridges. As you look directly west
of Littrow, the wrinkle ridge Is there, and then you
have the I ight tan, tannish. There's a dark
tannish-gray. And then you get out to the light tan
of the mare Serenitatis, itself.

06 09 54 23 CMP Looking back at Sulpicius Gal Ius and just to the (ORBIT)
north of that, there's a crater that's right at the
end of those ri lies that go north from Sulpicius
Gal Ius. And you can really see the ejecta blanket.
The ejecta blanket looks very dark, around it now in
this sun. Now you look out across the Mare
Serentltatls now and you're getting toward the
sunset, looking back Into the Sun, and the color is
disappearing al I except in that one spot. Now that
must be either a fresh ejecta - and you look at the
brightness of it or something - or it's dark. It's
sure a dark ejecta blanket around it. The blanket
itself goes out maybe two or three crater diameters,
and It looks I ike it has kind of a ray-type pattern
to It. 1'1 I mark that crater. I don't even know if
if has a name or not, but 1'1 I mark it on my map.
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06 15 41 39 CMP I'm looking out of window 2 now, and you can (ORBIT)
definitely get three different color textures on the
thing. You've got the I ight tan of Serenitatis, and
then you've got an annulus ring that stops somewhere
in about the middle of the two ridge systems that go
around. And then you come down south in the landing
site area and the two dark things change - ah, I
can't quite see it anymore. Then landing site .ls a
darker - more or a gray, and it goes on up - there's
a subdued crater; there's kind of a - the rilles go
on up there, and there's a fi I led-in crater just to
the west of one that's about 20 kilometers in
diameter. And that's about where the dark-gray
material ends, right on the edge of that crater.
And then you run into the annulus that goes al I the
way around SerenJtatis.

06 15 43 33 CMP Frame 110 and I II were taken, just now, out of mag (ORBIT)
Oscar Oscar - one of the landing site, and one north
of the landing site, trying to get the color
distinction between the three of them there.

06 15 48 31 CMP Okay, 113, 114, and 115 were taken on the western
edge of Serenitatis.

(ORBIT)

06 19 22 14 CC Hey, Ron, when you come up on the tanding site, we (ORBIT)
would like you to concentrate on Shorty crater and F
crater and then the other dark-halo craters. As you
know, as I told you last night, Shorty ended up with
some orange-colored material that looks an awful lot
like a fumarole.

06 19 22+

06 19 22+

CMP Fumarole? (ORBIT)

CC Looks an awful lot I ike it and what we're trying to (ORBIT).
do is see what you see from there, and that may give
us some correlation on some of these other ones.

06 19 22 49 CMP Okay. I got to take a look and see which one's
Shorty.
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06 19 22+ CC Ron, it's the dark crater on the sl ide, the dark
crater on the sl ide.

(ORBIT)

06 19 35 38 CC Ron, is there any similarity between the highlands
west of Crisium and those east of Serenitatis?

CORBI T)

06 19 35+ CMF Yes, west of Crisium and east of Serenitatis. Those (ORBIT)
seem to be a different type of highlands, and I want
to check the other ones when I go by, but it looked
like when I ~as coming up on those west of Crisium,
they're more of a tan-type color, smaller-
undulations smaller - they have a corn-cob effect, I
guess is what you'd cal I it. Smaller ears of corn
or small mounds closer together as opposed to, when
you get over to the landing site - the ones on the
landing site seem to be more - raised, I guess. In
other words, you sti I I have a group of the small
mounds and what have you, but they're a I ittle more
massive; you get more of an appearance of a dark
between the bumps.

06 19 37 34 CMP I got it in window 2.

06 19 35+ CC Are you getting the landing site into view now? CORBIT>

(ORBIT>

06 19 37 51 CMP Okay. I've got Shorty in the - picture. It looks (ORBIT)
I ike a sharper crater than any of them in the
Pentagon complex. The other thing that looks sharp,
just like that one, is F crater.

06 19 38 48 eMF *** back to the other window. (ORBIT>

06 19 38+ CMP Did they kind of find that orange stuff on the north (ORBIT)
side of it?

06 19 38+ CC Station 4 was on the south side of it. (ORBIT>

06 19 38+ CMP I'd say they just barely got into the stuff, then, (ORBIT>
becau - but it looks I ike - kind of the north rim of
it has more of a tint of a different color to it.

06 19 38+ CMP I *** my pictures. (ORBIT)
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06 19 38+ CC Is the color differentiation concentric around the - (ORBIT)
the crater or is it just in splotches?

06 19 38+ CMP No. It's just in the - kind of the north side of
it.

(ORBIT)

06 19 38+ CC What would you say the color is then? Is it one of (ORBIT)
the different tans?

06 19 38+ CMP Yes, the color - yes, it's a kind of a different 
would you bel ieve kind of an orangish-tan through
these binocs? I got to take another look at that
when I go by the next time.

CORBIT)

06 19 38+ CC Ron, when you get back - when you get done with (ORBIT)
this, we'd like you to sketch- when you get a
chance, the color variations - just some thoughts on
where the color splotches are with respect to
Shorty, in particular.

06 19 38+ CC Roger. Did you get a chance to look at F crater? (ORBIT)

06 19 41 50 CMP Yes, F crater is - is sharp, - just like - Shorty.
I hope I was getting F crater. F crater is about
the same size as Shorty, isn't it? If not, I was
getting one between Family mountain and-

(ORBIT)

06 19 41+ CC Just about the same size, Ron. Maybe just a tad
bigger.

(ORBIT)

06 19 41+

06 19 41+

CC Ron, is there a cone associated with F crater? (ORBIT)

CMP I didn't get a chance to look at it that much. 1'1 I (ORBIT)
have to check it the next time.

06 19 41+ CC Okay. Have any thoughts on what's its origin? (ORBIT)

06 19 43 02 CMP 1'1 I have to look at F crater again the next time I (ORBIT)
come OVer on the thing, because I spent most of the
time looking at - Shorty.

06 19 43 32 CMP This formation again from - Tacquet on down to
Menelaus. Just went over that again, and I was
looking at it with the binolculars, and 1 saw one
sharp crater in the area that had a.- an' ejecta
almost the same color as the stuff around Shorty.
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06 195303 CC Ron, I think if you put an order of priority on some (ORBIT>
activity, as far as the geology goes, you might
consider sketching out on Shorty - with just a rough
handle on where you thought you saw some of the
coloring differentiation up on the northern side of
Shorty - and also give some thought on F crater, if
you will. I know you didn't get a chance to look at
it because - if we can tie what you see from orbit
on Shorty to what we know we've got from the ground
truth, we might really have something here, as far
as matching up on some of these other craters.

06 20 08+ CMP Okay. I think I said north and as I look at the map (ORBIT)
- the orange distribution goes generally about. A
crater diameter to the north, but it essentially
starts - wei I, if you'd cut a 60-degree angle - from
Dog Sierra AY 63 - cut a 60-degree angle there and
then make that go around - out about a crater
diameter.

06 20 08+ CC Okay. To the north at Dog Sierra at 63? (ORBIT>

06 20 08+ CMP Yes, Dog Sierra at 63; that's On the 400-meter scale (ORBIT)
there.

06 20 08+ CC Yes, I've got it. CORBIT>

06 20 09 50 CMP On TL 50. And, at the right-hand side - if you're (ORBIT)
looking at the thing from the bottom, the right-hand
side is a - up to 60 degrees. You're 60 degrees up
from the horizontal and 30 degrees down from the
vertical. It'l I be something about like that.

06 20 09+ CMP It had kind of a brownish-orange tint to it. (ORBIT>

06 20 I I 57 CC Ron, I guess one of the things that at least goes (ORBIT)
through Stu's and my mind on that Shorty crater -
and I think you dispel led it when you say it goes
out like In a 60-degree angular cone away from it.
But the question we'd really I ike to be thinking
about - is that a concentric coloring around there,
I ike it might be just a layering from a turned-over
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06 20 11+

06 20 13+

frag or something 1ike that, or whether it just
seems to be some sort of a-I don't want to say
flow, but something that would give it direction
that one - the one 60-degree direction like that.

CMP Yes, I see what you're saying. And - it al I - (ORBIT)
almost looked to me I ike it was gradational, as you,
as you went away from the crater. In other words,
more orangish closer to the crater than as you got
away from It.

CMP The crater that I described as looking comparable to (ORBIT)
Shorty, I don't think is the one on Family mountain.
I think it's the one on - right dot - about the same
size dot as Shorty on the 17-1 leadin for the - 17 I
for the landmark tracking.

06 20 14 15 CMP I think Fami Iy mountain is the bigger of the two
mounds to the west of the landing site, isn't it?

(ORBIT>

06 20 14+

06 20 14+

CC Stand by a minute, Ron. Let me clarify that. (ORBIT)
Roger, it's west of the landing site, and 1 bel ieve
it's the bigger of the two.

CMP Yes. Okay. The one that I said that looked like (ORBIT)
Shorty Is kind of between the two mounds, and that's
the one I looked at.

06 20 17 33 CMP Hey, when you all drew that 60-degree angle, were
you making that 60 degrees up from line 63.

(ORBIT>

06 20 17+

06 20 17+

CC Yes. I didn't know how to handle on 63, but I took (ORBIT)
a point at Dog Sierra and 63 and created a 60-degree
cone away from the crater at that point.

CMP No, you want to create a semicircle. That's the (ORBIT)
center of the sem - well, let's see. With the flat
half of the semicircle along the I ine that goes
through Dog Sierra 63 and Dog Whiskey 57.
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06 20 17+

ub 20 I 7+

06 20 17+

CC Okay. i 've connected a line - -

CMP Connect a semicircle to the riqht of that line.

CC Okay. To the right of that I ine or - to the north
side of that line?

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

06 20 17+ CMP Yes. Actually, it wi I I be kind of to the northeast, (ORBIT)
but to the north side of it, yes.

06 23 34 39 CMP You know, through these glasses, Stoney (Shorty) (ORBIT)
sti I I looks I ike it's a light tannish-orange. And
it's - doesn't come al I the way down to the center
of the crater. It's kind of tangent to the north
edge or tangent to the edge - it's perpendicular to
the scarp I ine, itself, as it goes down through
~e~.

06 23 36 09 CMP Every time I focus on F crater I jiggle a I ittle bit, (ORBIT)
and I can't focus.

06 23 36+

07 15 21+

QMP You know, I looked down here, just between Tacquet (ORBIT)
and Menelaus and off to the west of Menelaus,
there's a crater that's about 20 kilometers in
diameter. And just to the right of it, out in the
brown stuff, there's a brand-new spanking-fresh
impact crater that has brown ejecta on it. And then
some of the other craters - that crater happens to
be right on the edge of the brownish-type material,
right over one of the ri lies. Hope I can mark that
on a picture on the map. And some of the other
craters about that same size, around the area, out
in there, they have the I ight-colored ejecta just
I ike the normal sma I I impact craters - recent impact
craters out in the mare Serenitatis itself.

CMP We're passing over the Sculptured Hi I Is. And coming (ORBIT)
into the landing site now. I sti II say - 1'1 I start
the old DAC. Oh, boy, that's going to be bright.
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07 15 21+ CMP Long, long ways off. I was pointing up to Fami Iy
mountain.

(ORBIT)

07 15 22+ CMP Through the telescope, anyhow, the whole area down (ORBIT)
there's a lot 1ighter than it used to be, and I am
sure this is due to the increase of the sun angle.
However, the landing site itself and the whole
val ley extending on out to the Serenitatis annulus
is sti I I darker - darker than the surrounding
territory, but it- the higher sun now, it's a
I ighter-tan than it used to be. Okay, in this
sunl ight, Fami Iy mountain looks I ike it is black on
the top. Not black, but real dark gray on top of
it.

08 01 16 24 CC Mark, minute to impact. (ORBIT>

08 01 16+ CMP Okay, minute. Yes, we're right over Vitruvius A, (ORBIT>
now.

08 01 16+ CC 10 seconds. (ORBIT)

08 01 16+ CC Okay, we had LOS LM. And we don't believe we saw it (ORBIT>
down here, fellows.

08 01 16+ CMP What do you mean, you don't bel ieve you saw it? (ORBIT>

08 01 16+ CC That means that we didn't see it - on the TV. (ORBIT)

08 01 16+ CC We are picking up the signal on the seismograph, (ORBI T>
though, the geophones.

08 01 20 08 CMP I can see a bright spot on the South Massif - on the (ORBIT)
top of the South Massif.

08 01 20 08 CMP I can see a bright spot on the top of the South (ORBIT)
Massif and - let me see - from the west you got the
first hi I I or the first part of the mountains, then
there's the val ley, and then - there's a val ley that
kind of goes into a Y-Iooking it's a Y-looking
val ley. I guess, if you come from the east, it's
the second ridge from the east, and right on top of
that ridge is a bright spot. I don't know how big a
crater it should make.
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08 01 21 25 CMP And, I'll put a spot on my map, if I can do it here. (ORBITl
Just a second.

08 01 29 57 CMP I don't have a map with South Massif on it. You (ORBIT)
know with the meridian interval on the thing and it
looks like the only thing I can use is in the visual
observations book here - landing site 204. And, if
you draw a I ine from Shorty to that reseau mark
that's on the top of the South Massif - and then,
extend about a .1 ittle better than one-eighth of an
inch toward Shorty from that reseau mark. Yes,
somewhere right in there. 1'1 I look at it again the
next time I come over. But, that's a bright spot on
the top of the massif that I hadn't noticed before
in any of the observations going by there.

08 01 29+ CMP You know that bright spot might already be there;
but don't think so. I don't remember seeing it.

(ORBI T)

08 01 42 17 CC Do you fel lows think you would have any chance next (ORBIT)
time to take a picture of that possible impact point
- with the handheld Hasselblad - or something?

08 01 42+ CMP Ah, sure can. You bet you. I think the best way to (ORBIT)
do It is with the 250 lens on the Hasselblad.

08 02 55 46 CC And, America, if you guys are interested in trying
to take a couple of 250-mi I I imeter shots of that
tonight, we've got a I ittle camera pad here for it
we can pass up - if you're interested.

(ORB IT)

08 02 55+ CC Okay, it's a LM impact TCA and it's time is 197: (ORBIT)
56:35 and the camera data is eM 5, EL, 250, CEX,
f:5.6, 1/125, infinity. And magazine Kappa Kappa or
Ki 10 Ki 10, and you can use up to 10 frames on it.
Over.
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08 02 55+

08 02 55+

CMP Okay. I think I put Kappa Kappa back, I've got
Oscar on there. How about it if I use that, okay?

CC Okay, that's fine, Ron.

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

08 03 18 44 CMP That was frame 145 to 150 on magazine Oscar Oscar. (ORBIT)

08 03 27+

08 03 27+

08 03 27+

08 14 49+

LMP A little historical note. Passing over the Hadley (ORBIT)
Apennines sites from Apollo 15 we notice that at
their landing point, there's the same slightly or
distinctly brighter albedo area as there is at
Taurus-Littrow site.

CC You mean down on the plains of Taurus-Littrow, like (ORBiT)
where the LM landed. Or do you mean where you think
the LM impact was?

LMP Where the LM landed. As we walked along the (ORBIT)
surface, and this was true at Hadley also, you
stirred up a darker zone, albedo--wise. When you
look at it from orbit, the area around where the LM
landed - it's a distinct bright spot on the surface
of a fairly uniform gray albedo plain. And both
sites look just alike - in that regard, anyway.

CC When you get up on the landing site, we'd I ike you (ORBIT)
to concentrate on Stoney (Shorty) and F crater for
those textural differences we noticed the other day.

08 15 04 54 CMP The landing site really shows up - even from this (ORBIT)
distance right now. We're right over Proculus and
looking off across down through the hi I Is there, you
have that definite dark - and now the albedo or the
colored texture of the thing to me Is turning more
of a gray than a tan-gray. In the early parts of
it, I thought it was a dark grayish-tan, I guess, or
something I ike that. Now It looks to me I ike it's
more tan - I mean more gray, I'm sorry, more gray.
It has essentially the same - -
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08 15 04+

08 15 04+

08 15 04+

08 15 04+

08 15 04+

CC I think if you use the binoculars on the landing (ORBIT)
site - -

CDR I've got it on and the streaked albedo changed (ORBIT)
differences very definitely. One is the dark mantle
on the floor. One is the South and North Massifs
and the other is the Sculptured Hi I Is. And the
Sculptured Hi I Is are at a I ight-gray albedo between
the massif and the dark mantle. This I ine is very
evident and there's a definite break in slope that
you can see between the South Massif the, I won't
cal I it the sl ide. but the white mantle is out on
the val ley floor. And from here, Shorty stands out
I I ke a sore thumb.

CC We're interested in al I three of you on that color (ORBIT)
texture difference up at Shorty and then we'd like
to have a comparison of Shorty to F crater if it is
possible.

CMP That crater is harder than a son-of-a-buck to find. (ORBIT)
F crater is right on Fami Iy mountain, and there's
one to the north of Fami Iy mountain, a little
ways there's a darker crater and then there's also
one to the south of it. I can't find one on Fami Iy
mountain at al I. I couldn't the other day so 1 ' m
going to see if I can find it today.

CDR Bob, to me the Sculptured HI I Is Incorporate the (ORBIT)
albedo, both of the North Massif, or the massif and
the mantle area and combine them to give you a
generally In-between gray albedo, but the
sculpturing is produced by the darker albedo that
looks like the mantle, and the I ighter albedo that
looks I ike the massif.

08 15 07 49 CC Roger. And for Ron. the F crater Is just to the
south of Fami Iy mountain. It's the one that you
mentioned south of Family mountain.

<oRBIT)

08 15 07+ CMP That's the one I saw the other day. It looks about (ORBIT)
I Ike Shorty.

08 15 07+ CC Is there a cone associated with that crater?
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08 15 07+

08 15 07+

08 15 07+

CDR From here Bob, they're both very dark -

CC Is there a color associated with that crater?

CMP Have to check that just a second.

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

08 15 07+

08 15 09+

08 15 09+

08 15 09+

CMP There is a definite bright spot up on the side of (ORBIT)
the hi I I - it's almost an extension of that slide
area from Shorty.

CMP On Shorty, I stil I have that light orangish-tan-type (ORBIT)
material - it's essentially perpendicular to the
line of the slide area there in the northern
semicircle of the thing. I see F crater. Boy, I
can't hold these crazy glasses stilI enough.

CC If you' I I direct your attention to F crater. We'd (ORBIT)
I ike to know the shape of the crater profile, the
rim crest, and probable or possible breaching, the
smoothness and distribution of rim deposits, and the
superposition-relationship with Family mountain or
Fami Iy hilI.

CMP There is a raised rim to it. It's light color down (ORBIT)
inside the crater, though. And I can't hold the
glasses close enough to see if it's breached or not.

08 15 10 35 CDR I can't see it any more but let me add to it what
can remember real quick. The inside Is white.

(ORBIT)

08 15 10+ CDR The outside Is rimmed with a - it's as if the rim (ORBIT)
Itself, was Just dark, very dark. There's some
white to the south about a crater diameter, sort of
a - smal I distribution radially to the south, and
then there Is sort of a, what I would cal I, a
free-patterned dark-like ray about 2-crater
diameters, maybe 3 crater diameters, to the south
Just slightly to the west of this I ight area I was
talking about, but to the south, another definite
one to the west and another deflone to the north,
but none to the east.
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08 15 10+

08 15 10+

08 15 13+

08 15 13+

08 15 13+

CMP I'm going to draw a picture, here, whi Ie I'm (ORBIT)
thinking of it.

CDR My white spot, there, is *** the same spot. There (ORBIT)
are two white spots I'm talking about, now. The one
I'm talking about primarily is the one I saw right
after landing, on the thing was a I ighter grayish
area that was evidently blown up from the LM
landing. And that's stil I in the same spot. You
can sti I I see that al I right.

CC How large is the bright zone you were talking about, (ORBIT)
Ron?

CMP Right between Sherlock and Camelot there are two (ORBIT)
smal I craters there and 1'1 I have to get my map out
to look for the name of them for sure.

CMP They should have been right behind the LM. And the (ORBIT)
bright spot is about the same size as those.

08 15 13+

08 15 30+

CMP And it makes I would sayan equi laterial triangle
with those two craters.

CMP Gene's drawing in the flight plan, there. That
crnhr-

(ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

08 17 01+ LMP The fronts of the major ring in Crisium are (ORBIT)
strikingly different than those of the Apennines
just in their general slopes; sharpness of
topographical features; and in any appearance of
having even a hint of boulder fields on their slopes
I ike we observed, say, on the South Massif, anything
I ike that. At least Serenitatis Massifs seem to
locally show fairly major boulder fields on their
flanks. And I haven't seen any around Crisium yet.
Maybe Ron's already talked to you about that, but I
haven't seen any.
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08 17 05 28 LMP Getting into areas that resemble, in their surface (ORBIT)
texture, the Sculptured Hi I Is of the Taurus-Littrow
landing area, here we're just passing - now where
are we? - that would be - I got disoriented al I of
the sudden. Proclus is there, so it's in the
ray-excluded zone of Proclus where there Is a mare
surface projecting up into terrain that looks like
Sculptured Hi I Is. And that mare has a distinct
bluish-gray color, In contrast to the regol ith
associated with the Sculptured Hi lis - between the
hil Is at least - which is a brown - let's cal I it a
tannish-gray. Quite a sharp color hue contrast to
my eyes, at any rate.

08 17 06 55 LMP That was a projection of Fecunditatis mare, 1 guess, (ORBIT)
up into there. Sculptured HI lis tend to have both a
regional distribution and a structurally control led
distribution, the structural control being
apparently related to the rims of old craters. For
example, there are some Sculptured-Hi I Is-appearing
topographic materials that - again, in the
ray-excluded zone, but out in Fecundltatis - we find
the rim of a fairly large flooded crater - In
Fecundltatls. And all of this may tie In with the
possible - possibility that we saw at the landing
site a that Sculptured HI lis are composed of an
igneous gabbroic rock. And these may represent
local Intrusions control led by the structure of an
old Impact crater - extrusions control led by the
structure of the old impact crater.

08 17 06+

08 17 06+

lMP I've noticed - now I'm getting a good view of where (ORBIT)
in Fecunditatis there is a tannish - or let's call
It more of a brownish-gray mare In contrast to
bluish-gray mare In Fecundltatls Itself

LMP And in the wal Is of some - of a large crater - I'll (ORBIT)
try to figure out which one it Is In a minute. It's
near the large crater that the Sculptured HI lis
define you can see In the east wall - or maybe
northeast wal I of that crater - an area of
bluish-gray - material that Is streaking the normal
tan-gray of that crater wall.
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08 17 10 12 LMP This isn't a good viewing attitude at al I, and we (ORBIT)
get a few isolated views that may be worth
commenting on. The contrast, in my eye anyway,
between the three color units around the landing
site is a - let's cal I it a medium bluish-gray to
gray for the dark mantle; a I ight blue-gray for the
annulus around Serenitatis; and, then, a tan-gray
for the Serenitatls mare proper. And, in Dawes, I
think you can see that the overturned - or the rim
materials are made up of the brownish-gray material,
and the wal Is underneath those rims are the
bluish-gray, which is the age relationship suggested
by topography. That'd be the lower unit is forming
the rim with inverted stratigraphy.

08 17 10+ LMP The light blue-gray annulus is also the locus of (ORBIT)
most of the circumferential grabens, that
Serenitatis is noted for, is in that area. And
that's nothing new. But, in one place, there's a
very subdued, flooded crater which seems to control
a arcuate projection - or, let's say, a circular
projection - of the light blue-grayout over the
tan-gray mare. Most of the major wrinkle-ridge
system of Serenitatis, of course, is outside the
annulus of blue-gray, except locally, and one of
those places was to the west of the Taurus-Littrow
site. As we look In the southern portions of
Serenitatis that wrinkle-ridge system does cross the
contact between the blue-gray and the tan-gray.
That's the light blue-gray and the tan-gray.

08 17 13 15 LMP The impression I've had in looking at al I the mare (ORBIT)
where the wrinkle-ridge systems are developed is
that they're a late feature. They - at least at low
sun, and sometimes even at high sun - they have very
sharply defined ridges with steep slopes on either
side that, in general, give me the impression that
they're constructional, possibly associated with
some thrusting movement.

08 17 13+ LMP In the vicinity of Sulpicius Gal Ius, there are (ORBIT)
several smal I craters that look I ike impact craters
that, bel ieve it or not, have - in my eye, anyway -
orange ejecta blankets.
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08 17 13+ LMP Ron says that he already commented on those, and
they look very obvious to me.

(ORBI T)

08 17 13+ LMP It's a light orange, obviously, but it's in contrast (ORBIT)
to the brown-gray of the dark mantle in the Vicinity
of Sulpicius Gal Ius. There's a good one right down
there. Now, that one looks I ike a constructional
cone that's orangish. And that's right out of a
raised projection of the brown-gray dark mantle out
onto the light blue-gray annulus material.

08 17 16 06 LMP This southern and southwestern portion of (ORBIT)
Serenitatis has a general appearance of the
Sculptured Hi lis, although the Individual hi lis seem
to be more widely spaced than around Taurus-Littrow.
Once again, historically, we're passing near the
landing site of Apollo 15.

08 17 30 19 CDR My best guess after looking down there from here Is (ORBIT)
- I've got the northeast chart of the lunar surface
traverse *** and about 83.3 and Delta *** point 5.
We're right on the top of the "0" in Poppy. Looks
to be about where we landed.

08 17 30+

08 17 30+

08 17 30+

CDR The first thought I had about being close to (ORBIT)
Trident, I didn't think I was anywhere near that
close. And, of course, when you look out there and
see a big hole, you don't know how big is big when
you're down there. That big hole out there might
very easily could have been Poppy out at 9 o'clock.

CC Okay, Geno, from science we finally got it to where (ORBIT)
it converted to your map coordinates; and their
guess was close. Their best guess, with al I the
data considered, is 83.2 and ON 0.1 - Delta November
0.1.

LMP That would definitely make sense, Geno *** north of (ORBIT)
where we put the *** remember, that was a little
ways away. You were at the edge of the depression,
and It would - move It a little.
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08 17 32 I I CDR Yes, 1'1 I buy that. That's in my scatter. And then (ORBIT)
that crater, as I looked out at 9 o'clock, we landed
next to was actually Poppy. Pretty sure that's that
I arge crater.

08 19 03 43 LMP My impression from Shorty the other day, and also (ORBIT)
from seeing these craters that seem to have orange -
that are - around them, that look very much like
impact craters from orbit, at any rate - it may be
i f that is an .a I terat i on phenomenon, - that it's
being localized around the structure created by the
impact. But in this latter case, it looks as if the
impact itself penetrated into a zone of that color.

08 20 49 41 CC We've got a request for a I ittle visual observation (ORBIT)
at the landing site area, having to do with orange
material.

08 20 49+ CC This was triggered off by your observation of orange (ORBIT)
material last rev, I guess, and possibly earl ier.
The idea here is to look for some craters that we've
identified on photographs that are in simi far
geologic setting to Shorty crater and see if we can
see orange material around them. We're trying to
determine if the orange material at Shorty is a
one-time special occasion or whether possibly it's
common to the area and just never been noticed
before. And we think you' I I be able to determine
this visually, better than any other way. So, if
you can get out the orbit charts; the orbit
photographs; let's see, the lunar landmark maps for
the CSM, and turn to the landing site number 2 or 4
picture. And 1'1 I show you where we think a likely
point is to see craters that are simi lar in setting
to Shorty, to look for orange material.

08 20 51 31 LMP I've made a coup Ie passes with the b inocu 1ars over
the dark mantle around Littrow already, and have
seen nothing comparable with what's around
Sulpicius; but let's have the examples, and we' I I
make a special effort on it.
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08 20 51+ CC Okay. Have you got the site photo number 2 or 4? (ORB 1T)

08 20 51+ LMP Here it is. Stand by just I. <ORBIT)

08 20 51+ LMP Tab on it. <ORBIT)

08 20 51+ CMP Which one is that, Gordo? {ORBIT}

08 20 51+ CC Number 2 of 4 of the site photos. (ORBIT)

08 20 51+ CC You can see the landing site there at - down about 4 <ORBIT)
o'clock, and the 7-ki lometer crater on the
centerline of the page, .about a third of the way
down from the top, the large bright crater there is
Littrow B is the name of it.

08 20 51+ CC And on the southern half of the ejecta blanket from <ORBIT)
that crater, there are several dark halo craters,
which we think are in similar structure as Shorty.
We think that would be a likely spot to look for
orange material. Farouk has circled about four or
five. They show up, say, at 4 o'clock, 7 o'clock, 8
o'clock, and 9 o'clock out about a crater diameter.
In other words, a crater radius beyond the lip,
roughly. And use the same camera setup, with the
exception of using the 250-millimeter lens, if you
can, that you're going to be setting up for as per
the Flight Plan for the orbital science photos. If
you can put the 250 on there; use KK as shown; and
f:8, 1/250, and infinity. What we're looking for is
orange material.

08 20 58 00 LMP The craters we're seeing around Sulplcius that are <ORBIT)
orange - orangish-gray and the whole, or at least
most of the crater is that way. We looked at Shorty
today, and Ron said that even the little bit of
orange that he saw the other day is not visible, and
I'd have to agree with that. The amount of orange
we saw on the surface certainly would not be
comparable to what we're seeing around Sulpicius
Gallus.

08 20 58+ LMP And in a couple of quick scans, on previous revs, of <ORBIT)
the area, the dark mantle, near Littrow, I did not
notice any obvious orange-gray craters.
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08 20 58+ CC We suggest that area to look for them only as a (ORBIT)
I ikely spot; but any evidence of craters with orange
material, in the whole dark-mantle area around
Littrow and the edge of Tranquil I ity there, is worth
noting and getting a picture of, if you see it.

08 21 05 58 CMP 1 don't think there's anything there. <ORBIT>

08 21 05+

08 21 05+

08 21 05+

LMP Why don't you take a couple of pictures, then.

CMP I've got a few.

CMP Okay. 5.6 at 1/250, huh?

<ORBIT)

<ORBIT)

(ORBIT)

08 21 05+ CMP No, I don't either. I don't see anything comparable (ORBIT)
at al I. The ones that we've been seeing the -
definite orange or the light-tan stuff around are
pure I ight ejecta blankets around them, not dark.

08 21 05+ LMP I guess none of us see anything comparable to what <ORBIT>
is down by Sulpicius.

08 21 05+ LMP And no obvious color either. (ORBIT>

08 21 05+ CMP Wei I, they're comparable to Shorty, but they're not (ORBIT>
comparable to the ones that we've been seeing the
obvious orange - -

08 21 05+ CDR Yes. The craters are comparable to Shorty, as Ron (ORBIT>
points out, but the color is not there.

08 23 03+ LMP Areas in the landing site where we now know there (ORBIT)
are extensive blocks of the subfloor material,
particularly in the wal Is of the larger craters, I
have the impression that those block fields, from
this altitude, give a light bluish-gray appearance.

08 23 13 02 CMP We sure got to look and see if those things sti I I (ORBIT)
look orange tomorrow. Because, yesterday, (Shorty)
looked kind of orange there - on the northeast rim:
but, it sure doesn't today -
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09 10 56+ LMP Okay. I'm looking right down the slope of the South (ORBIT}
Massif, above the slide right now - right down at
the - just about the angle of the slope. And
there's a very slight indentation in the slope, just
opposite the maximum - the point of maximum extent
of the dark - I ight mantle. Opposite other portions
of It, though, It - there's no clear indication of
any change in the direction of the Massif - front.
It's very, very slight, and I'd say you'd have a
hard time saying that it is a source area for the
light mantle but it's - there's a slight
indentation.
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10 08 12+

10 08 12+

10 OS 12+

* * * * TRAI'~SEARTH COAST * * * *

LMP Hey, dab. What time does the old backroom !"let up
this morning?

CC Which backroom?

LMP The geology backroom, of course.

CTRAtJSEARTH COAST)

CTRANSEARTH COAST)

CTRANSEARTH COAST)

10 08 12+ CC Wei I, beats me. I don't know if there's anyone down (TRANSEARTH COAST)
there or not. Let me see if I can find out.

10 08 12+ LMP No, that's al I right, Bob. I just want you to pass CTRANSEARTH COAST)
on a thought. I had a I ittle trouble getting to
sleep last night. And they've probably already
thought of it. But it has to do with Van Ser9.

10 08 12+ CC Go ahead. I'll copy it down. CTRANSEARTH COAST)

10 08 12+ LMP No, just ask them if they've thought about the CTRANSEARTH COAST)
possibil ity that the - those Van Serg breccias might
be the old indurated regal ith over the subfloor.

10 08 12+

10 08 12+

10 08 12+

10 08 12+

10 08 12+

CC Okay; I got that. (TRANSEARTH COAST)

LMP That's an alternative that in the heat of battle did (TRANSEARTH COAST)
not occur to me at the time. It should have, and it
may have occurred to some of them.

CC Okay. That's as opposed to being a window through - (TRANSEARTH COAST)
to the - below the subfloor, which is what you
suggested the other night.

LMP Yes, sir. I th ink I like the rego lith better. I <TRANS EARTH COAST)
think it makes sense from a lot of points of view:
The size of the crater, the fact that we should have
expected to see something but hadn't up to that
time.

LMP And the breccias were, thinkinq back on it, could (TRANSEARTH COAST)
very easily have been soil breccias and just qettin9
coarser as you qot cl0ser to the base of the sub -
to the top of the subfloor, which is what we were
looking at down in the bottom of the crater.
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10 22 59+

10 22 59+

10 22 59+

CC 1've been talking to Don Beaty and Dick Kruse and (TRANSEARTH COAST)
looking over a transcript of a science press
conference we edited up. It was kind of ragged but
possibly interesting summary of the science as it
stands now. In response to your question of items
that might help you prepare for tomorrow's press
conference, I can come with you with those words any
time you wish.

CDR *** you can come up with them now. (TRANSEARTH COAST)

CC Okay. Let's start with the LSPE. All eight charges (TRANSEARTH COAST)
have now been exploded, and they were al I on
schedule and produced excel lent signals. These data
were used in conjunction with the ascent stage
I ift-off and also its impact data, which should give
us an excel lent picture of the geologic structure of
the outer 3 ki lometers of the Moon. This little
summary I'm reading right now is - was written by
Joel Watkins. The geophone array is functioning
beautifully and we're already talking about its
potential in a I istening mode for study of meteorite
impact frequency. We sti I I don't have precise EP
locations from Ray Batson, so the fol lowing
interpretation wi I I almost certainly be changed when
we get better data and field tapes, which we wi I I
Use to refine our arrival times. Bearing the above
in mind, my pre l iminary interpretation is as
fol lows. The low-velocity layer seems to be thicker
and higher in velocity than at either Apollo 14 or
16 sites. I think this may mean that the low
-velocity layer here includes dark mantle
material as wei I as the regolith. Details of the
higher velocity substrata are fuzzy, but velocities
increase with depth in a way which would be
consistent with a thick accumulation of lava flows.
This probably represents the subfloor material. And
he concludes by saying, "You guys did a great job,
see you after splash." On the same subject, Dr.
Kovach went a little further, and he just recently
admits to seeing evidence of two high-velocity
layers, especially after the 6-pound charge was
fIred, that = evidence showed up. He also mentioned
in his press conference yesterday that the data
point al lowed by the ascent-stage impact was very
important - the fact that they got it in about 9
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10 22 59+

10 22 59+

10 22 59+

ki lometers away and the - that data is right in a
critical range where they see a big change in the 
the percentage of - velocity change. I'm getting
kind of balled up here in the words, but that data
is very important because it's in - where the steep
gradient of velocity change occurs. On looking
through here, I guess, In summary 1'1 I read a couple
of sentences again out of the press conference. We
do find evidence of lunar crust as we did in the
past, but we may have to thin it considerably. We
may have, in fact, have to thin it as much as to 25
ki lometers instead of 60 - that they believed it was
up unti I now •. And they're thinking they may have to
lower the velocity of seismic waves In the mantle,
which, I guess, at last guess was around 9
ki lometers per second. Now it's looking more I ike
7.5, and the crustal velocity is probably as low as
6.3 kilometers per second. Okay, yes. That was 
that last data was really from Dr. Latham, and he
was interpreting that data mainly from the S-IVB
impact and readings from some of the other siesmic
sites. Any questions on that? I real ize that this
is pretty ragged. Over.

LMP Oh, that's - that's great, Gordy. Did Kovach (TRANSEARTH COAST)
indicate his tentative depth for the second high
-velocity layer?

I I 12 28 29 CC I've got an interesting I ittle press release here. (TRANSEARTH COAST)
Jack Schmitt - and 1' m sure al I of you wi I I be
interested in, but based upon your work up on the
Shorty area on the surface, the people out at
Flagstaff went back and looked at the Apollo 14
250-mi Ilimeter camera frames from - and showed that
it has colored frames that showed brownish and
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II 12 28+

orangish colorations on a bulbous dome in the crater
Langrenus and on a 4-kilometer dark halo crater on
the ejecta blanket of Theophi Ius. And they've
made that news release today.

LMP Very good. We may have triggered something. (TRANSEARTH COAST)

I I 17 27 19 CC Okay. As usual In these inflight news conferences, (TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)
the questions that wi II be asked of you were
prepared by correspondents covering the Apollo 17
mission at the Manned Spacecraft Center In Houston.
They wi II be read exactly as written and in the
order determined by the newsmen. The first question
is for Jack Schmitt. If you, as a geologist, were
coming home from a field trip on Earth, you'd be
drafting a preliminary report and discussing it with
fellow geologists. In terms understandable to
laymen, can you summarize what you would be saying
in your preliminary report about your field trip to
Taurus-Llttrow?

I I 17 27+ LMP I think the thing we had hoped to accomplish at (TRANSEARTH COAST) (PRESS CONFERENCE)
Taurus-Littrow was to look at as broad a spectrum of
the history of the Moon as possible in one smal I
area, as the concluding flight to the Apollo
Program. And I think we did that. I think we did
look at some of the oldest rocks that it is possible
to see with our capabi lity in the breccias of the
South and North Massifs. I think we saw some
intermediate--age rocks of fairly unexpected
character, I believe, in the subfloor crystal line or
igneous rocks, the gabbro, as we cal led them there.
And we also understood, I think, that those rocks,
in fact, had Intruded into the breccias of the North
Massif. We found, I believe, at the crater Van
Serg, on the third EVA, that the regolith, or the
garden zone, on the top of that subfloor gabbro, or
the Igneous rocks, was quite thick, or appears to be
very thick, which is an expected result, and wi II -
hopefully, those rocks will have much information
about a fairly extended period of lunar erosion.
And,. we found that there was indeed a dark mantle
over the area of - variable thickness; but,
apparently, of relatively recent age, and that in
turn had a light mantle of material of which we do
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not yet understand, and I think that the samples are
going to have to tel I that story. It may weI I be a
landsl ide that has come off the South Massif. And,
then, possibly as important as any finding, we found
that even later than that relatively young light
mantle deposit or possible avalanche - we have
alteration reminiscent of the alteration by hot
waters or hot gases on Earth, and that was the
orange - appears to be the orange soil that we found
around the crater Shorty. And, subsequently, in
orbit we started to pick up, and particularly
through Ron Evans' efforts, pick up more of the
apparent evidence of such alteration taking place in
fari Iy recent time on the Moon. All of those items,
I think, are extremely significant and go through
the ful I range of our present knowledge of lunar
history. And, a report I would write would
initially summarize that particular sequence of
events.

I I 17 27+ CC Question number 2 is for Jack, again. What other (TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)
probable explanations besides volcanic origin do you
have for the orange rock and colored soi I that you
found at Shorty crater?

I I 17 33 02 LMP Well, they don't necessarily have to be volcanic (TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)
Gordy. I refer to them as alteration, and much of
the hydrothermal, or hot water, alteration we see on
Earth is related to recent volcanism, or ancient
volcanism; but, also, we know of that kind of
alteration of preexisting materials to take place as
a result of - of just fluids working their way up
through the Earth'S crust, and I presume that such a
process is also possible on the Moon. The ones we
saw seem to be associated with areas of dark mantle
of various types, and most of the photographic
evidence we have is that those dark mantle deposits
are associated with volcanism, but it is not
necessari Iy proved yet, I believe, that the - the
orange soi Is or the alterations we've seen are
volcanic. However, the process would be a related
process, that Is, one of internal origin.
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II 17 33+ CC The third question is for Cernan or Schmitt. Your (rRANSEARTH COAST) (PRESS CONFERENCE)
voices are so much al ike that it is unclear to some
of us which one of you found the orange rock and who
first spotted the layer of orange soil on the crater
rim.

I I 17 34 22 CDR Jack found it. He uncovered it as he was walking on (TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)
the rim, and we worked with that, and then, as I
went around the crater to take the stereo base pan
from within the crater, I could see alterations
radially down from the rim farther beyond where we
were working down to the center.

II 17 34+ LMP I don't think that that question of who found it Is (TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)
as specifically as important as that te were
there with the equipment and the training jointly to
not only recognize that but to take advantage of
having recognized it, and I hope that we did.

I I 17 47 26 CC Question I I Is for Jack. Do you think the United
States waited too long to send a geologist to the
Moon?

(TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)

II 17 47+ LMP We're grinning because I think we predicted that (TRANSEARTH COAST)(PRESS CONFERENCE)
question. Gordy, I think the United States waited
too long to go Into space in the first place, and I
think they're probably going to walt too long to go
back. I will always feel that way no matter who
goes or what qualifications he may have or may think
he has. I think that the most Important thing that
maybe I have done Is to - to be able to show that we
can build a transportation system that al lows you to
fly people of a wide variety of disciplines. And I
think that we have shown that, and I think that It's
occurred at about as soon as possible within the
Apo I10 Program.

* * * * END OF TRANSCRIPT * * * *
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TABLE 1. APOLLO 17 SAMPLE LISTING CROSS-REFERENCED TO APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS

70001 DRILL CORE BIT

70002-08 CORE STEMS

70009 TOP CORE STEM

70010 FINES - OUTS IDE .sTEM

70011 SESC

70012 DRIVE TUBE - 52

70017 ROCK - BASALT

70018 ROCK - BRECCIA

70019 ROCK - AGGLUTINATE

70030 RES IDUE - SCB 2

70035 ROCK - BASALT

70040 FRAGMENTS - SUIT POCKET

70050-54 FINES - BSLSS RESIDUE

70060-64 FINES

70070 DUST &SWEEPINGS - BSLSS

70075 CHIP - BSLSS

70130 DOC BAG RESIDUE

70135 ROCK - BASALT

70136-39 CHIPS

70145-49 CHIPS

APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

04 21 38+ 05 03 43+

04 21 38+ 05 03 43+

04 21 38+ 05 03 43+

04 21 38+ 05 03 43+

06 22 41+

06 23 49+

06 23 02+

04 18 55+ as 00 36+

06 00 20+ 06 00 39+ 06 00 47 27 06 19 58+

05 00 33 39 05 00 43+ as 05 24+ 05 15 46 26

07 00 37 42

04 22 24+ 04 22 46 44

04 22 24+ 04 22 46 44

04 22 24+ 04 22 46 44

04 22 24+ 04 22 46 44
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TABLE 1. CONT'D.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

70155-57 CHIPS 04 22 24+ 04 22 46 44

70160-65 FINES &CHIP 04 22 35+

70170 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 23 44+

70175 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 23 44+

70180-85 FINES &ROCK - BASALT 04 22 35+

70215 ROCK - BASALT 06 17 44 59 06 22 30+

70250 DOC BAG RES !DUE 05 18 41+

70255 ROCK - BASALT 05 18 41+

70270-75 FINES &ROCK - BASALT 05 18 48 24

70290 DOC BAG RES IDUE 06 17 36 31

70295 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 17 36 31

70310 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 22 20+

70311-15 FINES &ROCK - BASALT 06 22 20+

70320-24 FINES 06 22 20 28

71010 RESIDUE - SRC 1 &SCB 1

71030 DOC BAG RESIDUE 04 23 29+ 04 23 35+

71035 ROCK - BASALT 04 23 29+ 04 23 35+

71036 ROCK - BASALT 04 23 29+ 04 23 35+

71037 CHIP 04 23 29+ 04 23 35+

71040-45 FINES &CHIP 04 23 34+ 04 23 35+

71046-49 CHIPS 04 23 34+ 04 23 35+

71050 DOC BAG RES IDUE 04 23 32+ 04 23 35+
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TABLE 1. CONTID.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

71055 ROCK - BASALT 04 23 32+ 04 23 35+

71060-69 FINES &CHIPS 04 23 34+

71075 CHIP 04 23 34+

71085-89 CHIPS 04 23 34+

71095-97 CHIPS 04 23 34+

71130-36 FINES & CHIPS 04 23 35+

71150-57 DOC BAG RESIDUE - FINES &CHIPS 04 23 39+

71170 DOC BAG RES roUE 04 23 39+

71175 ROCK - BASALT 04 23 39+

71500-09 FINES &CHIPS - RAKE SOIL 04 23 46+

71515 CHIP 04 23 46+

71520 DOC BAG RESIDUE 04 23 43+

71525-29 CHIPS 04 23 43+

71535-39 CHIPS 04 23 43+

71545-49 CHIPS &ROCK - RAKE SAMPLE 04 23 43+

7155-59 CHIPS &ROCK - RAKE SAMPLE 04 23 43+

71565-69 CHIPS &ROCKS - RAKE SAMPLE 04 23 43+

71575-79 CHIPS &ROCKS - RAKE SAMPLE 04 23 43+

71585-89 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 04 23 43+

71595-97 CHIPS &ROCK - RAKE SAMPLE 04 23 43+

72010 RESIDUE - SCB 8

72130-35 FINES &ROCK - BRECCIA 05 19 13+
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TABLE l. CONT'D.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

72140-45 FINES & CHIP 05 19 24+

72150 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 19 30+

72155 ROCK - BASALT 05 19 30+

72160-64 FINES 05 19 32+

72210 DOC BAG RES IDUE 05 20 12+ 05 20 16+ 05 20 18+

72215 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 20 12+ 05 20 16+ 05 20 18+

72220-24 FINES 05 20 22+

72230 DOC BAG RES IDUE 05 20 16+ 05 20 18+

72235 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 20 16+ 05 20 18+

72240-44 FINES 05 20 22+

72250 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 20 18+

72255 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 20 18+

72260-64 FINES 05 20 22+

72270 DOC BAG RES IDUE 05 20 18+

72275 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 20 18+

72310 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 20 31+

72315 ROCK - POIKILITIC CLAST 05 20 31+

72320-24 FINES 05 20 36+

72330 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 20 31+

72335 ROCK - POIKILITIC CLAST 05 20 31+

72350 DUST &SWEEPINGS - BAG 518 05 20 33 42

72355 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 20 33 42
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TABLE 1. CONTID.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS

05 20 40+

05 20 40+

05 20 40+

05 20 40+

05 21 11 10

05 21 11 10

05 22 05+

05 22 05+

72370

72375

72390

72395

72410

72415-18

72430-35

72440-44

72460-64

72500-05

72530

72535-39

72545-49

72555-59

72700-05

72730

72735-38

73001

73002

73010

73120-24

73130-34

DUST &SWEEPINGS - BAG 519

CHIP - BRECCIA

DOC BAG RESIDUE

ROCK - BRECCIA

DOC BAG RESIDUE

CHIPS

FINES &ROCK - BRECCIA

FINES

FINES

FINES &CHIP - RAKE SOIL

DOC BAG RESIDUE

ROCK &CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE

CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE

CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE

FINES &CHIP - RAKE SOIL

DOC BAG RESIDUE

ROCK &CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE

DRIVE TUBE - L76. LOWER

DRIVE TUBE - U31. UPPER

RES IDUE - SCB 6

FINES

FINES
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APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 46+

05 20 46+ 05 20 54+

05 20 50+

05 20 52+

05 20 54 12

05 20 42+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 33+

05 20 58+

05 20 57+

05 20 57+

05 21 57+

05 21 57+

05 21 15+

05 21 15+ 05 21 21+



TABLE 1. CONT'D.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS . ~... APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

73140-46 FINES & CHIPS 05 21 21+ , ,

73150-56 FINES. CHIP. & ROCK - BRECCIA 05 21 17+

73210-19 FINES. CHIPS. & ROCKS - BRECCIAS 05 22 09+

73220-25 FINES & CHIP 05 21 51+

73230 DOC BAG RES IDUE 05 22 00+

73235 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 22 00+

73240-45 FINES & CHIP 05 21 56 36

73250 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 22 05 38

73255 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 22 05 38

73260-64 FINES 05 21 58 29

73270 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 22 07 23

73275 ROCK - BRECCIA 05 22 07 23

73280-85 FINES & CHIP 05 22 00+

74001 DRIVE TUBE - L44. LOWER 05 22 55+

74002 DRIVE TUBE - U35. UPPER 05 22 55+

74010 RESIDUE - SRC 2

74110-19 FINES & CHIPS 05 22 29+

74120-24 FINES 05 22 34+ 06 00 44+

74220 UNSIEVED FINES 05 22 51+

74230 DOC BAG RES IDUE 05 22 57+ 05 23 08+ 06 02 32+

74235 ROCK - BASALT VITROPHYRE 05 22 57+ 05 23 08+ 06 02 32+

74240-49 FINES. CHIPS. & ROCK - BASALT 05 22 51+ 06 00 44+
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TABLE l. CONT'D.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

74250 DOC BAG RES IDUE 05 23 03 42

74255 ROCK - BASALT 05 23 03 42

74260 UNSIEVED FINES 05 22 54+ 06 00 44+

74270 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 23 08+

74275 ROCK - BASALT 05 23 08+

74285-87 CHIPS 05 22 51+ 06 00 44+

75010 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 23 55+

75015 ROCK - BASALT 05 23 55+

75030 DOC BAG RESIDUE 05 23 57+

75035 ROCK - BASALT 05 23 57+

75050 DUST &SWEEPINGS - BAG 464 05 23 58+

75055 ROCK - BASALT 05 23 58+

75060-66 FINES & CHIPS 06 00 02+

75070 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 00 04+

75075 ROCK - BASALT 06 00 04+

75080-89 FINES & CHIPS 06 00 06+

75110-15 FINES &CHIP 05 23 27+

75120-24 FINES 05 23 35+

76001 DRIVE TUBE - L48, SINGLE DRIVE TUBE 06 18 59+ 06 19 05+ 06 22 40 11 06 22 41+

76010 RESIDUE - SCB 4

76015 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 26+

76030-37 FINES, CHIP, &ROCK - BRECCIA 06 19 22+
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TABLE 1. CONT'D.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

76055 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 19 12+

76120-24 FINES 06 17 52+

76130-37 FINES. CHIPS. &ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 02+

76210 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 18 26+

76215 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 26+

76220-24 FINES 06 18 21+

76230 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 18 35+

76235-39 CHIPS 06 18 35+

76240-46 FINES & CHIPS 06 18 21+

76250 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 18 39+

76255 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 39+

76260-65 FINES & CHIP 06 18 21+

76270 DOC BAG RESIDUE .~ 06 18 39+

76275 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 39+

76280-86 FINES & CHIPS 06 18 21+ 06 18 26+

76290 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 18 42+

76295 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 42+

76305-07 CHIPS 06 18 35+

76310 DOC BAG RES IDUE 06 18 50 07

76315 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 18 50 07

76320-24 FINES 06 18 46+

76330 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 19 12+
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TABLE 1. CONTtD.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

76335 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 19 12+

76500-06 FINES &CHIPS - RAKE SOIL 06 18 57+

76530 DOC BAG RESIDUE - RAKE SAMPLE 06 18 50+

76535-39 CHIPS & ROCK - NORITE - RAKE SAMPLE 06 18 50+

76545-49 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 18 50+

76555-59 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 18 50+

76565-69 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 18 50+

76575-77 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 18 50+

77010 RESIDUE - SCB 7

77017 ROCK - GABBRO 06 19 33+

77035 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 19 41+

77070 DOC BAG RES IDUE 06 19 34+

77075-77 CHIPS s ROCK 06 19 34+

77110 OUST &SWEEPINGS - BAG 561 06 19 39+

77115 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 19 39+

77130 DOC BAG RES IDUE 06 19 39+

77135 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 19 39+

77210 DOC BAG RES IDUE 06 19 37+

77215 ROCK - NORITE 06 19 37+

77510-19 FINES. CHIPS. & ROCKS 06 19 33 09

77525-26 CHIPS 06 19 33 09

77530-39 FINES. CHIPS. & ROCKS 06 19 37 05
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TABLE l. CONTID.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

77545 CHIP 06 19 37 05

78120-24 FINES 06 20 02+

78130 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 20 12+

78135 ROCK - BASALT 06 20 12+

78150 DUST &SWEEPINGS - BAG 567 06 20 33+

78155 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 20 33+

78220-24 FINES 06 20 17 44

78230-36. 38 FINES. CHIPS. &ROCK - NORITE 06 20 17+

78250 UNSIEVEO FINES - BAG 546 06 20 23+

78255 CHIP 06 20 23+

78420-24 FINES 06 20 35+

78440-44 FINES 06 20 44+

78460-65 FINES & CHIP 06 20 43+

78480-84 FINES 06 20 42+

78500-09 FINES. CHIPS. &ROCKS - RAKE SOIL 06 20 33 16

78515-18 CHIPS - RAKE SOIL 06 20 33 16

78525-28 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78530 DOC BAG RESIDUE - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78535-39 CHIPS &ROCK - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78545-49 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78555-59 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78565-69 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+
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TABLE 1. CONTID.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

78575-79 CHIPS & ROCK - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78585-89 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

78595-99 CHIPS - RAKE SAMPLE 06 20 26+ 06 20 35+ 06 20 55+ 07 02 52+

79001 DRIVE TUBE - 55, LOWER 06 21 55+ 06 22 41+

79002 DRIVE TUBE - 37, UPPER 06 21 55+ 06 22 41+

79010 RESIDUE - SCB 5

79035 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 22 03+ 06 22 40+ 06 22 47+

79110 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 21 23+ 07 02 52+

79115 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 21 23+ 07 02 52+

79120-25 FINES & CHIP 06 21 28+

79130 DUST & SWEEPINGS - BAG 480 06 21 27+

79135 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 21 27+

79150 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 21 28+

79155 ROCK - BASALT 06 21 28+

79170 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 21 32+ 07 02 56+

79175 -ROCK - AGGLUTINATE 06 21 32+ 07 02 56+

79190 DOC BAG RESIDUE 06 21 37+ 07 02 52+

79195 ROCK - BRECCIA 06 21 37+ 07 02 52+

79210 DOC BAG RESIDUE n,r "'t") nr-
UO LL U:)

79215 ROCK - BRECCIATED TROCTOLITE 06 22 05+

79220-25 FINES & CHIP 06 21 47+
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TABLE 1. CONT'D.

LRL SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE CLASS APOLLO ELAPSED TIMES (AET)

79226-28 CHIPS 06 21 47+

79240-45 FINES & CHIP 06 21 47+

79260-65 FINES & CHIP 06 21 47+

79510-19 FINES & CHIPS 06 21 28+

79525-29 CHIPS 06 21 28+

79535-37 CHIPS 06 21 28+
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